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Notes to the Readers 
1. New Testament texts cited in this thesis are based on the 27th edition of Novum Testamentum 
Graece (eds. B. Aland, K. Aland et al.\ Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgesellschaft, 1993). 
2. As for matters of style and documentation, I follow The SBL Handbook of Style: For Ancient Near 
Eastern, Biblical, and Early Christian Studies (eds. P. H. Alexander et al\ Peabody, Mass.: Hen-
drickson, 1999) and secondarily to The Chicago Manual of Style (15th ed.; Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 2003). It is to be noted that I have not followed the "rigorous usage" of initial 
capital or lowercase letters {CMS 11.15-11.18). 
3. Titles of periodicals, monograph series, and other modem publications are abbreviated only in the 
footnotes; their full forms are given in the bibliography. Titles of ancient and modem works are 
abbreviated according to The SBL Handbook of Style. Abbreviations of titles of periodicals and 
monograph series that are used in this thesis but are not found in that handbook, are listed as 
follows: 
AcB Academia biblica 
AHB Ancient History Bulletin 
ANL Annua nuntia lovaniensia 
BCAW Blackwell Companions to the Ancient World 
BIS Biblical Interpretation Series 
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Abstract 
It is conventional for scholars assessing the Lukan attitude towards the Roman empire to take 
the empire merely as the "state" in Luke's times, thus focusing merely on the relationship of 
Christ-confessors to Rome's state authorities such as its magistrates. Over against this ap-
proach, this study paves the way for rethinking the Lukan perspective on the Roman empire, 
by considering another less discussed "political" dimension of the Lukan bipartite work. It is 
assumed that its author may have had in view the institutions now known as imperial cults in 
their eastern manifestations. By the end of the first century C.E., the practice of emperor wor-
ship had long become an integral part of civic life in the Roman East; it enabled Hellenic 
populaces and cities to cognitively come to terms with foreign imperial rule, and provided a 
cultural means for them to define and negotiate their relations both to the imperial centre and 
to other emperor-worshipping groups. In view of the political implications of imperial cults, 
the present study builds on some recent studies on the interface between the Lukan writings 
and Roman imperial ideology. It offers a preliminary consideration of the possibility that the 
bipartite work responds to emperor worship, by focusing on two Acts passages, 12:20-23 and 
19:2341. Read in the light of some aspects of Hellenic imperial cults, these Lukan passages 
are found to be consistent with the view that the bipartite work contributes to framing an 
identity which is distinct both from that of emperor-worshipping groups and that of ethnic 
Jews. Insofar as such texts are concerned, the Lukan writings can be viewed as making subtle 
criticism not so much on Rome as on the Hellenic populaces who thus constructed their re-



















1英文Luke-Acts —詞由路加福音及使徒行傳兩書的簡稱合成，為美國聖經學者Henry J. Cadbury所 
創（見氏著T h e Making of Luke-Acts [London: SPCK, 1958]) °新約學者大多認為路加福音及使徒行 
傳均出於一人之手，亦本為一書之兩半（或一書之上下二卷）；可是此書本身從來都沒有書名， 
因而出現英文L u k e - A c t s或德文d a s lukanische Doppelwerk這些學者喜用的「現代」名稱。這些名 
稱意味著路加福音及使徒行傳的連續性及一體性。是以好些對這兩卷書的一體性表示懷疑的學 
者，並不贊成繼續使用 Luke-Acts 這個名稱（Mikeal C. Parsons and Richard I. Pervo, Rethinking the 
Unity of Luke and Acts [Minneapolis: Fortress, 1 9 9 3 ] ) �迄今中文還沒出現與 Luke-Acts—詞等義的名 
稱（好像「路-徒」）’而使用全稱（即「路加福音-使徒行傳」）則失之累贅，故此以「路加 
二卷」一詞充當與Luke-Acts或lukanisches Doppelwerk等義的名稱。 
2英文 imperial cult或emperor cu l t等詞一般譯作「帝王崇拜」或「君王祭祀」（見孫寶玲，〈新約 
世界的希羅宗教〉’《新約歷史與宗教文化導論》〔香港：基道’ 2 0 0 2 � ’ 頁 2 0 1 - 5 ) ，也有漢語 
著作稱之為「帝國祭儀」（王曉朝，《羅馬帝國文化轉型論》〔北京：社科文獻，2002〕，頁 
1 0 1 ) �英文i m p e r i a l cul t或emperor cul t等詞其實專指羅馬帝國時代（principate)的君主崇拜，並 
不包括希臘化（Hellenis t ic)時代已盛行的統治者崇拜（一般稱為 ruler cult/worship ；將ruler譯作 
「統治者」而不譯作「君王」，是因為其崇拜對象亦包括一些羅馬將領或地方長官）。而且 
imperial c u l t s的祭祀對象並不限於「帝王」，也包括羅馬、羅馬議院（ s e n a t e ) �各種被神化的 
「德性」（v i r t u e s )、在位「皇帝」所尊敬或疼愛的親屬等等。故此以「帝國祀典」一詞表示 
imperial cult 的意思。 
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Introduction 
The Lukan Acts is one of the earliest Christian documents which, on the one hand, contain 
so much polemical engagement with different "pagan" religions' and, on the other hand, show 
so much awareness of the presence of the Roman empire? One wonders if these two interests 
might converge in this book as long as it touches upon the phenomena known to us as 
"imperial cults," which were doubtless an integral part of the Roman empire and a "pagan" 
religion contemporary with all pre-Constantinian ChristiansThe practice of such cults, 
1 Acts 8:9-12; 13:8-12; 14:8-18; 16:16-18; 17:16-21; 19:11-20, 23-41. See a recent treatment of this topic 
by Hans-Josef Klauck, Magic and Paganism in Early Christianity: The World of the Acts of the Apostles (trans. B. 
McNeil; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 2000). 
2 Acts 10:1; 13:7; 16:1940; 17:6—9; 18:12-17; 19:38-41; 21:31-39; 22:24-30; 23:10-26:32, etpassim; cf. 
Luke 2:1-3; 3:1; 7:2ff.; U\\,etpassim. 
3 Biblical scholars have been reading different New Testament writings in light of Roman imperial ideology 
expressed in the emperor cult. Some argue that the Roman imperial cult contributed significantly to early 
christological formulation; see, e.g., Wilhelm Bousset, Kyrios Christos: A History of the Belief in Christ from the 
Beginnings of Christianity to Irenaeus (trans. J. E. Steely; Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon, 1970), ch. 7; Gustav Adolf 
Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East: The New Testament Illustrated by Recently Discovered Texts of the 
Graeco-Roman World (rev. ed.; trans. L. R. M. Strachan; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker, 1965), 338-78. Other 
earlier studies which relate the New Testament to the imperial cult include Karl Priimm, "Herrscherkult und 
Neues Testament: Ein Beitrag zum sprachlichen Problem der Pastoralbriefe und zur Frage nach den Wurzeln des 
paulinischen Christusbekenntnisses KYPIOC IHCOYC," Bib 9 (1928): 3-25; Stephan Losch, Deitas Jesu und 
Antike Apotheose. Ein Beitrag zur Exegese und Religionsgeschichte (Rottenburg am Neckar: Bader'sche 
Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1933) and Dominique Cuss, Imperial Cult and Honorary Terms in the New Testament 
(Paradosis 23; Fribourg: Fribourg University Press, 1974). More recent studies which engage the Roman imperial 
cult as a context of the New Testament (esp. of the book of Revelation) include: Peder Borgen, "Moses, Jesus, and 
the Roman Emperor: Observations in Philo's Writings and the Revelation of John," NovT 从(1996): 145-59; 
idem, "Emperor Worship and Persecution in Philo's In Flaccum and De Legatione ad Gaium and the Revelation 
of John," in Geschichte - Tradition — Reflexion: Festschrift fur Martin Hengel zum 70. Geburtstag (eds. H. 
Cancik, H. Lichtenberger, and P. Schafer; 3 vols.; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1996), 493-509; Allen Brent, The 
Imperial Cult and the Development of Church Order: Concepts and Images of Authority in Paganism and Early 
Christianity before the Age of Cyprian (VCSup 45; Leiden: Brill, 1999), chs. 2 and 4 (see ch. 2 of the present 
thesis); Warren Carter, Matthew and Empire: Initial Explorations (Harrisburg, Pa.: Trinity Press International, 
1 
moreover, defies any attempt to apply the modern, taken-for-granted conceptual separation 
between the religious and the political to our analysis of such ancient phenomena: since the 
religious dimension of the Roman empire had political implications at least from the 
perspective of Luke's contemporary Hellenic populaces, we cannot adequately understand 
what he might have thought about the Roman empire without taking into consideration of 
what he might have thought about the imperial cults as well.4 A convergence between those 
two interests, moreover, becomes more interesting in the sense that, whereas the Lukan 
bipartite work as a whole seems to view neither the Roman empire nor Christian existence 
2001); Adela Yabro Collins, "The Worship of Jesus and the Imperial Cult," in The Jewish Roots of Christological 
Monotheism: Papers from the St. Andrews Conference on the Historical Origins of the Worship of Jesus (eds. C. 
C. Newman, J. R. Davila, and G. S. Lewis; JSJSup 63; Leiden and Boston: Brill, 1999), 234-57; eadem, "Mark 
and His Readers: The Son of God among Greeks and Romans," HTR 93 (2000): 85-100; Mary Rose D'Angelo, 
“Abba and 'Father': Imperial Theology and the Jesus Traditions," JBL III (1992): 611-30; Steven J. Friesen, 
Imperial Cults and the Apocalypse of John: Reading Revelation in the Ruins (Oxford and New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2001); David W. J. Gill and Bruce W. Winter, "Acts and Roman Religion," in The Book of Acts 
in Its Graeco-Roman Setting (eds. D. W. J. Gill and C. Gempf; vol. 2 of The Book of Acts in Its First Century 
Setting; ed. B. W. Winter; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1994), 79-103; Philip A. Harland, "Claiming a Place 
in Polis and Empire: The Significance of Imperial Cults and Connections among Associations, Synagogues and 
Christian Groups in Roman Asia (c. 27 BCE-138 CE)" (PhD diss., University of Toronto, 1999); idem, "Honouring 
the Emperor or Assailing the Beast: Participating in Civic Life among Associations (Jewish, Christian and Other) 
in Asia Minor and the Apocalypse of John," JSNTll (2000): 99-121; J. R. Harrison, "Paul, Eschatology and the 
Augustan Age of Grace," TymBul 50 (1999): 79-91; idem, "Paul and the Imperial Gospel at Thessaloniki," JSNT 
25 (2002): 71—96; Erik Marvin Heen, "Saturnalicius Princeps: The Enthronement of Jesus in Early Christian 
Discourse" (PhD diss., Columbia University, 1997); Richard A. Horsley, ed., Paul and Empire: Religion and 
Power in Roman Imperial Society (Harrisburg, Pa.: Trinity Press International, 1997); idem, ed., Paul and Politics: 
Ekklesia, Israel, Imperium, Interpretation (Harrisburg, Pa.: Trinity Press International, 2000); idem, "Religion and 
Other Products of Empire," JAAR 71 (2003): 1344; Donald L. Jones, "Christianity and the Roman Imperial 
Cult," 層炉23.2:1023-1054; Tae Hun Kim, "The Anarthrous 0eoD in Mark 15,39 and the Roman Imperial 
Cult," Bib 79 (1998): 221-41; Hans-Josef Klauck, "Das Sendschreiben nach Pergamon und der Kaiserkult in der 
Johannesoffenbarung," Bib 73 (1992): 153-82; idem, "Gottlicher Kaiser und menschlicher Gott. Ein 
vernachlassigter Aspekt der Weihnachtsbotschaft," in idem, Vom Zauber des Anfangs: Biblische Besinnungen 
(Werl: Dietrich-Coelde-Verlag, 1999), 8-16; Helmut Koester, Introduction to the New Testament (2nd ed.; 2 vols.; 
New York: de Gruyter, 1995, 2000)，1:350-56; Robert L. Mowery, "Son of God in Roman Imperial Titles and 
Matthew," Bib 83 (2002): 100-110; Peter S. Oakes, Philippians: From People to Letter (SNTSMS 110; 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001); Wolfgang Pohlmann, "Herrscherkult II. Neues Testament und 
Alte Kirche bis Konstantin," TRE 15:248-53; Steven J. Scherrer, "Signs and Wonders in the Imperial Cult: A 
New Look at a Roman Religious Institution in the Light of Rev 13:13-15,” JBL 103 (1984): 599-610. 
4 That is the reason why in the subtitle of this thesis, the word "political" is in quotes. See §1.1 below. 
2 
therein as problematic, its author does not seem to tolerate the attribution of divine honour to 
any mortals——not to mention a Roman emperor.^ In view of the latent conflicts between his 
religion and the imperial cults as he might have viewed them, would the author of the Lukan 
writings have made explicit or suppressed, or even attempted to resolve, the tensions between 
his anti-idol polemic and his alleged optimism as to the relationship between the empire and 
Christianity? The present study is a preliminary attempt to address these questions. 
Lukan research since the fifties of the last century has given a number of new solutions to 
the old questions about the "political" attitude of Luke-Acts: What is the author's attitude 
towards the Roman state? How does he express it and, more importantly, what was the 
situation that motivated it?^ But almost all of their solutions fall short of taking into serious 
consideration the religious dimension of the imperial presence, which is presumably expressed 
by the Roman imperial cults. In his newly published report on "The Acts of the Apostles in 
Current Study," Todd C. Penner comments: 
Fewer scholars in recent scholarship have ventured to explore Lukan christological themes 
against the backdrop of the Roman imperial cult and propaganda, although such study 
proves to be equally profitable for an appreciation of Luke's unique configuration of Jesus 
as the Christ. The assumed importance of the ruler cult for early Christian identity and 
rhetoric, especially for the book of Revelation, and the widespread influence of the images 
of the divine emperor in Asia Minor, would suggest that more attention should be focused 
in this direction.^ 
In addition to certain methodological limitations regarding the analysis of the Lukan 
5 Acts 10:26; 12:22-23; 14:14-15. See ch. 3 of this thesis. 
6 For a recent, useful survey of scholarship, see Steve Walton, "The State They Were in: Luke's View of the 
Roman Empire," in Rome in the Bible and the Early Church (ed. P. Oakes; Carlisle: Paternoster Press; Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic, 2002), 1-41. 
7 "Madness in the Method? The Acts of the Apostles in Current Study," CBR 2.2 (2004): 254-55; 
bibliographical citations in the quoted passage are omitted. I will not in this thesis directly and fully deal with 
purported connections between Roman imperial cults and "Lukan christology" (but see §3.2.4). It is hoped that the 
present study may help to point out whether or not further work in that direction would be desirable. 
3 
writings against the backdrop of their author's "extratextual repertoire,"^ that failure I just 
pointed out more or less has something to do with the still rather popular theory of political 
apologetic in one form or another.^ Expounding the Lukan perspective on the Church's 
relationship to the Roman state in the post-Ascension period of the "salvation history," Hans 
Conzelmann^^ was certainly not unaware of that pertinent but hidden problem posed to 
many—if not all—earliest urban Christians. Dismissing that problem out of hand so as to put 
his apologetic thesis in the best possible light, he asserts that "there is no trace of any conflict 
arising from the cult of the Emperor."^ ^ Towards the end of the last century, Petr Pokorny 
made a similar assertion in view of Luke's attitude towards the Roman state: "We hear 
nothing about the possible conflicts about the emperor cult，which must have been known in 
Luke's times as the critical point of the Church's relationship to the Roman Empire."^^ Both 
NT scholars presuppose that any "conflict arising from the emperor cult," if discerned, could 
have significant bearing on what we perceive as Luke's attitude towards the empire. Pokomy 
even goes as far as presupposing that Luke's Christian contemporaries could hardly have 
overlooked the "emperor cult" in the sense that it was "the critical point" of their 
relationship—whether theoretical or actual~to the Roman empire. 
Recent scholarly works on later New Testament writings such as First Peter and some 
disputed Pauline letters, moreover, have suggested that subtle criticism on Roman imperial 
cults or imperial ideology may not necessarily be incompatible with a relatively and ostensibly 
8 Penner, "Madness in the Method?", 255. 
9 See further below, §1.3. 
10 The Theology of St Luke (trans. Geoffrey Buswell; New York: Harper & Row, 1961). 
11 Ibid., 148 n. 4; see further my discussion on Conzelmann's remark in ch. 3 in connection with how he 
relates the Lukan account of the death of Agrippa I to ancient criticism on ruler cults (Acts 12:22-23). 
12 "Wir horen nichts uber die moglichen Konflikte um den Kaiserkult, der zur Zeit des Lukas als der kritische 
Punkt der Beziehung der Kirche zum romischen Reich bekannt gewesen sein muB" (Theologie der lukanischen 
Schriften [FRLANT 174; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1998], 178; my translation). 
4 
"accommodative" attitude toward Roman authorities or the reality of Roman rule�3 Thus, 
given the temporal and geographical proximity of the Lukan bipartite work to such other 
Christian wr i t ings , i t seems even more likely that its author, who allegedly tends to be 
optimistic as to the relationship between Christianity and the Roman empire, could have 
expressed indictment against emperor worship. That said, we must not overlook the fact that 
unlike the authors of those roughly contemporary Christian works in question, Luke does not 
seem to have overtly exhorted his readers to come to terms with the Roman state or emperor, 
as though they had been doubtful whether they (as Christians) should still remain good 
citizens or loyal subjects of Rome” 
Furthermore, several recent studies on the "political" dimensions of the Lukan bipartite 
work have helpfully pointed to critical responses it makes to some aspects of Roman imperial 
ideology, by demonstrating that at least some Lukan passages can be read as the author's 
attempt to relativize the hegemonic imperial claims of Roman propaganda. Carsten Burfeind 
argues that in the Lukan Acts, Paul's third and last missionary journey toward Rome is meant 
to universally proclaim a rival kingdom which contests, and will eventually replace, the 
Roman e m p i r e ] 6 Another NT scholar has drawn our attention to other Lukan passages and 
themes. On the basis of his interpretation of the portrayal of Jesus as the saviour and bringer of 
E.g., Frances Young, The Theology of the Pastoral Letters (NTT; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1994), 64-66; John N. Elliot, 1 Peter: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary (AB 37b; New York: 
Doubleday, 2000), 489, 501; Margaret Y. MacDonald, "The Politics of Identity in Ephesians’，，26 (2004): 
419—44, esp. pp. 437-42. 
14 See, e.g., Peter Lampe and Ulrich Luz, "Post-Pauline Christianity and Pagan Society," trans. A. S. Kidder, 
in Christian Beginnings: Word and Community from Jesus to Post-apostolic Times (ed. J. Becker; Louisville, Ky.: 
Westminster John Knox, 1993), 242—80. No particular literary relationship between them is assumed in this study. 
15 It is my assumption that the author of Luke-Acts is concerned with demonstrating the "political loyalty" and 
"political innocence" of the ethnic Jewish apostles一not of his intended gentile Christian readers—in the face of 
the attempts of some militant Jewish opponents to politically vilify their ethnic Jewish "rivals." See §1.3 for my 
assumptions concerning Luke's ostensible attitude toward the Roman state. 
16 "Paulus mufi nach Rom. Zur politischen Dimension der Apostelgeschichte," NTS 46 (2000): 75-91. 
5 
peace, his ascension, and the list of nations in Luke-Acts, Gary Gilbert contends that "Luke 
has co-opted and refitted the political language of his day and created an ideological 
confrontation between Rome and the church"; ^ ^ the Lukan vision of the Christian mission thus 
constitutes nothing less than a theological challenge to the very "ideological foundation upon 
which Rome has built its empire."^^ But in contrast to Gilbert's general approach to Luke's 
literary responses to phenomena pertaining to Roman imperialism, my study will focus only 
on Luke's alleged responses to the practice of Roman imperial cults, viewing such cults not 
merely as channels of Roman propaganda but as voluntary socio-religious practice of Rome's 
Greek subjects.^^ And yet the results of Burfeind's and especially Gilbert's studies which 
relate to Roman imperial cults can supplement our probes into two selected Lukan passages 
not treated by these two scholars (chs. 3 and 4 respectively), and can lend support to my case 
as well. My reading of the two passages can in turn contribute to the better, nuanced 
understanding of the "political" dimensions of the Lukan writings insofar as their literary 
20 
responses to some aspects of (a) Roman imperial ideology and (b) Hellenic imperial cults are 
concerned. 
Thus, the present study takes Pokomy's presupposition—that emperor worship was "the 
critical point of the Church's relationship to the Roman empire" at Luke's times一much 
further and more seriously than he does. With this presupposition, this study offers two 
17 "Roman Propaganda and Christian Identity in the Worldview of Luke-Acts," in Contextualizing Acts: 
Lukan Narrative and Greco-Roman Discourse (eds. T. Penner and C. V. Stichele; SBLSymS 20; Atlanta, Ga.: 
Society of Biblical Literature, 2003), 255. 
Gary Gilbert, "The List of Nations in Acts 2: Roman Propaganda and the Lukan Response," JBL 121 
(2002): 529. 
19 See further §1.1. 
20 In this thesis, “Hellenic imperial cults" refer to the ruler cults in the Roman East with an emphasis on the 
influence of the Hellenic or Greek culture. “Roman imperial cults" refer to the same phenomena but with an 
emphasis on their temporal, geographical, social, economic, and political location within the Roman empire. 
6 
exegetical assessments of the "visibility" or "audibility" of both the imperial cults and the 
“conflict，’ with them in the bipartite work, from the perspective of the earliest, intended 
readers of the Lukan writings. These assessments will lead us to ask to what degree imperial 
cults may have bearing on the interpretation of the Lukan perspective on the Roman empire. 
In other words, if it is found in them that Luke, for example, has some critical points to make 
about the contemporary praxis of imperial cults or about the religion propagated by those 
cults, how critical those points could be for us to assess and determine his, or his bipartite 
work's, perspective on the Roman empire? 
Before those two assessments of the "visibility" of imperial cults in two selected Lukan 
texts, I will briefly explain in the first chapter why imperial cults are understood in this thesis 
as a plausible historical context of the Lukan writings and of their intended readers. It is from 
this understanding that this study's major hypothesis一that the author of the Lukan writings 
must have some aspects of imperial cults and their theological implications in view—is 
derived. I will then make clear my assumptions as to the implied readers, the author, and their 
late first-century and/or early second-century situation vis-a-vis the contemporary Roman 
imperial cults. 
Toward the end of the same chapter (§1.3), I make clear my presuppositions as to the 
bipartite work's, or its author's, attitude toward the Roman empire. The present study 
presupposes Michael Wolter's argument that the places conventionally taken as reflecting 
Luke's "political" attitude as such are rather to be understood as part of his historiographical 
rhetoric explaining the separation between ethnic Jews and the gentile mission prior to Paul's 
arrival in Rome.21 In other words, Luke's narrative rhetoric (the actual historical situation of 
21 "Die Juden und die Obrigkeit bei Lukas," in Ja und nein: Christ lie he Theologie im Angesicht Israels; 
Festschrift zum 70. Geburtstag von Wolfgang Schrage (eds. K. Wengst, G. Sass, K. Kriener, and R. Stuhlmann; 
Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener, 1998), 277-90. 
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the intended readership notwithstanding) does not ostensibly feature the relationship一not to 
say conflicts (actual or latent)一between the gentile Christian movement and the Roman 
empire. And yet the present reading of the Lukan writings argues that various places in the 
bipartite work are at the least suggestive of theological conflicts between the Christian religion 
and Roman imperial cults. Although the bipartite work does not seem to suggest that the 
religious movement it seeks to validate is incompatible with the empire, it can still be viewed 
as propagating a religious order contesting the one which was contemporaneously propagated 
by Hellenic imperial cults. 
Before the two exegetical assessments in chapters three and four, I will briefly review a 
recent major contribution^^ to the interpretation of the Lukan writings in and through the 
Roman imperial religion, in the second chapter. Written by a British specialist of early 
Christianity, Allen Brent, it is the most comprehensive treatment of the issue to date. 
According to Brent's study, Luke's theological programme was on the whole politically 
motivated, in the sense that the Christian political existence implied in his narrative is only to 
be adequately understood in and through the political aspirations of the Roman imperial 
religion as such. Brent's major thesis is that the Lukan narrative embodies a contracultural 
political theology constructed such as to provide a certain group of pre-Domitianic Christians 
with a socio-psychological assurance grounded in the belief that Christianity can alone 
achieve the pax deorum even better than the "reformed" Roman imperial cult. Although such a 
"maximal" political reading of the bipartite work is found to be less than persuasive on final 
analysis—because Brent's thesis is found to be questionable in view of its mirror-reading 
strategy, its "Domitianic persecution" hypothesis, and his analysis as to the implications of 
22 Allen Brent, "Imperial Ideology and the Origins of Church Order: Reformed Judaism in Luke-Acts and the 
Christian pax dei;, in idem, The Imperial Cult and the Development of Church Order: Concepts and Images of 
Authority in Paganism and Early Christianity before the Age of Cyprian (VCSup 45; Leiden: Brill, 1999), 73-139. 
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participation and non-participation in the "imperial cult"—yet, Brent's interpretive attempt has 
rightly sensitized us to the fact that the practice of imperial cults was a political issue to 
Luke's contemporary Christ-confessors, and to the likelihood that the Lukan writings 
propagate a universal theological vision centred on the one exalted lord and saviour of all—a 
vision which potentially contests, inasmuch as it mirrors, its imperial counterpart(s). Brent 
also helpfully sensitizes us to the plausibility that Luke's religious worldview is meant to 
relativize any rival theological claims the imperial cults help to propagate. 
Two Lukan passages are thereafter closely read in light of the hypothesis that the author 
might have the imperial cults and their latent problems in view. Chapter three argues that Acts 
12:20-23 can be read as assailing the "pagan" practice of apotheosizing mortals of royal 
status. The chapter also suggests that King Agrippa I's pretensions to quasi-divine status can 
be viewed as associated with the notion of the divine monarch-benefactor. Chapter four then 
considers how far the episode of the Ephesian riot (Acts 19:2341) can also be read as a subtle 
response to some contemporary Hellenic imperial cults. It is argued that the very term 
VEOOKOpog (Acts 19:35), though ostensibly related to the civic cult of Artemis Ephesia in its 
literary context, is in its literary and historical contexts suggestive of a subtle criticism on 
Roman Ephesus as a corporate imperial VECoicopog, which was around the turn of the first 
century C.E. priding itself on its much envied prestige of possessing a newly founded 
provincial imperial cult. 
It must be made clear at the outset that these two attempts to read the two Lukan passages 
are not meant to be exhaustive and conclusive as to the investigation of the Lukan responses to 
imperial cults. These two studies are rather primarily intended to determine how far we may 
meaningfully bring the two selected texts to bear on Luke's attitude toward such "pagan" 
phenomena, given the assumption that he may have had the phenomena in view. More works 
9 
are yet to be done by which we may possibly reach a firmer conclusion regarding the bipartite 
• 丨 2 3 
work's perspective on any other aspects of Roman imperial cults not treated in this study. 
The thesis of the present study is that, as far as Acts 12:20-23 and Acts 19:23-41 are read 
in the light of imperial cults as a plausible late first-century or early second-century context of 
the Lukan writings, the bipartite work can be viewed as reminding its readers of their non-
ethnic-Jewish identity, which is defined, inter alia, by their non-participation in imperial 
rituals and perhaps also by their non-adherence to any associations connected with divine 
honours attributed to Roman emperors. And yet this identity as defined over against imperial 
cults is not necessarily incompatible with the general impression of the Lukan narrative that 
neither Rome (as is represented by its magistrates) nor Christianity as such appears to be a 
problem to each other. However, since imperial cults must have been taken as an integral part 
of the imperial presence by Rome's subjects (not least its Hellenic populaces or poleis)’ the 
following studies on the bipartite work's subtle and critical responses on some aspects of 
imperial cults, to some degree, may contribute to our nuanced understanding of Luke's 
perspective on the Roman empire. 
23 See n. 7 above. 
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Chapter One 
Imperial Cults as a Context of the 
Lukan Writings: Historical Preliminaries 
No one is more surprised than I am to find that what motivates me now is not a 
commitment to the Pax Romana [the peace brought about by Rome] but a commitment to 
the empire of the God of Israel. That God is, I now believe, the eternal, sovereign, and 
blessed Lord of all, the creator God whose mercy knows no boundaries. I also must affirm, 
consequently, that Rome's authority is legitimate as long as it does not transgress the 
boundaries of the empire of God in which Jesus is Lord. 
These words are not themselves seditious. Should you hear them as such, I would 
appeal to your merciful character, which you have today advertised. ...In your wisdom, 
let your mercy fall upon Demetrius and your justice fall upon me, great Domitian,‘ 
In his recently published fictional experiment of contextualizing an imagined interactive 
reading of the Gospel of Luke, Bruce W. Longenecker is not unaware of the likelihood that 
the evangelist could have been aware of the tension between the Roman imperial cults and the 
religion expressed by the story about Jesus of Nazareth. Antipas, the protagonist of 
Longenecker's story who is a wealthy pagan successfully climbing up on the provincial social 
ladder in Pergamum, becomes one of Luke's contemporary readers. Reading through the first 
volume of Luke's new work and discussing with him on Jesus' deeds and teachings largely 
1 Bruce W. Longenecker, The Lost Letters of Pergamum: A Story from the New Testament World (Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic, 2003), 177 (words in square brackets are supposed to be inserted by the 
"commentator"). 
2 The character Antipas is supposed to be identified with the martyr of the same name mentioned in the letter 
to the "messenger of the assembly in Pergamum" (Rev 2:13). The identity he assumes in the story, however, is 
"speculative" and the story about him fictional (ibid., 189). It seems that Longenecker's Antipas, who is a Roman 
citizen, would not share the radical "political" perspective of John the Seer, a contemporary of both Antipas and 
Luke. 
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through letters, Antipas comes to be converted and affiliates himself with the still marginal 
religious community. His conversion is not yet the climax. Towards the end of the story, his 
believing slave, Demetrius, is arrested and sentenced to death because he openly fulminates 
against the practices of the imperial cult in Pergamum.^ With the "merciful" permission of the 
emperor, Domitian, who happens to be so patient as to have listened to his entire apologetic 
speech extracted above, Antipas emulates the protagonist of Luke's story to the fullest: at the 
city's amphitheatre, the former pagan benefactor now bravely undergoes a gruesome death as 
a noble, innocent criminal—such as to save the life of his beloved brother. 
Longenecker's experiment, regardless of the historical plausibility of some of its details, 
alerts us to the likelihood that the auctor ad Theophilum^ might have had such readers in view 
who were faced with the problem of imperial cults as part of the everyday reality. Although 
Longenecker's Luke already finished his two volume work ten years before Antipas reads its 
first volume, those intended readers—not least Theophilus and his son—are faced with the 
same problem as their fellow citizens of Ephesus^ were enthusiastically engaged in a massive 
provincial building project of the Temple of the (Flavian) Sebastoi.^ If the Lukan writings, as 
not a few scholars contend, are more or less a narrativized contextual theology written to 
3 Ibid.，163-67. Luke knows about Demetrius' action and his own theological confession through Antipas' 
last letter to him. According to Antipas, Demetrius "feels that the emperor's claims to divinity, perpetuated by the 
local imperial priesthood, are simply the most obscene and despicable demonstration of human self-
aggrandizement. . . .Demetrius said that he wanted no part of this narcissistic paganism, preferring to give his 
allegiance instead to the empire of god that Jesus had spoken of, practiced, and embodied" (ibid., 166). 
4 On the identity of the author of the New Testament books known as the Gospel of Luke and the Acts of the 
Apostles, see below, §1.2.1. 
5 In Longenecker's story, Luke's host is a "head of an Ephesian household" named Calpumius, whose father 
was Theophilus, a bibliophile "to whom Luke wrote his two-volume monograph" (ibid.，187—88). 
6 Ibid., 34-35. See further below, ch. 4, which deals intensively with Luke's contemporary Ephesian imperial 
cult as a context which could illuminate his historical account of the riot instigated by a silversmith. 
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address certain pastoral needs of a faith community based in a Greek city,? it seems quite 
plausible that their author would have addressed the problem of the imperial cults in a work 
that supposedly propagates, in Antipas' own phrase, the "empire of God" vis-a-vis the empire 
n 
of the Roman people. And presumably, Luke and not a few contemporary urban Christians in 
the Greek East would have had this problem in mind when they reflected on the relationship 
of their religion to the Roman empire. 
It is not presupposed in this study that the Lukan attitude towards the Roman imperial cults, 
if discemable, mirrors a historical situation in which the imperial cults had become an urgent 
issue for one particular Christian group the author might have in view (see below, §1.2.1); 
and that a consensual position on it was thus to be reached as far as that group is concerned. 
Rather, we only presuppose that the author of Luke-Acts himself saw the imperial cults as an 
issue for his intended readers or audience, and that he meant to influence their attitude towards 
those cults. More will be said about the author, the Lukan intended readers or audience, and 
their social historical context in the rest of this chapter. 
1.1 Imperial Cults or Emperor Cults as a Religion 
in the Roman Empire 
Imperial cults or emperor cults are engaged in this study as a hypothetical historical 
context of the Lukan writings. This section explains why Roman imperial cults can be 
engaged as religious phenomena in our attempt to historicize Luke-Acts as an early Christian 
7 On different hypotheses concerning the writing purposes of Luke-Acts in connection with its author's 
practical pastoral concerns, see below, §1.2.1. 
8 In this study, "Christian" and "Christ-confessors" are used interchangeably to refer to persons belonging to a 
group that venerates Jesus of Nazareth as messiah (xpiaxoq). 
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literary text—especially in view of the "religious," or "de-Christianizing," turn in the research 
of Roman imperial cults during the latter half of the last century.9 And it will be considered to 
what degree the notion that imperial cults were a form of "pagan" persecution of Christ-
confessors can illuminate our understanding of the Lukan attitude and literary response to the 
cults. 
The term "imperial cult," just as the German term “Kaiserkult，” is often casually used to 
refer to the pagan practice of paying cultic homage to, or of worshipping, (Roman) emperors; 
such practice presupposes that the persons to whom such homage is paid are in some sense 
regarded as divine or godl ike.Unlike “Kaiserkult,” this English term can refer to cultic 
activities not only pertaining to the person of an emperor, but also to other aspects of imperial 
9 The turn challenges the traditional view that imperial cults were "political" in nature and devoid of "genuine 
religiosity": their ritual practice was mainly politically, rather than religiously, motivated; their participants did not 
have "true" pious emotions which they had when paying worship to the "real" deities; imperial cults are public 
rather than private in nature; no sensible ancient participants would have believed that emperors were gods; 
(correct) beliefs did not have an important place; Harland, "Imperial Cults within Local Cultural Life," 87-88. 
Scholars who have challenged this traditional view include H. W. Picket ("An Aspect of the Emperor Cult: 
Imperial Mysteries"), Fergus Millar ("The Imperial Cult and the Persecutions," in Le culte des souverains dans 
I 'Empire romain. Sept exposes suivis de discussions par Elias Bickerman et al. [EAC 19; Geneva: Fondation 
Hardt, 1973], 145-75), Simon Price {Rituals and Power), and Steven Friesen {Twice Neokoros: Ephesus, Asia and 
the Cult of the Flavian Imperial Family). See also Geza Alfoldy, "Subject and Ruler, Subjects and Methods: An 
Attempt at a Conclusion," in Subject and Ruler: The Cult of the Ruling Power in Classical Antiquity (ed. A. Small; 
JRASup 17; Ann Arbor, Mich.: Journal of Roman Archaeology, 1996), 254-61; T. R. Stevenson, "Social and 
Psychological Interpretations of Graeco-Roman Religion: Some Thoughts on the Ideal Benefactor," Antichthon 30 
(1996): 1-18; Ittai Gradel, Emperor Worship and Roman Religion (OCM; Oxford: Clarendon, 2002), 4—6. For a 
recent positive reassessment of the place of beliefs in Roman religions, see Charles King, "The Organization of 
Roman Religious Beliefs," ClAnt 22 (2003): 275-312. 
1° Some scholars of ancient religions have carefully distinguished between cult or worship {Kult), which 
presupposes the cultic honorand's divinity, and mere homage (Verehrung), which could be paid to persons not 
necessarily regarded as divine; Arthur Darby Nock, "Sijvvaog ©eo^," HSCP 41 (1930): 1-62 (at p. 50). 
Recipients of cult or worship could receive votive offerings, while recipients of homage usually could not. Such 
an either-or distinction between cult and homage, however, cannot adequately describe the ambiguous position of 
imperial cults within "a wide field of ritual piety" "between the so-called genuine piety of the ex votos and the 
mere expression of political loyalty" (H. W. Picket, "An Aspect of the Emperor Cult: Imperial Mysteries," HTR 
58 [1965]: 347). I owe the reference to Picket's passage to David Rankin, "Tertullian and the Imperial Cult," 
StPatr 34 (2001): 205. 
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rule; imperial cults in that sense also include cults or veneration of the "imperial virtues,"" of 
the personified Rome,'^ of the personified Roman senate,'^ and of members of an imperial 
clan other than emperors.14 
Imperial cults are in this study understood as diverse cultic institutions and practice 
whereby individuals, groups, cities, and provinces, by any cultural means they had, voluntarily 
attributed superhuman status to emperors and other entities pertaining to Roman imperial 
r u l e . 1 follow Ittai Gradel's definition of emperor worship, which "will follow the ancient 
term of divini or summi or caelestes honores, the highest form of honours, with which gods 
were cultivated (but probably never gods only): sacrificial rites, whether blood sacrifice or 
bloodless (wine and incense) to the emperor, dead or a l i v e . A s in the title of this thesis, I 
11 See Harold Lucius Axtell, The Deification of Abstract Ideas in Roman Literature and Inscriptions (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1907; repr., New Rochelle, N.Y.: A. D. Caratzas, 1987); J. Rufus Fears, "The Cult of 
Virtues and Roman Imperial Ideology," ANRW 17.2:827-948, 1201-1255. 
12 Cults to the personified city of Rome {Roma) had already existed before the principate. The first provincial 
imperial cult of Asia, which was founded at Pergamum in 29 B.C.E., was dedicated to the Goddess Rome and 
Augustus; see Friesen, Imperial Cults, 25-32. 
13 Asia's second provincial temple, which was granted during the principate of Tiberius and founded at 
Smyrna, was dedicated to Tiberius, Livia, and the Roman senate (Tacitus, Ann. 4.15); see Friesen, Imperial Cults, 
36-38. 
14 Friesen, ibid., 130: "The list of people honored in imperial cults in Asia includes Augustus, his mother Atia, 
his wife Livia, his colleague and collaborator Marcus Agrippa, his grandsons Gaius and Lucius, his adopted son 
Tiberius, Augustus' niece Antonia the younger, both Agrippinas, Livilla, Livilla's two twin sons, her brother 
Germanicus, the emperor Gaius, Gaius' sister Drusilla, Drusilla's husband M. Aemilius Lepidus, the emperor 
Claudius, his sons Drusus, Nero, Vespasian, Titus, Domitian, and Domitian." 
15 Roman imperial cults belong, in a topography proposed by Jonathan Z. Smith regarding ancient/classical vs. 
late antique Mediterranean forms of religions, to the religion of "there" ("Here, There, and Anywhere," in Prayer, 
Magic, and the Stars in the Ancient and Late Antique World [eds. S. Noegel, J. Walker, and B. Wheeler; Magic in 
History; University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2003], 21-36), which "appears, cross-culturally, as 
the result of the co-occurrence of at least six elements," viz. "urbanism, sacred kingship, temple, hereditary 
priesthood (as well as other religious specialists often organized as craft guilds), sacrifice, and writing" (ibid., 27-
28). 
16 Emperor Worship, 7 (italics are original). 
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would myself avoid referring to the terms "imperial cult" and "emperor cult" in the singular'^ 
which are often, respectively, taken as denoting either a unified and essentially homogenous 
phenomenon with a variety of local manifestations, or a centralized organization with many 
local "branches." That said, the diverse phenomena now known as imperial cults are joined 
together by the same imperial figures and institutions located within the sacred boundaries of 
Rome. Moreover, "the worship of the imperial families and institutions," as Friesen says, 
"constituted an identifiable feature of the larger symbolic world of Greco-Roman 
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polytheism." 
Imperial or emperor cults can be viewed as a Hellenistic-Roman form of sacral kingship, 
which exists cross-culturally^^ and historically embodies the intricate relationship between the 
political and the religious in pre-modem societies.��Not unlike Hellenistic ruler cults,^^ 
imperial cults in the Roman East represent the continuous religious efforts of ancient Hellenic 
17 However, Ittai Gradel views "the imperial cult" as "a more flawed term [vis-a-vis "emperor worship"], 
because [it is] more specific, giving the impression of a neat and independent category" (ibid., 7); cf. Friesen, 
Imperial Cults, 130: "Overall, then, 'emperor cult' or 'ruler cult' is too narrow a term to cover all the data. The 
emperor was certainly the most important figure, but the phenomenon as a whole was directed toward dynasties 
and the prolongation of the imperialist structures of this world. One fundamental goal of imperial cults was the 
continuation of the royal household and the maintenance of Roman hegemony." 
Imperial Cults, 122. 
19 The HarperCollins Dictionary of Religion (eds. J. Z. Smith et al. with the American Academy of Religion; 
New York: HarperCollins, 1995), 628-34; Ake V. Strom, "Herrscherkult I. Religionsgeschichte," TRE 15: 244-48; 
Jan Willem van Henten, "Ruler Cult," in DDD, cols. 1342-52. 
20 E.g., Gabor Klaniczay, Holy Rulers and Blessed Princesses: Dynastic Cults in Medieval Central Europe 
(trans. Eva Palmai; PPP; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002); Michael J. Puett, To Become a God: 
Cosmology, Sacrifice, andSelf-divinization in Early China (HYIMS 57; Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University 
Asia Center, 2003). 
21 The best monograph treatment of Hellenistic ruler cults is still Christian Habicht, Gottmenschentum und 
griechischen Stadte (2nd ed.; Zetemata 14; Munich: Beck, 1970). See also Angelos Chaniotis, "The Divinity of 
Hellenistic Rulers," in A Companion to the Hellenistic World (ed. A. Erskine; BCAW; Maiden, Mass.: Blackwell, 
2003), 431-45. 
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peoples to cognitively come to terms with a super-poliadic foreign power^^ embodied above 
all in individual a u t o c r a t s ? � It has also been suggested that Hellenic ruler cults not only served 
to accommodate the realities of imperialism cognitively; by paying the cults to their overlords, 
the otherwise "powerless" Hellenic cities manipulated their social memory regarding their 
relationship to the foreign kings. Warrior-rulers such as Antiochus III (and their wives) 
figured prominently in the social and religious life of some cities in Hellenistic Asia Minor, 
whose statues were venerated by their thankful subjects and whose "generous" administrative 
or diplomatic measures were to be remembered as their divine benefactions.^"^ 
From the perspective of the earliest urban Christian groups in the Greek East, imperial 
• 25 
cults represented a contesting religious order with its own dynamic mythic symbolism. And 
with its distinctive religious praxis, sacred symbols and places, designated professionals, and a 
relatively stable plausibility basis centred on a system of autocracy ruling over the entire 
Mediterranean basin, Roman imperial cults can doubtless be viewed as a religion?^ This 
22 S. R. F. Price, Rituals and Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1984). 
23 As Angelos Chaniotis points out, "the visibility of divine power (epiphaneia) is an essential feature of 
Greek religious beliefs" ("The Divinity of Hellenistic Rulers," 431); Hellenistic rulers and Roman autocrats were 
honoured as gods because in them was divine power visible. That feature is famously expressed in the hymn 
Athenians sang to King Demetrius Poliokretes (291 B.C.E.), which reads: "For the other gods are either far away, 
or they do not have ears, or they do not exist, or do not take any notice of us, but you we can see present here; you 
are not made of wood or stone, you are real" (as quoted from Chaniotis, ibid.). 
24 John Ma, Antiochos III and the Cities of Western Asia Minor (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 
219-26. 
25 Friesen {Imperial Cults, 12-15, 122-31) analyses imperial cults according to Lawrence Sullivan's 
comparative model which consists of four categories of the critical mythic consciousness, namely: cosmogony, 
cosmology, human maturation, and eschatology. See Sullivan, Icanchu 's Drum: An Orientation to Meaning in 
South American Religions (New York: Macmillan, 1988). Friesen views cosmology as "the primary religious 
concern of imperial cults" {Imperial Cults, 124). 
26 For a survey of different cultic aspects of Greek imperial cults (e.g., sacrifice，images, festivals, and 
architecture), see Price, Rituals and Power. See also Angelos Chaniotis, "Der Kaiserkult im Osten des Romischen 
Reiches im Kontext der zeitgenossischen Ritualpraxis," in Die Praxis der Herrscherverehrung in Rom und seinen 
Provinzen (eds. H. Cancik and K. Hitzl; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2003)，3-28. 
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religion, moreover, permeated most Hellenic civic societies and was well integrated into both 
their "public" and "private" religious life,^^ as well as the religious imagination of Hellenic 
peoples. As Steven J. Friesen says: 
Imperial worship touched most or all aspects of life in the cities of Asia, but it did not 
constitute the sum total of religious life. Rather, imperial cults extended religious activities 
in new ways. No other symbolic system had such a range of effective meaning. Other cults 
might be useful in municipal religion, in household cult, in group activities, or in 
combination thereof. Only imperial cults could operate in all of these spheres while 
29 
providing a cultic expression for the empire. 
With ample inscriptional evidence, Philip A. Harland has demonstrated that imperial cults 
were well integrated into the local cultural life as far as official or unofficial non-Christian 
associations (except synagogues) of different social strata in Roman Asia are concerned.^® 
Emperors and other members of imperial families could become their patron deities; cultic 
honours were paid by such groups to the emperors not least through the performance of 
sacrifice and mysteries;^^ sacrifice could even be performed to emperors as gods.^^ In the same 
27 Philip A. Harland challenges the view that imperial cults, lacking a "private dimension" of religious life, are 
not genuinely religious phenomena ("Imperial Cults within Local Cultural Life: Associations in Roman Asia," 
AHB 17 [2003]: 88 n. 14). 
28 As Philip A. Harland points out (ibid., 86), "R. R. R. Smith's study of imperial reliefs from the temple for 
the Sebastoi at Aphrodisias, for instance, speaks of a 'relatively uncomplex equation of gods and emperors' which 
points to a thoroughgoing integration of the emperors within the social and mythological framework of the Greek 
East" ("The Imperial Reliefs from the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias," JRS 77 [1987]: 88-138). 
29 Imperial Cults, 126. 
See his earlier published studies regarding imperial cults in the association-life in Roman Asia: "Honours 
and Worship: Emperors, Imperial Cults and Associations at Ephesus (First to Third Centuries C.E.)，，，SR 25 (1996): 
319-34; "Claiming a Place in Polis and Empire: The Significance of Imperial Cults and Connections among 
Associations, Synagogues and Christian Groups in Roman Asia (c. 27 BCE-138 CE)" (PhD diss., University of 
Toronto, 1999); "Honouring the Emperor or Assailing the Beast." 
31 Harland, "Imperial Cults within Local Cultural Life," 93-103. 
32 Harland follows Steven J. Friesen {Twice Neokoros: Ephesus, Asia and the Cult of the Flavian Imperial 
Family [RGRW 116; Leiden: Brill, 1993]) in challenging S. R. F. Price's suggestion that "in ritual practice the 
emperors were not equated with the gods but, rather, ontologically located 'at the focal point between human and 
the divine.' The above inscriptions involving local associations, as well as the evidence for the Demetriasts and 
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geographical and temporal contexts, "associations" of diaspora Jews, viz. synagogues, also 
publicly honoured their imperial patrons (without, as a matter of fact, conferring upon them 
divine honours)?� Such practices could serve to display and maintain an association's 
relations to its wider communities, to the imperial institutions, and to the emperors themselves 
(as divine sovereigns). "In light of recent studies of the nature, function and meaning of 
ritual," says Harland, 
the performance of sacrifice, mysteries or other rituals for emperors in the group-setting 
was not simply an outward and meaningless statement of political loyalty, but rather a 
symbolic expression of a world view held in common by those participating. This world 
view encompassed interconnected social, religious and political dimensions. Within this 
cosmic framework or conception of reality the imperial gods {Sebastoi) were placed at the 
height of power alongside other gods in a realm above, though in interaction with, humans 
and human groups. Concrete ritual actions not only expressed this conception of reality 
but also reinforced the participants' sense that this conception correspond to the way 
things actually were in real life.^ ^ 
Thus, the thorough integration of divine power as is visibly embodied in individual emperors 
and various imperial institutions within the "cultural framework" of the pole is in Roman Asia, 
so Harland contends, "is a key to understanding the actual significance of the imperial cults for 
both Judaism and Christianity."^^ This understanding of the social-religious significance of 
imperial cults puts into question both the common view that those cults were first and 
the hymn-singers discussed earlier (both of which use the dative of sacrifice), are examples where no such 
distinction is made" ("Imperial Cults within Local Cultural Life," 98). 
“Har land, "Claiming a Place in Polis and Empire," chs. 6-7. Harland maintains: "The distinction between 
cultic and non-cultic honours for the emperors was an important one within many Jewish and Christian circles, 
even though the distinction would be blurry or indistinguishable for many other inhabitants in the cities of Asia. 
Yet not all Jews or Christians would necessarily consider the same activities within their definition of active 
participation in cultic honours or 'idolatry,' as we will see when we turn to the Apocalypse and its opponents" 
(ibid., 269). 
34 Harland, "Imperial Cults within Local Cultural Life," 106. 
"Claiming a Place in Polis and Empire," 285-86. 
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foremost a merely "political" issue for earliest urban Christians and the no less false view that 
sporadic persecution of Christians in the first two centuries c.E. was largely due to "the 
Christians' failure to participate [in imperial cults] as the equivalent of political disloyalty or 
treason”36; for imperial authorities did not "enforce" such civic religious practice which was 
"a natural outgrowth and spontaneous response on the part of civic communities and 
inhabitants in relation to imperial power."^^ Christian (and Jewish) non-participation in 
imperial cults is thus to be viewed primarily as a social-religious issue rather than a "political" 
or a legal one.^^ And any such passive resistance to the cults would have antagonized not so 
much the Roman overlords themselves as the many emperor-worshipping civic groups, whose 
members would have viewed such "anti-social" conduct of Christian (and Jewish) associations 
as putting the city's common well-being and the social-cosmic order in jeopardy: 
For within the world views of many inhabitants in Asia, including the members of many 
guilds and associations, rituals activities were among the most appropriate ways of 
honouring the gods (including the imperial gods) who protected them. These appropriate 
honours helped to maintain fitting relations within the cosmos, thereby ensuring the safety 
36 Thus Donald L. Jones' overstatement: "From the perspective of early Christianity, the worst abuse in the 
Roman Empire was the imperial cult" ("Christianity and the Roman Imperial Cult," ANRW21>2\\Q2?>), cited in 
Harland, "Claiming a Place in Polis and Empire," 285. 
37 Harland, "Claiming a Place in Polis and Empire," 285. As regards Pliny the Younger，s trial of alleged 
Christians in Bithynia-Pontus {Ep. 10.96—97), Harland argues that "rituals associated with images of the gods, but 
also of emperors [sic], became the test simply to determine whether or not one was really a Christian. ... At no 
point is the issue of political disloyalty brought up, and imperial cult rituals appear, not as the reason why the 
Christians were accused by inhabitants or condemned by the Roman official, but simply as a test along with rituals 
addressed to the gods more generally" (ibid., 291). Cf. my discussion of the Pliny-Trajan correspondence below, 
§1.2.3. 
38 Harland also challenges the common view that as Christianity came to be viewed as separate from Judaism, 
whose legal status afforded all Jews exemption from participation in imperial cults, towards the end of the first 
century c.E., Christians "no longer enjoyed protection and was susceptible to the 'enforcement' of imperial cults" 
(ibid., 283). It must however be stressed that participation in Roman imperial cults had not been enforced by 
government authorities until the reign of Decius Trajan (251 C . E . ) . See James B. Rives, "The Decree of Decius 
and the Religion of Empire," JRS 89 (1999): 135-54. Cf. Mikael Tellbe, Paul between Synagogue and State: 
Christians, Jews, and Civic Authorities in 1 Thessalonians, Romans, and Philippians (ConBNT 34; Stockholm: 
Almqvist & Wiksell, 2001), 46-51. 
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and well-being of the civic community and its inhabitants. Jewish and Christian non-
participation in cultic honours for the gods ("atheism") could be perceived as lack of 
concern for others ("misanthropy") and, potentially, as a cause of those natural disasters 
and other circumstances by which the gods punished individuals, groups and communities 
that failed to give them their due.^ ^ 
Moreover, since the early principate imperial rituals had been embedded in the social 
political life of Hellenic cities, or in "the web of power that formed the fabric of society,""^® in 
the sense that those rituals dynamically expressed and reinforced local hierarchy in and 
through such honours as imperial priesthoods assumed by prominent men and women in 
leading cities, and public formal recognition of their generous service and material 
benefactions to fellow citizens in honour of the apotheosized emperors inter alia. As Richard 
A. Horsley points out, "the urban communities thus also became dependent on the wealthy 
and powerful for the necessarily elaborate means of expressing appropriate piety towards the 
gods一including the emperor. These 'imperial priests' became the mediators between the 
divine and the human as they very sponsors of the images of rituals that held the whole 
imperial order together.，，4i The "web of power" in which imperial cults figured prominently 
extended beyond intra-city politics both to inter-city diplomacy and to the relationship of 
Greeks to indigenous cultures. For example, Asian cities competed with each other for 
Rome's approval regarding the establishment of imperial temples, so as to entrench their 
status vis-a-vis other cities of the same province and to gain enormous economic benefits 
imperial rituals and related activities might regularly bring them.42 The Olympian pantheon, 
moreover, was by and large privileged over against indigenous deities in the religious 
39 Harland, "Claiming a Place in Polis and Empire," 286. Harland cites Tertullian, Apologeticus 40.1-5, for 
comparison. 
40 Price, Rituals and Power, 248. 
Religion and Empire: People, Power, and the Life of the Spirit (Minneapolis: Fortress, 2003), 102-3. 
42 See below, §4.3.6. 
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imagination of cities in Asia Minor concerning the imperial gods. Simon Price thus describes 
the Greek imperial cults: 
Using their traditional symbolic system they [viz. Greeks] represented the emperor to 
themselves in the familiar terms of divine power. The imperial cult, like the cults of the 
traditional gods, created a relationship of power between subject and ruler. It also 
enhanced the dominance of local elites over the populace, of cities over other cities, and of 
Greek over indigenous cultures. ... The imperial cult stabilized the religious order of the 
world. The system of ritual was carefully structured; the symbolism revoked a picture of 
the relationship between the emperor and the gods. The ritual was also structuring; it 
imposed a definition of the world. The imperial cult, along with politics and diplomacy, 
constructed the reality of the Roman empire.43 
Inasmuch as Greeks defined their relationship to the imperial centre and negotiated their 
place vis-a-vis other Roman subjects through the imperial cults, which "stabilized the 
religious order of the world," it becomes all the more apparent that counter symbolisms 
expressed by early Christian texts such as the Lukan writings could have "political" 
implications otherwise out of sight.44 With the working hypothesis that the author of Luke-
Acts may be fully aware of the pervasive force of imperial cults as an important aspect of the 
Roman empire, this study attempts to assess how far his bipartite monograph responds to the 
encompassing religious discourse of the empire. Before we proceed with the assessment we 
Rituals and Power, 248. 
44 See Koester, Introduction to the New Testament (2nd ed.), 1:355: "The Christians nevertheless got into 
serious conflict with the emperor cult, but this was neither designed nor understood by the Roman authorities. Had 
Christianity been not more than a movement that tried to satisfy the spiritual needs of people who were hungry for 
a genuine religious experience, there might have been occasional frictions with Rome, but no irreconcilable 
conflict. However, the Christian message sprang from the enthusiastic experience of faith in the coming of a new 
world order. To be sure, some of the tension of this faith was soon relaxed, and the expectation of the coming of 
Christ in the near future might often disappear altogether. Yet the Christians remained citizens of a different 
kingdom, which had its own political and social order, and they had pledged allegiance to their ruler, Christ the 
king. This remained a constant part of the Christian conviction. . • • Since the belief in other Gods was already 
intolerable for the Christians一as heirs of the traditional of Israel, they shared this monotheism with the Jewish 
people—the elevation of the emperor as a god of the state, designed to serve the preservation of Roman world 
order and of its institutions, was not only hubris and blasphemy, but a direct challenge to Christ's sovereign 
authority and to the vision of the new world, implied in that sovereignty" (emphasis added). 
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must clarify our conception regarding the (historical) author, the (intended) readership, and 
their historical context with regard to the contemporary imperial cults. 
1.2 The Lukan Perspective: Between the Author, the 
Literary Text, the Reader, and Their Historical Context 
It has to be made clear from the outset that the primary purpose of this study is not to find 
out what really happened to one particular hypothetical community whose practical concerns 
the author of the Lukan writings may have addressed through his narrative, and purportedly 
theologically informed, edifice.*; This study, moreover, is not so much about the social history 
of earliest Christianity per se as about an early literary, rhetorical response of a religious 
historian46 to the institutions now known as "imperial cults." Nevertheless, it is necessary for 
an investigation of the latter to be informed by as much social and historical clarification as 
possible both of the writer's contemporary urban Christian communities in the Greek East and 
about their material and cultural contexts. And it is assumed in this study that the rhetoric of 
the Lukan writings has to some degree been influenced, but not dictated or a priori 
predetermined, by practical concerns, consensual theological views, or religious praxis of one 
particular hypothetical Christian group with which their author was associated or over which 
he may have exercised a measure of "pastoral" authority through his literary craft. 
45 Therefore the "place of composition," i.e., the geographical location of the author, becomes irrelevant in 
this study. The location of the intended readers matters, however. See the discussion on Luke's readership further 
below. 
46 The view that Luke-Acts is to be conceived as a historiographical (not superficially historical) and 
theologically motivated project is found to be defensible; Clare Komoroske Rothschild, "Luke-Acts and the 
Rhetoric of History: An Investigation of Early Christian Historiography" (PhD diss., The University of Chicago, 
2003). 
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1.2.1 AUTHORSHIP AND INTENDED READERSHIP OF THE LUKAN WRITINGS. Similar to 
some other NT writings, Luke-Acts is an anonymous work. Nevertheless, the first person 
references found in the bipartite work~especially the one in the longer preface (icd|iOL, Luke 
1:3) and the one in the shorter preface (ejt0LTi0d|iriv, Acts 1:1)一point to the fact that the first 
readers47 probably knew who the author was.48 The other authorial self-references in question 
are the so-called "we-passages" found in the second half of the book of Acts.49 They seem to 
suggest that the author was an eyewitness of what he recounts in those passages, and as 
regards his great admiration for Paul, who is portrayed almost as Betog dvf|p in Acts,5�they 
also seem to support the traditional view that he was "Luke the beloved physician," who was 
one of the last faithful companions of the apostle.^ ^  Scholars are generally sceptical of this 
view, however, in that the identification of the author of the bipartite monograph with the 
physician named Luke is not attested by internal evidence nor any external evidence earlier 
47 In view of the reading culture in the early church, the terms "readers'Vreadership" in this study also mean 
audience (literate or illiterate); see Harry Y. Gamble, Books and Readers in the Early Church: A History of Early 
Christian Texts (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1995). 
48 The grammatical gender of the participial phrase in the same verse, JiapTiKoXo-uBriKOXL, indicates that the 
author was a man. Moreover, the reappearance of the singular first person reference in the second preface indicates 
that Luke-Acts is a single author's work. Mikeal C. Parsons and Richard I. Pervo {Rethinking the Unity of Luke 
and Acts [Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993]) do not question the fact that the two volumes were composed by the same 
author. 
49 Acts 16:10—17; 20:5-15; 21:1-18; 27:1-28:16. It is less certain to whom the two first person plural 
pronouns in Luke 1:1-2 refer: the two volume monograph recounts the things which have been accomplished 
among "us" (f|^ iLv) and delivered to "us" (fipiiv) by those who from the beginning were eyewitnesses and ministers 
of the word. The second "us" could refer to the second or third generation of Christians to whom the author 
belongs and writes. 
50 See Udo Schnelle, The History and Theology of the New Testament Writings (trans. M. E. Boring; London: 
SCM Press, 1998), 242, who cites Acts 13:6—12; 14:8—18; 20:7-12 as evidence. 
51 Aoijmg 6 laTp65 6 dyajtTixoi;, Col 4:14; cf. Phlm 24; 2 Tim 4:11. For late second-century reports about the 
third evangelist, see, e.g., the Muratorian fragment and Irenaeus, Against Heresies 3.1.1. The "Anti-Marcionite 
Prologues" (perhaps not earlier than the 4th century C.E.) supply more biographical information about this Luke, 
which is not historically verifiable: "Luke was a Syrian of Antioch, a physician by profession, a disciple of the 
apostles, and later a follower of Paul until his martyrdom. He served the Lord without distraction, without a wife, 
and without children. He died at the age of eighty-four in Boeotia, full of the Holy Spirit" (Schnelle, History and 
Theology of the New Testament Writings, 240 n. 300). 
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than Irenaeus (ca. 180 C.E.). In view of the theological disparity between the Paul of Acts and 
the more “authentic，，Paul of his own writings, one wonders if the author of Luke-Acts, who 
does not seem to have appreciated the depth of Paul's theological thought, could have been his 
companion or even belonged to a "Pauline" circle. Despite all our uncertainties concerning the 
author's identity, I call the unknown historical author of the bipartite work "Luke" in this 
study, without thereby suggesting that he is to be identified with any historical person named 
Luke.52 
The literary education Luke received, his good command of the LXX and its language, ^ ^ 
and his seemingly first-hand knowledge of the geography and urban environment of the Greek 
East that his writings display,54 can yet hardly "permit any reference regarding his origin or 
whether he was a Jewish or Gentile Christian.，，55 And it is to be noted that hypotheses 
concerning Luke's and his intended readership's ethnic identities (Jewish or gentile?), social 
statuses ("high" or "low"?), and theological concerns are often built upon debatable textual 
interpretations and basic assumptions regarding theological positions or tendencies of different 
post-Jewish War Christian groups.^^ That said, it is still viable to postulate that Luke's 
52 The possibility that "Luke the beloved physician" authored the bipartite work cannot be excluded, though; 
see the recent discussion of David W. Pao, Acts and the Isaianic New Exodus (WUNT 2/130; Tubingen: Mohr 
Siebeck, 2000), 20-25. A. J. M. Wedderbum attempts to solve the "dilemma" of Lukan authorship by postulating 
that the real author of Luke-Acts was a student of Paul's student, the beloved physician; with the "we-passages," 
this author wants to give the impression that his bipartite work was authored by that student of Paul as an 
eyewitness and an ideal author ("The ' We'-Passages in Acts: On the Horns of a Dilemma," ZNW9?, [2002]: 78-
98). 
“ S e e , e.g., Francois Bovon, Luke 1: A Commentary on the Gospel of Luke 1:1-9:50 (trans. C. M. Thomas; 
Hermeneia; Minneapolis: Fortress, 2002), 9. 
54 See, e.g., Dean Philip Bechard, Paul outside the Walls: A Study of Luke 's Socio-geographical Universalism 
in Acts 14:8-20 (AnBib 143; Rome: Pontifical Biblical Institute, 2000). 
Schnelle, History and Theology of the New Testament Writings, 242-43. 
56 E.g., Luke could be regarded as a Jewish Christian because of "his familiarity with the LXX, his interest in 
Scripture, Law, and Prophets, the supreme importance of Jerusalem, the portrayals of synagogue worship in Luke 
4.16-30 and Acts 13:14-41, and the Jewish milieu of numerous individual traditions"; whereas he and his 
intended readership could be regarded as gentile Christians in that he "avoids Semitic concepts, shows no interest 
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intended readers were mostly gentiles who might have been interested to know how and why a 
predominantly gentile Christian movement emerged and whether and how its emergence was 
divinely legitimated. For it is Luke's central purpose to assert the legitimacy of the ongoing 
gentile Christian movement, by writing history.57 The second part of his monograph thus 
recounts the divinely orchestrated advance of the gospel ethnically from Jews to all 
nations/gentiles, and geographically from Jerusalem to Rome or “to the end of the earth" (eoag 
eoxdicu xfig 丫flg, Acts 1:8), despite the gospel being rejected by many (but not all) ethnic 
Jews and all the hindrances they zealously and jealously caused throughout the empire except 
in Rome (jiexa jidoTig JiappiiOLag aiccoXvTwg, Acts 28:31).^^ 
Theophilus, to whom the Lukan prefaces address (Luke 1:3; Acts 1:1), and for whose 
interest in the "certainty" of the Christian message the monograph was composed (tva 
ejiLyvcpi； jtepL wv icaT'nx'n0Ti<； ？ o^ycov t^v da(t)dXEiav, Luke 1:4)，is perhaps the only 
identifiable intended reader of Luke, given that he is not an imagined addressee.^^ He must not 
be regarded as the only intended reader of the Lukan writings, as though they had been written 
in the debate about cultic issues" and that "his soteriology is characterized by a receding of the doctrine of 
atonement" (Schnelle, History and Theology of the New Testament Writings, 243). Whether or not each of the 
listed theological interests and tendencies can tell whether a late first-century Christ-confessor was an ethnic Jew, 
I contend, remains debatable. 
“ L u k e ' s monograph is thus to demonstrate the dacJxiXeLa (Luke 1:4) of the Christian message by orderly 
(mGe^fl^) recounting the divinely orchestrated Christian movement during its critical, formative period, from 
Jesus' ascension to Paul's witness in Rome. 
58 Contra Ernst Haenchen {The Acts of the Apostles: A Commentary [trans. B. Noble and G. Shinn; Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1971], 102, 726), Michael Wo Iter argues that the last word of Luke's monograph, dicwXmwg, points to 
potential Jewish hindrance, rather than that of pagan or Roman government authorities, to Paul's missionary 
activities at Rome or the spread of Christianity thereafter ("Die Juden und die Obrigkeit bei Lukas," in Ja und nein: 
Chhstliche Theologie im Angesicht Israels; Festschrift zum 70. Geburtstag von Wolfgang Schrage [eds. K. 
Wengst, G. Sass, K. Kriener, and R. Stuhlmann; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener, 1998], 280, 289). 
59 For a discussion of this figure as Luke's reader, see F. Gerald Downing, "Theophilus' First Reading of 
Luke-Acts," in Luke 's Literary Achievement: Collected Essays (ed. C. M. Tuckett; JSNTSup 116; Sheffield: 
Sheffield Academic Press, 1995)，91-109. A comparative contemporary preface in the Greek language is found in 
Josephus' Against Apion, which is also addressed to a person of rank (Theophilus is addressed as Kpaxiaxe; cf. 
Acts 24:3) and whose intended readership must include others. 
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only for one man's consumption. Many have postulated that they were written first and 
foremost for the edifice of a certain Christian community, whether it is called the "Lukan 
community" or “Theophilus，circle"; with its own particular Sitz im Leben and its major 
everyday concerns, this community can serve to bring the theology of the Lukan writings, and 
the redaction-authorial mind behind it, to life. Various social-scientific methods have been 
used as heuristic interpretive tools to discern and make sense of the communal motivations 
behind Luke's contextual theology， 
Without denying the important contribution such reading strategy has made to Lukan 
studies, I contend that the hypothesis of a "Lukan community" is not requisite for a historicist 
reading of the Lukan text. Over a decade ago, Luke Timothy Johnson and Dale C. Allison 
called into question the necessity to bring a hypothetical community or Sitz im Leben to bear 
on our interpretation of Luke-Acts.^^ In Allison's view, reference to the "Lukan community" 
should not even be countenanced, for several reasons: (a) It is reasonable to believe that Luke 
was himself an itinerant or peripatetic who did not have his "home base" in mind when 
composing his bipartite work.^^ (b) The longer preface "neither mentions a specific occasion 
or crisis that might have called it forth"; rather, it "betrays Luke's high hopes for his work," 
6° See the influential monograph length "social-scientific" contextualization of Lukan theology by Philip 
Francis Esler, Community and Gospel in Luke-Acts: The Social and Political Motivations of Lucan Theology 
(SNTSMS 57; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987). 
61 Luke Timothy Johnson, "On Finding the Lukan Community: A Cautious Cautionary Essay," in Society of 
Biblical Literature Seminar Papers, 1979 (2 vols.; SBLSP 16; Missoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1979), 1:87-100; 
Dale C. Allison, Jr.，"Was There a 'Lukan Community'?", IBS 10 (1988): 62-70. "The expression ["Lukan 
community"] might refer to any one of the several things—to a very small group of people, perhaps to the 
members of a single house church or to a cluster of several house churches, or to all of the Christian fellowships in 
a particular city" (Allison, ibid., 62). Cf. John K. Riches, "The Synoptic Evangelists and Their Communities," in 
Christian Beginnings: Word and Community from Jesus to Post-apostolic Times (ed. J. Becker; Louisville, Ky.: 
Westminster John Knox, 1993), 233-40. 
62 "Was There a 'Lukan Community'?", 62-65. 
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who "anticipated that Luke-Acts would enjoy wide circulation."^^ (c) Lukan research has 
produced a "diversity in estimates of the Lukan intent [which] might well reflect the gospel's 
lack of concern for any particular Christian group.，,64 Moreover, as Allison points out, Luke-
Acts must be differentiated from other Gospel writings (esp. Matthew's and John's Gospels) 
which are apparently oriented to particular communal needs.^^ Further, it is not as viable as it 
seems to construct a hypothetical community or its own social-historical situation mainly by 
mirror-reading a narrative text such Luke-Acts, not least in that "there is still no scholarly 
consensus on the geographical or social location of Luke's community [sidy^^ 
More recently, Richard Bauckham and other scholars have challenged the conventional 
practice of interpreting a Gospel writing as though it were a letter of Paul, through one 
particular Matthean, Markan, Lukan, or Johannine community; Gospel studies should take 
into account the plausibility that the evangelists wrote for a far much wider audience than 
some scholars envisaged and that by Luke's or Matthew's times, travelling between cities and 
provinces was common and affordable enough to allow for wide circulation and consumption 
63 Ibid., 65-66; cf. Riches, "The Synoptic Evangelists and Their Communities," 233. 
64 Ibid., 66-67. Allison writes: "Perhaps the conclusion to be drawn is that no one clear purpose can be readily 
discerned because Luke was not writing to any one group or addressing any one problem. Which is to say: as he 
wrote, the mind's eye of our author was not focused on his own 'community'" (ibid., 67). However, the phrase 
"one clear purpose" must be qualified to mean community-specific, "occasional concerns" (ibid.) only which do 
not necessarily apply to another house church, fellowship, or larger network of Christian groups within a 
particular city. 
65 Ibid., 67-68. 
66 Halvor Moxnes, "Patron-client Relations and the New Community in Luke-Acts," in The Social World of 
Luke-Acts: Models for Interpretation (ed. J. H. Neyrey; Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 1991), 267. Moxnes gives 
an example thus: "It has been argued that Luke's criticism of the rich indicates that his Gospel was addressed to a 
group with many rich members. But the negative expectations towards the 'rich elites' appear to point to them as 
outsiders to the Lukan community. Therefore, it is more likely that the community was a non-elite group that 
looked with suspicion upon the rich elites in their surroundings." However, it is questionable to assume that the 
rich elites (as Luke's intended readers) could not have countenanced Luke's criticism on the abuse of the destitute. 
See David L. Balch, "Rich and Poor, Proud and Humble in Luke-Acts," in The Social World of the First 
Christians: Essays in Honor of Wayne A. Meeks (eds. L. M. White and O. L. Yarbrough; Minneapolis: Fortress, 
1995)，214-33. 
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of early Christian writings across the east Mediterranean basin.^^ Thus, not unlike the letter of 
halakhic instructions which the "apostles and elders" at Jerusalem issued to non-ethnic Jewish 
Christ-confessors empirewide (Acts 21:25; cf. 15:23),^^ Luke-Acts must not be regarded as 
primarily written for the concerns of a hypothetical community. A "Lukan community" as 
such is not regarded as requisite for our present attempt to historicize and contextualize the 
bipartite work. 
The assumption that Luke had a supra-community, supra-city Christian audience in view 
allows us to postulate that his monograph may have had a wide spectrum of intended 
readership including "full members" and sympathizers of both "low" and moderately "high" 
social status, among whom there were "retainers," wealthier provincials, and Roman 
c i t i z e n s . 6 9 The Lukan portrait of Paul may reflect the social position and bias of some of the 
author's intended readers, who might not have been attracted to a Paul who is a man of low 
67 Richard Bauckham, "For Whom Were Gospels Written?", in The Gospels for All Christians: Rethinking the 
Gospel Audiences (ed. R. Bauckham; Grand Rapids, Mich, and Cambridge: Eerdmans, 1998), 9-48; idem, 
"Response to Philip Esler," SJT5\ (1998): 249-53. See also DwightN. Peterson, The Origins of Mark: The 
Markan Community in Current Debate (BIS 48; Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2000). For rejoinders to Bauckham's 
methodological challenge, see Philip F. Esler, "Community and Gospel in Early Christianity: A Response to 
Richard Bauckham's Gospel for All ChristiansSJT 5\ (1998): 235-48; and David C. Sim, "The Gospels for All 
Christians? A Response to Richard Bauckham," JSNT 84 (2001): 3-27. 
68 Cf. Markus Bockmuehl, "The Beginning of Christian Public Ethics: From Luke to Aristides and 
Diognetus,'' in idem, Jewish Law in Gentile Churches: Halakhah and the Beginning of Christian Public Ethics 
(Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 2000)，187. 
69 See Ekkehard W. Stegemann and Wolfgang Stegemann, The Jesus Movement: A Social History of Its First 
Century (trans. O. C. Dean, Jr.; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1999), 303-16. Unlike the communities behind Paul's 
letters (see, e.g., Steven J. Friesen, "Poverty in Pauline Studies: Beyond the So-called New Consensus," JSNT 26 
[2004]: 323-61), urban Christian groups in the late first century and their extant writings have left us less concrete 
evidence regarding their social composition. Aside from Christian writers, Pliny the Younger provides us (and 
Trajan) an illuminating "social description" of the early second-century Christian communities in Bithynia-Pontus: 
"For a great many individuals of every age {omnis aetatis) and class {omnis ordinis), both men and women, are 
being brought to trial ... It is not only the towns (civitates), but villages and rural districts too which are infected 
through contact with this wretched cult {superstitionis istius)" {Ep. 10.96.9; Radice, LCL); those who had already 
been brought to trial included Roman citizens (96.4) and two slave-women (ancillis) who were called “ministrae” 
(96.8). 
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social stratum，boasting of his lack of oratory power.?�And yet, Paul's admonition in the 
Miletus address may reflect the author's resistance to the system of patronage, and thus to any 
unwanted influence of wealthier members on the "shepherds," within Christian congregations 
in the Greek East/^ Luke's intended readers, therefore, would have been potential voluntary 
or passive "participants" in various imperial rituals; e.g., they could have been spectators of 
imperial games and gladiatorial shows; users of public facilities dedicated to imperial gods; 
consumers of sacrificial meat from an imperial temple; members or business partners of an 
emperor-venerating guild; participants in imperial processions which were usually attended by 
all citizens; residents of a city whose new imperial sanctuaries restructured its public space, 
and whose time was ordered by the imperial calendar (with, e.g., birthdays of divine 
emperors). 
1.2.2 TIME OF COMPOSITION. A better understanding of the temporal contexts of the 
Lukan writings, if possible, can help the modem readers better assess the impact the imperial 
cults could have had on the earliest readers. It is helpful to assess the plausibility of a pre-
Flavian date (scholars choose between a date in the 60s C.E., an early Flavian date [69-80s 
C.E.], a late Flavian date [late 80s-96 C.E.], a date in the late nineties, and a second-century 
E.g., 1 Cor 2:1-2; 2 Cor 10:10. See John Clayton Lentz, Luke 's Portrait of Paul (SNTSMS 77; Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1993); Jerome H. Neyrey, "Luke's Social Location of Paul: Cultural Anthropology 
and the Status of Paul in Acts," in History, Literature, and Society in the Book of Acts (ed. B. Witherington; 
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 251—79. 
71 Acts 20:33-34 (RSV): "I coveted no one's silver or gold or apparel. You yourselves know that these hands 
ministered to my necessities, and to those who were with me." See Gerd Theissen, Gospel Writing and Church 
Politics: A Socio-rhetorical Approach (Chuen King Lectures Series 3; Hong Kong: Theology Division, Chung 
Chi College, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 2001), 117. For a discussion on Paul's attitude towards the 
system of patronage, see John K. Chow, Patronage and Power: A Study of Social Networks in Corinth (JSNTSup 
75; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1992). 
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date of Luke-Acts); for the Flavian period and the principates of Trajan, Hadrian, and 
Antoninus Pius during the first six decades of the second century saw an unprecedented 
growth of imperial cults in the Hellenic East since Augustus;?^ and it is in that region of the 
Roman empire where Christianity had been spreading—not least in the major urban centres in 
the East.74 
Scholars speculating about the temporal context of the third Gospel have often dated its 
composition or publication to the mid-Flavian period (80s C.E.). The basic presuppositions are 
that it postdates both the Gospel o f M a r k ? � and the fall of Jerusalem (70 C.E.) and that its 
second-century reception is evident/^ It is moreover undoubted that the book of Acts could 
not have been written earlier than the historical time of its ending (ca. 60 C.E.)?? or Paul's 
death (some time after his two-year "house arrest" in Rome). And yet, since the Lukan 
72 For a concise summary and analysis of different positions concerning the dating of the Lukan writings, see 
Joseph A. Fitzmyer, The Acts of the Apostles: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary (AB 31; 
New York: Doubleday, 1998), 51-55. 
73 See, e.g., Kenneth Scott, The Imperial Cult under the Flavians (Stuttgart and Berlin: W. Kohlhammer, 1936; 
repr., New York: Arno Press, 1975); Steven J. Friesen, Twice Neokoros: Ephesus, Asia and the Cult of the Flavian 
Imperial Family (RGRW 116; Leiden: Brill, 1993); Giancarlo Biguzzi, "Ephesus, Its Artemision, Its Temple to 
the Flavian Emperors, and Idolatry in Revelation," jVovr40 (1998): 276-90. 
74 It is assumed in this study that the urban centres of that region constitute the geographical context of the 
Lukan writings. 
75 "A general consensus would now accept a date not much earlier than 65 CE and not much later than 75，that 
is, some time before or after the fall of Jerusalem which occurred in 70" (W. R. Telford, The Theology of the 
Gospel of Mark [NTT; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999], 12). 
76 Alleged citations and allusions to certain Lukan expressions found in some second-century authors are 
proof that the terminus ante quern of the third Gospel and its sequel cannot be later than the second century C.E.; 
Helmut Koester, Introduction to the New Testament (2nd ed.; 2 vols.; New York: de Gruyter, 1995, 2000), 2:314. 
77 It depends on when Paul's two-year "house arrest" in Rome ends (Acts 28:30) and, of course, on how long 
we would allow Luke to finish the second volume; according to Fitzmyer {Acts, 796), the two years "would be 
roughly A.D. 61-63." However, few scholars have viewed the terminus a quo in the early sixties as tenable. 
78 No New Testament evidence shows when, why, and how Paul died. Ancient witnesses have generally 
related his death to the first anti-Christian Roman emperor, Nero (e.g., Mart. Paul, Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 2.25.5), to 
whose justice Paul made appeal at Caesarea Maritime before Festus (Acts 25:11). Paul's death is hence dated to 
the last years of his principate (it has been suggested that Paul died during Nero's pogrom mentioned by Tacitus 
{Ann. 15.44]). Although the earliest witness to Paul's death does not make mention of the Neronian persecution as 
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eschatological discourse (esp. Luke 19:43-^4 and 21:20-24) is commonly taken as suggestive 
of the author's knowledge about the First Jewish War,79 the third Gospel must date at the 
earliest to Vespasian's principate.^® In the second volume, the so-called "we-passages" seem 
to indicate the real author's own involvement in some of Paul's missionary endeavours and 
hence of the proximity of the volume's composition time to the events of the fifties,8i even 
though some alleged theological discrepancies between Paul's theology and the thought 
ascribed to him in the Lukan Acts seem to have put into question the fact that the author of 
ft 
Acts himself had been a missionary companion to the apostle. Despite this author's great 
its cause (7 Clem. 5.5-7), there is no reason why we cannot date Paul's death to the last decade of Nero's 
principate (58-68 C.E.) regardless of why and when he died. Paul's farewell speech to the Ephesian elders (esp. 
Acts 20:25, 38) suggests that the author, and probably his intended readers, knew about Paul's death; cf. Fitzmyer, 
Acts, 52-53. C. K. Barrett {A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles [2 vols.; ICC; 
Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1994, 1998], 2:xliii) suggests that Luke did not end his second volume with Paul's 
death because his "death may not have been an edifying story. He may have been deserted, even betrayed, by 
those who should have stood by him. ... Perhaps there was no dramatic scene; the Romans locked him up and left 
him to rot"; idem, "Pauline Controversies in the Post-Pauline Period," NTS 20 (1963): 240. 
79 The facts in questions are the siege of Jerusalem and the well propagated captivity of, or Roman/Flavian 
victory over, the Judaean/Jewish nation during the Flavian age; see, e.g., Martin Hengel, The Four Gospels and 
the One Gospel of Jesus Christ: An Investigation of the Collection and Origin of the Canonical Gospels 
(Harrisburg, Pa.: Trinity Press International, 2000), 189-94. The major challenge to the vaticinium ex eventu 
hypothesis has been C. H. Dodd, "The Fall of Jerusalem and the 'Abomination of Desolation,' “ JRS 37 (1947): 
47-54, who contended that the Lukan account of the fall of Jerusalem, which is arguably fashioned in LXX 
language, does not necessarily depend on any historical knowledge about the war the author may have written into 
Jesus' prophecy. 
8° So Hengel, ibid., 189, would "conjecture a date more like 75-80 for the Gospel [of Luke] and a date around 
two to five years later for Acts." Lukan redactions of the Markan eschatological discourse, which allegedly 
distance the siege of Jerusalem from the so-called parousia of the son of man (Mark 13:2, 14-23; Luke 21:6，20-
28)，are generally viewed as Luke's post-Jewish War "reinterpretation" of an earlier version of Jesus' prophecy 
concerning the coming destruction of the Temple of YHWH (cf. Matt 24:2, 1 5 - 3 1 ) . 
81 See, Barrett, Acts, 2:xliii; Hengel, Four Gospels and the One Gospel of Jesus Christ, 189: "In the 'events 
which have been fulfilled among us' the prologue of the Gospel [of Luke] includes the period up to the eye-
witness of the author in the last part of the Acts of the Apostles, i.e. there is an intrinsic connection between the 
'things which have been accomplished among us in Luke 1.1’ and the 'we'-passages in Acts." 
82 The classic statement on the unbridgeable theological disparity between the thought of the historical Paul 
and that of the Lukan Paul is Philipp Vielhauer，"On the 'Paulinism' of Acts," in Studies in Luke-Acts. Essays 
Presented in Honor of Paul Schubert (eds. L. E. Keck and J. L. Marty n; London: SPCK, 1976), 33-50. 
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admiration for Paul and his claim of historiographic rigour,^^ his work does not seem to have 
made use of Pauline epistolary literature on which our knowledge of the historical Paul's 
thought and of his dealings with several Christian communities has largely depended. A 
plausible explanation is that Acts had been composed well before its author could have 
benefited from the earliest wider circulation of such valuable primary sources.84 Thus, 
according to those who espouse this explanation, if the terminus ad quern of the circulation of 
the Pauline corpus is dated to ca. 95-100 C.E., the Lukan Acts must have been written by the 
centennial turn. Some scholars also argue that the theological concerns and tendencies of 
Luke-Acts are quite removed from those of the second century; "the objection [against a late 
date of Acts]," I. Howard Marshall writes, "can be strengthened by the observation that Acts 
does not manifest the interests and outlook typical of the early catholicism which developed 
late in the first century."^^ Regarding the "heresies" emerging in the second century, few 
scholars would now accept the questionable hypothesis that traces of reproaches against 
Christian gnostics and Marcionites are found in the bipartite work.^^ Lastly, the Lukan attitude 
83 Luke 1:3:爸6o专e Kd[xol jiapTiKoXov0Tiic6Ti avooOev Jiaoiv ^KpiPo)? KaBe^fig ooi ypa^ai. 
84 See, e.g., Jack Finegan, "The Original Form of the Pauline Collection," HTR 49 (1956): 85: "It seems likely 
that he [viz. Clement of Rome] had a copy of that letter [viz. 1 Corinthians] in Rome and therefore probably also 
had copies of the other letters, in other words already possessed the Pauline collection"; Philipp Vielhauer， 
Geschichte der urchristlichen Literatur: Einleitung in das Neue Testament, die Apokryphen und die Apostolischen 
Vater (Berlin and New York: de Gruyter, 1975), 407; W. G. Kummel, Introduction to the New Testament (rev. ed.; 
trans. H. C. Kee; Nashville, Tenn.: Abingdon, 1975), 186. David Trobisch's theory that an earliest recension of 
the four letters to the Romans, Corinthians, and Galatians was authorized by Paul himself {Paul ’s Letter 
Collection: Tracing the Origins [Minneapolis: Fortress, 1994])，which implies that a Pauline collection had 
already appeared by the 60s, has not gained wide acceptance. 
85 The Acts of the Apostles: An Introduction and Commentary (TNTC; Leicester: Inter-Varsity Press, 1980)， 
47. 
86 John Knox tried to relate the Lukan writings to Marcion thought, and saw the former as reproaching the 
latter's thought {Marcion and the New Testament: An Essay in the Early History of the Canon [Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1942]). J. C. O'Neill {The Theology of Acts in Its Historical Setting [London: SPCK, 
1961]) compared the Lukan Acts to Justin Martyr's writings such as to show on the basis of their alleged affinities 
that Luke belonged in Justin's time. 
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towards the Roman authorities, which is often viewed as relatively optimistic, prompts one to 
conjecture that the bipartite work must antedate a severe persecution situation during the later 
years ofDomitian's principate.^^ In view of these historical considerations, not a few NT 
scholars date the Lukan Acts to 80—90 c.E.^^ 
Nevertheless, a Nervan or a Trajanic date of the Lukan writings has not yet been rendered 
implausible, in that some of the above historical considerations must now be rethought.^^ First 
of all, Andrew Gregory stringently reexamines the pre-Irenaean reception of both the Lukan 
Gospel and Acts, pointing to the plausibility of a second-century date of the bipartite work.卯 
Secondly, such questions as the dating of First Clement, and in connection with it both the 
hypothetical Domitianic persecution and the dating of the earliest collection of a Pauline 
corpus, are far from settled. In spite of the widely held assumption that "the sudden and 
repeated misfortunes and calamities which have befallen us" (xdg aL(t)vi8io\)g m l 
inaXXr\kovc, yevoiievag f|[iiv 0D^i(l)0pag m l JcepLJixwoeLg) mentioned in First Clement (1.1) 
refer to that persecution, "evidence for such a development is ... extremely weak, and it is 
quite doubtful that a special persecution of Christians took place in Rome under Domitian."^' 
87 See., e.g., Rudolf Pesch, Die Apostelgeschichte (EKKNT 5; ZUrich: Benziger Verlag; Neukirchen-Vluyn: 
Neukirchener Verlag, 1986), 1:28. 
88 Fitzmyer, Acts, 54: "Many NT interpreters use the date A.D. 80-85 for the composition of Luke-Acts, and 
there is no good reason to oppose that date, even if there is no real proof for it." Most of the interpreters whom 
Fitzmyer cites, however, date the terminus ante quern of the book of Acts to 90 C.E. or after. 
89 See, e.g., Barbara Shellard, New Light on Luke: Its Purpose, Sources and Literary Context (JSNTSup 215; 
London and New York: Sheffield Academic Press, 2002), 23-34, who dates Luke-Acts to ca. 100 C.E. Her 
arguments about Luke's dependence on the Josephan corpus (ibid., 31-34) will not be treated here. 
90 The Reception of Luke and Acts in the Period before Irenaeus: Looking for Luke in the Second Century 
(WUNT 2/169; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2003), 353. 
91 Harold Attridge, The Epistle to the Hebrews: A Commentary on the Epistle to the Hebrews (Hermeneia; 
Philadelphia: Fortress, 1989), 7. See also Andrew Gregory, "Disturbing Trajectories: 1 Clement, the Shepherd of 
Hennas and the Development of Early Roman Christianity," in Rome in the Bible and the Early Church (ed. P. 
Oakes; Carlisle: Paternoster Press; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic, 2002), 142-66; Shellard, New Light on 
Luke, 23—24. On the hypothesis of a Domitian persecution of Christians, see below, §1.2.3. 
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Thus, because of its still uncertain date, the letter should not be brought to bear on the 
approximate date of the availability or circulation of the earliest Pauline corpus^^ nor on the 
date of the Lukan writings, whose author allegedly does not seem to have make use of Paul's 
93 • 
letters. A seemingly "conciliatory" attitude towards the Roman government, moreover, does 
not necessarily reflect a situation behind the bipartite work which is free from any looming 
threat of persecution; "text like 1 Peter and 1 Clement,” so Barbara Shellard remarks, "are 
even more positive in their attitude to Rome, despite the Neronian persecution in the sixties 
and difficulties with Domitian a generation later.”94 She further argues that some early second-
century concerns, which include the legitimation of the apostolic tradition and the question of 
apostasy, "may be a better indication of the date of Luke-Acts than [Luke's] employment of a 
92 It is uncertain exactly how many Pauline letters Clement of Rome knew. David Harold Warren ("The Text 
of the Apostle in the Second Century: A Contribution to the History of Its Reception" [ThD diss., Harvard 
University, 2001], 47) contends that, in addition to a Corinthian letter (xfiv J^iLOXO i^fiv) he mentions (7 Clem. 
47.1), he "seems to allude clearly to only four of the letters in the Pauline Corpus: Romans, 1 Corinthians, 
Ephesians, and the Letter to the Hebrews." And yet Warren "[leaves] open the question as to how many of Paul's 
letters Clement of Rome knew" (ibid., n. 41). It is to be noted that Warren supports J. B. Lightfoot's "verdict" that 
"Clement's epistle ... appears to have been written immediately after, if not during, the persecution, i.e. A.D. 95 or 
96" (ibid., 25 n. 4, quoting from J. B. Lightfoot, The Apostolic Fathers [2 vols, in 5; 2nd ed.; repr., Peabody, 
Mass., Hendrickson, 1989], 1.1:67). 
93 In my contention it is still plausible that Luke's "non-use" of the Pauline letters was intended. See the 
arguments in John Knox, "Acts and the Pauline Letter Corpus," in Studies in Luke-Acts. Essays Presented in 
Honor of Paul Schubert (eds. L. E. Keck and J. L. Martyn; London: SPCK, 1976), 279-87; John T. Townsend, 
"The Date of Luke-Acts," in Luke-Acts, New Perspectives from the Society of Biblical Literature Seminar (ed. C. 
H. Talbert; New York: Crossroad, 1984)，47-62. There are such other scholars as William O. Walker, Jr. ("Acts 
and the Pauline Corpus Reconsidered," JSNT24 [1985]: 3-23) who thinks that Luke knew and even made use of 
some of the Pauline letters. 
94 New Light on Luke, 24 (my emphasis). Shellard also contends that those two letters (and possibly also 
Luke-Acts) could hold a positive attitude towards Rome because the actions of Nero and Domitian, who "were 
popularly regarded as insane ... could therefore be accounted abnormal" (ibid.). She further surmises that "in the 
event, the situation seems to have worsened in respect of the emperor cult under the later Trajan, but Christians in 
the short reign ofNerva and also the early days of Trajan were not to know that" (ibid.). Cf. Peter Lampe and 
Ulrich Luz, "Post-Pauline Christianity and Pagan Society," trans. A. S. Kidder, in Christian Beginnings: Word 
and Community from Jesus to Post-apostolic Times (ed. J. Becker; Louisville, Ky.: Westminster John Knox, 1993), 
260: "Less acute and probably devoid of court trials and punishment is the situation around A.D. 100 in Luke's 
community." 
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Christology which reflects, in Acts, his aim to provide a historical narrative about the 
beginnings of Christianity."^^ Lastly, the prominent place Luke has ascribed to spiritual gift 
and prophecy in his historiographic presentation of the post-ascension missions^^ could align 
his work with a rather "un-catholic" "enthusiastic Christianity" (James D. G. Dunn's phrase) 
whose strong emphasis on the spirit's freedom is also found in pre-Irenaean writers such as 
Clement of Rome, Ignatius, Polycarp, Aristides, and Justin Martyr. As David H. Warren 
argues, their writings display a freedom of using Paul's letters (and of Jesus' words as well) 
which bespeaks those writers' "authority base," namely, the spiritual gift of prophecy they 
themselves possessed.^^ Thus, it seems that Lukan pneumatology fits in well with the second-
century spirit insofar as prophetic gift and inspiration vis-a-vis institutionalized church 
authorities are concerned. Luke's evident "un-catholic" emphasis on the spirit's freedom may 
theologically distance his bipartite work to some degree from other "post-Pauline" writings 
95 New Light on Luke, 27. But cf. Christopher Mount's interpretation of the purpose of the Lukan project over 
against Irenaeus' later attempt to use, inter alia, Luke-Acts to construct a unified apostolic tradition: "ironically, in 
[Luke's] attempt to differentiate historically the lives of Jesus and Paul as Jews from the present, he established an 
image of Paul that was used to assert the static unity of Jesus with all the apostles in the origin of Christianity in 
the Irenaean construction of a normative ecclesiastical tradition" ("Christianity as Paulinism: The Legacy of Paul 
according to Luke-Acts" [PhD diss., The University of Chicago, 1997], 132-33; see also ch. 2 of his dissertation. 
96 See James D. G. Dunn, Unity and Diversity in the New Testament: An Inquiry into the Character of Earliest 
Christianity (2nd ed.; Harrisburg, Pa.: Trinity Press International, 1990), 180-84, 356-59. He writes: "I therefore 
see nothing for it but to accept that Luke is both early catholic and enthusiastic in outlook~however strange the 
paradox. Perhaps he is able to hold the two contrasting strands together because he writes in a second generation 
situation when enthusiasm had greatly receded and early catholic attitudes had become more dominant. But in so 
far as Luke has refused to subordinate Spirit to sacrament, or word to Church, and so refused also to portray the 
earliest Christian ministry as a kind of priesthood, to the extent he cannot be designated ‘early catholic.' The 
description of Luke the early catholic has to be qualified by the description of Luke the enthusiast—and vice-
versa" (ibid., 357; Dunn's emphasis). 
97 "The Text of the Apostle in the Second Century," 319-29. Warren hence argues that Marcion and Irenaeus 
represent a sea change in early church history in the sense that both men's diligent and exact quoting of Paul's 
own words indicates that towards the end of the second century C.E., the "authority base" of church leaders had 
shifted from the possession of the Spirit-given gift of prophecy to other textual, divinely inspired authorities. 
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such as the Pastoral Letters,^^ but does not necessarily render a second-century dating 
implausible.99 
1.2.3 FURTHER NOTES ON LUKE-ACTS' HISTORICAL SITUATION. AS regards the 
historical situation of Luke's intended readers across the east Roman world, the much 
discussed policies of two emperors concerning both imperial cults and Christians are also to 
be noted. The last Flavian princeps is often said to have instigated a general persecution 
against Christ-confessors directly or indirectly in three ways: He (a) actively promoted, and 
enforced, emperor worship; (b) laid the burden of the fiscus ludaicus also on non-ethnic 
1 no 
Jews who practised the "Jewish way of life"; and (c) ordered alleged sympathizers or 
98 If Paul's last address to the Ephesian elders at Miletus (Acts 20:18-35) is of direct relevance to Luke's 
intended audience (Mount, "Christianity as Paulinism," ch. 3), it reflects the concern of post-Pauline communities 
to combat distorted teachings (vv. 29-31) and to preserve the apostolic gospel message Paul himself handed down 
to their leaders (v. 32); Barrett, "Pauline Controversies in the Post-Pauline Period," 24041 . 
99 Cf. Helmut Koester, Introduction to the New Testament (2nd ed.), 2:314: "The Lukan therefore must have 
been composed no later than the beginning of the 2d, but certainly not earlier than the very end of the 1st century." 
Shellard wants to fix a terminus ad quern for Luke-Acts. Firstly, the fact that the bipartite work's "lack of any 
allusion to the Jewish revolt in Alexandria (115-117 CE)，，’ she suggests, "would seem to indicate a date at the 
beginning of the reign rather than the end" {New Light on Luke, 24 n. 44). Secondly, Poly carp's allusion to an 
already existing "western" version of Acts 2:24 {Phil. 1.5; the "western" phrase in question is hbov; Polycarp's 
reference is according to Shellard dated 112-15 C.E.)，in her contention, "would suggest that Luke-Acts cannot be 
too much later than 95-100 CE" (ibid., 25). But Shellard has not explained why—even granted that Luke had 
known about the pogrom of the Alexandrian Jewish community—he had to have his work allude to it in the first 
place. Polycarp's alleged allusion to that "western phrase" does not seem strong enough to evidence his access to 
a "western" version of Acts. As Andrew Gregory points out, B. M. Metzger (A Textual Commentary on the Greek 
New Testament: A Companion Volume to the United Bible Societies ‘ Greek New Testament (Fourth Revised 
Edition) [2nd ed.; London: United Bible Societies, 1994], 259) "suggests the western substitution of hbov for 
Qavaxov appears to be an assimilation to the use of aSriv in vv. 27 and 31" {Reception of Luke and Acts, 314 n. 
18). Moreover, Polycarp's knowledge of the book of Acts is questionable in that the very phrase "Xijaag xa^ 
(bSiva^ ...,，，which he has allegedly taken from Acts 2:24, cannot be proven to be exclusively Lukan according to 
Gregory (ibid., 314). 
See the discussion on the "background and reasons for the criminalization of believers in Christ" by 
Stegemann and Stegemann, Jesus Movement, 324-32. 
1 � See Scott, The Imperial Cult under the Flavians, chs. 6-15. 
102 Suetonius, Dom. 12.2. 
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adherents of Judaism or Christianity to be executed.'^^ The Johannine Apocalypse and First 
Clement are believed to be Christian works reflecting that persecution situation. The severity 
of that persecution is moreover reflected in the "FISCI lUDAICI CALUMNIA SUBLATA" 
coins issued immediately after Domitian's death, by the nextprinceps, Nerva (r. 96-98 
C.e.).io4 Participation in imperial cults, to be sure, was not enforced by the state during 
Domitian's principate. His anti-Jewish attitude is evident,^^^ which might have had impact on 
his treatment of Christians. That however does not mean that he would have instigated a 
general persecution against Jews or Christ-confessors; the latter might not have been subject 
to the fiscus ludaicus by proving that they were not circumcised and were not ethnic 
What happened to Flavius Clemens, his wife Flavia Domitilla, and Acilius Glabrio because of 
their alleged "atheism, a charge on which many others who drifted into Jewish ways [xa xwv 
'Iou6ai(ji)v fjGri] were condemned" (Dio Cassius 67.14.1-3; cf. 68.1.2), does not reflect an 
official persecution of Christians across all social strata; they became targets of delation 
because (a) as Rome's highest magistrates they were more obliged to safeguard the mores 
maiorum of the Roman people; (b) both men would have been regarded by Domitian as 
pretenders to the throne. 
And further, it is suggested that gentile Christ-confessors, who allegedly had been entitled 
to the exemption from participation in imperial cults Rome granted to Jews!旧(thus to all 
103 Dio Cassius 67.14.1-3. 
104 For a brief discussion on Nerva's remedial action concerning the abuse caused by this tax, see Martin 
Goodman, "Nerva, the Fiscus Judaicus and Jewish Identity," JRS 79 (1989): 40-44. More importantly, under 
Nerva, "no persons were permitted to accuse anybody of maiestas or of adopting the Jewish mode of life (xoXg 6色 
6f| dXXoL^ oik，doePeta^ oik’ 'IoD6aiico'0 |3ioiJ KamiuaoQai xivag a-uvexwpiioe)" (Dio Cassius 68.1.2). 
105 Margaret H. Williams, "Domitian, the Jews and the 'Judaizers'一A Simple Matter of Cupiditas and 
Maiestas?", Historia 39 (1990): 196—211. 
106 Suetonius (Dom. 12.2) saw a ninety-year old man publicly examined by a magistrate to see if he was 
circumcised. 
� 7 See above, §1.1; Tellbe, Paul between Synagogue and State, 46-51. 
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adherents of Judaism), became susceptible to the charge of atheism and/or maiestas; for they 
(a) were shown to be non-ethnic Jews for failing to contribute to the fiscus ludaicus; (b) and 
refused to participate in imperial cults.謂 However，there had not been state enforcement of 
participation in public imperial rituals before Decius，reign (251 C.E.).^ ^^ There is also no 
evidence that the charge of atheism or maiestas is connected at all to non-participation in the 
state cult or in imperial cults. Rather than Christ-confessors “omnis ordinis,,,”�alleged 
adherents of the Jewish religion from the Roman aristocracy seemed to be more susceptible to 
the charge of maiestas under the political climate of the nineties] ^ The lurking threat faced 
by gentile Christ-confessors was not so much the charge of refusing to participate in imperial 
cults or venerating the emperor as the charge of adhering to an exitiabilis superstitio.m 
The second emperor in question is Trajan. Thanks to Pliny the Younger's letter to him and 
the emperor's rescript (Ep. 10.96—97; dated ca. 112 C.E.), we have had some better grasp of 
the Roman state's attitude towards (gentile) Christians around the beginning of the second 
century C.E. Pliny's letter and Trajan's rescript thereto make it obvious, inter alia, that (a) by 
their time the name "Christian" itself (nomen ipsum, 96.2; cf. 97.1), i.e., being a Christian or 
adherence to the Christ-venerating superstitio (96.5-7), was punishable by death in Pontus-
E. Mary Smallwood, The Jews under Roman Rule: From Pompey to Diocletian: A Study in Political 
Relations (2nd ed.; Boston and Leiden: Brill, 1981), 379-81; cf. Bruce W. Winter's argument in David W. J. Gill 
and Bruce W. Winter, "Acts and Roman Religion," in The Book of Acts in Its Graeco-Roman Setting (eds. D. W. J. 
Gill and C. Gempf; vol. 2 of The Book of Acts in Its First Century Setting; ed. B. W. Winter; Grand Rapids, Mich.: 
Eerdmans, 1994), 93-103, and Michael Wo Iter's criticism on it in TLZ 120 (1995): 1005-8. This theory is adapted 
and used by Allen Brent {The Imperial Cult and the Development of Church Order: Concepts and Images of 
Authority in Paganism and Early Christianity before the Age of Cyprian [VCSup 45; Leiden: Brill, 1999], 129-
30), whose interpretation of Luke-Acts vis-a-vis the Roman imperial cult will be treated at length in chapter two. 
109 Seeabove, n. 38. 
11° This phrase is Pliny the Younger's (see n. 69 above). 
1" As consuls, Flavius Clemens and Glabrio must have performed their public religious duties in the state cult. 
112 Tacitus, Ann. 15.44; Stegemann and Stegemann, Jesus Movement, 327. See also Angelika Reichert, 
"Durchdachte Konfusion: Plinius, Trajan und das Christentum," ZNW93 (2002): 227-50. 
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Bithynia (96.3)—if not throughout the e m p i r e ; ^ (b) to make sure that a delated person was 
really a Christian, Pliny devised a very reliable test in which the defendant was enjoined to 
invoke the gods, to make sacrifice to Trajan's image with wine and incense (imagini tuae ... 
ture ac vino supplicarent), and to revile Christ (96 .5-6) .However , referring to the test in his 
rescript, Trajan does not mention his imago but supplication only “to our gods" {supplicando 
dis nostris, 97.2). He moreover emphasizes that Christians must not be hunted out by state 
authorities {conquirendi non sunt), and that anonymous delations of Christians, which "create 
the worst sort of precedent and are quite out of keeping with the spirit of our age,，，"^  must not 
be encouraged] 16 The nextprinceps, Hadrian, reportedly reiterated this policy.^^^ 
Thus, the Trajan-Pliny correspondence seems to point to a turning point of Roman policy 
on Christianity; from now on if Christians are brought before a magistrate and the charge 
against them is proved, says Trajan, they are to be punished (se deferantur et arguantur, 
1 1 Q 
puniendi sunt, 97.2). Pliny's letter also suggests that by the time he wrote, not a few Roman 
He describes the essential rites of the Christians (96.7), and concludes that the religion they practise is 
nothing but a perverse and immoderate form of foreign cult {nihil aliud inveni quam superstitionem pravam [et] 
immodicam, 96.8)~although he also reports that some apostates stopped gathering for those Christian rites, after 
he had issued an edict prohibiting any (new) professional societies (hetaeriae, 96.7; cf. 10.34.1); see ch. 4, n. 161. 
114 Pliny seems to have made a distinction between the image of Trajan (imagmem, 96.5) and images of the 
gods {simulacra, 96.6). But the emperor's divine status is implied in the test in that the emperor, through his 
imago, is the recipient of the sacrifice; both his image and the images of the gods are moreover said to be 
venerated together {et imaginem tuam deorumque simulacra venerati sunt, 96.6). 
115 97.2 (Radice, LCL). 
116 In her recent article, Angelika Reichert questions the traditional view that Pliny's letter and Trajan's 
rescript to him point to similar repressive measures and a persecution situation in Domitian，s reign ("Durchdachte 
Konfusion"). Thus Reichert contends that those letters cannot really support a Domitianic date of First Peter and 
of the book of Revelation; they could be dated instead to Trajan's times. 
117 Harland, "Claiming a Place in Polis and Empire," 291-92. Hadrian's letter does not mention the charge of 
nomen ipsum, though. The text, translated in Greek, is found in Justin Martyr, Apol. 1.86 and Eusebius, Hist. eccl. 
4.9.1-3. See also Elias Bickerman, "Pliny, Trajan, Hadrian and the Christians," in part 3 of idem, Studies in 
Jewish and Christian History (AGJU 9; Leiden: Brill, 1986)，152-71. 
118 First Peter, whose intended readers may have included believers in Pontus-Bithynia (1:1), seems to reflect 
this policy which both maintains that being a Christian is punishable (so 4:16: "Yet if one suffers as a Christian, 
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magistrates had known that obstinate refusal to perform any sacrificial rites to the emperor (or 
to his genius or his statue), i.e., to assent to his divine status, could mark off the Christians 
from other superstitiones or religious groups.^ ^ ^ Moreover, Pliny indicates that the spread of 
Christianity created a religious crisis in his province, which could also have affected imperial 
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rituals as well. However, that does not mean that non-participation in imperial cults had 
become a direct cause一not to say the cause一of juridical persecution since Trajanic times. 
After all, Luke's references to the provenance of the name "Christian" (Acts 11:26), and to 
Agrippa 11，s confession that Paul could have made him a "Christian" (Acts 26:28), are 
indicative of his awareness that that name has become a well-known identity marker of this 
atpEOLg, which is spoken against everywhere (Acts 28:22). But they could not be taken as 
hinting at a pre-Trajanic date of Luke-Acts. It is yet not implausible that the Pliny-Trajan 
correspondence reflects a situation in which increasing tension between emperor-venerating 
local elites and Christ-confessors, who resisted all polytheistic practices including local 
imperial cults, was drawing considerable attention of Roman magistrates to this emerging 
super stitio. 
let him not be ashamed, but under that name let him glory God"; RSV) and that the Roman state will not hunt out 
Christians; it is hoped that "good conduct among the gentiles" might silence potential delators (2:12-17). Cf. F. 
Gerald Downing, "Pliny's Prosecutions of Christians: Revelation and 1 Peter,，，•TSAT 34 (1988): 105-23. 
"9 The Martyrdom of Polycarp and other Christian acts of martyrs are proofs that this was the case. See ch. 3, 
nn. 25-28. 
12° Not without exaggeration Pliny writes: "For there is no doubt that people have begun to throng the temples 
which had been almost entirely deserted for a long time; the sacred rites which had been allowed to lapse are 
being performed again, and flesh of sacrificial victims is one sale everywhere, though up till recently scarcely 
anyone could be found to buy it" (96.9-10; Radice, LCL). 
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1.3 The Lukan Perspective on the Roman Empire Rethought 
The purpose of the present study is to try to elucidate the Lukan perspective on an aspect 
of the Roman empire, with the working hypothesis that Luke-Acts may have responded to 
imperial cults. As the preceding section has made clear, the study is not predicated on any 
hermeneutical construct such as a particular community the author might have in view. While 
it is presupposed that the Lukan writings consistently assume and express some perspective on 
the Roman empire, it is not presupposed that this perspective necessarily corresponds to, 
mirrors, or is predetermined by the actual relationship of a community to Roman imperial 
authorities. Thus, regardless of the Lukan bipartite work's own perspective on the Roman 
imperial cults, it is in my contention not an implausible scenario that some relatively "liberal" 
members of the circle of Christian believers to which the author belonged or with which he 
was associated, could have been involved in some municipal or provincial imperial rituals in a 
Hellenic polis. 
It is commonplace to postulate that “political，，loyalty of Christians (gentile or Jewish) is 
an issue in the Lukan theological programme.i^i It is too often taken for granted that non-
Jewish Christians, by the time Luke-Acts was written, would have viewed their relationship to 
the Roman Obrigkeit as a priori problematic, sometimes because their political loyalty to the 
state has been challenged by some of their diehard enemies, or even by the Roman overlords 
themselves. For instance, Udo Schnelle writes: "Luke obviously wants to preserve his 
121 E.g.: "Bei der Darstellung des Prozesses Jesu und des Prozesses des Paulus (Apg 22ff) werden die Romer 
entlastet und die Juden belastet; in der Apg hebt er [its author] das meist korrekte Verhalten der romischen 
Behorden hervor und betont die politische Harmlosigkeit sowie die staatliche Loyalitat der Christen" (Vielhauer, 
Geschichte der urchristlichen Literatur, 405); "Luke wants to attest to the truth of Christian faith and to quell 
Roman fears about the Christian mission. Luke is convinced that the gospel is politically innocuous" (Bovon, Luke 
I，9). See also Lampe and Luz, "Post-Pauline Christianity and Pagan Society," 263-66. 
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Christian community's freedom in the eyes of the state, which it needs for the practice of its 
life, worship, and mission. Luke meets potential attacks from the state by showing that 
Christians are loyal to government authorities and pose no danger to the state."^^^ Hence, 
those Lukan passages in which the political loyalty of such "model" characters as Jesus, Paul, 
and Silas to the Romans is questioned but subsequently (re)affirmed are conveniently brought 
to bear on a single author's or a certain group's apologetic intent, and hence on his or its 
reconceptualization of the proper relationship of Christians (gentile or Jewish) to Roman state 
authorities as such. This often employed mirror-reading strategy, which intends to derive a 
"practical theology" from a NT text on the basis of a real life situation constructed out of some 
selected textual evidence, I contend, has above all failed to take into account the literary 
function of ostensibly political vilification as a recurrent theme in the Lukan writings. Over 
against many previous scholarly attempts to interpret Luke's attitude towards the Roman 
1 ^ 'J 
state, Michael Wo Iter has convincingly argued "that 'the Roman state,' 'the political power 
122 The History and Theology of the New Testament Writings, 247. 
123 Wolter, "Die Juden und die Obrigkeit bei Lukas," 277-79. Wo Iter regards Wolfgang Stegemann's 
interpretation of the political situation of the "Lukan Christians" {Zwischen Synagoge und Obrigkeit: Zur 
historischen Situation der lukanischen Christen [FRLANT 152; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht，1991]) as 
an important advance in understanding the Lukan political perspective, in that it postulates that Luke viewed the 
issue of church-state relations in the framework of the three-sided interaction between Christianity, the synagogue, 
and the state. However, Wolter puts into question Stegemann's thesis that the Lukan episodes of diaspora Jews 
distancing themselves from Christ-confessors are basically motivated by，and are thus meant to mirror, the 
contemporary situation of the "Lukan Christians." The episodes must rather be viewed retrospectively as 
belonging to a past epoch, i.e., to the formative and critical years prior to Paul's arrival at Rome, and are thus to be 
read as "literarischen Konstruktion eines EreignisgefUges . . . in dem die einzelnen Teiltexte einen 
werkimmanenten Verweisungszusammenhang konstituieren. Sie werden durch Lukas als integraler Bestandteil 
der Grundgeschichte des Christentums dargestellt, auf die er und seine Leser zuriickblicken" ("Die Juden und die 
Obrigkeit bei Lukas," 279-81). 
Recent attempts to interpret Luke's "political attitude" include: Friedrich W. Horn, "Die Haltung des Lukas 
zum romischen Staat im Evangelium und in der Apostelgeschichte," in The Unity of Luke-Acts (ed. J. Verheyden; 
BETL 142; Leuven: Leuven University Press, 1999), 203-24; Carsten Burfeind, "Paulus mufi nach Rom. Zur 
politischen Dimension der Apostelgeschichte," NTS 46 (2000): 75-91; Martin Meiser, "Lukas und die romische 
Staatsmacht," in Zwischen den Reichen: Neues Testament und Romische Herrschaft: Vortrdge auf der Ersten 
Konferenz der European Association for Biblical Studies (eds. M. Labahn and J. Zangenberg; TANZ 36; 
Tubingen and Basel: A. Francke Verlag, 2002), 175-93; Steve Walton, "The State They Were in: Luke's View of 
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that be' or the like, and the relationship of Christians to it are no subject matter (Thema) for 
Luke.，，i24 For the Lukan episodes in which the theme of political vilification figures (Acts 
16:16-22; 17:5-9; 18:12, 17; 21:27-26:32; Luke 23:1-25) primarily serve 
to carve out the decisive factors for the Christian-Jewish separation process. So they 
function as a constitutive part of his treatment of the Israel problem and take part in the 
intention which from the beginning defines his historical work. It is his intention to clear 
the doubt grounded in the 行/—Christian character of his communities—the doubt in 
their own identity, i.e., in the legitimacy of the claim of belonging to Israel. ^ ^^  
Wolter's thesis that Luke intends to affirm the legitimacy of gentile Christianity by claiming 
that it belongs to Israel, however, must be further qualified. "Israel," on one hand, is a 
theological notion and is to be distinguished from the Jewish nation or from all ethnic Jews as 
a whole throughout the empire. On the other hand, gentile Christianity "belongs to Israel" in 
the sense that it resulted from a divinely legitimated development of Israel's history, and thus 
stands in continuity with Israel's tradition一in spite of the fact that the majority of the new 
"people" (Acts 15:14; cf. 18:10), after the past epoch of Peter, James, and Paul, were no 
longer ethnic Jews. In other words, in accordance to Luke's rhetoric, gentile Christians are 
characterized by their non-Jewish ethnic identity and their theological relationship to Israel's 
history and tradition. In contrast to contemporary intra-Christian polemics concerning 
the Roman Empire," in Rome in the Bible and the Early Church (ed. P. Oakes; Carlisle: Paternoster Press; Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: Baker Academic, 2002), 1—41. 
124 "Die Juden und die Obrigkeit bei Lukas," 281-89; "Der Uberblick Uber die einschlagigen Texte hat 
gezeigt, dal3 'der romische Staat，’ 'die politische Obrigkeit' o.a. und das Verhaltnis der Christen zu ihm/ihr fiir 
Lukas kein Thema sind" (ibid., 289; my translation). 
125 "Sie fungieren damit als konstitutiver Bestandteil seiner Behandlung des Israelproblems und partizipieren 
an der sein Geschichtswerk von Anfang an bestimmenden Intention, im /z^/<ie«christlichen Charakter seiner 
Gemeinden begrUndete Zweifel an der eigenen Identitat, d.h. an der Legitimitat der Behauptung, zu Israel zu 
gehoren, auszuraumen" (ibid,, 281; my translation; Wolter's emphasis). 
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authentic "Jewishness,"^^^ the Lukan writings avoid making use of any claim to Jewishness as 
such; instead, their author wants to forge a religious identity for gentile Christians which 
encompasses all humanity (Luke 3:38; Acts 10:36), by sharpening the distinction between 
ethnic-religious Jewishness and a non-ethnic "Israelite" identity. 
In the rhetoric of the Lukan writings, political loyalty or political harmlessness as such is 
in my contention to be viewed as an ethnic, Jewish question rather than a "Christian" question 
applicable to Christian believers of all ethnic or national identities.^^^ From the Lukan 
perspective, it is not in question whether gentile Christians could become potential rebels 
subverting Roman rule, in that they were not ethnic Jews and hence were not supposed to 
devote themselves to the Jewish national cause, which poses a lurking threat of Jewish 
oxdoeti； throughout the bipartite w o r k . 128 it is from that perspective quite unimaginable that 
such political accusations could ever be made against non-Jews. It is moreover no accident 
126 See David Frankfurter, "Jews or Not? Reconstructing the 'Other' in Rev 2:9 and 3:9," HTR 94 (2001): 
403-25. 
127 That question therefore does not concern God-fearers either. For recent studies on the Lukan presentation 
of God-fearers, see, e.g., Martinus C. de Boer, "God-fearers in Luke-Acts," in Luke 's Literary Achievement: 
Collected Essays (ed. C. M. Tuckett; JSNTSup 116; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995), 50—71; Gary 
Gilbert, "The Disappearance of the Gentiles: God-fearers and the Image of the Jews in Luke-Acts," in Putting 
Body and Soul Together: Essays in Honor of Robin Scroggs (eds. V. Wiles, A. Brown, and G. F. Snyder; Valley 
Forge, Pa.: Trinity Press International, 1997), 172-84. 
128 It can be argued that ethnic Jews in the Lukan writings assume the image of a latently rebellious people 
that could jeopardize the imperial order. That image conforms to Flavian propaganda regarding the First Jewish 
War; see, e.g., Philip F. Esler, "God's Honour and Rome's Triumph. Reponses to the Fall of Jerusalem in 70 CE in 
Three Jewish Apocalypses," in Modelling Early Christianity: Social-scientific Studies of the New Testament in Its 
Context (ed. P. F. Esler; London and New York: Routledge, 1995), 239-58; J. Andrew Overman, "The First 
Revolt and Flavian Politics," in The First Jewish Revolt: Archaeology, History, and Ideology (eds. A. M. Berlin 
and J. A. Overman; London and New York: Routledge, 2002)，213-20. The theme of the hope for national 
liberation or "redemption" from the yoke of foreign rule is too evident to be ignored in the first volume (e.g., Luke 
1:68-79; 2:38; 24:21; cf. Acts 1:6). 
129 The author of Acts repeatedly emphasizes that gentiles are "saved" as gentiles (e.g., Acts 15:1, 19，23; 
21:25); thus they do not belong to the Jewish nation and are to be distinguishedfrom ethnic Jews—not least in 
terms of their different halakhic requirements. 
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that no gentile Christian is found to be thus politically vilified in Luke-Acts.'^® As an ethnic 
Jew, the Lukan Paul reflates the accusation that he himself—rather than his communities 
including gentile Christians一is "instigating insurrections among all the Jews throughout the 
inhabited world" (KLVOi)vTa oxdoeii; jiaoLV xoig 'lo-uSaiotg xoig m x a xfiv oiico'U|ievriv), and is 
"a ringleader of the [Jewish] sect of the Nazarenes" (jipooxooidxTiv TB xfjg xa)v Na^oapaicov 
alpeoeoog); Paul the Jew is thus shown to have nothing to do with any subversive national 
movement (Acts 24:5)”1 
Insofar as Luke's rhetoric is concerned, it is important to distinguish between civil 
obedience of (gentile) Christ-confessors as advocated by later writers and a potentially 
rebellious ethnic group ’s political loyalty to Rome as made ostensible in such Lukan 
examples as Jesus (Luke 23:2-5) and Paul (e.g., Acts 24:5-6; 25:8). First Peter's teaching 
concerning political loyalty (2:13-17) makes sense as it is obvious that the letter is addressed 
to Christian groups claiming to be "Jews" (1:1; 2:9) vis-a-vis "gentiles." Such "ethical" 
Admittedly, the allegations stated in Acts 16:20-21 by the Philippian owners of a slave girl ("These men 
[Paul and Silas] are Jews and they are disturbing our city. They advocate customs which it is not lawful for us 
Romans to accept or practice"; RSV) and in Acts 17:6-7 by a Thessalonian crowd ("These men who have turned 
the world upside down have come here [Thessalonica] also, and Jason has received them; and they are all acting 
against the decrees of the Caesar, saying that there is another king, Jesus"; RSV) seem to imply that potential non-
Jewish proselytes could also become politically disloyal Roman subjects or Roman citizens. However, while the 
Philippian allegation seems to be refuted by the examples of Paul and Silas themselves (they are still Romans even 
though they propagate an un-Roman religion!), the Thessalonian allegation must be viewed as grounded on the 
fear that Jewish "missionaries" such as Paul and Silas were instigating a Jewish subversive movement throughout 
the empire and were hence recruiting proselytes from among non-Jews under a Jewish rebel king named Jesus; it 
is pointless for a non-Jew both to maintain his non-Jewish ethnic identity while remaining in a Hellenic polis far 
away from Judaea, and to pledge allegiance to a Jewish "king" heralded by his itinerant Jewish agents. The 
Thessalonian allegation is thus to be understood as directed against the city's new proselytes or potential 
proselytes as a group of (ethnic) Jews devoted to the Jewish national cause. 
131 In my contention Luke juxtaposes two notions of Israel's hope in his double work: (a) one as the ground of 
Jewish liberation movement which will ineluctably jeopardize the social-political order and invite further foreign 
oppression; (b) one as the hope of resurrection which was promised through sacred scriptures to the Jewish people 
and has been fulfilled in and through the dying and rising messiah, the lord of all (Acts 10:36)，i.e., of both Jews 
and gentiles; see Jan Lambrecht, "Jesus Christ Is the Lord of All (Acts 10,34-43)," in idem, Understanding What 
One Reads: New Testament Essays (ed. V. Koperski; ANL 46; Leuven: Peeters, 2003), 132-41. 
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instructions becomes requisite insofar as its addressees regard themselves as belonging to, if 
not constituting, a “holy nation" (eevog dytov, 2:9) of "Jews." As "Jews," they are subject to 
Roman rule but for the sake of the Lord {bia xov icijpiov, 2 : 1 t h e i r loyalty to Rome or to 
its emperors thus always remains subordinate to a higher authority mediated through Jesus the 
messiah and his apostolic heralds.^^^ In contrast, the Lukan rhetoric, by characterizing the 
national hope of the Jewish nation as innately problematic, and by insisting that gentile 
Christians are saved as gentiles and do not belong to that ^6vog, takes for granted the fact that 
gentile Christians, mutatis mutandis, are not faced with the "political" problem of ethnic Jews 
vis-a-vis Romans. It is therefore not Luke's purpose to assure the Roman authorities or his 
readers of the fact that gentile Christ-confessors are in fact good citizens and that Christianity 
is "politically" harmless. 
Wo Iter's argument that the relationship of Christianity to the Roman empire is not 
thematized in Luke-Acts, however, does not imply that that issue was of no concern to its 
author or to its intended readers. To be sure, the issue is not absent in the bipartite narrative in 
the sense that the "political" dimension of the bipartite work cannot be regarded as separable 
from the theological aspects of the Roman empire. For "religion just as much as politics is 
concerned with power"; both religion and politics are—at least in Hellenistic-Roman 
societies—contingent constructs "creating and defining a relationship between subject and 
ruler.，,134 Thus, Luke's perspective on Roman imperial cults or on the theological dimension 
of the Roman empire, which constitutes his attempt to influence his readers' conception of 
132 Here the referent of "T6V icupiov" is likely to be God rather than the messiah; see Paul J. Achtemeier, 1 
Peter (ed. E. J. Epp; Hermeneia; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1996), 182. 
Moreover, it is plausible that the Christian's loyalty to Rome thus understood constitutes a critical response 
to the cultic veneration of Roman emperors in any imperial cults; cf. the views of Achtemeier, ibid., 182-83; and 
of John N. Elliot, 1 Peter: A New Translation with Introduction and Commentary (AB 37b; New York: 
Doubleday, 2000), 489, 501. 
134 Price, Rituals and Power, 242. 
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their relationships to their Roman overlords and to fellow citizens who had a stake in imperial 
rituals, can be regarded as concerned with power and politics inasmuch as it is a ramification 
of his construction of reality which can (re)construct power relations. 
It is my assumption that the Lukan narrative could be viewed as a literary attempt to frame 
a Christian identity over against contemporary Christian discourses. As ritual participation 
was an important identity-framing practice in the context of the Roman Greek East, social-
psychological assurance would have been needed for gentile Christians to insist on non-
participation in all civic polytheistic practice, including imperial cults (see below, ch. 2). 
Unlike John the Seer, Luke does not reject the entire imperial system by characterizing it as 
essentially theologically problematic, or even as satanic”^ And yet, by constructing a rival 
religious order centred on the eschatological hope of resurrection, he casts into doubt the 
theological significance contemporary Hellenic populaces attributed to their Roman overlords 
through imperial rituals. By subtly exposing some problems of the religious ways many such 
Hellenic populaces represented the Roman imperial presence (see below, chs. 3 and 4), Luke 
might have wanted to influence the attitude of his contemporary Christ-confessors towards 
such pagan practice. 
135 See Harland, "Claiming a Place in Polis and Empire," ch. 7. Some scholars think that the devil in the 
Lukan temptation story (Luke 4:1-13) represents the Roman emperor as hubristically demonic in the sense that he 
claims both divine status and the right to bestow "all the authority and the glory" of "all the kingdoms of the 
world" on whomever he wants—a right which has been given to him (v. 6); see further below, ch. 3 n. 72 and Dio 
Cassius 63.5.3; cf. R. Morgenthaler, "Roma—Sedes Satanae. Rom. 13,Iff. im Lichte von Luk. 4,5-8," TZ 12 
(1956): 289-304; Theissen, Gospel Writing and Church Politics, 96. Nevertheless, one might view the devil in 
Luke's presentation as the one who as a matter of fact offers (as a broker?) world dominion to Rome. For a 
relevant analysis of the second temptation in Luke in the light of Jewish tradition, see Dominic Rudman, 
"Authority and Right of Disposal in Luke 4.6," NTS 50 (2004): 77-86. For a useful survey of early Christian 
conceptions of demonic powers behind the Roman empire, see Elaine Pagels, "Christian Apologists and 'The Fall 
of the Angels': An Attack on Roman Imperial Power?", HTR 78 (1985): 301-25. 
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Chapter Two 
A Contra-cultural Reformed Judaism 
Surpassing the Imperial Cult? Assessing Allen Brent，s 
Interpretation of the Lukan Writings 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter constitutes a critical assessment of a recent and rare attempt to read the Lukan 
writings principally vis-a-vis the so-called "theology of the Roman imperial cult."^ Allen 
Brent's interpretive attempt, in my presumption, deserves close attention and scrutiny of the 
present study. For the present thesis attempts to determine how far we may fruitfully bring the 
imperial cult and its theology to bear on assessing the Lukan perspective on the Roman empire, 
and it is his thesis that the Roman imperial cult constitutes the key to understanding the 
"political" implications of the Lukan writings as far as their earliest audience is concerned; 
thus he has probed the entire bipartite work for its tacit appropriations of the "Roman imperial 
theology." His clearly stated thesis, to be sure, is an ambitious one. In Brent's contention, the 
Lukan "political theology" whose identifiable narrative shapings are basically social-
psychologically motivated and are essentially "political," is first and foremost modelled upon 
its imperial counterpart, namely, the "systematic theology" of the Roman imperial cult, as he 
1 "Imperial Ideology and the Origins of Church Order: Reformed Judaism in Luke-Acts and the Christian pax 
dei,” in idem, The Imperial Cult and the Development of Church Order: Concepts and Images of Authority in 
Paganism and Early Christianity before the Age of Cyprian (VCSup 45; Leiden: Brill, 1999), 73-139. This 66-
page chapter is a revised, expanded version of Brent's earlier published article, "Luke-Acts and the Imperial Cult 
in Asia Minor," JTS, n.s., 48 (1997): 411-38. 
2 "Imperial Ideology and the Origins of Church Order," 76. 
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puts it. If his thesis is allowed to stand, it will be beyond doubt that the Roman imperial cult 
can hardly be neglected or downplayed in assessing Luke's attitude towards the Roman 
empire. The central question of the present study will then be answered in the affirmative-
even though what attitude towards the empire has been inscribed in Luke-Acts might still 
remain to be debated. If his thesis is refiited, however, the factor of the Roman imperial cult is 
not yet thereupon dismissed as irrelevant in determining Luke's "political" attitude; for the 
author may have viewed, and appropriated, the Roman imperial theology not exactly as Brent 
postulates. Indeed, the present chapter will call into question Brent's unexamined assumption 
that the author of the Lukan writings would have viewed the Roman imperial cult as such 
primarily as a reformed post-Republican state cult eternally based and centred in Rome, whose 
main purpose was to obtain divine goodwill and thus to reestablish the harmonious order of 
nature and human society on behalf of the Roman state through appropriate cultic institutions;^ 
this state cult was legitimated once and for all in and through Octavian's rise to supreme 
power as the divifilius. 
Brent's imperial-theological interpretation of the Lukan work merits our probings for 
another reason: not himself a NT scholar, Brent attempts to address some of the central 
questions in Lukan research and has thus, albeit partially, interacted with recent Lukan 
scholarship. He makes clear at the beginning of his study that his thesis can better solve the 
two questions long preoccupying the interpreters of the Lukan writings: What motivated Luke 
to reformulate an "earlier" eschatology by postponing the parousia to an indefinite future? 
What motivated him to insist on Jewish heritage so as to claim that the Christian religion is 
nothing less than an authentic Judaism~~even though such insistence would seem paradoxical 
to a now predominantly Gentile congregation?"^ Following some NT specialists in terms of 
3 See Brent, Imperial Cult and the Development of Church Order, ch. 2. 
4 "Imperial Ideology and the Origins of Church Order," 74. 
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methodology, Brent imagines a faith community contemporaneous with Luke as the 
hermeneutical key to the "political" dimensions of his narrative: he postulates that the implied 
audience's social-psychological troubles, which largely owed to its non-participation in the 
imperial cult, can be translated as that community's. Under this postulation, Brent argues that 
the imperial cult, which propagated an already realized eschatology and claimed to be the 
valid means to obtain divine goodwill and thus to secure and prolong the state of empirewide 
peace, can most adequately explain the Lukan reformulation of an earlier Christian 
eschatology as well as Luke's seemingly paradoxical insistence on the new religious group's 
genuinely "Jewish" identity. Further, according to Brent, Luke attempts thereby to enable his 
Christian audience, whose majority would have understandably refused to worship the Roman 
emperors (officially deified or living), to cope with its ensuing social alienation positively, by 
assuring Theophilus and his circle that their own "reformed" cult can itself achieve—even far 
better一what the Roman imperial cult was meant to achieve all on its own. This tacit 
theological assurance, so Brent repeatedly makes clear, has been designed in some sense to 
reintegrate that community back into the larger, imperial societies, rather than to provoke, 
spawn, or intensify a desire which is arguably most evident in the book of Revelation—to 
have the Roman imperial order replaced.5 Brent's “Theophilus，circle," as its "political 
theology" implies, has no intention at all to subvert, or to help to subvert, the Roman empire, 
but strives to claim, or to secure social-psychologically, its own niche situated within the 
present societies in Asia Minor, by constructing its own "contra-cultural" religious o r d e r , 
5 "But the reformed cult has gone far beyond the social acceptability of a merely passive non-participation. 
Luke-Acts offers a positive reason for non-participation, namely that the purpose of the Imperial Cult, namely the 
pax deorum and the sacramental means for the continuance of the saeculum aureum is far better achieved through 
the ELPIIVTI of Bethlehem and the Triumphal Entry, and the VIKT] and AWXRIPLA that follow from the birth of Child 
from the Virgin, and his death and resurrection" (ibid., 127; cf. p. 138). 
6 "The writer of Luke-Acts, we are arguing, should not be understood as producing a picture of an alternative 
society with which to replace the present. This is a charge that we might lay rather at the author of the 
Apocalypse ... A contra-culture is not an alternative culture ... Luke will therefore not allow his purpose to be 
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Traditionally, the Roman imperial cult has been viewed as an ineluctable threat to the 
existence of Christianity in the empire only to the extent that it propagates the worship of 
human emperors; and that Roman authorities required even Christian, non-Jewish subjects to 
participate in the cult so as to test their "political" loyalty; the price of their refusal to 
participate was quite often martyrdom. In view of this, the traditional approach draws our 
attention primarily (a) to the worship, and so the deification，of human rulers, which would 
come into conflict with a monotheistic faith as long as Rome demands religiously declared 
allegiance from all its citizens and subjects expressed in their participation in the imperial cult; 
(b) to the fundamental incompatibility as well as irreconcilability between Roman imperial 
ideology and the pre-Constantinian Christian religion.? Brent analyses the interface between 
Christianity and the Roman imperial religion from a new perspective. Firstly, he does not 
regard the imperial cult merely as emperor worship or as a political loyalty test; he focuses 
instead on the observance of any obligations the cult requires of all Roman citizens and 
subjects, on which the maintenance of the cosmic order politically centred in Rome is 
predicated. Secondly, in his contention, the Lukan "political theology" is constructed such as 
to enable Theophilus' circle to withstand—but not to replace~the imperial construction of 
reality propagated by the imperial cult; in other words, it can be regarded as designed to 
maintain the contra-cultural existence of his circle within or to enable his circle to live 
symbiotically with the Roman empire, as long as the cult they practise is regarded by others as 
a form of Judaism. 
Whether or not feeling interested at all in addressing Brent's extended sociohistorical 
project of tracing the concurrent development of various pre-Cyprianic church orders vis-a-vis 
destroyed by suggesting a head on collision between Christ and Caesar in which the one must nihilate the other" 
(ibid., 101，122). 
7 See also §1.1 and §1.2.3. 
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their imperial counterparts,^ it seems that scholars aiming to interpret the Lukan writings in 
their sociohistorical contexts must come up with an assessment of his prima facie coherent 
sociohistorical explication of what motivated Luke's "political theology" thus construed. 
Recent growing interest in the putative NT responses to Roman imperial ideology or to the 
imperial cul t , moreover, could well be extended to Lukan studies, not least in that the 
bipartite work betrays most clearly an awareness of the Roman imperial presence and, in its 
second volume, of various aspects of the urban religious life in the ancient east Mediterranean. 
Brent's study is also a welcome attempt to elucidate an important aspect of non-Jewish 
religious import to and influence on Luke-Acts. It should therefore be regarded as a 
stimulating contribution to Lukan studies. Few, however, have thus far produced a general 
assessment of his study. 
An overview of Brent's major arguments is given in the following section. An evaluation 
of his imperial-political reading of Luke-Acts is then given in the third section. 
2.2 An Overview of Brent's Interpretation of 
Luke's "Political Theology" 
2.2 .1 CONTRA-CULTURAL STRATEGY AND SOCIAL REINTEGRATION INTO THE HOST 
CULTURE. Brent's interpretation is based on a sociological theory of contra-culture 
which has been used to study delinquent groups and subcul tures , n "The formation of a contra-
8 In his monograph, Brent also studies the "political theologies" of First Clement, the book of Revelation, and 
Ignatius and the development of monarchian trinitarian theology during the principates of the Severans, 
Elagabalus, and Callistus. 
9 See p. 1 n. 3 above. 
But see two brief reviews on Brent's monograph: Henry Chadwick, JEH 52 (2001): 704; Hans-Josef 
Klauck, TLZ 126 (2001): 61-63. 
11 Brent, Imperial Cult and the Development of Church Order, 11-16. 
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culture," says Brent, "is a positive interaction that creates a positive solution to the problem of 
alienation" by “[redefining] the demands of the host culture, accepting some of them and 
reformulating others.,“2 In the case of Theophilus' community, non-participation in the 
imperial cult, which is to secure the pax deorum ("peace of the gods," or divine goodwill), 
would cause social alienation and a "psychological state of anomie：'^ ^ To overcome this state 
or crisis, the Lukan contra-culture helps Theophilus and his community to reintegrate 
themselves into the host culture, by iterating that their insistence on non-participation in the 
imperial cult can in fact help to bring about what the imperial cult is meant to achieve for the 
larger society. 
2.2 .2 THE AUGUSTAN SAECULUMAUREUM AND LUKE'S DELAYED PAROUSIA. T h e 
"host culture" over against which the Lukan contra-cultural theology is constructed, so Brent 
argues, ascribes great theological significance to the "Augustan Revolution," which "was as 
much religious as it was political.”丄斗 Augustus was not so much a founder of a new political-
religious system as a traditionalist, restoring the Roman ideals in the capacity of the pontifex 
maximus of the state cult: in and through his constitutional and cultic "reforms" the Roman 
state was finally saved from internal strife and endless pogroms, and the pax deorum thus 
returned to the Roman people and to its vast empire. The Augustan settlement has thus 
decisively fulfilled their "eschatological" aspirations and inaugurated a golden age {saeculum 
aureum) in and through Augustus as the divine saviour of all humanity. Celebrating this new 
age, the "reformed" Roman religion was the cultic means to secure the divine blessings of 
social harmony and stability continuously. 
12 Ibid., 11, 13. 
13 Brent, "Imperial Ideology and the Origins of Church Order," 101. 
14 Brent, Imperial Cult and the Development of Church Order, ch. 2 (here p. 17). 
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According to Brent, the Lukan version of Christianity is the contra-cultural "reformed" 
Jewish cult for Theophilus，community~not least in the sense that the traditional 
eschatological hopes, which are still found in the Markan and Matthean Gospel, have been 
transformed by L u k e ” The XmpoaoLi； foreshadowed and promised in the Old Testament are 
said in the Lukan birth narrative to be "dependant for its fulfilment on a unique person, 
Jesus.”i6 The themes "peace" (eLpfjvT]), "salvation" (ocoxripia), and "saviour" (oooxfjp) found 
in the birth narrative, so Brent argues, point to the parallel themes in the golden-age theology 
of the Roman imperial cult, which are embodied in corresponding imperial virtues. In view of 
Vergil's Fourth Eclogue, moreover, Jesus' virgin birth, which is connected to his divine 
sonship only in Luke, is in Brent's contention a "mirror-image" fashioned by Luke and "the 
result of the impress of the template of imperial ideology upon [his Old Testament] 
material"一even though Luke does not thereby make concession “to a pagan theology of 
divine procreation.”口 The Magnificat (Luke l:46b-55) and the Benedictus (Luke 1:68-79), 
furthermore, are in Luke's intention "not an expression of a people oppressed seeking freedom 
from the Roman yoke," but "announcement of the golden age ... through the medium of cultic 
hymns.，，i8 The Jewish imagery Luke has used to have his "prophetic" characters announce the 
forthcoming salvation in Jesus, Brent argues, is devoid of their original theological meaning; it 
is rather taken up and reshaped in the Lukan work such as to contra-culturally express the 
central religious motif of the imperial cult, i.e., a reformed cult is founded by a messianic 
figure in whom the golden age will usher in. The "Jewish backcloth," which belongs to 
"unreformed Judaism,” on one hand serves to provide the imagery material for Luke's inverse 
15 Brent, "Imperial Ideology and the Origins of Church Order," 78-82. 
16 Ibid., 92. 
17 Ibid, 97—98. 
18 Ibid.，91. 
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transformation, and on the other hand to allow him to lay claim to a "Jewish" identity with 
which Theophilus and his circle might withstand social pressure and insist on non-
participation in the imperial cult. 
It is arguable that the Imperial Cult represents the real, pagan backcloth for his seemingly 
Jewish backcloth, if Luke is written after A.D. 70 when the Jewish Temple rites have been 
abolished. Indeed, the Jewish backcloth would have had no value for Luke as a deutero-
Paulinist unless Jewish imagery could be re-serviced as a contra-cultural response to pagan 
ritual. It is with the Hellenistic [sic], pagan incense-ritual with which his readers would be 
familiar. Yet in the open-ended, developing conceptual discourse of participants in the cult, 
new Judaeo Christian concepts are now devised and assimilated with pagan one.^ ^ 
Luke also radicalized the social vision of the imperial cult in terms of status mobility. In 
Brent's view, Augustus' revolution "had certainly raised seats of honour for a social class that 
had not possessed them before, but which could rise socially through its benefaction to a new 
cult celebrating a political revolution,，;�。thus, "the previously mighty are thrown from their 
seats by an increasingly powerful, mercantile and trading class newly admitted to power.，,21 In 
contrast, the symbol of messianic banquet in Luke 1:52-53 represents “a vision of an even 
more radical revolution as a counterpart to that of Augustus." 
Rather than positing a salvation-historical scheme, Luke's solution to the delayed parousia 
is "to deconstruct early Christian eschatology to remove all judgment and tribulation, so as to 
assimilate Christian eschatology to that of Augustus，saeculum cmreum 严 Moreover, to make 
the assimilation possible, so Brent argues, Luke "had to identify the religion into which 
Theophilus has been catechetized as a reformed Jewish cult."^^ Since this reformed cult 
19 Ibid,, 90 (my emphasis in boldface). 
Ibid., 103-4. 
21 Ibid., 103. 
22 Ibid., 138. 
23 Ibid. 
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achieve "the pax deorum and the sacramental means for the continuance of the saeculum 
aureum far better" than the imperial cult, Theophilus and his community can go their own way 
and rest assured that their non-participation in the imperial cult will not jeopardize the social 
order and stability; according to Brent, they can thus be reintegrated into their society and 
"live symbiotically within it.，，24 
2.2.3 LATENT CONFLICTS REMAIN. Paradoxically, whereas Brent alleges that 
Luke avoids "open conflict" with the imperial cult" by [suppressing] any overt references" to 
it (such as avoiding "direct mention" of Asian highpriest in Acts 19^^), he contends that Luke 
still makes "implied references" to the cult to alert his readers to the latent conflicts between 
their religion and the imperial cult (viz. Acts 12:21-22; 16:20-21; 17:7; 18:13).^^ Since those 
conflicts arise because gentile Christians are not "exempt from Graeco-Roman religious 
customs," Luke's strategy is again to "identity their religion as a valid form of Judaism, and 
thus the social acceptability of non-participation be understood and acknowledged by their 
society.，，27 
2 . 2 . 4 A "POLITICAL THEOLOGY" DOOMED TO FAIL： DOMITIAN AND THE FISCUSIUDAICUS. 
Lastly, the Lukan "political theology" as "an ideology for integrating Christianity into the 
imperial ideal ... was to prove abortive"^^ under the Domitianic persecution: the fiscus 
Iudaicus and the religious charge against alleged adherent of the Jewish religion (see my 
discussion in §1.2.3) deprived gentile Christians of their "right to depart from ancestral eGi], so 
24 Ibid., 101. 
25 See ch. 4 below, pp. 119-23. 
26 Ibid., 122-30. 
27 Ibid., 73. 
28 Ibid., 138-39. 
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that they must be punished for this as much as non-payment of the fiscus Judaicus. The 
contra-cultural ideology had failed in its initial, Lucan form to reintegrate the contra-culture 
within the host c u l t u r e . B r e n t therefore has had to date Luke-Acts to pre-Domitianic 
times.3o 
2.3 An Evaluation of Brent's Interpretation of 
Luke's "Political Theology，， 
2.3.1 LUKAN VS. IMPERIAL ESCHATOLOGIES. Brent's intriguing proposal that what 
motivated Luke to refashion an earlier Christian eschatology was the "fulfilled" eschatology of 
the Roman religion since the Augustan settlement, however, has downplayed a fundamental 
difference between the two "eschatologies." The "eschaton" of the latter belongs in the past, 
legitimating the present political order under and imperial rule. Thus the imperial religion has 
no eschatology in the Christian sense: theoretically the empire it celebrates has no temporal 
end; whereas the Lukan vision is directed towards an end at which the messiah will return 
judging all humanity (the message of future is preached such Roman characters such as 
Cornelius [Acts 10:42] and Felix [Acts 24:25]). With this major difference, one wonders if 
Luke's refashioned eschatology could really integrate his believing readers back into their 
pagan society. 
2.3.2 "JEWISH" OR PAGAN BACKCLOTH? Brent, in numerous cases, argues that it is 
the "template of imperial ideology" that exclusively determines Luke's fashioning of Old 
Testament imagery or themes.^ ^  In the case of the theme of the divine child of a virgin, the 
29 Ibid., 131. 
Ibid., 97-98. 
31 See, e.g, ibid., 93. 
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force of Brent's argument depends on proof enough that the Lukan retelling of Jesus' birth is 
first and foremost modelled after the story the imperial cult was telling. His argument is 
therefore much weakened owing to the possibility that the Lukan understanding of the virgin 
birth was a corollary of the earliest christological development from within Christianity, which 
in the end pushed the divine acknowledgement of Jesus' divine sonship from his resurrection 
back to his birth. Such "doctrinal" reflection therefore did not necessarily have anything to 
do with Roman imperial ideology. 
2.3.3 ROMAN STATE RELIGION OR GREEK IMPERIAL CULTS? More importantly, the 
major problem in Brent's interpretation is that he has not adequately taken into consideration 
the imperial cults as were practised in Hellenic, civic contexts. The religious concerns to 
perform the sacra properly and to secure the pax deorum through various state cultic 
institutions and priestly professionals belonged primarily to Rome or to the Roman people. It 
thus becomes important to determine whether or not Luke's intended readers, Theophilus 
included, were Romans. It is only towards the end of Brent's study that "Theophilus and his 
circle” emerge as "0EP6[XEV01 of Asia Minor [and] Roman c i t i z e n s . T h i s ungrounded 
assertion34 is to be sure necessitated by the fact (a) that Domitianic persecution was clearly 
directed against Romans, who should avoid accepting any unauthorized foreign cults or 
32 See Raymond E Brown, The Birth of the Messiah: A Commentary on the Infancy Narratives in the Gospels 
of Matthew and Luke (new updated ed.; The Anchor Bible Reference Library; New York: Doubleday, 1993), 160-
61，521-31. 
33 "Imperial Ideology and the Origins of Church Order," 130. 
34 Ibid., 93 n. 40: Brent cites Loveday C. A. Alexander {The Preface to Luke 's Gospel: Literary Convention 
and Social Context in Luke 1.1-4 and Acts 1.1 [SNTSMS 78; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1993], 
133), who thinks that the use of KQ&uoioq "does not prove that Theophilus was a Roman official." Although there 
might be Romans joining the Christian movement towards the end of the first century in Asia Minor (cf. Philip 
Francis Esler, Community and Gospel in Luke-Acts: The Social and Political Motivations of Lucan Theology 
[SNTSMS 57; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987]), their number could not have been significantly 
large. 
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(cf. Acts 16:20-21);35 and (b) that most people of the Roman East or residents of Hellenic 
cities in fact did not have any religious obligations pertaining the "reformed Roman imperial 
cult" as such. The only major historical evidence Brent cites to illustrate the impact the Roman 
imperial cult had in Asia Minor was the famous decree of the provincial council issued in 9 
B.C.E.36 However, he has not taken into account the development of Roman imperial cults in 
the same region since Augustan times一especially since the end of the Julio-Claudian age and 
the rise of the Flavians. 
It has been pointed out in the introductory chapter of this thesis that non-participation in 
the imperial cults did not begin to expose gentile Christians to Domitian，s alleged persecution 
(§1.2.3). More importantly, if Jews and Christians (granted that these two identities or 
categories could be distinguishable) were both being socially alienated for their "atheism," 
"misanthropy," or "anti-social" conduct (vis-a-vis pagan practices),^^ then it seems 
questionable whether Luke's well-designed contra-culture "disguised" as (reformed) Judaism 
could have effectively reintegrate his intended audience into their emperor-worshipping 
society. 
Although Brent's study has been positively received by some NT scholars for its original 
contributions to the interpretation of some Lukan themes or passages,^^ the above evaluation 
has on the whole put into doubt its main thesis: that the bipartite work is to be read as apre-
35 "Imperial Ideology and the Origins of Church Order," 129-30. 
36 Brent, Imperial Cult and the Development of Church Order, 67—70. 
37 See above, ch. 1, p. 21. 
38 See, e.g., Gary Gilbert, "Roman Propaganda and Christian Identity in the Worldview of Luke-Acts," in 
Contextualizing Acts: Lukan Narrative and Greco-Roman Discourse (eds. T. Penner and C. V. Stichele; 
SBLSymS 20; Atlanta, Ga.: Society of Biblical Literature, 2003), 242 n. 30; Todd C. Penner, "Civilizing 
Discourse: Acts, Declamation, and the Rhetoric of the Polis,” in Contextualizing Acts, 88 et passim; cf. the 
reviews on Brent's monograph mentioned in n. 10 above. 
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Domitianic narrativized "political theology" constructed such as to justify the refusal of its 
possibly Roman readers to participate in the Roman imperial religion as such.^^ 
2.4 Conclusion 
It has been shown to be unlikely that Luke would have conceived of the practice and 
theological implications of Roman imperial cults as what Brent has reconstructed on the basis 
of some alleged literary allusions. As other recent studies on the implications imperial cults 
may have for earliest Christians have made clear, the cults were not obligatory in Luke's times 
and did not function as a more or less standardized cultic institution designed to secure the 
goodwill of certain deities toward the Roman s ta te .Yet , as stated earlier in this chapter, the 
refutation of Brent's interpretation of Luke-Acts does not imply that we cannot bring imperial 
cults to bear on our better understanding of the Lukan attitude toward the Roman empire. 
Despite our refutation of Brent's thesis or the fact that he has mainly engaged the Roman 
imperial religion as such—instead of imperial cults in Rome's Hellenic provinces and cities— 
as representing Luke's "host culture," we have not selected the wrong scholarly treatment to 
review as regards the Lukan perspective on Roman imperial cults. For it is the religious 
discourse of the imperial order centred in Rome that both Brent and the present study purport 
to engage in probing into the political dimensions of the bipartite work. Brent paves the way 
for further studies in that direction on at least two counts. His painstaking analysis of the 
alleged Lukan appropriation of that religious discourse helpfully sensitizes the modem reader 
to the otherwise "hidden" theological tensions between the empire (as religiously imagined by 
39 I will further respond to Brent's interpretation of the Lukan episode of Agrippa I's death (Acts 12:20-23) in 
the light of its allusion to the Roman imperial cult, in the next chapter. 
4° See §1.1 above. 
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the Greek populaces during the early principate) and Luke's narrativized version of 
Christianity. On the other hand Brent's study sensitizes us to the enormous impact non-
participation in imperial cults could have had on the political life and self-identification of 
Luke's contemporary urban Christ-confessors in the Greek East. 
In the following two chapters, we turn our attention to this Christian writer's subtle literary 
responses to some aspects of Greek imperial cults, by intensively reading his brief accounts on 




King Agrippa I Smitten by an Angel of the Lord: 
Acts 12:20-23 and the Lukan Attitude towards 
Emperor Worship 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter centres on the divinization of, or the attribution of divine honours to, 
humans as a theme found in the Lukan writings. Primarily, it examines whether and to what 
extent their author, who has fashioned the selected passages we are going to discuss 
(principally Acts 12:20-23), has alluded to the idea of apotheosizing mortal rulers and hence 
expresses, albeit indirectly, his attitude towards some aspects of this pagan idea as was ritually 
embodied and manifested in contemporary imperial cults. 
The Lukan passage this chapter centres on is Acts 12:20-23. In this passage, the death of 
the last Judaean king, Agrippa I,i to whom Acts refers as " H e r o d , i s recounted and explained: 
1 For recent historical reconstructions of the life of M(arcus?) lulius Agrippa (11 B.C.E.-44 C.E.), see Daniel R. 
Schwartz, Agrippa I: The Last King of Judaea (TSAJ 23; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1990) and Nikos Kokkinos, 
The Herodian Dynasty: Origins, Role in Society and Eclipse (JSPSup 30; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 
1998), 271-304. Though without any literary, epigraphical, and numismatic attestations, Agrippa I's praenomen 
is likely to be Marcus on the supposition that his son, Agrippa II, would have assumed his father's; see Schwartz, 
Agrippa, 39 n. 1; Kokkinos, The Herodian Dynasty, 111 n. 26. 
2 Note that all extant literary attestations (except those sources which are dependant on the Lukan Acts) of 
"Herod" as a title or name of Agrippa I are found in Acts only (Acts 12:1, 6, 11, 19, 21). The appellations of other 
Herodian rulers mentioned in the Lukan writings (King Herod I [or Archelaus?]—Luke 1:5; Herod Antipas the 
tetrarch—Luke 3:1, 19; 8:3; 9;7-9; 13:31; 23:7—15; Acts 4:27; 13:1; King Agrippa II—Acts 25:13-26; 26:1-32) 
fit better with known external sources. Luke may have used "Herod" in Acts 12 as a dynastic title: as Kokkinos 
notes, Dio Cassius (55.27.6) "is justified in calling Archelaus simply 'Herod'" in that as seen from the 
numismatic evidence, the ethnarch "dropped his name and officially adopted the dynastic title 'Herod'" {The 
Herodian Dynasty, 226 n. 78). Schwartz contends that Luke's use of the title for Agrippa I may have something 
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20 ^Hv 6e Qv\i0\iax(bv Ti^ ptoK； Kod 2i6a)vtoL^- 6[xoeD|ia66v 6e Jiapfloav jipo^ aijxov m l 
nzioavTEc; BMoiov, xov ^jii xoD kouwvo^ XOD Paod^oag, i^xoDvxo eipTivnv 6IA I6 
TpE^eoeai a m w v xf)v xcopav dji6 iflg Paodncflg. ^^  xaicTfi 68 fi^iepa 6 'Hpq)6Ti^ 
ivbvoa\iEvo(； doeflxa Paodiicfiv [ml ] meCocxg ^jcl xoD PTifxaxog ^6ti^ltiy6p81 jrp6g 
o.mov(；, 22 6 6e 6fi|ioi； gjie^cbvei. Qtov (t)a)vfi m l o ik dvepcojio-u. ^^  Jiapaxpfliia 6e 
J^ICTXA^ EV amov ayyzXoo, icDpioi) dvB' djv OTJIC 86a)icev xfiv 66^AV xo) Geo), m l 丫EV(5|JLEVO(； 
OKOO^ ITIICOPPCOTO^  d^eii^-u^Ev. 
Now Herod was angry with the people of Tyre and Sidon; and they came to him in a body, 
and having persuaded Blastus, the king's chamberlain, they asked for peace, because their 
country depended on the king's country for food. On an appointed day Herod put on his 
royal robes, took his seat upon the throne, and made an oration to them. And the people 
shouted, "The voice of a god, and not of a man!" Immediately an angel of the Lord smote 
him, because he did not give God the glory; and he was eaten by worms and died. (RSV) 
Concluding a larger narrative unit (12:1-19)3 which features a severe persecution of "some" 
Palestinian Christians in apostolic times,4 the passage appears as a mere appending sidelight to 
to do with the fact that this name is frequently used of anti-Christian persecutors in the Lukan writings {Agrippa, 
120 n. 50; cf. e.g., Acts 4:27); Luke may have moreover confused Agrippa I with his brother Herod V of Chalcis 
(ibid., 215), with whom he was invited by Claudius (41 C.E.) to orate in the senate in Greek (Dio Cassius 60.8.2). 
Jorg-Dieter Gauger ("Der 'Tod des Verfolgers': Uberlegungen zur Historizitat eines Topos," 75733 [2002]: 52-
53) suggests that Luke's "Ubertragung des Namens [i.e., Herod] auf Agrippa" may be an indication that he wants 
to associate the king's death with his grandfather's. I think it is also plausible that Luke wants thereby to 
distinguish between Agrippa I and Agrippa II，in that he refers to the latter consistently as (King) Agrippa (Acts 
25:13, 22, 23, 24, 26; 26:1, 2, 19, 27, 28, 32); cf. Hans-Josef Klauck, "Des Kaisers schone Stimme: 
Herrscherkritik in Apg 12,20-23," in Liebe, Macht undReligion: Interdisziplindre Studien zu Grunddimensionen 
menschlicher Existenz (eds, M. Gielen and J. KUgler; Stuttgart: Verlag Katholisches Bibelwerk, 2003), 201. In 
this chapter, I do not refer to Agrippa I as "(King) Herod" or "(King) Herod Agrippa." 
3 Note that Barnabas and Saul are mentioned together twice in connection with Judaea respectively in the first 
verse preceding and following the "Agrippa episode" (12:1-24), viz. 11:30 and 12:25; neither of their names is 
found within the episode. This inclusio appears to mark out the episode as a separable narrative unit. But in a 
newly published article, Bruce W. Longenecker argues on a structural basis that Acts 11:27-12:25 constitutes a 
special section with "chain-link interlock" construction, which marks the transition between the second and the 
third main text units of Acts: 8:4-12:25 and 13:1-19:41 ("Lukan Aversion to Humps and Hollows: The Case of 
Acts 11.27-12.25," NTS 5Q [2004]: 185-204). 
4 It has been called into doubt whether there was ever a general persecution of the Christian church instigated 
by Agrippa I. Schwartz argues that the word xivag (meaning "some") in Acts 12:1 "need not refer to any more 
than the ones of whom we hear (James the son of Zebedee and Peter)" in the light of "Luke's tendency to 
generalize" {Agrippa, 119-24). James and Peter, so Schwartz furthermore argues, were plausibly arrested not so 
much for the church's efforts to proselytize gentiles (Acts 10—11) as for their alleged involvement in political 
activism—a reason Luke may well have concealed for apologetic reasons (ibid.); cf. Gerd Theissen, "Die 
Verfolgung unter Agrippa I. und die Autoritatsstruktur der Jerusalemer Gemeinde. Eine Untersuchung zu Act 
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Peter's “exodus” from Agrippa I's murderous attempt,，even though the king's sudden death, 
caused by another angelic intervention, helps to seal the apostle's safety. The king's demise is 
thus often perceived as timely retribution not so much befitting a mortal ruler usurping divine 
honours (as 12:22-23 seems to suggest) as befitting a typical savage, tyrannical enemy of an 
oppressed holy people. Nevertheless, in view of the purpose of this thesis, these three verses 
still constitute the kernel of our exegetical ground, in that they come closest to a narrativized 
criticism on the divinization of human rulers within the entire bipartite work. It is our premise 
that its author has thus made use of such a historical event (cf. Josephus's parallel account; see 
below) to inscribe his criticism on human divinization, albeit safely.^ It was Luke's "safe 
criticism" on contemporary emperor worship insofar as (i) Agrippa I's death, which follows a 
popular acclaim during a public event at Caesarea, was presumably viewed by Luke's 
12.1-4 und Mk 10,35-45," in Das Urchristentum in seiner literarischen Geschichte: Festschrift fur Jurgen 
Becker zum 65. Geburtstag (eds. Ulrich Mell and Ulrich B. Muller; BZNW 100; Berlin and New York: de 
Gruyter, 1999), 263-89, esp. pp. 273-89. Regardless of the question of historical reliability, Luke nonetheless 
presents Agrippa，s politically motivated assaults (Acts 12:3a) as a severe blow to the Judaean church, in that even 
an angel of the Lord comes to Peter's rescue; and that Peter's outstanding role as far as the second Lukan volume 
is concerned is moreover matched only by Paul. See Richard Bauckham, "James and the Jerusalem Church," in 
The Book of Acts in Its Palestinian Setting (ed. R. Bauckham; vol. 4 of The Book of Acts in Its First Century 
Setting; ed. B. W. Winter; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1995), 415-80, esp. pp. 42741 , who views the 
Lukan account as reflecting Agrippa，s persecution of the founding apostles as a group; the course of events 
behind Acts 12 decisively resulted in the shift of authority in the Jerusalem church from the principal apostles to 
James the Lord's brother and to the (other?) "elders" (hinted inter alia by v. 17). N. H. Taylor's recent attempt to 
interpret the Q version of Jesus' temptation as a form of Christian polemic against Agrippa, hinges on the 
historical postulate that, in the wake of Gaius' threats to the temple cult at Jerusalem, the Jewish king persecuted 
the Palestinian Christians ("The Temptation of Jesus on the Mountain: A Palestinian Christian Polemic against 
Agrippa I," JSNT 83 [2001]: 27-49, esp. pp. 40-49). 
5 On the motif of the exodus (in connection with the theme of the Passover) in Acts 12, see, e.g., Susan R. 
Garrett, "Exodus from Bondage: Luke 9:31 and Acts 12:1-24," CBQ 52 (1990): 656-80; David W. Pao, Acts and 
the Isaianic New Exodus (WUNT 2/130; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2000), 200-201. 
6 See Martin Meiser, "Lukas und die romische Staatsmacht," in Zwischen den Reichen: Neues Testament und 
Romische Herrschaft: Vortrage auf der Ersten Konferenz der European Association for Biblical Studies (eds. M. 
Labahn and J. Zangenberg; TANZ 36; Tubingen and Basel: A. Francke Verlag, 2002), 183-86. On Hellenistic as 
well as early imperial literary practice of making "safe" criticism on tyrants, see Frederick Ahl, "The Art of Safe 
Criticism in Greece and Rome,”/!/尸 105 (1984): 174-208; cf. Klauck, "Des Kaisers schone Stimme," 213-15. 
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contemporaries as nothing less than historically authentic; (ii) nothing in the narrator's 
"mythological" account could be taken as necessarily directed against any imperial institutions. 
With the insights of some recent scholarly contributions to understanding that Lukan passage, 
we will probe for any allusions to the theme of apotheosis and to the imperial rituals found 
therein. As we shall see later, Agrippa's "apotheosis" is linked to some other Acts passages by 
the recurring theme of honouring distinguished persons by designating them as gods. 
The Lukan attitude towards divinization or apotheosis of monarchs can be compared 
with those of some of the author's contemporaries. Some contemporary Greco-Roman elites, 
their actual participation in the imperial cults notwithstanding, held a sceptical attitude 
towards the divinization of emperors^ Although Luke may have shared their contempt for 
rulers who craved for divine honours, his criticism was plausibly mounted on somewhat 
different grounds. 
It is the thesis of this chapter that the Lukan episode of the Judaean king's death is 
suggestive of a subtle criticism on the imperial cults, at least in the sense that, by such cultic 
institutions inter alia, imperial beneficence is often expected to be thankfully acknowledged or 
"rewarded" through the attribution of divine honours to the imperial benefactors on the part of 
their subjects. Further, it seems probable that Luke views King Agrippa, who accepts "divine 
honour" from his non-Jewish subjects, as recklessly jeopardizing his own putative ethnic EGT] 
as he fails一even once~to resist the pagan tendency to attribute quasi-divine honours to him 
7 See Glen W. Bowersock, "Greek Intellectuals and the Imperial Cult in the Second Century A.D.,” in Le culte 
des souverains dans I'Empire romain. Sept exposes suivis de discussions par Elias Bickerman et al. (EAC 19; 
Geneva: Fondation Hardt, 1973), 179-212. See also Marion Altman, "Ruler Cult in Seneca," CP 33 (1938): 198-
204; Duncan Fishwick, "Dio and Maecenas: The Emperor and the Ruler Cult," Phoenix 44 (1990): 267-75; 
Kenneth Scott, "Plutarch and the Ruler Cult," TPAPA 60 (1929): 117-35; and Simon Swain, Hellenism and 
Empire: Language, Classicism, and Power in the Greek World, AD 50-250 (Oxford: Clarendon, 1996)，passim. 
For a discussion of Seneca's famous work, Apocolocyntosis, which mocks the apotheosis of Claudius, see Gradel, 
Emperor Worship and Roman Religion, 325-30. 
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as a monarch-benefactor; the king thus attempts to reinforce an ontological inequality 
between his subjects, who are encouraged or prone to view, and sometimes to remember, their 
(foreign) rulers as in a sense "divine" or godlike, and the ruling people, some of whose 
aristocratic elite would hold a far more conservative attitude towards conferring upon their 
autocrats any divine statuses一at least when they were still alive. 
3.2 Acts 12:20-23 and the Theme of Apotheosis: Reviewing Some Recent 
Interpretations of the Lukan Account of Agrippa I's Death 
According to Hans Conzelmann, Luke intends to demonstrate that the Christian church 
and the Roman state can in principle coexist permanently. In his landmark monograph on the 
Lukan writings, Conzelmann iterates that "in Luke's opinion there is no real (echten) conflict 
between God and Emperor." To this unambiguous assertion he adds a footnote, though: 
"There is no trace of any conflict arising from the cult of the Emperor."^ This remark implies 
that any identifiably inscribed conflict with emperor worship in the bipartite work would 
bespeak the latent fundamental conflict, and possibly any actual conflict, between Christianity 
and the Roman empire. In other words, any such conflict, if rendered "visible" (sichtbar), 
could betray the irreconcilability between the church and the Roman state as far as emperor 
worship is concerned, and could even unravel Luke's apologetic. Curiously, over against what 
his curious footnote remark implies, Conzelmann unmistakably associates Acts 12:22-23 with 
8 The Theology of St Luke (trans. G. Buswell; New York: Harper & Row, 1961), 148 (the first quote is 
adapted; the second is at the same page, n. 4). The footnote in the original reads: "Vom Konflikt durch den 
Kaiserkult wird nichts sichtbar" {Die Mitte der Zeit. Studien zur Theologie des Lukas [3rd edition; BHT 17; 
Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1960], 138 n. 4); cf. Petr Pokomy, Theologie der lukanischen Schhften (FRLANT 174; 
Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1998), 178. See also pp. 2-3 above. 
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ruler cult in his later published commentary on Acts. Against Stephan Losch, he holds that 
the crowd's "acclamation" (12:22) concerns not so much the veneration of the king's voice as 
the veneration of his person (see §3.2.3.3 below).^^ Moreover, as regards v. 23, he asserts that 
"[the criticism of the cult of the ruler] was often disguised as criticism of the 'tyrant,'" and has 
in this regard cited several contemporary scholarly works "on the ruler cult in general" and 
"on common ancient criticism on the cult of the ruler," respectively." Conzelmann has thus 
hinted that the Lukan account of King Agrippa I's death falls into the category of ancient 
criticism on ruler cult, which would, in my contention, be essentially directed too against 
Luke's contemporary Roman imperial rituals.'^ This categorization tacitly puts into question 
his own earlier remark that Christianity and emperor worship do not, and in principle cannot, 
come into traceable conflict at all under the Lukan pen. At the very least, Conzelmann,s self-
contradictory statements have underlined the questionability of the Lukan attitude towards 
human divinization, or attribution of divine honour to a monarch, in view of the disparaging 
report of Agrippa I's retributive death in Acts 12. Further, if Luke has after all left at least this 
trace of the Christian church's ineluctable "conflict" with a presumably "essential," ritual 
9 Deltas Jesu und Antike Apotheose. Ein Beitrag zur Exegese und Religionsgeschichte (Rottenburg am 
Neckar: Bader'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1933). 
Acts of the Apostles: A Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles (trans. J. Limburg et al.; ed. E. J. Epp with 
C. R. Matthews; Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1987), 96—97; idem, Die Apostelgeschichte (HNT 7; 
Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1963), 72. No reference to Acts 12:20-23 is found in the index of Die Mitte der Zeit. 
11 Acts of the Apostles, 96—97, nn. 4-5 (translations adapted); cf. Jacob Jervell, Die Apostelgeschichte (KEK 3; 
17th edition; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1998), 336 nn. 348-49. 
12 Conzelmann used the term Kaiserkult in the footnote remark in Die Mitte der Zeit, but in the Acts 
commentary he used the term Herrscherkult (the English translators mistranslated an instance of the latter as 
"imperial cult"; Acts of the Apostles, 96 n. 4). It seems that he wanted thereby to disassociate Luke's criticism on 
ruler cult {Herrscherkult) from emperor worship {Kaiserkult). But such a differentiation, if really so intended, 
cannot excuse Conzelmann's seeming self-contradiction, in that a Kaiserkult is doubtless a Herrscherkult, and 
there is no point in asserting that Luke, or any other ancients, could have ever conceived such a modem 
terminological distinction. 
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aspect of the imperial presence, we may then ask to what extent this instance of his criticism 
on "ruler cult" as such bears on his inscribed attitude towards the Roman empire. 
3 .2 .1 AN ASSESSMENT OF MARTIN MEISER'S "HISTORICAL OBJECTIONS." We must make 
clear at the outset that the Acts passage in question is by no means to be interpreted as 
anything like Luke's comprehensive statement on the ruler cult, as if whatever he would have 
wanted to say about this subject were discemable or retrievable from those four verses. 
Moreover, Luke's critical perspective on the institutions now known as “imperial cults," 
which was doubtless conditioned by his geographical and social locations, does not 
necessarily bear affinities with those of his non-Jewish intellectuals and high-ranking Roman 
magistrates who may have also expressed criticism on those cults or on the idea of emperor 
worship. Furthermore, under the constraints of his historiographical project, his literary style, 
and pragmatic considerations,^^ Luke could have inscribed only limited responses to imperial 
cults as viewed from his own, theological perspective. With these considerations and 
clarifications in mind, we shall proceed to scrutinize some recent interpretations of Acts 
12:20-23. 
13 His responses, if any, must be well integrated into his historical narrative. Moreover, Luke could not have 
inserted into his text his own commentary as Polybius and Josephus did into their writings. In fact, Luke has been 
consistent in avoiding authorial commentary throughout his bipartite work: "Those who considered themselves 
perpetuating biblical traditions of historiography, however, were more likely to exclude commentary within 
'historical' narrative. The urgent warning of Mk 13:14, '6 dvayi-vwoiccDV voeixo),' provides a rare example from 
the canonical gospels. Though s Antiquities demonstrates less inhibition in terms of this restraint, Luke-
Acts observes the prohibition strictly, apart from a prologue and recapitulation, which are themselves 
comparatively reserved" (Clare Komoroske Rothschild, "Luke-Acts and the Rhetoric of History: An Investigation 
of Early Christian Historiography" [PhD diss., The University of Chicago, 2003], 386). Luke's religious criticism 
is furthermore guided by his pragmatic considerations. For example, he would have held back blatant criticism on 
any well established, widely accepted, and imperially endorsed一albeit from the Christian perspective utterly 
deplorable—institutions, such as the cult of the Ephesian Artemis (Acts 19:37). See also Klauck, "Des Kaisers 
schone Stimme," 213-15. 
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The Lukan account of Agrippa's death as an alleged criticism specifically on the cults of 
Roman emperors has recently been reconsidered一albeit only in passing一in a new 
reassessment of Luke's attitude towards the Roman state. In his reconsideration of the account, 
Martin Meiser wants to determine how far it can reasonably be viewed as Luke's criticism on 
the apotheosis of Roman emperors~especially of Domitian. i4 He allows the possibility that 
Luke might have had the alleged reports of the "quasi-divine homage to Domitian" in mind^^ 
when incorporating into his text the “possibly pre-Lukan narrative of Acts 12:20-23."^^ And 
yet, Meiser makes clear his reservations about the postulate that in the same Acts passage, 
Luke also had the contemporary, institutionalized cult of the Roman emperors in view. Meiser 
posits three "historical objections" {historischen Einwdnde) to that postulate: 
The situation described in Acts 12 is admittedly to be differentiated from the apotheosis of 
the Romanprincipes: Agrippa is still alive, and the crowd's acclamation is something 
other than a formal senatorial resolution. Furthermore, the cult of the divi is to be 
interpreted as an attempt to connect the "new form of rule with the existing religious and 
political system,，，i7 and is not to be understood as worship of a god in pagan thought as in 
14 "Lukas und die romische Staatsmacht," 186. 
15 Ibid, (all translations of passages from Meiser's essay are mine). Meiser emphasizes the distinction 
between the traditional portrait of the tyrannical Domitian and the picture of the recently rehabilitated, and thus 
more "historical," Domitian: "hier ist methodisch wiederum damn zu erinnern, daB nicht die geschichtliche 
Wirklichkeit iiber, sondern das damalige Bild des AuBenstehenden von Domitian den Rahmen unserer Auslegung 
bilden mufi，，(ibid.). In view of the latter Domitian, the reports of the actual "quasi-divine homage" to him, which 
were circulated only after the senatorial damnatio memoriae against him, should count as highly questionable. 
16 On the source-critical question of this Acts passage, see below, §2.2.2, esp. nn. 37, 41; cf. Martin Dibelius， 
Studies in the Acts of the Apostles (trans. M. Ling; ed. H. Greeven; London: SCM Press, 1956), 19-20, who dealt 
with the question mainly in the light of the Josephan parallel. 
17 Quoting from Wolfgang Pohlmann, "Herrscherkult II. Neues Testament und Alte Kirche bis Konstantin," 
TRE 15:251: "Es geht also im Herrscherkult darum, die neue Form der Herrschaft mit dem vorhandenen 
religiosen und politischen System zu verbinden, nicht darum, eine neue, mit anderen konkurrierende Religion zu 
schaffen." Meiser further remarks: "DaB Domitian seinen verstorbenen Vater und seinen Bruder in den Staatskult 
hat aufnehmen lassen, ist fur Quint Inst 3,7,9, ein Akt derpietas” ("Lukas und die romische Staatsmacht," 186 n. 
73). But it is questionable whether Domitian's efforts to have Vespasian and Titus included in the state cult, 
which might have been perceived by his contemporary Romans such as Quintilian as "pious" on the emperor 's 
part, could readily and helpfully illumine the notion of worshipping an "imperial god" (living or dead) as in so 
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the Jewish-Christian sense. Also, instead of their refusal as regards the ruler cult, it is their 
renunciation of the cult of the gods that stands "in the first place of heathen reproach 
against Christians."^^ Yet despite these historical objections, we are to interpret Acts 
12:20-23 as a product of a Jewish-Christian polemic, whose background completely 
differs from the Graeco-Roman polemic of a Seneca, Lucian, or Dio Cassius. ^ ^ 
Meiser's caveat that the "apotheosis of the Roman principes” is to be distinguished from 
the quasi-apotheosis of Agrippa, to be sure, seems to be necessary. For one thing, the latter, 
which merely consists of a crowd's vocal "acclamation," apparently lacks of the ritual 
elements of imperial cults such as a proper temple setting, the celebration of the honorand's 
birthday or other related imperial festivals, hymn singing, sacrifice and feast, athletic and 
musical competitions, and not least the involvement of priestly professionals (cf. below, 
§3.2.3).2o Nonetheless, all the reasons Meiser raises to justify his reservations about 
associating the Lukan Agrippa’ s quasi-apotheosis too closely with the Roman imperial cult are, 
in the last analysis, found to be misplaced. 
many diverse contexts across the Roman empire^一let alone the notion of worshipping the "traditional" gods or 
goddesses—in "pagan thought" as such. 
18 Quoting from Pohlmann, TRE 15:252. The "refusal" refers to that of the Christian martyrs to the demand to 
perform public cultic homage to the emperor. 
19 "ZugegebenermaBen ist die in Apg 12 beschriebene Situation von der Apotheose der romischen principes 
verschieden: Agrippa ist noch am Leben, und die Akklamation durch die Volksmenge ist etwas anderes als ein 
formeller SenatsbeschluB. Ferner ist der Kult der divi als Versuch der Verbindung der 'neue(n) Form der 
Herrschaft mit dem vorhandene religiosen und politischen System' aufzufassen, und in paganem Denken nicht als 
Verehrung eines Gottes im judisch-christlichen Sinne zu verstehen. Auch steht nicht die Verweigerung gegeniiber 
dem Herrscherkult, sondem die Abkehr vom Kult der Gotter ‘an erster Stelle der heidnischen VorwUrfe gegen die 
Christen.' Doch ungeachtet dieser historischen Einwande haben wir Apg 12,20—23 als Produkt einer judisch-
christlichen Polemik zu interpretieren, deren Hintergrund sich von dem der griechisch-romischen Polemik eines 
Seneca, Lukian oder Dio Cassius durchaus unterscheidet" ("Lukas und die romische Staatsmacht," 186). Luke's 
polemic is according to Meiser to be distinguished from the "common ancient criticism on the ruler cult" 
(Conzelmann's phrase; see n. 10 above) not least shared among those Roman writers of the imperial age. 
20 For a discussion of ritual elements of Roman emperor worship in the context of Greek ritual praxis, see 
Angelos Chaniotis, "Der Kaiserkult im Osten des Romischen Reiches im Kontext der zeitgenossischen 
Ritualpraxis," in Die Praxis der Herrscherverehrung in Rom und seinen Provinzen (eds. H. Cancik and K. Hitzl; 
Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2003), 3—28. Cultic statues or images, whether placed inside a temple or carried in a 
procession, are also a common ritual element of Greek imperial cults. 
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The cults of the divi established under the approval of the Roman senate, which, contrary 
to Meiser's unstated presumption, did not figure at all in the religious life in the east 
Mediterranean as prominently as in the Roman state religion, would not have been the target 
of Luke's polemic. As Ittai Gradel argues, the worship of reigning emperors or living 
members of the imperial family was as a rule far more prevalent than the cults of the divi all 
，1 
over the Roman empire (including Italy), except in the state temples at Rome. Emperor 
worship outside those sanctuaries, whose rituals were financed by the state, did not require, or 
even presuppose, any "formal senatorial resolution" concerning the making of a divus. 
According to Gradel's interpretation, such constitutional requirement for admitting a state god 
or goddess actually served to enable the senators to exercise their indirect authority over the 
reigning emperor, inasmuch as they could refuse to vote the ultimate honour~to be included 
posthumously into the official pantheon of the Roman state—to any "unworthy" emperors. 
Meiser, in his next two "objections," quotes Wolfgang Pohlmann's entry of the 
Theologische Realenzyklopddie on ruler cult. The first quote, in Pohlmann's article, explains 
why the ruler cult~not only the cult of the divi as such—emerged, persisted, and prospered as 
they did in the provinces, presumably from the perspective of an interested modem outsider. 
Exactly where Meiser quotes Pohlmann's words, the latter makes reference to Simon Price's 
landmark monograph on the Roman imperial cult in Asia Minor? If by this second 
21 Emperor Worship and Roman Religion (OCM; Oxford: Clarendon, 2002). Nevertheless, Agrippa's death 
would be suggestive of an influential belief: untimely death was thought to result from the deification of a still 
living ruler (death immortalizes him in the sense that his fame could remain inviolate forever), just as in the cases 
of Romulus and Julius Caesar (the term “divus” hence came to connote the death of a Roman ruler!). Gradel 
argues that having such a belief in mind, even such emperors as Gaius and Nero deliberately avoided receiving 
state cultic honours and worship (ibid., 159-61). 
22 Ibid., ch. 12. The establishment of a cult dedicated to a living member of the imperial household at the 
provincial level required imperial or senatorial approval. 
23 Rituals and Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1984). Price's book had been published just two years before the third volume of the TRE appeared. 
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"objection" Meiser means that Luke could not have confused the apotheosis of Roman 
emperors, which is about a new kind of divinities the veneration of whom enabled the Greeks 
to accommodate the Roman rule, with the "acclamation" of Agrippa, which simply concerns 
"the over-generalized notion of divinization" as such�* (hence Luke would not have had the 
Roman imperial cult in view), then the "objection" is a misplaced one. For it does not seem 
plausible that Luke, in view of his anti-idol polemic, would have made such a fine distinction 
between the "conventional," pagan notion of divinity and the special notion of divinity 
allegedly viewed as particularly associated with the Roman imperial cult, as though with the 
latter notion, which served to make sense of or to come to terms with the present realities of 
the Roman empire, the imperial cult could have been exempted from Luke's fulminations 
against any forms of pagan idolatry existing in the inhabited world. 
Moreover, whether or not this is what Meiser means by that "objection," the brute facts 
of the incident recounted in Acts 12:19b-23, according to which a monarch-benefactor 
receives a "divine honour" in a civic context, could have evoked in the minds of Luke's 
ancient readers the very nature of the Hellenistic civic ruler cults and, in Luke's times, of the 
Roman imperial cults as well. Agrippa's public "acclamation" at Caesarea could thus be 
viewed as a means by which Agrippa's regal power is thus religiously, and cognitively, 
accommodated by his non-Jewish subjects and beneficiaries. His decision to end the economic 
"war" with Tyre and Sidon (Acts 12:20), which are shown to be economically dependant upon 
his royal territories, is plausibly meant to be thankfully remembered as an act of "divine" 
benefaction (see further below, §3.2.3.2 and §3.3). 
24 "Die dauerhafte Verknupfung mit der traditionellen Struktur der Werte geschah durch ein Netz von 
Einzelverbindungen des Herrschers mit dem Kult der Gotter, das nicht mit dem undifferenzierten Begriff der 
Vergottung erfaBt werden kann" {TRE 15: 251). 
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Meiser's third "historical objection" is derived from his answer to this historical question: 
Did Christian renunciation of the imperial cult in particular antagonize contemporary 
heathens——hence inducing their persecution? Meiser follows Pohlmann, who again refers to 
Price, in giving his answer in the negative.�� Pohlmann writes: "the demand to make a 
sacrifice for the emperor is in the [Christian] martyr acts only the lesser alternative offered 
after the Christians refused to make sacrifice to the gods."^^ Though offered as a "lesser 
alternative" to making sacrifice to the traditional deities, the demand to perform ritualistic 
homage to the emperor himself, to his genius, or to his image still constitutes a form of 
heathen persecution?^ Moreover, the fact that such an alternative could have been offered by 
the persecutors is suggestive of the looBeov status of the emperor; for it is thus implied that a 
person who has duly paid ritualistic homage to the emperor could in fact get away even with 
25 Meiser, "Lukas und die romische Staatsmacht," 186; Pohlmann (TRE 15: 252) refers to Price, Rituals and 
Power, 221, who writes: "They [Christians] were happy to pray for the state but not to sacrifice for, let alone to, 
the emperor. It was this rejection of the contemporary sacrificial system which was one of the major reasons 
behind the persecution of the Christians . . . In the persecution of the Christians the cult of the emperor was less 
important than the cult of the gods" (ibid.). Price bases his analysis on four Christian martyr acts (ibid., 220-22), 
making reference to Fergus Millar, "The Imperial Cult and the Persecutions," in Le culte des souverains dans 
I 'Empire romain, 145-75. See also Manfred Clauss, Kaiser und Gott: Herrscherkult im romischen Reich 
(Stuttgart and Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1999), 428-31. 
26 TRE 15: 252 ("die Aufforderung zum Opfer fur den Kaiser ist in den Martyrerakten nur die geringere 
Alternative nach der Weigerung der Christen, den Gottern zu opfern"; my translation); cf. Price, Rituals and 
Power, 221. 
27 This phrase is originally Price's (ibid., 221). 
28 From those instances of Christian martyr acts where sacrifice to the emperor is offered as a ''lesser 
alternative," Price argues the thesis that Rome's Greek subjects maintained a crucial hierarchical distinction 
between "divine" emperors and traditional deities. Greeks participants of the imperial cults, according to Price, 
intentionally created for the "divine" emperors an ambiguous status vis-a-vis gods and humans (ibid., 220); they 
did not fully assimilate those emperors to traditional gods. As for pre-Constantinian Christians, Price admits that 
they "[were] aware that to sacrifice to the emperor was to imply that he was a god" (ibid.); they therefore did not 
appreciate this distinction at all: "it is interesting to see that the supporters of the old [pagan, sacrificial] system 
were perfectly aware of the importance of drawing distinctions between the emperors and the gods, but it took the 
Christians whose understanding had been sharpened by their transvaluation of sacrifice to insist on some degree 
of logical systematization" (ibid., 222). Price's thesis that a fine ontological distinction was generally maintained 
in cultic practices involving emperor worship, however, has been put into question by Steven J. Friesen, Twice 
Neokoros: Ephesus, Asia and the Cult of the Flavian Imperial Family (RGRW 116; Leiden: Brill, 1993), 147-50. 
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revising to honour those superior d e i t i e s Y e t more importantly, Meiser's "objection" thus 
raised seems to assume a problematic presupposition, namely: an early Christian writer such 
as Luke would not have mounted criticism on the imperial cult unless Christian renunciation 
of its rituals had culminated in an intolerable persecution situation. Studies on the historical 
context of the book of Revelation, for example, have nevertheless put such presupposition into 
question.]® 
Despite these "historical objections," Meiser still suggests that one can interpret Acts 
12:20-23 as Lukan criticism on ruler worship, but insofar as such criticism is viewed as 
belonging in the conventional "Jewish-Christian polemic" against heathen, polytheistic 
religions.3i Nonetheless, he has not considered, apart from the constitutional requirement of a 
senatorial resolution and the cognitive function of the Roman imperial cult in the Greek East, 
other aspects of the imperial cults to which the Lukan passage may have responded. 
Henceforth we will consider some other aspects of Luke's contemporary imperial cults he may 
have registered in the Acts passage in question and on the basis of which we may 
(re)historicize this NT account of King Agrippa I's death. 
3.2.2 TYPICAL DEATH OF A TYRANT AS PERSECUTOR OF THE CHURCH? Separate studies 
focused on Acts 12:20-23 were extremely rare since the appearance of Losch，s monograph.^^ 
29 Cf. Clauss, Kaiser und Gott, 429-30. 
See the recent reassessment by Steven J. Friesen, Imperial Cults and the Apocalypse of John: Reading 
Revelation in the Ruins (Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), 143-51. 
31 Also Meiser has not considered other Lukan passages in determining the Lukan attitude towards the 
imperial cult or the Roman "imperial theology" as such. He has not interacted with Allen Brent's studies on 
Luke-Acts (see ch. 2). 
32 Note Pohlmann's remark that Acts 12:20-23 is one of the three NT texts which unprogrammatically 
respond to (eingehen) the ruler cult in legendary style (TRE 15: 248). The other two are Matthew 2:1-12 (the 
homage of the magi) and Matthew 4:1-11/Luke 4:1—13 (Jesus' temptation). 
“Though there are ample studies focusing on James the son of Zebedee's death and more often on Peter's 
rescue/escape. An oft-cited short study on Acts 12:20-23 by Mark R. Strom ("An Old Testament Background to 
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Towards the end of the 1990s, two dissertations appeared which study the Lukan account of 
"Herod's death." The already published one, authored by O. Wesley Allen, is probably the 
first monograph centred on that Lukan passage�* (the other one will be discussed below, 
§§3.2.3-3.2.4). Allen argues a twofold thesis. On the one hand, Acts 12:19b-24 is to be 
viewed as one of the Hellenistic and Jewish "death of tyrant type scenes," in that in Acts 12 as 
a whole, their "conventional elements" can be found. The motif of divine retribution, on the 
other hand, connects this Lukan "death of tyrant scene" narratively with the entire bipartite 
work and thematically with the ancient historiographical practice of employing the motif. 
While Allen has certainly enlarged upon our understanding of the Lukan account of Agrippa's 
end with reference to his selected literary type and theological themes, he unfortunately 
downplays a peculiarity of the Lukan account which can implicitly put into question his 
argument. The peculiarity consists in the disjunction between the king's ultimate punishment 
(v. 23) and his previous, and far more punishable, offences which are apparently more of the 
intended audience's concern, namely: the unjust execution of James the son of Zebedee (v. 2), 
his attempt on Peter's life (vv. 3-4), and his order to execute the "innocent" sentries (v. 19a; cf. 
16:27). As the narrative unfolds, it is not the case that the king's past offences lead to his 
demise. Rather, the narrator has further explained why the king is so punished (v. 23: dv6' Sv). 
The angel of the Lord^^ does not smite him on account of his offences earlier committed in 
Acts 12. 20-23," NTS 32 [1986]: 289-92) is to be noted. In it Strom argues that the Acts passage alludes to 
Ezekiel's oracles against Tyre (esp. Ezek 28) and thus transposes the images of the "sinful" city and its king to 
Agrippa. 
34 The Death of Herod: The Narrative and Theological Function of Retribution in Luke-Acts (SBLDS 158; 
Atlanta, Ga.: Scholars Press, 1997). The dissertation was completed under Luke Timothy Johnson at Emory 
University. 
35 The appellation, hyyzko^ K-upioi), which occurs two times in the Lukan birth narrative (Luke 1:11; 2:9) and 
four times in (the first half of) the second volume (Acts 5:19; 8:26; 12:7, 23), is plausibly identical with the 
Septuagintal rendering of NIN, ISVQ (are they different "messengers of YHWH"?). On the NIN, IK'?^ in the Hebrew 
Bible, John J. Collins (Daniel: A Commentary on the Book of Daniel [ed. F. M. Cross; Hermeneia; Minneapolis: 
Fortress, 1993], 191) notes: "[he] is not only a messenger but an agent. Thus he protects Israel at the Exodus 
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Jerusalem, nor does the explanation given by the narrator appear as a pretext. The king's 
omission to reject the crowd's "acclamation," according to Luke's account, already justifies 
his immediate punishment by such a gruesome death. The Lukan narrator interprets the king's 
omission to reject "deification" as an omission to give "xf|v 86^AV TO) Bew" (v. 23)?^ Despite 
the narrator's plain and clear explanation, Allen seeks to extend the reference of Agrippa, s 
omission to give xfiv So^av xcp Geco back to his past offences: 
The narrator comments that Herod is struck down by the angel of the Lord because he 
does not give the glory to God. In its immediate context, this failure refers to Herod's 
silence in response to the crowd's acclamation. But read within the context of the chapter 
as a whole, the comment refers to the tyrant 's failure to recognize the divine power that 
has countered his persecution. This failure is highlighted by contrast to Peter and the 
church's recognition and by the execution of the guards.�？ 
Contra Allen, Acts 12 does not view Agrippa's death as a natural enough consequence of his 
anti-Christian offences, even though each of those offences could potentially be viewed in 
some sense as an omission to give xfiv bo^av xo) 9ea) or, in Allen's paraphrase, as the king's 
"failure to recognize the divine power." For the very word Jiapaxpflliot (v. 23), which is 
highly plausibly used by the author him self^^ to underscore the swiftness of the angelic/divine 
(Exod 14:19) and guides Israel on the way (Exod 23:20), helps Elijah (1 Kgs 19:7)，resists Balaam (Num 22:22), 
and destroys the Assyrian army (Isa 37:36; 2 Kgs 19:35). In some cases, especially in Genesis, it is difficult to 
distinguish the angel of the Lord from the Lord himself." 
36 It is to be noted that Josephus underscores more explicitly than Luke does Agrippa，s own fault of not 
rejecting the "divine honour" from the "flatterers," saying: OIK J^IEJI^ ITI^ EV XOIJTOL; 6 PaaiXeijg O磁 TF|V 
KO>iaiceUxv dioefiovoav ditexpLal^axo (Ant. 19.346). 
37 The Death of Herod, 107 (my emphasis). Similarly, David W. Pao compares Peter to Agrippa in terms of 
their different responses to the former's rescue: the apostle's confession that the Lord has sent an angel to rescue 
him (Acts 12:11) stands in contrast to the fact that the king does not give xf|v 66与av T(I) Bew; his "failure to 
recognize" in Peter's escape that "the risen Jesus is Lord of all" thus leads to his deadly punishment {Acts and the 
Isaianic New Exodus, 200). Nevertheless, Pao has made clear from the outset that "the cause of the death of 
Herod is explicitly linked to his refusal to give glory to God ... a false claim to be divine is met with violent 
punishment. The act of honoring Herod is thus interpreted as an act of idolatry that cannot be accepted" (ibid.). 
napcx)(pf]pia is one of Luke's favorite words: of its 18 occurrences in the entire NT, 16 are found in Luke's 
bipartite work; and of those 16 instances, all except two (in Luke 22:60 and Acts 16:33 respectively) are used to 
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action and its remarkable temporal proximity both to the "acclamation" and to Agrippa's 
omission to reject it,39 renders it unlikely that the reason of the angelic strike—OVK 防⑴icev xf)v 
66^av i(b 080) (v. 23)—could apply to his crimes in Jerusalem.4�The aorist verb 6^a)iCEV 
specifically refers to his omission as a single act; the bo'^a he has failed to give xco 680) may 
therefore most probably refer to the divine honour the "people" (6f]|iog) bestows on him at 
Caesarea. In view of these, the strike is the direct divine response only to the king's act of 
omission at Caesarea. In other words, if Agrippa had rejected the "acclamation," according to 
the narratival logic the king could not have thus died. There is no textual proof enough that the 
ultimate offence the king commits at Caesarea could be intended to exemplify, or to epitomize, 
his anti-Christian hubris or his "failure to recognize the divine power that has countered his 
persecution." Furthermore, if the angel of the Lord without delay smites him on the spot 
amplify the dramatic effects of conspicuous, on-the-spot "miracles" (Luke 1:64; 4:39; 5:25; 8:44, 47, 55; 13:13; 
18:43; 19:11; Acts 3:7; 5:10; 12:23; 13:11; 16:26); cf., e.g., C. K. Barrett, A Critical andExegetical Commentary 
on the Acts of the Apostles (2 vols.; ICC; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1994, 1998), 591. 
39 His omission to reject the divine honour, which is a reason most plausibly derived from Josephus' 
retrospective remark {Ant. 19.346; see n. 34 above), becomes irrelevant if it is implied in the Acts passage that 
Agrippa himself or his friends orchestrated the "acclamation"; cf. Gerhard Schneider, Die Apostelgeschichte (2 
vols.; HTKNT; ungekurzte Sonderausgabe; Freiburg im Breisgau: Herder, 2002), 2:108: "Moglicherweise ist 
daran gedacht, daB die Akklamation zur Inszenierung des Auftritts vor den phonizischen Gesandten gehorte." 
40 Pace Gerd Ludemann, who, in reference to Acts 12:20-23, asserts: "Here Luke works in a tradition about 
the death of Agrippa in order to depict this as a punishment for his acts of violence against members of the earliest 
community. (This redactional purpose emerges out of a consideration of vv. 20-23 in the context of Acts 12.)" 
{Early Christianity according to the Traditions in Acts: A Commentary [trans. J. Bowden; London: SCM Press, 
1989], 142). Cf. Jorg-Dieter Gauger, "Uberlegungen zur Historizitat eines Topos," 52: "Freilich legt der Verfasser 
bei der Ubertragung des Wurmertodes nicht den Verfolgerzusammenhang zugrunde, der AnlaB dafUr war 
vielmehr die Apotheisierung durch das Volk, das 'ihm—auf eine Rede in Caesarea hin—zurief: "Das ist Gottes 
Stimme, nicht die eines Menschen.'" Zwar ist der Verfolgerzusammenhang insofem angedeutet, als der erste Teil 
des Kapitels von Christenverfolgung und der Inhaftierung des Petrus berichtet... aber dieses Kapitel ist mit v. 19 
abgeschlossen,, (emphasis added). Cf. also Klauck's view discussed in the following footnote and Schwartz's, 
Jewell's，and Roloff s views all discussed in n. 43. 
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because previously he did not give xfiv bo^av xo) 9ea) in persecuting the Palestinian church, it 
becomes inexplicable why he withholds his fatal strike more than once in Jerusalem .4' 
Yet undoubtedly, Luke could be using this "death of tyrant scene" to amplify the 
vindicative divine power at work throughout the narrative: what else could better vindicate the 
persecuted righteous than having the once seemingly omnipotent persecutor conspicuously 
punished and humiliated for his hubris and abuse of power?42 And the fact that King 
Agrippa's untimely death “immediately follows" his anti-Christian acts in Jerusalem may give 
the reader the impression that the former appears to have resulted directly from the 
accumulation of the latter.43 That said, Luke, probably sticking to his source, still associates 
the king's demise specifically with his apotheosis pretension, without allowing the interpretive 
41 Against Jacob Jervell {Die Apostelgeschichte, 337; cited below at n. 41), Hans-Josef Klauck argues that the 
double angelic intervention (Acts 12:7, 23) is an additional device connecting the last part to the middle part of the 
episode, and is thus indicative of the fact that Agrippa must be seen as punished not only for his "blasphemous 
arrogance," but also for the crimes he had committed against James and Peter: "Die Aussage dieser 
Ringkomposition—mit dem 'Engel des Herm' als zusatzlicher Verbindung zwischen Mittelstuck und 
Schlussstuck—liegt auf der Hand: Der jahe und schreckliche Tod des Konigs ist jetzt Strafe nicht nur fUr seine 
AnmaBung, sondern auch fiir die Hinrichtung des Jakobus und die geplante Totung des Petrus" ("Des Kaisers 
schone Stimme," 202). In view of the ironical use of the verb Jiaxdaoeiv (see n. 71 below), it is indeed likely that 
the double appearance of an "angel of the Lord" is intentional, which draws a stark contrast between Peter and 
Agrippa as regards the divinely orchestrated reversal of their fates. However, in relativizing the reason Luke 
himself supplies in v. 23, Klauck still owes us explanations of at least the following two facts: (i) the angel of the 
Lord is reported to have "strangely" withheld his retributive strike but until the king accepts the popular acclaim; 
(ii) when explaining why the angel smites the king so suddenly (jiapaxpfll^oi ... dv6' wv), the narrator has 
"strangely" forgotten to mention the king's crimes against the apostles. See also the views of other scholars 
discussed in nn. 39 and 43. 
42 This remains a tempting interpretation of Agrippa's death in the context of ch. 12. Eusebius describes the 
death of Agrippa thus: "but the avenging minister of the sentence of God overtook him [Agrippa] at once, 
immediately after his plot against the Apostles," ye xoi onh6v 6 tti^ Geiag XLpia)p6g Sukovog [xexiieL, 
j i apamtm piexd xfiv xwv djiooxoXwv ^jripo-uMv {Hist. eccl. 2.10.1 [Lake, LCL]). 
43 One could furthermore add that Acts 12:24, which serves to conclude the story of Agrippa's persecution, 
"interprets" the subsequent growth and multiplication of the "Word of God" as resulting from the persecutor's 
demise. Cf. Meiser, "Lukas und die romische Staatsmacht," 185—86. Yet, however apparently the concluding 
remark in Acts 12:24 is suggestive (a) of the edificatory message that not even severe persecutions arising from 
time to time could hinder the growth of the "Word of God"; and (b) of the fact that Agrippa's death ends his 
persecution and thereby induces the growth of the Christian mission, the Lukan Agrippa is not to be viewed as 
punished primarily for his persecution against the Judaean Christian community. 
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possibility that his earlier~though from the church's standpoint seemingly far more 
punishable—offences constitute a cause (not to say the cause) of the deadly angelic strike.*^ 
Moreover, if the gruesome, torturous demise of the villains in the typical "death of tyrant 
scenes" usually serves as the divine response to their ultimate, and thus their severest and most 
excessive, transgression, whether or not the transgressions are in the end thwarted by their 
death,45 the Lukan "death of tyrant scene" seems to be curiously anti-climactic in the sense 
that the ultimate transgression of its tyrant does not appear to be his "worst" vis-a-vis the 
44 Jurgen Roloff incisively notes: "Ware er [the Lukan report of Agrippa's death] eine spezifisch christliche 
Bildung, so ware zu erwarten, dafi der Tod des Konigs als Strafe fur seine Verfolgung der Gemeinde gedeutet 
ware, aber dafiir findet sich nicht der leiseste Anhaltspunkt" {Die Apostelgeschichte [NTD 5; Gottingen: 
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1988], 188). Jacob Jervell simply states: "Er [King Agrippa] stirbt also nicht, weil er 
die Gemeinde verfolgte. Seine Todesart ist in judischer Tradition das typische Ende der Feinde Gottes" {Die 
Apostelgeschichte, 337). For Jervell, the way Agrippa dies does not imply that he is punished as a typical 
persecutor, or is punished for his persecution against the Christian community, even though he is probably 
viewed by Luke as smitten for being an "enemy of God." Similarly, Daniel R. Schwartz writes: "there is a tension 
between the bias of the Christian editor and the source he used. But it is clear that Christian observers would 
construe the king's sudden death as a punishment for persecuting the Church, ... If Luke ... gives an extraneous 
reason for the death, Agrippa，s acclamation as divine, it follows that his source was not Christian" {Agrippa, 
146-47). The fact that Luke opts to use this "extraneous reason" to explain Agrippa，s death, I would rather 
suggest, all the more underscores his contempt for the practice of divinization and worship of mortals. However, I 
don't think we can confidently determine whether or not Luke's source was "Christian" merely on the basis of 
that "extraneous reason" thus used. 
45 Cf. the "ultimate transgressions" in the type scenes Allen has cited {The Death of Herod, 38-65) include: (a) 
Pheretime's excessive violence towards the people of Barea, especially their leading men and their wives 
(Herodotus 4.205); (b) Alcimus attempts to pull down the holy wall (Josephus, Ant. 12.413); (c) Cassander 
destroys Alexander's house by murdering his three sons (Pausanias, Descr. 9.7.1-3); (d) Alexander the False 
Prophet deceivingly presents himself as a divine man (Lucian, Alex. 59)—although it is Alexander's continuous 
imposture, rather than an ultimate offence, which brings about his demise; (e) Jehoram, after putting his brothers 
and many Judaean leaders to death, builds high places and leads his people away from the Lord (2 Chr 21:1-20); 
(f) Aristobulus brutally murders his brother Antigonus (Josephus, J. W. 1.70-84; Ant. 13.301-19); (g) Herod the 
Great executes by fire some religious activists who have "justly" torn down the blasphemous images the king has 
erected at the Temple (Josephus, J. W. 1.647-56; Ant. 17.146-99); (h) Antiochus IV Epiphanes makes an 
expedition against the temple of Artemis in Elymais but in vain, and thereupon becomes utterly disappointed 
(Polybius 31.9; 1 Macc 6:1-13; Josephus, Ant. 12.354-59); in another Jewish version he even plans to "make 
Jerusalem a cemetery of Jews," after he has attacked Persepolis and its temples in vain (2 Macc 9:1-28); cf., e.g., 
Barrett, Acts of the Apostles, 591-92. 
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previous ones; and even more so in the sense that he does not seem to be the initiator of the 
popular "acclamation." 
In view of the persecutor's "anti-climatic" demise in Acts 12, Peter's miraculous escape 
and the subsequent execution of the sentries have already marked the church's decisive victory 
(despite the loss of an apostle!) over Agrippa's violent persecution. His last days in Caesarea 
are therefore to be viewed as an excursion attached to the story of the Jerusalem community 
during the early forties C.E. Indeed, with this brief excursion, Luke shifts the reader's attention 
temporarily~though not abruptly~from the Christian story proper to a political event that 
appears to have nothing to do with the ongoing Christian missions. Moreover, he has even 
supplied an otherwise irrelevant political incident (Acts 12:19b—20) as the backcloth with 
which the reader may view, and can possibly make better sense of, what happens on the 
"prescribed day" (see §3.2.3.2 below). It is hence my assumption that the Lukan account of 
the king's end is somewhat more than the ending of an early Christian anecdote de morte 
persecutoris姊(pertinent as it may be to such texts as Luke 1:51-52). By thus recounting 
Agrippa’ s end, the author has a point to make concerning apotheosis of monarchs, which was 
arguably an issue not entirely irrelevant to many of his east Mediterranean Christian 
contemporaries. 
3.2 .3 SOME ALLEGED ALLUSIONS TO "RULER CULT RITUALS." The other dissertation 
contains one of the rare contributions to the study of Acts 12:19b—23 with specific reference to 
ruler cult: it dedicates an entire chapter, titled "Acts 12:20-23: Ruler Cult," as well as an 
46 Cf. Conzelmann, Apostelgeschichte, 71: "Die von Hause aus selbstandige Legende gewinnt durch die 
Einordnung in diesen Zusammenhang neben dem ihr eigenen Hybrismotiv noch eine neue Nuance: de mortibus 
persecutomm”; cf. Josef Zmijewski, Die Apostelgeschichte (RNT; Regensburg: Pustet, 1994)，470. This "new 
nuance," however, does not alter the basic idea of the incorporated legend that Agrippa is punished first and 
foremost for his apotheosis claim. 
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appending excursus, t i t led "Agrippa'S BEOD ^COVTV’ to engage, presumably to the full extent, 
the ruler cult as one of the Greco-Roman religions to which the book of Acts alludes and 
critically responds.48 In contrast to Allen's study, that single chapter attempts to associate the 
Acts passage in question (in the context of Acts 12) with the pagan religious phenomenon of 
ruler cult. It is for this reason that we engage this study here, even though in the last analysis it 
is found to have limited contribution, as we shall see; for it has too narrow an understanding of 
Luke's contemporary imperial cults, and has overly magnified some theological aspects of 
Luke's alleged indictment against the cults. The author, Lynn Allan Kauppi, wishes to argue 
the simple thesis "that Luke's Greco-Roman readers could have interpreted Agrippa's 
'acclamation' by a crowd and subsequent death in Acts 12:20-23 as an allusion to ruler cult 
ritual and its inherent hybris because of his death following acceptance or toleration of divine 
honors during a ritual"；‘^ ^ Luke's intended Christian, "Greco-Roman readers" would tend to 
interpret the same event as a critique of that pagan phenomenon. Kauppi builds his thesis upon 
two main arguments. 
Firstly, he tries to demonstrate that various "ritualistic" elements in the Lukan account of 
Agrippa's "acclamation" allude to the Hellenistic-Roman ruler cults. The identification of 
those elements hinges upon certain terms Luke invokes, namely: xaicxf] fi^iepa ("designated 
day"), eo6fig Paodticfi ("royal clothing"), and QEOV (|)a)VTi ("divine voice") in connection with 
ejiL(t)a)veLV ("to call out loudly") or its cognates. In view of the usage of these terms in the 
ruler cult rituals, he argues that "a Greco-Roman audience may have interpreted Luke's highly 
condensed mention of an 'appointed day,' his depiction of Agrippa，s clothing, and use of 
47 See further below, n. 71. 
48 Lynn Allan Kauppi, "Hevwv SaipiovLwv: Greco-Romans Read Religion in the Book of Acts" (PhD diss., 
Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago, 1999). 
49 Ibid., 75-76. 
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terminology that refers to royalty or divinity as an allusion to a contemporary ruler cult ritual 
(and possibly to Roman imperial cult).”，。On the basis of this argument, Kauppi proceeds to 
his second major argument with which he attempts to make clear on what theological grounds 
Luke deplores the ruler cult. 
Kauppi tries theologically to contrast "(Lukan) Christianity" to the "emperor cult" in 
terms of the expressions of power, the uses of "rituals," what divine intervention their 
representative “rituals” incur, and Luke's understanding of their respective "rituals that 
disclose the participant's [meaning Agrippa's vs. Jesus'] filial relationship with the gods."^^ 
He ascribes these contrasts to Luke's design, and argues that Luke thus condemns (i) the 
hubristic rulers who, like Agrippa I, abuse their political power against the divine will; and (ii) 
those rituals that "transgress the human and divine realms"^^ or divinizes the wrong kings 
(including some Roman emperors), not least in the sense that the "divinized" Jesus alone "is 
c 
worthy of worship by the Christian community." 
3.2.3.1 The "Royal Clothing. “ While invoking the term GeoD (txjovfi over against 
dv6pa)Jioi) (l)a)vfj unquestionably suggests the attribution of "divine honour," Kauppi，s further 
suggestion that such other terms as xaicxf) f||iepa and eo9f|(； (3aoL>tiicf) in the Lukan text could 
also allude to ruler cult rituals remains unconvincing. One is always tempted to link, if not to 
identify, the EoBfig PaodLicfi in Acts with the robe which is more elaborately depicted in the 
Josephan account;54 latter indeed instils awe and fear in the spectators, because of which 
Ibid., 91-92 (my emphasis). Yet I don't think it is useful at all in this case to distinguish between "a 
contemporary ruler cult ritual" and a ritual of "Roman imperial cult": the Roman imperial cult was, whether in 
Agrippa's or in Luke's times, the "contemporary ruler cult" within the empire. 
51 Ibid., 92-107. 
52 Ibid., 107. 
“ Ib id . , 108. 
54 Josephus, Ant. 19.344: oxoXfiv iv6心5 §专 dpyijpo'u jtejioiTipiEVTiv 兀aoav, Qav\iaoiov i)(t)fiv elvai. 
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the "flatterers" could take the chance to voice their "acclamation" that the king is of "divine 
n a t u r e .，， 5 5 Kauppi however does not base his argument on that parallel only: while the 
Josephan account links the popular "acclamation" to the visual splendour of the king's 
apparel, the Lukan account links it to his "divine voice." In the light of Claudius' and Nero's 
"royal" clothing used in court ceremonial, recorded by Roman writers such as Suetonius and 
Dio Cassius and cited by Losch, Kauppi wants to suggest that Agrippa, dressed in 8O0f)g 
PaoL^Licfi, would similarly appear as a "divine" monarch before a "Greco-Roman" audience. 
Although Kauppi is well aware of such incisive objection as that "the literature Losch cites 
does not necessarily refer to 'ruler cult ceremonial' or 'imperial cult c e r e m o n i a l , h e tries to 
savage his suggestion that Agrippa's robe alludes to "Mediterranean ruler cult dress and ritual 
on two g r o u n d s . ，， 5 7 Firstly, he asks rhetorically: "Can we sharply distinguish between the use 
of elaborate or sumptuous robes and clothes in the everyday affairs of a ruler's court and the 
use of such robes and clothes in ceremonies specifically signifying the ruler's divinity?，，58 
However, a negative answer to this question constitutes no proof, nor indication, that the latter 
use would be intended or perceived. In fact, any ceremonial clothing, which from the 
“official，’ Roman perspective, hints at royal pretension, and hence imperial excess, does not in 
itself 2ihN2Lys and necessarily suggests divinity or any divine claim, even though it had been 
conventional for east Mediterranean subjects to worship their "godlike" kings or emperors 
Ibid., 19.345: el ical [lexpi vOv (b^ dvBpwjiov ^(t)o(3ii0Ti|i8v, hXkb. xo-uvxe-OGEV KpeLXXovd oe 9vT]XTig ^lioewg 
6[X0}^0Y0i)|iev. 
56 "Greco-Romans Read Religion in the Book of Acts," 85 (Kauppi's own statement). The literary parallels 
Losch cites in fact do not refer to any ruler cult ceremonial at all. 




since early Hellenistic times.^^ Secondly, Kauppi alleges: "for emperors given to excess, such 
as Nero, any occasion could become an expression of imperial divinity as with his triumphant 
return from Greece in 67-68 CE."^ ^ Nonetheless, if it is already difficult, if not impossible, to 
prove on the mere basis of lavish royal clothing the claim of "imperial divinity" of an emperor 
"given to excess" such as Nero, how much more difficult it is to prove, merely on the basis of 
the wording eoBfig Paodticrj, the claim of divinity of a client king.^^ And one should not 
overlook the fact that Agrippa I was himself a king since Gaius, principate: he was in that 
sense even more qualified than the princeps to wear eoBfig PaaiXiiCTj.^ ^ It is therefore not so 
plausible as it seems that Agrippa's ceremonial, royal clothing itself effectively hints at his 
divine claim—not to say at ruler cult ritual! 
3.2.3.2 The “Appointed Day “ and Imperial Festival. Another "ruler cult ritual 
element" Kauppi has identified and analysed is encapsulated in the phrase xaicxfi 6e f||iBpg, 
meaning “on a fixed day" (Acts 12:21). His argument is built upon a historical assumption: the 
incident on that "fixed day，,63 is to be identified as the one recorded by Josephus {Ant. 19.343-
59 Hence, according to Gradel {Emperor Worship and Roman Religion), the Roman senate insistently resisted 
the deification of any living emperors primarily because making the ruling princeps god means a disastrous 
restoration of monarchical rule in Rome. 
6° "Greco-Romans Read Religion in the Book of Acts," 86. 
61 In view of Dio Cassius，derogatory opinion as regards Agrippa's possible influence on Gaius (59.24.1), N. 
H. Taylor suggests that Agrippa was possibly known to be given to similar "excess"; "The Temptation of Jesus 
on the Mountain: A Palestinian Christian Polemic against Agrippa I," 42: "According to Dio Cassius, Agrippa 
influenced Caligula's style of rule away from traditional Roman patterns of governance in the direction of 
oriental despotism, for which Dio labels him xvpavvobibaoKaXo(；. This included not only arbitrary and 
unrestrained use of power, but presumably also other trappings of oriental monarchy, including sacral kingship 
and divine ruler cults." 
62 Agrippa owed his throne to the support of Gaius and Claudius. His use of silver一rather than golden一 
robes (according to Josephus) is suggestive of his hierarchical subordination to the emperor. See Kauppi, ibid., 86 
n. 26. 
63 Allen Brent translates the phrase as "Calendar day" (The Imperial Cult and the Development of Church 
Order: Concepts and Images of Authority in Paganism and Early Christianity before the Age of Cyprian [VCSup 
45; Leiden: Brill, 1999], 122). On the basis of his assumption that "in Caesarea the temple of TI3)(TI or Fortuna 
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50), which is the second day of the games held at Caesarea both in the emperor's honour and 
for his w e l l - b e i n g . 6 4 On the basis of this assumption, Kauppi thinks that "Luke's audience may 
have interpreted this phrase not only as a reference to this event, but also as an allusion to a 
Roman imperial cult f e s t i v a l . ，， 6 5 Kauppi is not alone in making such an interpretive attempt.^^ 
In the light of such identification, which hinges on the very phrase Taicxfi f||iepa, Brent 
contends: 
Clearly the games (Beoopia )^, associated with the emperor's safety (oooxTipiai;), at which 
the events of Acts 12,21-22 took place, are held at Caesarea where a temple of his cult was 
to be found. Those games therefore imply a celebration in connection with that cult. There 
is thus implicit in this example a warning to the circle of Theophilus that the worship of 
divine rulers is quite foreign to the Judaeo-Christian traditions.^^ 
Undoubtedly, both the Lukan and the Josephan account are based on the same historical 
incident: the death of Agrippa I at Caesarea. Both accounts, moreover, seem to refer to a 
certain special day during which the king makes his last public appearance. Nonetheless, 
despite the apparent imperial context of the Josephan account and its alleged allusion to an 
imperial cult in the Judaean city, the Lukan mention of xaKif) Ti|i£pa does not constitute proof 
had become assimilated with the genius of Caesar," Brent states: "Here we have, arguably, the festival of the dies 
natalis of Augustus at Caesarea, or if not his Quinquennalia commemorating his defeat of Anthony [5/c] in the 
month of August that bears his name" (ibid., 122-23). I. Howard Marshall also asserts that the "appointed day" 
mentioned in the Lukan account is the same day, although he has not made clear whether Luke himself was aware 
of that {The Acts of the Apostles: An Introduction and Commentary [TNTC; Leicester: Inter-Varsity Press, 1980], 
212). 
64 "Greco-Romans Read Religion in the Book of Acts," 81-83; Josephus writes: [Agrippa] a-uvExeXei 6’ 
dvia-OGa Gewpia^ elg xfjv Kaioapog XLjifiv fm色p xfl^ keivoij awxTipiag iopxiiv xiva xa-uxTiv ^Jtiaxdiievog {Ant. 
19.343). Kauppi is mistaken in saying that "in Josephus, Agrippa addresses the crowd . . .on the second day of the 
games" (ibid., 82); no public address is mentioned in Josephus, and the king's death-bed confession is made 
before his inner circle of "friends" only {Ant. 19.347). 
65 Ibid., 83. 
66 The identification of the two incidents is already implied in Eusebius' juxtaposition of the two accounts 
{Hist. eccl. 2.10.1). See further below, n. 
67 Imperial Cult, 123. 
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enough that the author has in mind the same imperial festival, or that the mention itself alludes 
to it. My objection to Kauppi，s and Brent's assertion that the Lukan mention of the phrase 
hints at the imperial cult ritual primarily lies in the fact that the Lukan account is not meant to 
evoke, or to be associated with, any imperial festival or imperial ritual as such, as is argued as 
follows. 
The purpose of Agrippa's public appearance in Acts is to deliver a speech to them, xaKif] 
6e f|ji8pg 6 'Hpq)6Tig ... 86Ti[iTiY6pEL Jtpoi； avTovg (v. 21). The antecedent of the pronoun 
avTOV(； can only be the phrase T-upioig ical 2L6a)VLOLg (v. 20a), which refers to a Tyrian-
Sidonian delegation to Agrippa, whose members 6[xo9\j[xa66v 68 Jiapfloav itpb(； avxov (v. 
20b). Barrett therefore rightly notes that that day is "appointed for the meeting with the Tyrian 
and Sidonian delegation.，’68 The Lukan account supplies the minimal backdrop for the day's 
public speech. Both cities are possibly under the threat of Agrippa，s impending economic 
sanction or e m b a r g o t h e Judaean king is "at war" with them (fjv 6e G-ujiO^iaxwv TVQIOK; m l 
SLSCOVIOI^, V. 20a) while their economic supplies depend upon his territory (TO xp8(j)eo0ai 
aijxwv xf]v x^pav djio if l ; v. 21c). As though seeking to end a war on the verge of 
defeat, the joint delegation is cowed into "asking for peace," after the help from the king's 
otherwise unknown chamberlain named Blastus has somehow been secured (jieiaavxeg 
BMoxov xov 8JTL xoD KOLTCovog Tov paoiAeo); TITOVVTO elpTiVTiv, V. 20b~c).7° That Agrippa, 
68 Acts of the Apostles, 590. So also F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles: The Greek Text with Introduction 
and Commentary (3rd rev. and enlarged edition; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1990), 288: "But from Luke's 
account we should gather only that it was a day appointed for the public reconciliation of Agrippa and the 
Phoenician cities." See also Roloff, Die Apostelgeschichte, 188, 191; Schneider, Die Apostelgeschichte, 2:108. 
The italicized pair of Jip6(;-phrases seem to suggest that the purpose of the speech is formally to answer the 
delegation's entreaty. 
69 Barrett, Acts of the Apostles, 589-90; Roloff, Die Apostelgeschichte, 191; Schneider, Die 
Apostelgeschichte, 2:107. 
Barrett doubts whether it is clear from the text or from the wording (viz. JiELoavxeg) that the delegation has 
persuaded Blastus by means of bribery: "they persuaded Blastus to act on their behalf, but by what means they 
persuaded him we do not know" {Acts of the Apostles, 589). 
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once Buiioiiaxwv with the peoples of Tyre and Sidon, would then suddenly make a formal, 
public diplomatic response to their delegation plausibly suggests that hostilities have thus 
ended.7i The speech probably announces a diplomatic victory on his side?� because of which 
the two Phoenician cities may continue to live (xp£(t)8o6ai, v. 21c)—literally "to be fed"— 
under Agrippa the benefactor—monarch.?; 
One is therefore to avoid reading the Lukan account as though it is a "condensed" 
version of the Josephan one; and as though the phrase xaicxfi 6E f||i8pg, inter alia, alludes to 
the imperial festival or an imperial ritual the Judaean king, or his grandfather, Herod I, 
instituted at his capital city (Josephus, Ant 19.343). The Lukan account depends on a source 
in many ways markedly different from Josephus': despite some prima facie similarities (e.g., 
both mention royal robes, a "crowd" acclaiming Agrippa "divine," and his subsequent painful 
71 Although we are unable to reconstruct the course of events behind the Lukan account, we may still, contra 
Ludemann {Early Christianity, \ A A), infer from the barest hints Luke has put into the few verses "the intrinsic 
connection between Agrippa's controversy with the people of Sidon and Tyre and Agrippa's speech." Cf. the 
"western" variant of the text of Acts 12:22 (see below, n. 92). 
72 A comparable scene is found in Dio Cassius: while Rome is celebrating its Armenian victories, one day in 
the morning "Nero, wearing the triumphant garb ... ascended the rostra and seated himself upon a chair of the 
state" (TTIV ^aOfiTa Tif|v ^jrivticiov ^vSeSvica)? ... m l ini xe T6 pfiiia dv8(3r] m l 纽I 6�(t)pcru dpxiKO'O kaGe^exo) to 
receive obeisance from Tiridates, whom he makes the Armenian king at the ceremony (63.4 [Gary, LCL]; 
emphases added). Note that at the event, Tiridates confesses that he has come before the emperor to worship him 
as a god as he worships Mithras, Kxxl flXBov xe Jip65 ok T6V 細6V Beov, JipooK-uviiowv ae m l T6V MiGpav 
(63.5.2); Nero thereupon declares him king of Armenia and that he has power both to take away kingdoms and to 
give them as gifts, m l d^aipeiaBai paoiXeiag m l 6wpeTo6oa Svvaiioa (63.5.3). His bold assertion of Rome's 
supremacy over any potentially rebellious nations resonates with the demon's claim in the temptation story that 
he has, or is given (by whom?), power to give the authorities of all worldly kingdoms to whomever he wants 
(Matt 4:9; Luke 4:6). 
73 Cf. John Chrysostom's remark on this political event: ’E|iol 6OKEL ical KEIVO-UG dmayayBiv POUXOPIEVOG, 
jtp6(； djioXoyiav fjXBe xomcov (bpYi^exo yap K^ELVOL^  xo-uxo-ug oikco GEpajieiJwv. "Opa Jiwg K:ev660^05 6 
MpwJio^ daxL. MeXXcDV avxol^ bidovai xfiv SwpEOiv, ^STipniyopTioev (Horn. Act. 27 [PG 60’ col. 205]). 
Chrysostom views the public address as Agrippa's vainglorious effort (jtwg iav66o专o;) both to "court" 
(GepaJTE-ucov) the cities (despite the fact that he had been extremely angry with them) and to boast his beneficence, 
or "gift," to them ([xeXXcdv a-uxoi^ bibovai xfjv Soope^v), which probably refers an abrupt cancellation of 
economic sanctions against them. In view of his acquiescence, Chrysostom ironically comments that the king 
appears as "a slave of the peoples in every way" (jiavxaxoD 6o'0Xov xwv 6Ti|ia)v; ibid.), even though he seems to 
have the upper hand throughout the course of events. 
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death), the Jewish historian mentions neither an economic "war," a delegation to Agrippa, a 
chamberlain acting as a mediator, a public speech, wordings such as "divine voice," nor an 
"angel of the Lord" smiting Agrippa. On the other hand, the Lukan account does not mention 
any royal robes made of silver, "flatterers," an owl as a harbinger of ill omens 0YYB>.og 
KaiC(I)V)，74 or the dying king's five-day lingering suffering/^ Above all, the Lukan account 
apparently lacks a similar imperial-festival setting which is suggestive of imperial ritual or of 
ruler cult. The xaicxfi f||iepa in the Lukan account is therefore to be understood as "fixed" not 
so much by an imperial calendar as by diplomatic efforts implied in the brute facts of the 
rather dense historical note (esp. v. 20). Rather than an imperial festival or the royal apparel, it 
74 Note that both Luke and Josephus make mention of an d.yyEXo(； that has something to do with the king's 
death. Luke's angelic executioner, who smites (^Jidtxa^ev, Acts 12:23) Agrippa and brings about his wormy death, 
parallels the angelic rescuer who wakes Peter by striking (jtaxd^a^, Acts 12:7) him on the side (see above, n. 38); 
both angels are ^yyeXoi icupio-u (Acts 12:7, 23). It is not told or known whether they are the same divine 
messenger. 
Josephus describes the bubo (a horned owl) appearing twice to Agrippa~just before he is about to be set free 
to attain the highest honour and power during his lifetime {Ant. 18.195, 200) and five days before he dies (ibid. 
19.346)~as "harbinger of the good and the bad" (h^yzkoc, xo-Oxov v^Qv(； dvoTioev mKWV el vat T6V m i Jioxe xwv 
dyaGwv yBVopievov). The sudden appearance of that ^YyeXo^ in Caesarea, which is said to be divinely dispatched 
(ibid. 18.201), is, in contrast to the Lukan parallel, meant to fulfil what the anonymous German prisoner has 
prophesized concerning Agrippa's double "swift reversal of fortune" operating under divine providence (ibid. 
18.195-201 [Feldman, LCL]). The owl was in fact known in Greco-Roman world as an omen of death (see the 
note in vol. 9 [Feldman, LCL], 125). This mythical topos is nevertheless reminiscent of the deaths "of various 
greats of Roman history who died after the appearance of such a bird—and no one saw in this omen any 
indication that their deaths were a punishment" (Schwartz, Agrippa, 148). For a style-critical comparison between 
the Lukan and Josephan accounts of Agrippa's death, see Dibelius, Studies in the Acts of the Apostles, 19-20; I 
owed this reference to Schwartz, Agrippa, 148. 
Eusebius, quoting verbatim the Josephan passage on Agrippa's death, strangely diverges from the original 
when it comes to the he omitted the phrase T6V PO-UPWVA {Hist. eccl. 2.10.6). It is likely that Eusebius 
wanted thereby to identify the "harbinger of woes" with the previously mentioned angel of the Lord in the Lukan 
passage, who could hardly appear in the form of an owl; more weight was thus put on the historical veracity of 
the Lukan account as ？loyiov (ibid). 
75 Josephus' Agrippa suffers pain in his abdomen for five days before he dies {Ant. 19.350). Thomas Africa 
comments that Josephus' account of Agrippa's death "is almost as tendentious [as that of the author of Acts], 
though he does not mention phthiriasis. ... Possibly Agrippa died of appendicitis, but the author of Acts borrowed 
a theme from the fictions about Antiochus IV and Herod the Great and had the persecutor die of phthiriasis" 
("Worms and the Death of Kings: A Cautionary Note on Disease and History," CI Ant 1 [1982]: 11). 
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is, according to the Lukan text, Agrippa's declamation which induces the popular 
“acclamation. ”76 
3.2.3.3 The Divine Voice: A Neronian Allusion? In the Lukan account, Agrippa's 
silent or implied acceptance of the people's confession or acclamation that his is a divine 
voice and not a human voice, QeoD ^covf] m l oik dv9pd)JC0i) (v. 22), constitutes the 
transgression for which he is promptly punished. This transgression is furthermore described 
as his omission to give xfjv So^av xcp 080) (v. 23). The punishment Agrippa receives, as is 
pointed out above (§3.2.2), is strangely too severe vis-a-vis his earlier, anti-Christian crimes 
in Jerusalem. The severity of his ultimate transgression is therefore inferred not so much 
prima facie from its criminal nature as from the actual punishment. The fact that Agrippa 
dies being eaten by worms alive (yevofxevog oica)}iTiic6(3pa)Xog e^eil^ -u^ev, v. 23) can reflect 
how much fiercely Luke would attack the Judaean king for this offence. And that Luke 
chooses to include an otherwise irrelevant excursion as this to attack a monarch accepting 
some "divine honour" presumably betrays his far greater contempt for those who would 
accept more explicit divine honours, which include sacrifices, from fellow mortals under 
their rule. Thus, could we furthermore find traces in that Acts passage that Luke has had in 
mind some specific contemporary rulers who accepted divine honours? 
76 So Josef Zmijewski (Die Apostelgeschichte, 470—71) writes: "Diese Ansprache lost bei der anwesenden 
Volksmenge eine solche Begeisterung aus, dal3 sie ihm mit dem R u f Gottes Stimme und nicht die eines 
Menschen" als Gott . . . akklamiert." J. D. G. Dunn {The Acts of the Apostles [Epworth Commentaries; 
Peterborough: Epworth, 1996], 166) also admits: "Luke's much briefer account, in contrast [to Josephus'], 
suggests, less plausibly, that it was the oration given by Herod which provoked the crowd's acclaim." In other 
words, notwithstanding the supposition that the visual effect generated by the silver robes (Josephus, Ant. 19.344; 
see above, n. 51) could more plausibly instil awe in the Caesarean populace than a mere oration, the latter is 
indeed, according to the Lukan text, what provokes the acclaim. 
77 The "western" text makes it more explicit that he is eaten by worms while he is still alive, before expiring: 
ical mxa(36t5 dji6 lov PTijiaxog 丫evcSpievog 0icw>^ Tiic6(3pa)T05 ^ti ^cov m l oihwg ^^eii^ij^ev. 
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U3sch，78 followed by Hans-Josef Klauck^^ and Kauppi ,v iewed the "acclamation," 9eoi) 
(txjovf) Kai OTJK dv6pd)jroD, as alluding to the public veneration of Nero's "divine voice." Nero 
was possibly the only emperor whose voice is said to have received veneration during his 
lifetime, and there are ample ancient literary witnesses to this instance of imperial conceit and 
blatant adulation. Those writers cited and discussed by Losch and Klauck include Tacitus 
(Annals), Flavius Philostratus (Life of Apollonius), and Dio Cassius.^' Tacitus records a 
treason trial against Publius Clodius Thrasea Paetus in 66 C.E. {Ann. 16.21-33). Among the 
many charges the accuser Cossutianus Capito puts forward is this which is of interest here: 
Thrasea has never sacrificed for Nero's health {salus) and for his "heavenly voice," nunquam 
pro salute principis aut caelesti voce immolavisse (ibid. 16.22).^^ Comparable historical 
witnesses to the veneration of the vox caelestis Neronis are found in later writings. 
Philostratus mockingly makes mention of a similar accusation of not making sacrifice for the 
emperor-actor's voice in order that "it may be more splendid than ever at the Pythian 
78 Deltas Jesu, 16-26. Losch dated the Lukan Acts to 60/62 C.E. 
79 Magic and Paganism in Early Christianity: The World of the Acts of the Apostles (trans. B. McNeil; 
Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 2000), 40-44, esp. pp. 43-44; German original: Magie undHeidentum in der 
Apostelgeschichte des Lukas (Stuttgarter Bibelstudien 167; Stuttgart: Verlag Katholisches Bibelwerk, 1996). 
Klauck has expanded his brief treatment of this theme into an essay: "Des Kaisers schone Stimme" (n. 2 above). 
8° "Greco-Romans Read Religion in the Book of Acts," 87-91, 108-10. Although Klauck's work is 
mentioned and cited in Kauppi's dissertation (e.g., in the chapter on the Ephesian riot and the cult of the Ephesian 
Artemis), strangely Kauppi has not therein mentioned Klauck's brief contribution on Acts 12:20-23 at all (Eng. 
trans, in Magic and Paganism, 4344) . Moreover, Klauck's discussion would be especially relevant to Kauppi's 
treatment of the issue in view of the latter's excursus on BeoD 中 � vii. 
81 Deltas Jesu, 18-21; Klauck, "Des Kaisers schone Stimme," 204-11. 
82 Dio Cassius mentions the same charge against Thrasea, in addition to his constant absence from senatorial 
meetings: oih，fjicoDae Jioxe a'uxo'O icL0apcp6o'Ovxo5, oihe fe'Ovae tfj lepa avxov (jxovfi wojrep ol bXko、(62.26.3). 
Tacitus makes mention of Nero's Augustiani who "bestowed the epithets reserved for deity upon the imperial 
form and voice" {Ann. 14.15; translation as quoted from Kauppi, "Greco-Romans Read Religion in the Book of 
Acts," 109). 
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festival," OVK e6i)oag iJJiep xrig (t)a)vfl(；, iva ni^BwSe Xa(iJipoxepa Dio Cassius records 
how the emperor, a Pythian victor returning home from Greece, is greeted enthusiastically by 
Romans who are crying aloud together:，O^oj^xjuovtiox ova nD0LOVLica ova, 丫oi^ crce 
Avyovox^, Nepoavi xo) 'Hpaic^ ^EL Nepcavt xo)，A:JT6X1 �VL, etg ji8pLo8ovLicT]g elg an aloovog, 
A'uyoi^oxe AvyovoT^, lEpa C^OVTV [laicdpioi oi oov dicoiJovTBg (63.20.5). Nero's lepa (t)a)vfj is 
thus counted among his "divine honours." In view of these supposedly historical or seemingly 
criminal-legal sources, especially those where sacrifice for Nero's "sacred voice" is mentioned, 
Losch surmised that “around mid-first century C.E. the veneration of the lepa (t)a)vfj (QeoD 
(t)(jL)vr)) = caelestis vox (dei vox) and the sacrifice pro caelesti voce constituted a special part of 
the heightened attempt at divinization in the apotheosis of emperors or kings.，，84 Luke's 
mention of an "acclamation" of an eventually divinely smitten king's 6eoi) ^covfj, which, 
according to Losch, resonates with such a significant form of the author's contemporary 
emperor worship (ca. 60/62 C.E.), therefore betrays his contempt for Nero's self-divinizing 
hubris. 
Klauck makes a similar attempt to argue that the crowd's "acclamation" in Acts 12:22 is 
intended to allude to the topos of Nero's voice. Despite his political apologetic agenda, Luke's 
"bitterness finds release in hidden criticism"^^ on this t y r a n t P a u l ' s execution^^ "at Rome in 
83 Vit. Apoll. 5.7 (Conybeare, LCL); cf. 4.39: a drunken harpist claims that anyone who neglects to listen to, 
or refuses to pay him for, Nero's songs he plays, "he had to right to arrest for violating Nero's majesty" (ditdYeiv 
d)^  daePo-Ovxa) or "being enemies of his divine voice" (jioXepi^ o-u^ xfl^ Geia^ ^ covfjg). 
84 Deitas Jesu, 24 (my translation): "Es kann somit, auch vom strafrechtlich-historischen Quellenbestand aus 
gesehen, keinem Zweifel unterliegen, daB in der Kaiser- oder Konigsapotheose um die Mitte des ersten 
Jahrhunderts n. Chr. die Verehrung der lepa 4)0)vn (Beo-O (t)COVTi) = caelestis vox {dei vox) und das Opfer pro 
caelesti voce ein besonders Glied der gesteigerten Vergottungssucht bildete." 
85 Magic and Paganism, 44. 
86 Cf. Gerd Theissen, Gospel Writing and Church Politics: A Socio-rhetorical Approach (Chuen King 
Lectures Series 3; Hong Kong: Theology Division, Chung Chi College, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, 
2001), 96-97: "What [Luke] intended to criticize the Roman emperors for ... he also condemns sharply and 
directly in connection with the Jewish king, Herod Agrippa I. . . .No other early Christian author has attacked the 
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the time of the emperor Nero ... locates the emperor Nero alongside Herod Antipas and Herod 
Agrippa," each of whom "in turn is responsible for a violent death: of John the Baptist, of 
James, and of Paul"; both Nero and the last Judaean king were moreover "punished by a 
dishonourable early death."^^ Klauck believes that Luke's "informed reader did not need 
further enlightenment" to perceive the author's criticism on this hubristic tyrant; for "there 
was in fact only one ruler who was acclaimed for his 'beautiful voice. 
Despite the literary sources Losch has gleaned from Roman literature, however, it should 
remain unpersuasive that the Lukan account of Agrippa's death alludes to the veneration of 
Nero's "sacred voice." The earliest literary witness to the sacrifice pro salute principis aut 
caelesti voce (i.e., Tacitus, Ann. 16.22), and to the fact that Thrasea's refusal to perform such 
sacrifice would constitute a serious offence against the princeps, can hardly prove (i) that it 
was during the Neronian times obligatory to perform such sacrifice; and (ii) that refusal to 
offer sacrifice for Nero's "sacred voice" constituted treason.卯 Yet, the fact that Capito's 
deification of political power so openly and directly as Luke did"; cf. Meiser, "Lukas und die romische 
Staatsmacht," 184: "Konflikte mit judischen Autoritaten werden manchmal transparent auch fiir Konflikte mit 
romischen Autoritaten dargestellt; romische Autoritaten werden sowohl direkt als auch gelegentlich indirekt 
durch das Verhalten anderer Autoritaten beschrieben." Theissen moreover links this Lukan passage to the alleged 
apotheosis and demise of such "hubristic" rulers as Domitian, and thus views it as a -Domitianic criticism on 
the self-apotheosis of rulers (The New Testament: History, Literature, Religion [trans. J. Bowden; London and 
New York: T. & T. Clark, 2003], 110); cf. Meiser's discussion on the passage in relation to its alleged criticism 
on Domitian for his "apotheosis" (see above, n. 14). 
87 Klauck, Magic and Paganism, 44: "it is true that Paul is still alive at the close of Acts, but his farewell 
discourse at 20:17-33, and the moving reaction at 20:36-38, show clearly enough the fact of his death." 
88 Ibid. 
89 Ibid. 
卯 As Robert Samuel Rogers points out, any "conduct which cast reflection, slight or contempt on Nero's 
majesty" would be unlikely to be prosecuted as treason or lese majeste ("Tacitean Pattern in Treason-trials," 
TPAPA 83 [1952]: 289). Rogers furthermore says: "Tacitus in narrating Thrasea's case has magnified numerous 
charges of a very trivial nature, which Capito may have rehearsed with the intention of prejudicing his audience 
of juror-Senators, and minimized the real basis of the treason charge" (ibid., 290; my emphasis); cf. Suetonius, 
summing up the charge against Thrasea in four words {tristior etpaedagogi vultus, Nero 37.1), did not mention 
his alleged contempt for Nero's voice or his singing. 
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charge一Thrasea committed treason in that he had never offered sacrifice for Nero's voice一is 
but a rhetorical exaggeration, can by no means in itself refute Losch's and Klauck's basic 
argument that a critical allusion to "Nero's voice" is intended. Indeed, Nero's scandalous 
ardour for his vocal performance, hence his "obsessive" dedication to the cultivation of his 
singing voice (}i8aiva)v xfiv (j)a)vfiv) instead of statesmanship,^^ should have become a 
legendary object of ridicule or contempt throughout the east Mediterranean even long after his 
demise (hence those elaborate anecdotes cited above, most of which were written only around 
Q-^ 
the turn of the third century C.E.). Furthermore, Conzelmann, s objection to Losch's thesis 
has not in itself rendered the veneration of the "Neronian voice" incomparable to the people's 
"acclamation" in Acts 12:22: if Nero's "sacred voice" had been taken as one of his renowned, 
idiosyncratic "divine honours," the veneration of his voice could in that sense have been 
viewed as a way of revering the "person" of this "divine" emperor. If Agrippa "is recognized 
as 'divine' by his voice"^^ insofar as the Acts passage is concerned, why could not Nero's 
person have likewise been recognized as "divine" by his "sacred voice," for which even 
sacrifice is reported to be offered? 
That said, Losch and Klauck seem to have overlooked a crucial fact that should cast doubt 
on their arguments: Nero's lepa (Jxovfi or "schone Stimme" as such could only refer to his 
singing voice, a voice solely dedicated to artistic performance and popular entertainment; even 
deities are invoked—not least through sacrifices—to ensure the voice's "divine" quality 
during the show (cf. Philostratus, Vit. Apoll. 5.7). In stark contrast to Nero, the Lukan Agrippa 
is not entertaining the delegation or the crowd at all with his voice. Dressed in royal garb and 
91 Philostratus, Vit. Apoll. 5.7; cf. Tacitus, Ann. 15.67; Suetonius, Nero 20-21. See further M. P. 
Charlesworth, "Nero: Some Aspects," JRS 40 (1950): 69-76; C. E. Manning, "Acting and Nero's Conception of 
the Principate," GR, 2nd ser., 22.2 (1975): 164-75. 
92 Acts of the Apostles, 96; see p. 4 above. 
93 Conzelmann, ibid. 
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seated on the throne, he addresses the delegation in the capacity of a king, not of an artist or 
entertainer like Nero. His voice is therefore recognized as Beoa) not so much for its acoustic 
and artistic qualities, but for what his address is all about and does. Thus in the Lukan account, 
the "people" recognizes Agrippa as "divine" through that authoritative, royal voice as he 
declaims, a voice whereby he exercises his godlike power to bestow favour upon Tyre and 
Sidon.94 In contrast to such phrases as iepa (t)(jL)VTi and vox caelestis, ftirthermore, the wording 
0801) (t)a)V'n in the Acts passage could be taken as plainly presupposing a god who utters such a 
"voice" or makes such an oration. In that sense the "people" (6T]|iog), whether or not including 
the Phoenician delegation to whom Agrippa makes the address,^^ apotheosizes him even more 
outright than the "flatterers" do according to the Josephan a c c o u n t . 
Thus far I have been scrutinizing Kauppi's thesis that the Lukan account of Agrippa's 
death could be viewed by the Greco-Roman audience as alluding to its contemporary ruler cult 
ritual.97 As has been argued above, it is quite dubious that such terms in the Acts passage as 
94 Despite so much emphasis he places on Nero's "beautiful voice" as the clue to Luke's hidden criticism (on 
Nero himself or on the imperial cult?), Klauck has nonetheless already incisively stated an in my contention 
important point concerning the "acclamation" of Agrippa's voice in the same chapter of his book, Magic and 
Paganism; see n. 118 below. 
95 The "western" text of Acts 12:22 (D [ p � w sy*"**]) clarifies in what situation the Sfj^io; shouts out the 
acclaim: viaxakXayivTOC, bt avxov xoi^ Tvpioi^; Barrett writes: "This means that Herod's graciousness in 
pardoning the Tyrians (but not the Sidonians?) contributed to if it did not constitute the ground on which he was 
acclaimed as divine. The attribution of divinity is said to come not from the delegations but from 6 6fi|X05, the 
popular assembly of the citizens (of Caesarea, we must supposed; v. 19)" (Acts, 590). Since the "acclamation" is 
meant to respond to the address Agrippa makes before the Tyrian-Sidonian delegation (see §2.2.3.2 above), the 
attribution of divinity is to be explained in light of his earlier conflict with the two Phoenician cities. And it does 
not seem to be coincidental that the Sfliiog一even though it is to be differentiated from the delegation—makes 
such a public "acclamation" as a fitting response to the address. 
96 See n. 34 above. 
97 Kauppi's excursus on 9eoi) ctxxJVTi presents an unpersuasive argument. It constitutes a broad overview of 
biblical and other ancient references to divine or angelic voices. Kauppi therein argues: "Most likely Luke relied 
upon long-held contemporary understandings about divine voices as being terrifying, loud, and sounding like 
thunder or a trumpet" and "may have used pre-existing LXX and Greek traditions about the terrifying loud sound 
of the divine voice in describing Agrippa，s voice as a GeoD ^wvii and may have combined them with an allusion 
to Nero's divine voice" ("Greco-Romans Read Religion in the Book of Acts," 110，114). Kauppi's argument is 
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xaKxf) fiiiepa and doGfjg PaoL>.LicTi could have been viewed as alluding to ruler cult. One is 
almost convinced by Klauck and Losch, who view the term 0Boi) (txovn in that Acts passage as 
alluding to the voice of the "divinely punished" tyrant under whom Paul was known to be 
martyred. But the fact that Nero's "divine voice" is first and foremost to be associated with his 
legendary obsession with his own vocal performance, however, should render it unlikely, if 
not impossible, that the term BecO (t)Cjavfi is, in the Lukan text, suggestive of a hidden criticism 
on Nero or, more specifically, on the attribution of divine honours to him for his "beautiful 
voice." 
3.2.4 A CRITIQUE OF THE RULER CULT WITH ITS RITUALS OF "DIVINE FILIATION" AND ITS 
"WRONG" EXPRESSION OF POWER? Kauppi does not limit his uncovering of the Lukan criticism 
on the ruler cult to the above discussed alleged literary allusions to its ritual aspects. Nor does 
he limit his textual base to the all too brief account of Agrippa，s demise. He brings the context 
of Acts 12 as well as Luke's presentation of Jesus' "divinization" to bear on his interpretation. 
Thus, Kauppi attempts to elucidate the theological grounds on which Luke criticizes the ruler 
cult. However, his overinterpretation of Luke's theological criticism on this pagan religious 
phenomenon has severely attenuated his overall argument. 
On the one hand, Kauppi views Luke as presenting the smitten king more or less as a 
parody of the truly divine, resurrected and "ascended" Jesus, and of the "rituals" of his truly 
problematic in that as his cited examples show, the typical "terrifying loud sound of the divine voice" is always 
associated with an epiphany; whereas Agrippa is simply making a diplomatic oration to a delegation in the 
capacity of the Judaean king. More importantly, nothing in the Lukan text indicates or suggests that Agrippa，s 
voice is terrifying or terrifyingly loud (cf. Acts 14:10)，or that anyone is terrified by his voice. And needless to say, 
Nero's "divine" singing voice could not have been a loud and terrifying one (Philostratus, Vit. Apoll. 5.7). 
Towards the end of the excursus Kauppi furthermore surmises that the Acts account of Agrippa's death "may 
reflect... the giving of divine honors to Agrippa for his rhetorical abilities" (ibid., 114). Yet in none of the 
examples he cites is divine honour found to be ascribed to a person who possesses or demonstrates distinguished 
oratory abilities. 
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legitimate "divine filiation," which include his baptism (Luke 3:21-22), transfiguration (Luke 
9:28—36), and ascension (Luke 24:50-53; Acts 1:9-11).^^ In and through the falsely divinized 
king, Agrippa, Luke criticizes the presumably equally false apotheoses of Roman emperors 
and the imperial cult.^^ The oppressed Jerusalem community incessantly praying during the 
Passover (Acts 12:5, 12), on the other hand, represents a counterculture which confronts the 
imperial culture in view of the latter's wrong uses of rituals and power, exemplified by 
Agrippa "[wielding] both the might of the sword (12:3) and superior economic power 
(12:20)，，_ over against the Jerusalem Christian leaders and the Phoenician cities respectively. 
Kauppi thus views the Roman imperial cult as a religious institution that epitomizes the 
imperial culture, whose use of rituals and expression of power the Lukan Agrippa supposedly 
represents. The vindication of the politically powerless and oppressed church in and through 
the two divine interventions therefore bespeaks Luke's indictment of Roman ruler cult 
regarding its wrong uses of rituals and power and its practice of apotheosis. ！⑴ In other words, 
the ruler cult is theologically deplorable in that "the Roman emperor's (or local political 
leader's) (ab)use of power, expressed and maintained by imperial cult ritual, is antithetical to 
1 AO 
God's proper use of power." According to Luke's narrative, it is the Christians who 
recognize the latter, insist on their dependence "upon divine (and not divinized human) 
intervention," observe the appropriate "rituals" (which mean, insofar as Acts 12 is concerned, 
the Passover and praying), and rightly “[attribute] d魄a to God and not to human social, 
98 With the aid of a table, Kauppi compares Agrippa's "divinization" to each of the Lukan Jesus' three 
"divine filiation rituals" in term of six "elements of divine filiation rituals": ritual clothing, voice, relationship to 
9e6(；, assumption language and imagery, fate of ritual recipient's body, and participants (ibid., 104). 
99 Ibid., 100-107. 
蘭 Ibid., 99. 
Ibid., 92-100. 
102 Ibid., 107 (my emphasis). 
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economic, or political agency.，’ i的 In view of the antithetical relationship between Christianity 
and the imperial culture thus perceived, the "Greco-Roman audience" of the book of Acts 
might have conceived of its account of Agrippa's death, which, as Kauppi argues, alludes to 
the contemporary ruler cult, as subtle criticism on the Roman imperial cult. Thus, Kauppi 
wishes to maximally extend the scope of Luke's criticism on the ruler cult beyond the cultic 
practice of divinizing emperors. On the one hand, he attempts to "unpack" the entire narrative 
of Acts 12 such as to read Luke's theological criticism on Rome's imperial power epitomized 
in the falsely apotheosized, and hence divinely smitten, persecutor. On the other hand, the 
falsely apotheosized king is compared not only to the "model Christian community" in Acts 
12, but also to Jesus, whose justly given divine status is according to Kauppi 
programmatically demonstrated in and through what he calls the "rituals" of Jesus' "divine 
filiation." 
The fundamental problem of Kauppi, s interpretation is that he overstretches what the 
Lukan text could reasonably suggest, by associating the subsequently apotheosized Agrippa's 
abuses of power with the institution or practice of ruler cult, as if his persecution of the 
Jerusalem apostles were also indicative of the symptoms of the cult Luke may have in view. 
As is suggested above (esp. §3.2.2), the popular acclaim, which results in the king's demise, is 
first and foremost to be interpreted in the context of his successful dealing with the Phoenician 
cities. The attribution of the divine honour is thus to be connected to that political incident 
rather than to the course of events in Jerusalem. Hence, one cannot bring the divine honour 
which he receives only after the declamation to bear on what he had done before returning to 
Caesarea. 
103 Ibid.; cf. ibid., 97: "Luke's readers could conceivably compare the contrast between Agrippa and the early 
Jerusalem community to the contrast between the established powers (client kings, Roman governors, and the 
emperor) and the Christian communities in their own particular local setting." 
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The comparison Kauppi draws between the allegedly paradigmatic Christian community 
that is portrayed in Acts 12 and the "imperial culture" that is purportedly "expressed and 
maintained" by the imperial cult, is as problematic as the one he draws between Jesus and 
Agrippa. As regards the former, one doubts if one can reasonably infer from that community 
(or, more specifically, from the way the community responds to its leader's impending 
martyrdom), and then from the "acclamation," how Luke "judges" each of those two 
"cultures" in view of their "expressions of power" and "uses" of rituals. Kauppi does not 
moreover explain or justify why he has selected those two items, and not any others, for that 
comparison. And more strangely, in spite of his claim that "Price's monograph [viz. Rituals 
and Power] profoundly informs my discussion,，，刚 as his chapter on ruler cult unfolds Kauppi, 
over against Price's more complicated historical picture of the Hellenic imperial cult, is 
advocating this startlingly over-generalized view: the ruler cult, or the Roman imperial cult, is 
one of the state apparatuses expressing and maintaining an "imperial culture" which, inter alia, 
wrongfully divinizes mortal rulers and immorally promotes their abuse of political and 
economic powers against the powerless individuals, groups, and even cities. Consequently, 
Luke's critique of the imperial cult as a pagan religion is rather roughly translated by Kauppi 
as a conventional critique of a pagan imperial ideology (Kauppi has not used the term 
"imperial ideology," though). The fact that the episodes of Agrippa Ps death and persecution 
of the church are found in the same narrative unit, so Kauppi fails to recognize, does not 
require one to read Luke's criticism of the "apotheosis" only through the lens of chapter 12; if 
his interest is in Luke's critique of the imperial cult or of the Roman imperial ideology, one 
wonders why he has only brought his analysis of Acts 12 to bear on that interest. 
104 Ibid., 78 n. 5. See §1.1. 
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Yet more surprisingly, Kauppi does not seem to be aware of the standard view that 
Hellenistic ruler cults, and subsequently Roman imperial cults, were in the main animated by 
"the system of civic XL|iaL which responded to specific benefactions or services，，】仍(see further 
below, §3.3). He is therefore bound to overlook the diplomatic context implicitly provided in 
Acts 12:20-22 and hence a plausible reading of that episode, namely: the author who thus 
fashions this passage may view context-specific attribution of divine honours to foreign rulers 
as an important aspect of Hellenistic-Roman ruler cults. 
No less problematic is the comparison between the "truly" divinized Jesus and the 
"falsely" divinized Agrippa. Firstly, nothing in the Lukan text is suggestive of a juxtaposition 
of Agrippa and Jesus: the latter is not mentioned at all in the episodes of Agrippa's 
persecution and "apotheos is .Secondly , unlike Jesus' "divine filiation rituals" as such, 
Agrippa's popular acclaim, to be sure, does not "filiate" him with any deity as his divine 
parent. Since Kauppi wants to compare and contrast Jesus' "divinization" to Agrippa,s but 
provides for comparison only those “Greco-Roman 'assumption rituals' in which a man is 
bodily 'assumed' into the realm of the gods by being carried into the sky," the baptism and the 
transfiguration of Jesus would be redundant for his a rgument , i。？ Moreover, as Kauppi points 
105 John Ma, Antiochos III and the Cities of Western Asia Minor (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 
219. 
106 Garrett, "Exodus from Bondage: Luke 9:31 and Acts 12:1-24," 675: "Luke's description of the 
imprisonment and release of Peter echoes his Gospel account of the death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus." 
However, Acts 12 does not in my opinion so much evoke the figure of the "divinized Jesus" as the "biblical" 
pattern Luke has Jesus take up, and which he has Peter take up in the account of his imprisonment and miraculous 
release. 
107 And yet, what Agrippa's popular acclaim and the first two "filiation rituals" of Jesus have in common is 
the mention of "divine voice" (see the table at ibid., 104); whereas Agrippa is recognized as "divine" by his voice, 
Jesus' divine sonship is made known through the heavenly father's voice. Yet Kauppi points out that "Jesus does 
not have a 'divine voice'" (ibid., 105); in other words, unlike Agrippa, he is not recognized as "divine" by his 
own voice. 
Moreover, Kauppi emphasizes the influence "Greco-Roman mythology" may have upon the Lukan 
presentation of Jesus' "filiation rituals" at the expense of the plausible Jewish influence. Although he cites Mikeal 
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out, "Jesus is not addressed as ‘god’ [5/c]" during the first two "filiation rituals" and it is only 
at the last one of the "rituals," i.e., the ascension, that he comes to be "divinized.，’• After all, 
should it be Kauppi's purpose to demonstrate that the Lukan Jesus is presented as the only one 
worthy of worship over against any falsely apotheosized mortal rulers, he does not have to set 
out his arguments all via the Lukan Agrippa, as if the smitten king functioned in the entire 
Lukan narrative as the foil of the exalted, and so truly "divinized," Jesus. Nevertheless, one 
could in any case view the one exalted lord and messiah as the one the Lukan Agrippa 
parodies, insofar as the theme of divinization is concerned. Moreover, since the Lukan Jesus is 
presented as the divine-human benefactor, who disdains the “kings of the gentiles" their 
beneficiaries gladly honour not least with the appellation "benefactor" (ol Paodetg iwv 
e0V(i)V ... EvepYEtai ica>toDvxaL, Luke 22:25),^^^ the idea of divine xi|iai conferred upon 
Parsons as "[concluding] that Luke's imagery is based on Greco-Roman assumption narratives while his language 
derives from Jewish assumption narratives" (ibid., 105 n. 61; Mikeal Parsons, The Departure of Jesus in Luke-
Acts [JSNTSup 21; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1987], 13544, esp. p. 136), Kauppi confines his discussion to Greco-
Roman sources, whose "mythological imagery," for Luke's Greco-Roman readers, "may have served to indict 
and condemn the Greco-Roman religious thought world for hybhs and inappropriate conferrals of divinity upon 
mere humans" ("Greco-Romans Read Religion in the Book of Acts," 106-7). If, in his own paraphrase, "[Luke's] 
language derives from Jewish assumption narratives," one wonders why Kauppi has not considered how Luke's 
readers would have understood Jesus' ascension vis-a-vis both the Jewish and the pagan antecedents. 
1*^8 As Kauppi asserts (ibid., 104), Jesus' post-resurrection divinity is implied in the fact that he is 
"worshipped" only at, or since, his last appearance: m l onkol JipooKwijaavTeg aik6v (Luke 24:52), although the 
key participial phrase, JipooK-uvTioavxeg aijxdv, is missing in the "western" text. Cf. the elaborate ascension 
account in Acts (where no JipooK-uvTioi^  to Jesus is indicated) and the use of the verb TtpooK-uveiv in Luke 4:7 and 
Acts 10:25-26. Thus, in John Nolland's contention, the fact that the verb is not previously used of Jesus in the 
Gospel, and that the last verses of the Gospels is allusive to Sir 50:20-22 (jipooicuvTiOLg to God is mentioned in v. 
21) may "suggest that Luke intends to suggest that Jesus is at this point the object of religious reverence in a 
manner that was not previously the case" {Luke 18:35-24:53 [WBC 35c; Dallas: Word Books, 1993], 1228). 
Nolland also notices that "the same pattern, with the use of irpooK-uveiv," is displayed in some Greco-Roman 
accounts of apotheosis (ibid.), although nowhere in the Lukan writings is Jesus addressed as Geog. Similarly, 
Augustus was officially "deified" and became a divus only posthumously; the index of his divinity, i.e., his soul 
being taken up into heaven, was recognized only after the consecration. Before death, as the (adopted) son of 
Divus lulius, he was officially called divifilius (GeoD OJIO )^, which means "Son of God" in the Greek rendering of 
the appellation. 
109 See Peter K. Nelson, "The Flow of Thought in Luke 22.24-27," JSNT A?> (1991): 113-23, as a critique of 
David J. Lull, "The Servant-Benefactor as a Model of Greatness (Luke 22:24-30)," NovTlZ (1986): 289-305. 
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benefactors of royal status, or holding sovereign power, may well be a thread connecting the 
smitten Agrippa, imperial cults, and Jesus in the Lukan writings. Not treated at all in Kauppi's 
study, this thread will be analysed in the following section. 
3.3. A False and Falsely Apotheosized Royal Benefactor: 
Acts 12:20-23 and Emperor Worship 
The Lukan account of King Agrippa I's death differs from the Josephan parallel (Ant. 
19.343-50)119 in one important way: Luke places his account in the context of a local political 
conflict between the king and two Phoenician cities. Lacking the context of an imperial 
festival in which Josephus places the king's glamorous "epiphany," Luke's version at first 
sight seems to have less to do with imperial rituals than the Josephan parallel. However, 
placed in and thus illuminated by the context given in Acts 12:19-21, Agrippa，s apotheosis or 
acclamation alludes—albeit subtly—to an essential aspect of the practice of ruler worship in 
the Hellenic world: it is appropriate for an ethnic group, a city, or a province to bestow upon 
rulers divine XL|IAL in thankful response to their benefactions. It is in my contention plausible 
that Luke may have this aspect of ruler worship in view when fashioning his account of 
Agrippa，s death; he may have meant it to mark the smitten king as a false, and thus falsely 
apotheosized, "benefactor." 
In his methodological assessment concerning the study of ancient ruler cults, T. R. 
Stevenson connects the figure of the ideal benefactor to "cult for mortals" (including imperial 
cults), arguing that "a common ideal against which gods, rulers and mortal benefactors were 
11° Unlike the Lukan parallel, although Josephus' account can also be interpreted as criticizing the practice of 
ruler worship, it means to rehabilitate Agrippa, by having the dying man accept his fate and repent before his 
"friends." 
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measured ... rests upon the recognition of procreative/tutelary power and entails the selfless 
use of that power.”ni Ruler cults enable one to associate the honorand with the common ideal 
of the selfless, protective benefactor, whereby the relationship of a community or a polis to a 
royal or imperial honorand is meaningfully s t ruc tu red .When the ideal benefactor is alluded 
to in a cult for a mortal monarch, the monarch is conceived as a benefactor who "not only 
gives life, but does so with no thought of personal gain so that any notional authority is 
irrelevant to him."^^^ For illustration: 
Men like Camillus and Marius earned the right to be called saviours and fathers for their 
military exploits at times of acute danger; Sulla was so honoured because he restored 
political life to former exiles; Antoninus Pius could be thought of as a saviour in simple 
recognition of his beneficent n a t u r e . 
In view of the impact this common ideal had on the conceptualization of ruler divinization in 
the Greco-Roman world, Stevenson moreover says: 
In the ancient world ...it seems that a man could receive honours associated with divine 
cult if his services and power were envisaged in like terms to those of the gods. Even the 
�" S o c i a l and Psychological Interpretations of Graeco-Roman Religion: Some Thoughts on the Ideal 
Benefactor," Antichthon 30 (1996): 1-18 (here p. 18). 
112 Ibid. 
113 Ibid., 11. For a recent discussion of the ancient ideal of reciprocal social relationship, see Stephan Joubert, 
"Coming to Terms with a Neglected Aspect of Ancient Mediterranean Reciprocity: Seneca's Views on Benefit-
exchange in De beneficiis as the Framework for a Model of Social Exchange," in Social Scientific Models for 
Interpreting the Bible: Essays by the Context Group in Honor of Bruce J. Ma Una (ed. J. J. Pilch; BIS 53; Leiden: 
Brill, 2001), 47-63. See also the brief but useful discussion of the ancient notions of patronage vs. benefaction in 
Alicia Batten, "God in the Letter of James: Patron or Benefactor?", NTS 50 (2004): 258-64. See also Frederick W. 
Danker, "The Endangered Benefactor in Luke-Acts," in Society of Biblical Literature Seminar Papers, 1981 
(SBLSP 20; Chico, Calif.: Scholars Press, 1981); idem, Benefactor: Epigraphic Study of a Graeco-Roman and 
New Testament Semantic Field (St. Louis, Mo.: Clayton Publishing House, 1982); and the newly published 
discussion on inscriptional evidence concerning such appellations as "benefactor" and "saviour" in New 
Documents Illustrating Early Christianity, vol. 9, A Review of the Greek Inscriptions and Papyri Published in 
1986—87 (ed. S. R. Llewelyn; North Ryde: Ancient History Documentary Research Centre, Macquarie University; 
Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 2002). 
Stevenson, "Social and Psychological Interpretations," 11. 
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appellation "god" (Beoi;) need not necessarily entail an expression of living or incipient 
divinity, though it would be unwise to deny that this inference was sometimes made in 
flattery or as a basis for criticism.^ ^^ 
In the example of Augustus, moreover, the link between Hellenistic conception about 
apotheosis and royal benefactions is no less conspicuous; as Christian Habicht has 
demonstrated, it is through the common ideal projected on Hellenistic kings since the third 
century B.c.E. that he, after Pompey and Caesar, was also conceived as a divine benefactor, 
peace-bringer, and saviour of all humans.^ ^ ^ More recently, Brian Bosworth has argued that 
the language of the Res Gestae, a propagandistic document produced such as to justify the 
posthumous deification of Augustus, can be regarded as alluding to the Zeus portrayed by 
Euhemerus of Messene as "the model for world conquest, unlimited euergetism, and the 
111 
lapidary commemoration of achievement." 
The smitten Agrippa in the Lukan Acts is suggestive of the ideal of the “justly” 
apotheosized benefactor in two ways: (a) He bestows his favour on Tyrians and Sidonians 
whose survival (Acts 12:20, Tp帥eoQai) depends on him—presumably in economic terms; (b) 
he does it by exercising his royal authority (note the "royal terms" in w . 20-21: xoi) Koixcovog 
Tov PaaiXECog ... xfiv x^poiv djio xflg PaaiXncflg ... eo0Tixa PaaiXiicTiv); (c) his decision not 
only brings salvation to the cities but also ends a "war" and restores "peace" (v. 20, 
9IJ^IO|IAXCOV .. . TIXODVTO elpfiv'nv); (d) as a result, moderate divine honour is paid to him: he is 
not addressed directly as "god," although the acclamation implies that he is in some sense a 
115 Ibid., 14. 
116 "Die augusteische Zeit und das erste Jahrhundert nach Christi Geburt," in Le culte des souverains dans 
I 'Empire romain, 39-99, esp. pp. 85-87; cf. Ma, Antiochos III, 219; Klaus Bringmann, "The King as Benefactor: 
Some Remarks on Ideal Kingship in the Age of Hellenism," in Images and Ideologies: Self-definition in the 
Hellenistic World (eds. A. Bulloch et al; HCS 12; Berkeley: University of California Press, 1993), 7-24. 
117 "Augustus, the Res Gestae and Hellenistic Theories of Apotheosis," JRS 89 (1999): 1-18 (here p. 17). 
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"god" (v. 22);ii8 (e) an unequal, hierarchical relationship between Agrippa as a Jewish king 
and the less powerful non-Jewish citizens is reinforced by that divine acclamation^ ^^一even 
though it remains uncertain whether or not the delegates join the populace thus to respond to 
the king's address to them (see above §3.2.3.2). 
The Lukan Agrippa is presented as a false benefactor-monarch in that his alleged 
benefaction is shown to be motivated by his desire for the "glory" he will gain by that 
declamation (vv. 22-23). He appears all the more deplorable as the "glory" he accepts from 
the populace is a divine honour which no mortal—not to say a Jew^^®—should accept. 
Moreover, in connection with the notion of selfless benefaction, the appellation 9e6g links this 
instance of apotheosis to another reported in the Lukan Acts: having healed a cripple, 
Barnabas and Paul do not dupe the rural people in Lystra by accepting the divine honour 
118 See Klauck's incisive comment which in my contention aptly connects emperor worship to the Lukan 
episode of Agrippa's death (despite his argument that the Lukan Agrippa's divine voice is basically directed 
against Nero): "This acclamation obviously does not mean that the king had a 'divine' tenor voice or an 
especially warm baritone. He is praised because the crowd believe that they can sense the divine power and the 
divine being in his person. He promises peace, he bestows benefactions, he behaves kindly and mercifully, just 
like a real god" {Magic and Paganism, 40); cf. Karl Prumm, "Herrscherkult und Neues Testament: Ein Beitrag 
zum sprachlichen Problem der Pastoralbriefe und zur Frage nach den Wurzeln des paulinischen 
Christusbekenntnisses KYPIOC IHCOYC," Bib 9 (1928): 3-25, esp. pp. 16-25. 
119 Cf. Mary Beard, John North, and Simon Price, Religions of Rome, vol. 1, A History (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1998), 361-62: "Emperors in Rome needed to play the role of first citizen (not god), 
an 'ordinary' (if unparalleled) senator, but they also needed to be assured of their superiority over other groups 
and areas. Roman citizens in the provinces needed to construct identities for themselves which articulated their 
superiority over mere subjects of Rome, and so followed the precedent of Rome. As for those mere subjects, the 
centre might expect that they would and should abase themselves before Rome by worshipping the emperor as a 
god. One emperor indeed asked a delegation of Jews from Alexandria in Egypt in a pointed and hostile manner 
why they did not sacrifice to him as to a god. There could be no clearer way of articulating the hierarchy of social, 
political and religious relations that formed the Roman empire. The subjects themselves responded to such 
pressures or demands in different ways: by accommodating the power of Rome within their traditional symbolic 
structures, or by changing everything in favour of Rome. From the point of view of status it might make all the 
different whether the emperor was treated as a god or only placed under the protection of the gods" (emphasis 
original). 
12° Dunn, Acts, 165, points to the irony in the king's succumbing to this pagan practice. 
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(animal sacrifice) a priest of Zeus wants to offer on their behalf (Acts 14:8-18).^^' Yet above 
all, Agrippa is most clearly shown to be a falsely apotheosized benefactor-monarch vis-a-vis 
the example of Jesus: superceding the "kings of the gentiles" (undoubtedly also referring to 
contemporary Roman emperors) who exercise lordship over their subjects and earn the honour 
of being called "benefactors" (Luke 22:25-27), and some of whom even crave and accept 
servile flattery (adulatio) from fellow mortals, the Lukan Jesus is truly the benefactor-
servant-saviour to his multiethnic people.^^^ 
3.4. Conclusion 
With the working assumption that Luke may have emperor worship or contemporary 
imperial cults in view when composing his bipartite monograph (especially his account of 
King Agrippa I's death), this chapter reviews several interpretive attempts to bring ruler cult to 
bear on reading Acts 12:20-23. It is argued that the death of Agrippa is not to be read simply 
as divine retribution vis-a-vis his murderous attempts against some apostles in Jerusalem, and 
that the popular acclamation is merely a pretext for the angelic strike. Structurally Acts 12:19 
concludes the previous section about Peter's "exodus"; vv. 20-23 is inserted not only to 
121 See Dean P. Bechard, "Paul among the Rustics: The Lystran Episode (Acts 14:8-20) and Lucan 
Apologetic," CBQ 63 (2001): 84-101. The motif of viewing a human as divine is found in other Acts passages as 
well: 10:25-26 (Peter does not allow Cornelius to fall down at his feet to worship him, saying "I too am a human") 
and 28:6 (in Melita/Malta Paul is thought to be a god in that he cannot be harmed by a viper). 
122 Cf. Acts 10:38. See Halvor Moxnes, "Patron-client Relations and the New Community in Luke-Acts," in 
The Social World of Luke-Acts: Models for Interpretation (ed. J. H. Neyrey; Peabody, Mass.: Hendrickson, 1991)， 
241—68. It must yet be emphasized that Luke 22:25-27 is not primarily directed against apotheosized (royal) 
benefactors as such; "benefactor" (and "saviour" as well) as an honorary appellation does not in itself necessarily 
imply divinity of the honorand. 
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portray the king as a "typical tyrant-persecutor" but also subtly to criticize the idea and 
practice of apotheosizing mortal monarchs. 
This chapter also reviews several attempts to read some themes or terms in the Lukan 
account of Agrippa，s death as alluding to the practice of ruler worship; most of them are 
shown to be less than persuasive and to have neglected the political context (vv. 19-20) in 
which the account must be understood. That context is indicative of the reason for the popular 
acclamation responding to the king's declamation to the Tyrian-Sidonian delegation. The 
king's omission to reject the divine honour paid by the populace implies that he thinks it is 
appropriate thus to view his diplomatic act as a divine benefaction. In view of his desire for 
political advantage (cf. Acts 12:3a) and "glory" (12: 23), which motivates his reconciliation 
with the Phoenician cities, he is all the more shown to be a false, and falsely apotheosized, 
"benefactor-king." Inasmuch as Acts 12:20-23 can be regarded as Luke's criticism on this 
king as well as on any "kings of the gentiles" whom their subjects venerate and remember as 
divine "saviours" but for their economically and politically motivated "benefactions," this 
episode can be regarded as his criticism on the Hellenistic-Roman practice of paying a cult to 
a mortal autocrat. 
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Chapter Four 
An Imperial Neokoros Mocked: 
Acts 19:23-41 as a Domitianic or Post-Domitianic Retelling 
of an Ephesian Riot 
4.1 Introduction 
What does the Lukan episode of the Ephesian riot in Acts 19:23-^1 have to do with 
imperial cults, whether directly or indirectly? The incident, in Luke's presentation, centres on 
the Ephesian reaction to the looming threat Paul would be posing to the Ephesian cult of 
Artemis, if his anti-idol propaganda is allowed to continue to hold sway (if ever, historically 
speaking) in the city and throughout the Roman province of Asia as well.! The incident is at 
1 Lily Ross Taylor ("Artemis of Ephesus," in vol. 5 of The Acts of the Apostles [eds. F. J. Foakes-Jackson and 
Kirsopp Lake; 5 vols.; part I of The Beginnings of Christianity, Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker, 1965-66], 255) 
conjectured that "the cult of Artemis was in eclipse as a result of Paul's preaching, and the Ephesians were trying 
to guard the prestige of their divinity." Johannes Munck {The Acts of the Apostles: Introduction, Translation and 
Notes [AB 31; rev. W. F. Albright and C. S. Mann; New York: Doubleday, 1967], 197) believed that "the spread of 
Christianity and a concomitant decline of pagan worship" was historical but short-lived. On the contrary, Rick 
Strelan {Paul, Artemis, and the Jews in Ephesus [BZNW 80; Berlin and New York: de Gruyter, 1996], esp. pp. 
126-65) contends that "the cult of Artemis remained virtually unchallenged in the face of Paul's proclamation in 
Ephesus" (ibid., 163). His verse-by-verse study of the Acts riot narrative shows that the Lukan report does not 
indicate that Christian missionary in effect poses threats to the cult (ibid., 134-53). The Lukan re-presentation of 
the riot may to some extent shed light on our understanding of the late first-century, or early second-century, 
situation; e.g., Helmut Koester ("Ephesos in Early Christian Literature," in Ephesos: Metropolis of Asia: An 
Interdisciplinary Approach to Its Archaeology, Religion, and Culture [ed. H. Koester; HTS 41; Valley Forge, Pa.: 
Trinity Press International, 1995], 119—40) sees the "Christian threat" to local cultic practices as in a sense real, but 
does not see the Lukan episode itself as proof that the influence of the historical Paul on Ephesus's or Asia's cultic 
life was historical一but instead as a reflection of Luke's contemporary situation no less than half a century later. 
Paul's own words (1 Cor 15:32; 2 Cor 1:8-10)~despite Luke's redactional efforts—bear witness to the severe 
Ephesian hostility to the apostle (Koester, ibid., 129-31). See further Peter Lampe, "Acta 19 im Spiegel der 
ephesischen Inschriften," BZ, n.s., 36 (1992): 59-76. 
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first glance about the conflict between the (v. 23) and the silversmith Demetrius^ (with 
his sympathizers), with the latter standing for the cult of the Ephesian Artemis.4 In view of the 
identity-framing significance of the cult to ancient Ephesians before the fourth century C.E.,^ 
moreover, the conflict may also be seen as one between Paul and the city itself. Yet, what does 
the conflict Luke has thus framed have to do with the institution of imperial cults, of which he 
2 Cf. Robert F. Stoops, Jr., "Riot and Assembly: The Social Context of Acts 19:2341,” JBL 108 (1989): 83. 
For a recent discussion on the "Way"-terminology in Acts, see David W. Pao, Acts and the Isaianic New Exodus 
(WUNT 2/130; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2000), 59-68. 
3 It has been suggested (on the basis of lEph 1578)~and rightly doubted一that the Demetrius Luke mentions 
is to be identified as a known veojroio^ (a temple official in charge of the management and maintenance of the 
Artemision) of the same name. Even if the two are not to be identified, we do not have proof enough that the 
Lukan Demetrius was himself a veojtOLog. It is not impossible that he was a veojtoio^, though. See, e.g., G. H. R. 
Horsley, "The Silversmiths at Ephesos," in idem, ed., New Documents Illustrating Early Christianity. A Review of 
the Greek Inscriptions and Papyri Published in 1979 (North Ryde: The Ancient History Documentary Research 
Centre, Macquarie University, 1987), 7-10; idem, "Giving Thanks to Artemis," in ibid., 127-29; idem, "The 
Inscriptions of Ephesos and the New Testament," NovT 34 (1992): 105-68; A. N. Sherwin-White, Roman Society 
and Roman Law in the New Testament (London: Oxford University Press, 1963; repr., Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker, 
1978), 90-92; and Paul Trebilco, "Asia," in The Book of Acts in Its Graeco-Roman Setting (eds. D. W. J. Gill and 
C. Gempf; vol. 2 of The Book of Acts in Its First Century Setting; ed. B. W. Winter; Grand Rapids, Mich.: 
Eerdmans, 1994), 337-38 n. 210. 
4 The Ephesian temple of Artemis "was a religious, social, and economic center for Ephesus, and as the largest 
Greek temple in antiquity was an important representation of Greek cultic religion. The author of Acts narrates a 
controversy between this center of Greek cultic life and the message preached by Paul" (Christopher Mount, 
"Christianity as Paulinism: The Legacy of Paul according to Luke-Acts," [PhD diss., The University of Chicago, 
1997]，156). For discussions on the Ephesian Artemis vis-a-vis early Christianity, see, e.g., Richard E. Oster, 
"Ephesus," Anchor Bible Dictionary (ed. D. N. Freedman; 6 vols.; New York: Doubleday, 1992), 2:542-49; 
Koester, "Ephesos," 129-31; and Strelan, Ephesus, section 2. 
5 lEph 24: "The deity of our city, Artemis, is honoured not only in her own city which she has made more 
famous than all other cities through her own divinity, but also by Greeks and foreigners; everywhere shrines and 
sanctuaries of her have been dedicated, temples founded and altars erected to her because of her vivid 
manifestations" (quoted from S. R. F. Price, Rituals and Power: The Roman Imperial Cult in Asia Minor 
[Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984], 130-31). See also Guy MacLean Rogers, The Sacred Identity of 
Ephesos: Foundation Myths of a Roman City (London and New York: Routledge, 1991), esp. pp. 136-51. The 
patron goddess, according to the dominant version of Ephesus's foundation myth, was born exactly where the city 
was founded. Her Ephesian temple was one of the few sanctuaries that retained the right of asylum and reputation 
as the "common bank of Asia" well into the Roman imperial age; see Christine M. Thomas, "At Home in the City 
of Artemis: Religion in Ephesos in the Literary Imagination of the Roman Period," Ephesos: Metropolis of Asia, 
81-117, here pp. 98-102. We should not, however, exaggerate the goddess' dominance over against other Greek 
deities in the cultic life of ancient Ephesus. See Steven J, Friesen, Twice Neokoros: Ephesus, Asia and the Cult of 
the Flavian Imperial Family (RGRW 116; Leiden: Brill, 1993), 118. 
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has made no explicit mention at all in the same passage? There seems to be still a remote 
possibility, though. If it is the author's purpose for the Ephesian cult of Artemis to exemplify 
pagan, idol worship as such, the riot narrative could well be tangentially relevant to imperial 
cults, which are themselves examples of such much loathed pagan religiosity.^ But then Acts 
19:23-41 would have so little more to say about the imperial cults that really merits our close 
attention. The relevance of imperial cults to my reading of this Lukan passage, in fact, as we 
shall argue, lies elsewhere. 
In this chapter, we shall propose that the Lukan episode in question could be seen as a 
figured, critical response to some aspects of eastern Mediterranean imperial cults flourishing 
since Domitian's principate, as exemplified in the case of Ephesus, which was 
contemporaneously one of the three preeminent cities in the province of Asia. Just as the 
author of Acts criticizes the practice of deifying an emperor historiographically by 
"objectively" explaining Agrippa I's death and hence "safely" denouncing the Jewish king for 
his extreme hubris,? this time the same writer ostensibly mocks the Artemis-worshipping city 
for its problematic religiosity, a city which, on behalf of the provincial council (ICOLVOV) of 
Asia, had recently received the great honour to be granted the third provincial cult (120 years 
after Pergamurn's and 60 years after Smyrna's^) by the Roman senate under Domitian's aegis.^ 
6 Pao (Acts and the Isaianic New Exodus, 205-6) has briefly analysed the Lukan record of the Ephesian riot as 
anti-idol polemic in view of Luke's scripture-based hermeneutic framework—though without explicitly relating 
the episode to anything concerning Roman imperial cults. Yet, Pao suggests a correlation in Acts between the 
opposition from the rulers and the opposition from idols or idol-worshippers; hence, with such a correlation in 
mind, "one can also appreciate the power of the anti-idol passages as one form of anti-imperialistic propaganda in 
that the divine power of the reigning political authority is called into question" (ibid.，182). 
7 See ch. 3. 
8 Friesen, Twice Neokoros, 57. As Friesen contends, the new cult was not to supersede the older ones, but was 
Domitian's "unprecedented attempt to build a network, rather than a center, of provincial worship" (ibid., 155). 
9 It is not at all clear which Flavian princeps granted permission to build the third provincial imperial cult at 
Ephesus. Friesen (ibid.) contends that Domitian granted permission, whereas David Magie contended that it was 
Vespasian who granted it {Roman Rule in Asia Minor to the End of the Third Century after Christ [2 vols.; 
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It is of course beyond dispute that, under the Lukan pen, it is the rivalry between the Pauline 
mission and some Artemis-worshipping Ephesian citizens that figures in Acts 19:2341. It is 
moreover not unlikely that Luke thereby stresses apologetically, in the mouth of the municipal 
scribe or secretary (Ypafx^iaxeiig), that Paul's associates have acted within legal bounds (19:37) 
despite Paul's anti-idol statements (19:26b; cf. 17:24-25).^^ It is also plausible that the Lukan 
episode is modelled on a diaspora Jewish apologetic tradition in narratively exposing the 
riotous nature of the pagan opponents] i Still, the late first-century backcloth of the same 
imperial and geographical space may further cast light on this already polemically charged 
episode, if it is reasonable for us to assume a late Domitianic, or post-Domitianic, date of its 
composition.12 With Asia's third provincial cult at Ephesus founded in the late eighties, and 
with its new identity, the VECOicopoi; for the temple of the Sebastoi, Ephesus一already widely 
known as the guardian city of Artemis Ephesia^ ^ —succeeded in securing its prominent place 
among rival Greek metropolises in the imperial arena by thus aligning itself with the Flavians. 
The establishment of that single temple with its cultic activities, and more importantly for my 
purposes the special prominence the new cult lent to the city title "neokoros," as we shall see, 
represent the heightened enthusiasm of Rome's Greek subjects to compete with each other to 
enhance their interests一not least by promoting imperial cults and various related activities. 
Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1950]). See Christine M. Thomas, "At Home in the City of Artemis: 
Religion in Ephesos in the Literary Imagination of the Roman Period," in Ephesos: Metropolis of Asia, 108 n. 78. 
It is undisputed that the imperial temple was dedicated during Domitian's principate. 
10 Marion L. Soards (The Speeches in Acts: Their Content, Context, and Concern [Louisville, Ky.: 
Westminster John Knox, 1994], 104) points out that the secretary's conclusions "are similar of those of 
Gallic一namely, there is in fact no legal case against the Christians and the attempt to level charges is 
inappropriate." 
11 Stoops, "Riot and Assembly." 
12 See §1.2.2, for my discussion on the date of the Lukan writings. 
13 Acts 19:35: xfjv 'E(t)8o[a)V JIOXLV vewKOpov ovoav xflg | i e丫 ' A p x e i i i S o ^ . For my discussion on this 
passage, see further below, §4.3. 
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The immediate impact on western Anatolia that this historic imperial event at Ephesus had, we 
assume, was doubtless felt by the author of Acts and his contemporaries living in the east 
Mediterranean. 
Read against a historical backcloth thus painted, the riot instigated by Demetrius as Luke 
depicted tacitly represents the tension between the same Ephesian pride not long ago bolstered 
by the city's new imperial neokorate^"^ and the still marginal Christian movement, whose 
spread and growth in terms of number and influence could mean fewer participants in civic 
cultic activities, and some of whose Ephesian adherents perhaps did not share such municipal 
pride nor embrace the city's redefined sacred n e o k o r a t e ” Apart from religious criticism, 
Luke's depiction of the riot would have been motivated by self-defence as well. In 
highlighting the municipal secretary's "legal" opinion concerning Christians (19:37), 
moreover, Luke has made a double apologia: the Pauline mission, despite its proselytism 
among local non-Jewish sympathizers, infringes no laws concerning both the cult of Ephesian 
Artemis and, by implication, the imperial cults. All in all, Luke has mounted his "safe 
criticism，，i6 on the Ephesian people as an imperial neokoros to the extent of unambiguously 
mocking the same people as a riotous and vainglorious neokoros of the Ephesian goddess. 
While ostensibly recounting a past and, in view of the earliest gentile mission, significant 
event, the author seemingly inadvertently casts into doubt the religious and political 
commendability of the city now priding itself on being an imperial neokoros. 
14 See below, §4.3. 
Cf. Pliny the Younger's perhaps exaggerated report (ca. 112 C.E.) that, owing to the spread of Christianity, 
temples "had been almost entirely deserted for a long time" {Ep. 10.96-97). See Philip A. Harland, "Claiming a 
Place in Polis and Empire: The Significance of Imperial Cults and Connections among Associations, Synagogues 
and Christian Groups in Roman Asia (c. 27 BCE-138 CE)" (PhD diss.，University of Toronto, 1999), 289. See also 
§1.2.3. 
16 On the Hellenistic and early imperial uses of "figured speech" (daxTi^iaxioii^vog Xoyog) for "safe criticism" 
in literary or oratorical works (with special reference to criticisms on tyrants), see the important treatment by 
Frederick Ahl, "The Art of Safe Criticism in Greece and Rome," AJP 105 (1984): 174-208. 
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4.2 Artemis Ephesia and the Imperial Context of the Riot: 
Reviewing Kreitzer's Study 
The attempt of the present study to bring the factors of imperial cults and imperial 
politics to bear upon my reading of Acts 19:23-41 is not an uncharted one. A biblical scholar 
who also dealt with numismatic topics in past years has already made a similar exegetical 
attempt on the same Lukan p a s s a g e . 口 L. Joseph Kreitzer's numismatic investigation of the 
riot suggests, inter alia, some plausible historical connections among the riot Demetrius 
instigates, the Roman imperial cult, and Paul's Asian mission.^^ The thrust of Kreitzer's 
article lies in the connections between imperial politics and the cult of Ephesian Artemis, 
though. He does not have his analysis sited at Luke's composition time, as the present study 
does, but instead at the "literal time" of the episode, i.e., during the last years of Claudius (r. 
41-54 c.E.) when Julia Agrippina (or Agrippina the Younger, 15-59 C.E.) was his wife (49-54 
C.e . ) ]9 What connects Ephesus and its patron goddess with the royal couple is Kreitzer's 
17 L. Joseph Kreitzer, "A Numismatic Clue to Acts 19.23-41: The Ephesian Cistophori of Claudius and 
Agrippina," JSNT 30 (1987): 59-70; repr. in idem, Striking New Images: Roman Imperial Coinage and the New 
Testament World (JSNTSup 134; Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1996), 100-112 (all page references are to 
the latter). Perhaps indirectly to justify his ambitious interpretive attempt, Kreitzer explains why no "major" Acts 
commentators had ever utilized numismatic evidence in interpreting the riot story: "I suspect that this oversight is 
due to sheer ignorance of such evidence, or at least to a reluctance to enter into the seemingly complicated field of 
ancient coinage" (ibid., 101). His words echo Richard Oster's earlier statement ("Numismatic Windows into the 
Social World of Early Christianity: A Methodological Inquiry," JBL 101 [1982]: 195). Kreitzer moreover believes 
that his study "is an attempt to relate one instance in which numismatic evidence may contribute indirectly but 
significantly to our understanding of a specific New Testament passage," i.e., Acts 19:23-41 (ibid.; emphasis mine). 
But see my remark below, n. 43. 
18 Kreitzer's chronological assumptions (including the "imprecise chronological introduction of the account of 
the riot of Demetrius in Acts 19.23") allow him to postulate a direct confrontation between Paul and Demetrius at 
Ephesus in the early fifties (ibid., 110). 
19 Since Agrippina was Claudius's niece (Kreitzer, ibid., 102 n. 4), their marriage was seen as incestuous at 
least for some Romans; cf. Tacitus, Ann. 12.5: "For marriage with a niece was unprecedented一indeed it was 
incestuous, and disregard of this might, it was feared, cause national disaster. •. • After receiving the crowd's 
congratulations in the Forum, [Claudius] entered the senate to request a decree legalizing future marriages with a 
brother's daughter" (trans. M. Grant; rev. edition; London: Penguin, 1996). 
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proposed "numismatic clue": two Ephesian cistophori^^ bearing the imperial couple's busts as 
well as the cult statue of Diana, the Italian equivalent of Artemis. They were probably minted 
in 50/51 C.E., under imperial auspices, in commemoration of their marriage.^ ^  We shall in the 
following summarize Kreitzer's arguments, point out their inadequacies or fallacies, and then 
draw upon some of his insights with which to develop my own arguments. 
(i) To Legitimized the New Augusta. Kreitzer's thesis centres on the Lukan episode's 
crucial connection with the new couple as well as the cistophori in question. To give a brief, 
graphical description of the coins: The obverse inscription of the first cistophorus reads "TI 
CLAVD CAESAR AVG P M T R P X I M P X I I X , " and the reverse inscription "AGRIPPINA 
AVGVSTA CAESARIS AVG." On the second cistophorus,^^ the obverse inscription reads "TI 
CLAUD CAES AVG AGRIPP AVGVSTA," and the reverse inscription “DIANA EPHESIA," 
with a cult statue of the goddess in the centre.24 The cistophori were according to Kreitzer 
meant to demonstrate Ephesians's ties with the imperial centre in respect of the new marriage, 
by doing two things. Firstly, the issues affirmed the status of the emperor's new wife, 
Agrippina, in registering and publicizing the official recognition of her new royal title, 
“Augusta. ”25 
Kreitzer uses more than the two coins in his article as numismatic evidence. But we shall focus on those two 
alone for my summary of his arguments, because they are crucially central to his thesis. 
21 Kreitzer, "Numismatic Clue," 103. 
22 The Roman Imperial Coinage (eds. H. Mattingly et al.', 10 vols.; London: Spink & Son, 1923-), Claudius no. 
117. 
23 Ibid., Claudius no. 119. 
24 For the inscriptions, see, e.g., David L. Vagi, Coinage and History of the Roman Empire c. 82 B.C.-A.D. 480 
(2 vols.; Chicago and London: Fitzroy Dearborn Publishers, 1999), 2:275. 
25 As Kreitzer (ibid., 104) points out, Tacitus {Ann. 12.26) and Dio Cassius (61.33.2a) indicate that the title 
was given to Agrippina with the emperor's approval around 50 C.E. 
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(ii) Artemis andAgrippina “Identified. ” Secondly, and less obviously, the second 
cistophorus, as Kreitzer contends, seems to point to an attempt on the part of the Ephesian 
demos to identify Diana with Agrippina?^ He strengthens his "syncretic theory" with more 
numismatic evidence. On an Ephesian bronze coin〕？ which bears the royal couple's facing 
busts, we find "the remarkable inscription THEOGAMIA (The Marriage of the Gods')."^^ 
What appears on the reverse of the second cistophorus, moreover, also appears on the reverse 
of this bronze coin: a cultic statue of Artemis (except for its inscription, which reads 
"EPHESIA" only).29 These seem to suggest that, as Kreitzer argues, Agrippina is thereby 
elevated to the stature of a goddess, even to that of Artemis. 
(iii) Divine Honour and Imperial Politics in Ephesus. Kreitzer then provides a political 
explanation for this instance of "religious syncretism": it could be suggested that “a mutually 
beneficial arrangement between the Emperor Claudius and the city of Ephesus was reached via 
the minting of such commemorative issues."^® According to that explanation, Ephesus一now 
motivated by its political ambition—would confer upon Claudius's new wife the highest 
possible honour under imperial auspices, which was meant to "[highlight] the association of 
that city with the centre of Imperial policy and decision making."^' In other words, to claim a 
26 Kreitzer notes with approval that the numismatist C. H. V. Sutherland {Roman Imperial Coinage: Volume 1 
(31 BC—AD 69) [rev. edition; London: Spink & Son, 1984], 120) "throws out the attractive suggestion that 'Ephesus 
tended towards a syncretism of Agrippina with Diana' “ ("Numismatic Clue," 108). 
27 Kreitzer, ibid., 108-9 (see n. 23 for publications where the coin is listed). He remarks that the collection of 
bronze coins to which the one we here refer to belongs, "were in all likelihood struck at the same time as the 
cistophori commemorating the royal marriage and were probably designed to supplement the official silver issues 
within the local context" (ibid., 109; emphasis mine). 
28 Since Kreitzer has just remarked that the bronze coins bear Greek inscriptions (ibid., 108), the one he 
"cites" must be ©EOFAMIA. 




higher place within the present imperial hierarchy, the city thus assimilated the second most 
powerful imperial personage into its pantheon by tacitly identifying her with Artemis. On the 
other hand, so as to further legitimize the status of his new wife and to publicize the new 
image of the present dynastic order since their marriage (at the very least among his Greek 
subjects in Asia Minor), the emperor granted approval for the issues. "Such a rare Imperial 
move as the minting of commemorative cistophori，” so Kreitzer contends, "may have helped 
to foster an aggressive pride among the Ephesians with regard to the temple of 
Artemis/Diana."^^ 
(iv) Ephesian Pride and the Riot. It is Kreitzer，s major contention that our 
understanding of the Ephesian riot will be better informed by the above scenario, which 
largely relies on the numismatic finds thus interpreted. Kreitzer seems to imply that the 
concern of the Ephesians lies not so much in their material gains as in their common, 
municipal honours. Paul's anti-idol propaganda^"^ amounts to nothing less than an open attack 
on the cult of Ephesian Artemis and thus on the honours of her honorary guardian as well. The 
rioters' highly charged reaction to the Pauline mission (possibly seen by many as a 
32 Ibid., 109. Cf. Richard Oster, "Holy Days in Honour of Artemis," in Horsley, New Documents Illustrating 
Early Christianity. A Review of the Greek Inscriptions and Papyri Published in 1979, 74-82: "There was often 
joint veneration of the Emperor and the Ephesian goddess and, significantly, the Augusteum was erected inside the 
peribolos of the temple of Artemis (see especially I.Eph. V.1522 [sic], to be dated 6-5 BC)" (ibid., 76). On the 
municipal imperial cults at Ephesus, see below, n. 47. 
33 Kreitzer has not drawn upon the economic factor indicated in the Lukan narration of the riot story, which is 
too obvious to be missed: "for a man named Demetrius, a silversmith, who made silver shrines (vaoijg dpyupoDg) 
of Artemis, brought no little business to the craftsmen. These he gathered together, with the workmen of like 
occupation, and said, ‘Men, you know that from this business we have our wealth'" (Acts 19:24-25, RSV); cf. 
Horsley, "Silversmiths," 9-10. See below, §4.3.6, for my discussion on this significant factor in relation to 
Ephesian imperial cults. 
34 Summarized, in Demetrius' mouth, as: oiiK elolv Geol ol bih xeipwv yLVopievoL, "gods made with hands are 
no gods" (Acts 19:26). This supposedly polemical Christian (and doubtless Jewish, too) slogan, Pao contends 
(Acts, 205-6), "provides a succinct summary statement of the arguments against idols in Isaiah 40-55 and 
throughout the LXX." It should nevertheless be stressed that Jews and Christians were not the only ancient 
"monotheists" who would express anti-idol opinion; see, e.g., Strelan, Ephesus, 137-38. 
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proselytizing Jewish movement; cf. Acts 19:26-27) represents the collective^^ Ephesian pride 
both in the city's corporate guardianship of the cult of their patron goddess and in its ties with 
the empire, which was, in Kreitzer's contention, recently bolstered by the imperial cistophoric 
issues. 
Before we continue with the fifth and the last observations, which are not as central as 
the previous ones to Kreitzer's thesis (albeit clearly related to the imperial cult, as Kreitzer 
tentatively claims), we may pause for a preliminary assessment. The cistophori he elected to 
analyse indeed serve as windows through which we may glimpse the dynamic imperial 
context of Ephesus during the early and mid-fifties. The Ephesian mint, as the cistophori 
demonstrate, provided a powerful symbolic means for the provincials to (pro)claim their place 
in the imperial hierarchy. Its issues also evidence the Ephesian demos' double unremitting 
commitment to the tutelage of the ancient cult of Artemis and to the propagation of the 
imperial order long centred in Rome. But does their pride in the goddess, which is so evident 
in the riot story, bespeak in itself the demos' imperial ambitions and its pride in the imperial 
honours accorded to the city through the cult of Ephesian Artemis, as Kreitzer proposes? The 
answer is, I think, negative insofar as Kreitzer's arguments are critically considered. The 
attempt to link Artemis (the central theme of Acts 19:2341) to Agrippina the Younger, as I 
shall argue, is unconvincing under scrutiny. Yet my answer is at the same time positive insofar 
as the Ephesians's pride Luke "exposes" lay not so much in an alleged Diana-Agrippina 
syncretism as in the citizens' corporate identity both as the neokoros of Artemis/Diana and, 
since the late eighties, as the neokoros for the temple of the Flavian Sebastoi, which was 
35 Note the use of such politically loaded Greek terms as (as the corporate, power-wielding entity of the 
all citizens; vv. 30 and 33b) and ^KK^Tiaia (as the decision-making assembly of the vv. 32 and 41; cf. v. 39) 
in the riot story to refer to the rioters as a whole, with the former seemingly being interchangeable with the 
tentatively derogative 办}lOg (vv. 33a and 35; cf. v. 26)! Cf. Stoops, "Riot and Assembly," 81-91. On the 
crowd/mob as "a regular feature in Greek and Latin novels, as well as in Acts," see Richard I. Pervo, Profit with 
Delight: The Literary Genre of the Acts of the Apostles (Philadelphia: Fortress, 1987), 34-39 (quote from p. 39). 
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arguably the most distinguished imperial-theological honour Rome had ever conferred upon 
this metropolis since the time of Augustus. Thus contextualized, the Lukan riot story, as I shall 
argue, alludes to the Ephesian demos' aggressive pride in their sacred, and "double," 
neokorate. 
To be sure, the cistophoric evidence indicates nothing at all that can be taken as 
Diana—Agrippina syncretism. The cistophorus on which the cult statue of Artemis/Diana 
appears bears on the other side (i.e., the reverse) the busts and titles of both Agrippina and her 
reigning husband, with neither divine nor cultic honours ascribed to he r” Nothing peculiar to 
the goddess has been accorded to either the title or the portrayal of Agrippina, which would be 
some of the minimal features required to evince their identification. The "remarkable" legend 
on the mentioned Ephesian bronze coin (viz. Geoyaiita), moreover, was probably more likely 
due to the posthumous deification of her husband^^ than to divine statuses accorded to both of 
them. Agrippina, despite her unrivalled status during the early years of Nero,s reign, was 
never officially deified—not to say after she was condemned by her reigning son. And it 
would have been scandalous for such a prominent provincial city officially to offer 
Agr ippina the extent of power she once wielded notwithstanding—any divine honour as 
such. More important, I think, is that it is dubious if any ancient Ephesians would have ever 
wished to liken Agrippina~an undeified mortal recently married to her nephew^^—to the holy, 
36 Note Friesen's observation: "When the living wife of an emperor is referred to using divine or cultic 
terminology without reference to the emperor, there seems to be a tendency to assimilate her to a goddess" {Twice 
Neokoros, 35 n. 18; emphasis mine). 
37 Rogers notes that there was "expansion and growth of the imperial cult" in western Anatolia around the time 
Paul was active in Ephesus一seeing that temples dedicated to Claudius are found in Kos and Prusa {Ephesos, 12 n. 
39, citing Price, Rituals and Power, 249, 266). The bronze coin in question, which was minted by the provincial 
capital (supposedly being more sensitive to Roman sensibility to Greek divine honours), might therefore date from 
not earlier than 54 C.E. 
38 See above, n. 19. Not even Livia, the first 2e(3aoxTi (and the wife of the first Sepaoxog) who was “deified by 
Claudius" under the senate in 42 C.E. (Ittai Gradel, Emperor Worship and Roman Religion [OCM; Oxford: 
Clarendon, 2002], 180) and was already venerated by the Asian provincials at the second provincial cult in Smyrna, 
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and eternally virgin, daughter of Zeus whom they revered so much for centuries.^^ The 
Ephesian Artemis was furthermore not among the Greek goddesses to whom Roman 
empresses were frequently assimilated.'^^ After all, the cult statue on one of the cistophori 
would simply be meant to serve as the symbol of the city,"" which possibly funded the 
issues ;42 the mere appearance of the cult statue on that coin does not evidence in itself an 
imperial-syncretic move purportedly reciprocally legitimized by the Ephesian demos and the 
emperor. 
was assimilated to Artemis Ephesia (cf. IvE 7,2.4337; Friesen, Twice Neokoros, 35 n. 18). Moreover, Ephesus's 
request to build Asia's second provincial imperial cult (for Tiberius, Livia, and the Roman senate) was rejected 
(23-26 C.E.) on the grounds that the preeminence of its cult of Artemis would overshadow the new imperial 
recipients of cultic devotion. See Tacitus, Ann. 4.55; Oster, "Numismatic Windows," 216; Steven J. Friesen, 
Imperial Cults and the Apocalypse of John: Reading Revelation in the Ruins (Oxford and New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2001), 36-38. 
39 On the divine attributes of Artemis Ephesia, see, e.g., Trebilco, "Asia," 316-20; Hans-Josef Klauck, Magic 
and Paganism in Early Christianity: The World of the Acts of the Apostles (trans. B. McNeil; Edinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark, 2000), 103-4; Joseph A. Fitzmyer, The Acts of the Apostles: A New Translation with Introduction and 
Commentary (AB 31; New York: Doubleday, 1998), 657-58. On the Ephesian efforts to identify the civic deity 
with the "Greek" Artemis throughout the Hellenistic and Roman periods, see Thomas, "At Home in the City of 
Artemis," 95. 
40 S. R. F. Price, "Gods and Emperors: The Greek Language of the Roman Imperial Cult," JHS 104 (1984): 86. 
Diva Augusta (Livia) is known to have been assimilated to another Artemis—Artemis B o u l a i a i n her cult in 
Athens, which was instituted in 14 C.E.; for the ancient sources, see Susan Fischler, "Imperial Cult: Engendering 
the Cosmos," in When Men Were Men: Masculinity, Power and Identity in Classical Antiquity 
(Leicester-Nottingham Studies in Ancient Society 8; eds. L. Foxhall and J. Salmon; London and New York: 
Routledge, 1998), 173. 
Cf. Oster, "Numismatic Windows," 216: "The bond between the goddess [Artemis] and the city [Ephesus] 
became so inextricable that a picture of Artemis's statue could be used on coins commemorating political treaties 
with other cities. In these cases, the picture of Artemis's cult statue represented the city of Ephesus as an urban 
political entity in the Roman Empire." I think what Oster says about the symbolic function of Artemis's cult statue 
on coins commemorating inter-urban treaties applies as well to the coins commemorating the marriage of Claudius 
and Agrippina. 
42 It would also be possible that the temple of Artemis funded the issues, given that their numbers would be 
moderate (Kreitzer, "Numismatic Clue," 102 n. 6); and that the finance of the temple would have been bettered 
after a reform carried out under Claudius and the proconsul Paullus Fabius Persicus around 44 C.E. to eradicate the 
temple's corrupt practices (the edict is preserved in lEph 17-19). See Trebilco, "Asia," 34344 , for a translation of 
the edict and a brief discussion thereon. 
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Another more fundamental problem is a methodological one. Kreitzer has steered clear 
of extensively and thoroughly dealing with the problems of historicity, Luke's source(s) 
behind Acts 19:23-41, and the extent of Luke's redaction.Kreitzer seems to have treated the 
riot narrative as a historiographical window through which一with the help of such extratextual 
evidence as his numismatic clues一one might hope to reconstruct a course of empire-related 
local events in the early fifties that involved the cult of Ephesian Artemis, a riot instigated by 
some local craftsmen who owed their profits to the cult, and Paul's missionary activities that 
would be seen as endangering the cult.44 While we would by no means deny the possibility 
that the conflict between the Pauline mission and the cult or its participants and/or its 
beneficiaries would be after all more or less historical, and that Luke's inclusion of the riot in 
his narrative would reflect the lingering effects of this local, interreligious conflict throughout 
and beyond the second half of the first century C.E., Kreitzer did not address the imperial 
context of Ephesus contemporary with Luke which constitutes in my contention a critically 
important historical clue to Luke's attitude to the same Artemis-worshipping civic community 
now also serving as the neokoros for the imperial cult not long ago established for and under 
the Flavians. In contrast, we assume that Luke put into the ostensible retelling of the Ephesian 
riot somewhat more than later readers could readily perceive, which is traceable to the only 
known provincial imperial cult in Roman Asia established during the second half of the 
Flavian period. As we shall see, this new cult was emblematic of the religio-political situation 
of late first-century Asia in light of the new neokoros city's politico-theological relationship 
43 Kreitzer's study is acknowledged in such more recent English-language Acts commentaries as Fitzmyer's 
and Barrett's. Yet, the numismatic study does not seem to have had substantial impact on those commentators. For 
them, the "rare" study is not so much a contribution to our understanding of the riot scene seen as part of the 
second volume of the Lukan narrative as a worthy contribution to the historical-cultural background of Ephesus 
during Paul's time. 
44 Kreitzer does not ask whether or not Luke himself was aware of the "imperial context" of the Ephesian riot. 
It seems that, for Kreitzer, it is virtually an irrelevant question. 
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with the empire. In view of the Ephesian citizens' pride in their newly redefined corporate 
neokorate, we argue that Luke's riot narrative makes a mockery of a caricatured Ephesian 
demos, which is, from the Lukan perspective, obsessed by the wealth and imperial honours its 
new, and entrenched, sacred identity affords. 
Before proceeding to present my arguments, it is necessary for us first to scrutinize 
Kreitzer's last two rather suggestive observations, which are, in his contention, directly related 
to the institution of the imperial cult. 
(v) Asiarchs, the Imperial Cult, and the Riot. In his attempt to further complicate the 
imperial context of the Ephesian riot, Kreitzer brings the imperial cult into play in his 
interpretation of Acts 19:23-41.'^^ The curious mention of some Asiarchs asking Paul not to 
venture into the theatre (v. 31), Kreitzer argues, reflects the efforts on the part of the provincial 
elite to maintain "the peaceful and prosperous propagation of the Imperial cultus [sic],'' which 
is now threatened by the riot instigated by a zealous silversmith; this interpretation of the 
motive for the allegedly amiable Asiarchs to afford Paul such advice hinges on the 
presupposition that their ''specific job was service in the Roman Imperial cult."46 As a 
45 A possible but rather obscure hint of the Ephesian imperial cult is, as some scholars have proposed, found in 
Acts 19:14, which mentions the father of the seven Jewish exorcists: a "2icEm 'lovSodcru dpxiepewg." Following 
B. E. Taylor ("Acts xix.l4," ExpTim 57 [1945-46]: 222), Joseph A. Fitzmyer proposes that the (ipxiEpevg might be 
a renegade Jew holding the Asian chief priesthood at the imperial cult ("A Certain Sceva, a Jew, a Chief Priest," in 
Der Treue Gottes trauen, 299-305; idem, Acts, 649-50). Not many are convinced, though. B. A. Mastin ("Scaeva 
the Chief Priest," JTS, n.s., 27 [1976]: 405—12), followed by C. K. Barrett {A Critical and Exegetical Commentary 
on the Acts of the Apostles [2 vols.; ICC; Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1994, 1998], 909), postulates that some ancient 
"non-priestly" religious practitioners were called sacerdotes (Apuleius, Metam. 2.28-30 [Mastin's proof]; Juvenal, 
Sat. 6.544 [Barrett's proof is not mentioned by Mastin]); the fact that Sceva was called a "(high)priest"——even a 
Jewish one—therefore makes sense in the light of his association with exorcism. Sceva's identity will continue to 
be debated. 
46 Ibid., 110-11 (emphasis mine). Henry J. Cadbury already noted that the Lukan reference to Asiarchs, whom 
he believed to be officials in charge of the municipal "cult of the reigning Emperor and Roma ... is ... of interest 
as coming the nearest in that book [Acts] and perhaps the nearest anywhere in the New Testament to mentioning 
the emperor worship of the age" (The Book of Acts in History [New York: Harper & Brothers, 1955], 42—43, 59). 
Cadbury however suggested that it is their politically representative attitude towards Christians一rather than their 
"religious associations" as representatives of the imperial cult~that Luke intended to highlight (ibid., 43). 
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corollary, such officials could not afford any serious disruption of Ephesus's cultic life (the 
imperial cult being a significant part of it, as Kreitzer assumes"^^) that the riot is likely to cause. 
To prevent the situation from worsening, some of them prudently and probably swiftly 
persuade Paul (v. 31)—whom they somehow know to be a catalyst of the riot (v. 26)—to stay 
away from the mob (ox^og, vv. 33 and 35), which is at the moment engulfed by a blind, and 
tumultuous, zeal.48 
Kreitzer's suggested link between the riot story and the imperial cult, viz. the mention of 
some Asiarchs "saving" Paul, is far from convincing. To bring the factor of the imperial cult to 
bear on the determination of their motive, Kreitzer must downplay the given "explanation" 
that these men are (t)[XoL to Paul (v. 31), by reducing it to "an after-the-fact reflection of their 
benevolent instrumentality in saving Paul's life.，，49 For those "imperial cult officers," as he 
47 Kreitzer has not further described the imperial cult at Ephesus during the Julio-Claudian age (the article 
ends rather hastily with about one page left for the implications of the imperial cult!). As Friesen points out (Twice 
Neokoros, 10—11, 27; cf. idem, Imperial Cults, 26-27), long before Ephesus had been granted its own provincial 
cult, there had been an Ephesian cult of Rome/Roma and Divus Julius intended specifically for Romans living in 
the city (Dio Cassius 51.20.6-7), which accompanied Asia's first provincial cult (dedicated to Rome and Augustus) 
established at Pergamum under imperial approval in 29 B.c.E. This cult of Roma/Rome and Divus Julius never 
played a significant role in Asian cultic life (Friesen, Twice Neokoros, 11); whereas a "cult of Roma was 
established in Ephesus at least by 134 B.c.E." (Strelan, Ephesus, 99). Hans Conzelmann {Acts of the Apostles: A 
Commentary on the Acts of the Apostles [trans. J. Limburg, A. T. Kraabel, and D. H. Juel; eds. E. J. Epp with C. R. 
Matthews; Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1987], 166) mentioned the municipal imperial cult at Ephesus 
during pre-Flavian imperial times, which was dedicated to Augustus, but has not mentioned the other dedicated to 
Rome/Roma and his deified father. For a most recent historical description of the first-century municipal imperial 
cult (whose temple was named Augusteion; see, e.g., lEph 412) at Ephesus, see Friesen, Imperial Cults, 95-103. 
According to Friesen's suggestion, the temple was located within the upper city, wherein the site of the Flavian 
Temple of the Sebastoi is also found. Yet it is not implausible that, in the light of lEph 1552, there existed another 
Augusteion "attached to the Artemision" (ibid., 241 n. 99; cf. Oster, "Holy Days in Honour of Artemis," 76). 
48 19:32b: m l ol Jt^ ^eio-u^ oik fideioav xivog �e m o-uveXTi^ -uBTiaav ("most of them [perhaps in contrast to the 
leading rioters: v. 38a] didn't know what they gathered for"). The Greek variant in Codex Bezae, which seems to 
make a mockery of "the noblest" or social elite (ml ol ji^ ieiOTOi oik), seems more likely to be a result of careless 
scribal "free rewriting" (Barrett, Acts, 931). 
49 Kreitzer, "Numismatic Clue," 111. Seeing (1)lXoi as nominal and ai)Tq) as a possessive dative, many translate 
it as "being his [Paul's] friends" or "since they were his friends." Thus, speculations have abounded attempting to 
explain the itinerant Jewish missionary's alleged "friendship" with men high up in the provincial hierarchy. Barrett 
{Acts, 930) may probably be correct in opining that ^ d o i is "adjective rather than substantive because of the 
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contends, the well-being of Ephesus's cultic life and, more importantly, that of its imperial cult 
would naturally take priority over the safety of an unwelcome outsider.^® This interpretive 
move is unnecessary, however. Steven J. Friesen has recently mounted a decisive refutation of 
the almost consensual "identification theory." Asiarch and highpriest of Asia were not different 
titles of the same office, but titles of two different~albeit to some extent related一offices.，】A 
holder of the Asiarchate was therefore not necessarily in charge of any imperial cult in Asia, 
unless he was at the same time a highpriest of Asia.^^ There is moreover no textual indication 
and extratextual evidence that, when Demetrius and his associates started the riot, Ephesus 
dative." Hence Barrett's rendering of the phrase: "These Asiarchs were kindly disposed to Paul" (930). Kreitzer 
seems to take ^ d o i as substantive in that he rejects the prima facie understanding of the phrase as referring to "a 
prior acquaintance between Paul and the Asiarchs concerned" (ibid., 111). Some commentators moreover contend 
that Luke's mention of Paul's "friends" was apologetically to suggest that Paul's mission already gained sympathy 
even among prestigious members of the more educated social elite. Stoops suggests that "Jews had employed the 
device of recording the friendliness of Roman officials, even from whom it is least expected"—in order to claim 
their status and privileges ("Riot and Assembly," 85-86). See F. F. Bruce, The Acts of the Apostles: The Greek Text 
with Introduction and Commentary (3rd rev. and enlarged edition; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1990), 418; 
Fitzmyer, Acts, 660; Barrett, Acts, 931; Gerd LUdemann, Early Christianity according to the Traditions in Acts: A 
Commentary (trans. J. Bowden; London: SCM Press, 1989), 217. Bruce even goes as far as saying that "their 
friendly advice to Paul suggests that imperial policy at this time was not hostile to the spread of Christianity" {Acts, 
418; cf. Cadbury, The Book of Acts in History, 43). Yet, one may object that it is unwarranted to speak of any 
uniform Roman imperial policy throughout the first and second centuries C.E. vis-a-vis the spread of Christianity. 
The attitude towards Paul or his mission of certain members of the provincial elite in a certain region, moreover, 
can hardly be taken as representing any contemporary "imperial" policy on Christian missions. 
50 On the negative implications of the phrase a'uveK6Ti|iOL ria-uXo-u (v. 29), see Strelan, Ephesus, 144-45. Cf. 
Stoops's suggestion that the mention of the Asiarchs tacitly serves an apologetic purpose: it reminds the Christian 
readers as well as the outsiders of the implied obligation of the provincial council of Asia to uphold the privileges 
imperially granted to the Jewish groups resident in the province, including from the non-Jewish perspective the 
Pauline groups ("Riot and Assembly," 85). 
51 "Asiarchs," ZPE 126 (1999): 275-90; cf. idem, Twice Neokoros, 93: "Again, there [viz. Acts 19:31] is no 
implication that Asiarchs were responsible for sacerdotal or imperial cult activities"; cf. Strelan, Ephesus, 97—98; 
pace, e.g., Petr Pokorny, Theologie der lukanischen Schriften (FRLANT 174; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & 
Ruprecht, 1998), 178. 
52 Friesen argues that the Asiarchs "comprised a special category of agonothete" primarily responsible for 
festivals that "were municipally-based but had regional importance" ("Asiarchs," 287-88). It would not be 
unreasonable to suggest that Luke has those Asiarchs be (J)tXoL to Paul and afford him sound advice, primarily 
because they and Paul are seen as fellow Roman citizens (cf. Acts 16:37-38; 22:25-29). As Friesen argues in 
statistic terms (ibid., 279-80), in 100-212 C.E. a high proportion of Asiarchs (albeit not as high as that of 
highpriests of Asia) whose names we have known, were Roman citizens. 
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was holding any imperial cultic activities." During Paul's lifetime, it would be more plausible 
that the provincial highpriests performed their duties not in the provincial capital but in 
Pergamum and Smyrna, where the two Asian provincial imperial temples were sited. It was 
furthermore unlikely that a riot primarily involving the cult of Artemis and Ephesus's civic life 
would readily spread to other Asian cities without other causes. Moreover, given Ephesus's 
strong political ties to Rome throughout the early imperial period, which arguably constituted 
the strongest impetus for the growth of imperial cults in this Asian city since Flavian times, 
Kreitzer has overstated his case in saying that such a single riot instigated by a silversmith 
could "be seen to be damaging to the peaceful and prosperous propagation of the Imperial 
cultus [at Ephesus?] Above all, as the secretary's^^ speech makes clear (v. 40), the 
imminent crisis that the riot would induce lies not so much in the disruption of the operation 
of the imperial cult as in the disruption of civic order and stability, which would possibly 
invite undesirable Roman intervention, and would bring great dishonour to the city as well.^^ 
53 The fact that the riot reaches its climax in the theatre renders it rather implausible that it could disturb the 
imperial cultic activities at Ephesus—if any such activities were taking place simultaneously in the upper city. 
54 For a brief history of Rome-Ephesus relations up to the early principate, see Strelan, Ephesus, 95-98. 
55 Kreitzer, "Numismatic Clue," 111. 
56 It is not implausible that this secretary—the highest municipal official of Ephesus—would be concurrently 
acting as an Asiarch (there is no extant pre-Flavian attestation of an Asiarch with his name given). Note that both 
Ti. Claudius Aristio (Asiarch in 92/93) and T. Flavius Pythio (Asiarch in 104/5) held the office of the 丫口尋瓶心5 
xo-O 6TI[XO\) (R. A. Kearsley, "Some Asiarchs of Ephesos," in Horsley, New Documents Illustrating Early 
Christianity. A Review of the Greek Inscriptions and Papyri Published in 1979, 51); the mentioned Pythio, 
moreover, "held the office twice, and it was in his second term as secretary that he is documented as asiarch 
concurrently in an inscription recording the dedication of a statue group in the Harbour Baths {I.Eph. III.858)" 
(ibid” 51). 
57 Cf. a second-century C.E. axdoK； involving bakers and the proconsul's intervention in Ephesus {lEph 215); 
see Trebilco, "Asia," 338-39; Lampe, "Acta 19," 69. As Trebilco observes, the "riot terms" used by the proconsul 
(viz. oxdoig, xapaxTl, and Gop-uPog) are also used in the riot episode and other places in the book of Acts (ibid., 
339 n. 214). See also the discussion in Harland, "Claiming a Place in Polis and Empire," 187-88. Harland 
mentions a comparative incident which Luke might have heard about (it occurred during Nero's reign): it was 
suspected that certain collegia instigated a fight in a gladiator show at Pompeii between residents of the host city 
and residents from Nuceria (ibid., 184; Tacitus, Ann. 14.17). Harland moreover remarks that in both the incident at 
Pompeii and Demetrius' riot, "it is civil pride (defence of the polis, patron deity) which played a key role in 
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Luke's mention of Asiarchs, in Kreitzer's doubtful interpretation of the help they afford Paul, 
does not therefore constitute a clue to the connections between the riot and the 
contemporaneous imperial cults, or imperial cult in general. 
(vi) Emperor Worship and the Jewish-Christian Controversy. Towards the end of his 
study, Kreitzer's focus abruptly flits from the corollary of the riot, viz. the "smooth operation" 
of the imperial cult being endangered, to another cause of conflict between Christians and 
paganism.58 Rather than the cult of Artemis, the pagan rival of Christianity in question is now 
the cult of the emperor. He moreover raises an allegedly crucial Jewish factor "which seems 
on show throughout the book of Acts."^^ It was the diaspora Jews who were out to censure 
Paul for his mission, Kreitzer conjectures, who even resorted to manoeuvre the potential 
conflict between the new sect and local emperor worship: those Jews "were not above subtly 
indicting [Paul] among the common people as a threat to the local religious conventions 
involving the worship of the Emperor."^^ Rather than merely jeopardizing the cult of Artemis, 
instigating the incident" (ibid., 187; emphases mine). The Ephesian secretary might therefore also have in mind the 
possible undesirable consequence of the death of a Roman citizen in times of civic disturbance; see Trebilco, 
"Asia," 344: "In 20 B.C. Cyzicus lost its freedom as a city after having permitted some Roman citizens to be put to 
death, apparently in connection with a riot [Dio Cassius 54.7.6]." 
58 "Numismatic Clue," 111. He says: "It seems to me that the presence of the Asiarchs within the account of 
Acts 19.2341 ... indicates that a far deeper religious/political battle was raging than is at first evident" (ibid.). 
Claiming that Paul's own testimonies (viz. 1 Cor 15:32 and 2 Cor 1:8) are not unrelated to the Ephesus incident 
behind the said Lukan passage, Kreitzer immediately states that "the presence of the Asiarchs within the story 
suggests a dynamic involving the Imperial cultus which is easily overlooked" (ibid.), thereby correlating the pagan 
opposition to the Christian movement with the latent conflict between the new Jewish sect and the imperial cult. 
59 Ibid. As the narrator later reveals, moreover, it is some "Jews from Asia" who instigate Paul's arrest at the 
Jerusalem Temple by appealing to the crowd's patriotic zeal for the Law (Acts 21:27-30). They might include 
Jews resident in Ephesus (cf. Josephus, AJ. 14.262-64). For a historical survey of the (mostly urban) Jewish 
communities in the province during the early principate, see, e.g., Paul R. Trebilco, Jewish Communities in Asia 
Minor (SNTSMS 69; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991); Strelan, Ephesus, 192-99 (which focuses on 
Ephesian Jews). 
60 Ibid., 111-12. Kreitzer has not considered the Jewish factors both inside the riot story (esp. vis-a-vis 
Alexander the Jew's attempt to make a defense before the assembled mob, v. 33) and within the whole catena of 
Ephesian episodes (i.e., the whole ch. 19)，with respect to Luke's Tendem in portraying the Jewish reactions in 
various cities to Paul's preaching. Cf. Lawrence M. Wills, "The Depiction of the Jews in Acts," JBL 110 (1991): 
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which，so Kreitzer has argued, helps to foster the Ephesian pride in the city's imperial honours, 
Paul and his associates could also be seen, if not conspicuously, as unlawfully posing direct 
threats to the cultic activities related to emperor worship，' 
Kreitzer ends his article so hastily that he has not dealt with the latent problems in this 
hypothesis. Firstly, it does not seem necessary at all to postulate this Jewish factor. Without 
Jewish manoeuvre as such, the conflict between Christian groups and their 
emperor-worshipping neighbours would sooner or later arise. It is not so historically plausible, 
moreover, that diaspora Jews themselves would bring such an indictment against Christians. 
Intuitively speaking, imperial cults were their common adversary. Despite entrenched imperial 
exemptions from participating in imperial cults and the eagerness of certain diaspora Jewish 
groups to grant, and to display, honours for Roman emperors and officials,^^ their pagan 
neighbours would still be likely to be antagonized by their refusal to participate in the civic 
cultic practices, not least the imperial cults.^^ Thirdly, and more importantly, Kreitzer takes 
the historicity for granted of the alleged Jewish manoeuvre in the Acts passages he cites: he 
should have substantiated his doubtful suggestion with more solid proofs, especially 
631-54. But note that 19:23-41 is one of the Acts passages Wills excludes for the purpose of his article which do 
not thematize the "typical" Jewish reactions to Christian preaching. 
61 "Numismatic Clue," 111: "It is remarkable [in the book of Acts] that on several occasions the Imperial angle 
is brought out and Paul's ministry is rejected and condemned because it treads upon accepted Roman practices 
including, in all likelihood, the local expressions of worship of the Emperor" (cf. below, n. 64). Given the 
Asiarchs's involvement in the imperial cult (ibid., 110-11) and the challenge Paul and his Christian associates 
would pose to the institution, "a prior acquaintance between Paul and the Asiarchs concerned" (ibid., I l l ) seems 
not so plausible to Kreitzer. He thus downplays their "friendship" to resolve the tension between the fifth and the 
last observations. Note also that Ernst Haenchen contends that their friendship is historically "highly unlikely" just 
for this reason, as he assumes that Asiarchs were "men elected for the promotion of the imperial cult" {The Acts of 
the Apostles: A Commentary [trans. R. McL. Wilson; Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1971], 574 n. 1). 
62 See Harland, "Claiming a Place," esp. pp. 253-68; idem, "Honouring the Emperor or Assailing the Beast: 
Participation in Civic Life among Associations (Jewish, Christian and Other) in Asia Minor and the Apocalypse of 
JSNT 11 (2000): 99-121. See also §1.2.1. 
63 Harland, "Claiming a Place," 283-86; see also Stoops, "Riot and Assembly," 77—79. 
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corroborative evidence outside the Lukan narrative, should his interest lie in historical 
investigation as such.64 After all, one wonders if there is any direct link between the 
hypothetical Jewish manoeuvre (if any) vis-a-vis the imperial cult and the riot story itself; the 
usual (insofar as the Lukan double work is concerned) Jewish manoeuvring of gentile hostility 
towards Christians (most often Paul) is obviously absent throughout the Ephesian scenes in 
Acts (i.e., Acts 19; cf. Acts 14:1-6; 17:5-7, 13; 18:12-17).^^ The last hypothesis of Kreitzer 
therefore cannot be applied to the Ephesian situation without seeming too far-fetched. 
We must conclude that Kreitzer's last two hypotheses have afforded no help for us to 
bring the imperial cults to bear either on the interpretation of Acts 19:23-41, or on the 
investigation of the historical course of events behind the passage. Nonetheless, this by no 
means excludes the possibility that imperial cults might shed light on our reading of this 
Lukan passage. It is not in first impressions evident that Kreitzer's first four hypotheses are in 
64 Ibid., I l l ; there the Thessalonian passage is wrongly quoted as "18.5-9." It is furthermore more likely that 
the charge the Thessalonian Jews bring against Jason and other Christians would be related to oaths of loyalty, 
rather than to the imperial cult. See, e.g., Craig Steven de Vos, Church and Community Conflicts: The 
Relationships of the Thessalonian, Corinthian, and Philippian Churches with Their Wider Civic Communities 
(SBLDS 168; Atlanta, Ga.: Scholars Press, 1999), 156-57. The Philippian incident (Acts 16:12-40) is irrelevant 
for Kreitzer's argument in that there is no Jewish manoeuvre at work throughout the episode. Paul and Silas are 
moreover charged as trouble-making Jews (v. 20). Yet some suggest that the "customs"(爸0TI) to which the 
Philippian accusers refer, which are said to be unlawful for Romans to accept or practise (v. 21), may be related to 
the convert's non-participation in~or withdrawal from—local imperial cult(s). See, e.g., Allen Brent, The 
Imperial Cult and the Development of Church Order: Concepts and Images of Authority in Paganism and Early 
Christianity before the Age of Cyprian (VCSup 45; Leiden: Brill, 1999), 126. On the hypothesized persecution 
situation of Philippian Christians owing to the colony's imperial cult during the time Paul wrote them the letter, 
see, e.g., Gordon D. Fee, Paul's Letter to the Philippiam (NICNT; Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans, 1995), 31-32; 
and de Vos, Church and Community Conflicts, 264. Recently Peter S. Oakes interprets the Christ hymn (Phil 2: 
6-11) as responding to the Philippian sociopolitical situation by relativizing the imperial icupio^'s absolute 
supremacy over the cosmic order—hence tacitly casting doubt on an important aspect of Roman imperial ideology 
{Philippians: From People to Letter [SNTSMS 110; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001], 129—74). 
65 See above, n. 60. V. 34 even indicates that the rioters, who deny Alexander the right to speak before the 
"assembly" but fervently cry out the name of their goddess after they have recognized that he is a Jew, are 
ill-disposed to Jews. Stoops argues that the mention of Alexander "is intended to direct the reader's attention to the 
issue of Jewish rights," which are in this case endangered by pagan riotous opponents ("Riot and Assembly," 
86-87). 
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any way related to any known imperial cults at Roman Ephesus. As the above preliminary 
assessment has made clear, however, Kreitzer's attempt to bring the cistophori in question to 
bear on our better understanding of the riot has drawn our attention to the significance of 
certain stereotypical aspects^^ of Ephesus's cultic life during the early principate that are 
apposite for our purposes. They include: (a) the aggressive pride of the caricatured Ephesian 
citizens in their corporate status as a sacred neokoros, which could potentially engulf a whole 
demos and turn it into a tumultuous mob; and (b) the Ephesian demos' craving for further 
entrenchment of their place within the imperial hierarchy vis-a-vis other Greek rivals, which is 
to a limited extent betrayed in Kreitzer's numismatic clues and, more evidently, in its success 
of petitioning Rome for a new imperial cult at Ephesus一but does not, pace Kreitzer, help to 
induce anti-Christian and/or anti-Jewish sentiments resulting in the riot instigated by 
Demetrius the silversmith. One may add to these a third aspect: (c) the vested (especially 
economic) interests in the unhindered operation of municipal cultic activities, to which the 
new Flavian imperial cult would certainly be a great booster. 
Whereas Kreitzer's primary purpose has been to discern, among other things, the 
imperial implications of the mid-first-century Ephesian riot to which Paul's mission was 
purportedly related, my primary purpose is to discern the imperial dimensions of the literary 
text of the same riot story in the light of the Domitianic and post-Domitianic context of the 
book of Acts, whose author, we assume, "sees" in that Ephesian incident the stereotypical 
depravities of the same neokoros, and has subtly registered in the riot episode his critical 
responses to the recent religious and political situation of Ephesus. 
66 One should here distinguish between on the one hand the "stereotypical" aspects narratively inscribed in our 
text, which are inextricably linked to the authorial intent, literary design, and culturally specific ways of perceiving 
the world and, on the other hand, the sociohistorical realities "behind" the literary text. My purpose has been to try 
to clarify the former in the light of the latter. 
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4.3 Ephesus, a "Double" Neokoros City: 
Imperial Cult as a Context of the Riot Episode 
We shall in this section argue the thesis that Luke has the Ephesians themselves 
inadvertently cast into doubt their religious and political commendability as a 
neokoros一which was itself a municipal title word to which the establishment of the only 
known Flavian imperial temple at Ephesus under Asia's provincial council began to lend 
distinguished, and corporate, imperial honour. This thesis is textually based on the opening 
appeal Luke has the anonymous municipal secretary address to the assembled Ephesians, who 
are on the verge of a oxdoig. 
4.3.1 THE OPENING APPEAL OF THE CITY SECRETARY. The speech^^ by which the city's 
chief official further harnesses the tumultuous passion of the "assembly" must begin as it does 
with words that fittingly capture the ears of his audience^^一yet without giving the dangerous 
impression that he is thus endorsing either the cause of their demonstration or a special session 
of the regular assembly (v. 39). The secretary chooses at the very beginning of his speech to 
67 I do not object to Ludemann's assertion that "the speech by the town clerk has been fashioned by Luke" 
{Early Christianity, 218). Cf. also Lampe, "Acta 19," esp. p. 76: "Auf der anderen Seite wird LUdemann 
angesichts der zahlreichen von ihm . • • zusammengestellten redaktionellen Elemente darin entgegenzukommen 
sein, daB keine schriftliche Quelle zu eruieren ist; besonders die Rede des Stadt-Grammateus wird von Lukas 
selbst gestaltet. ... Doch dunkt unwahrscheinlich, daB der miindliche narrative Traditionskern dem Lukas alle 
prazisen Lokalkolorit-Details vorgab ... ein groBe Teil des Lokalkolorits wird bezeichnenderweise durch die 
redaktionell gestaltete Rede des Stadt-Grammateus aufgetragen. Lukas selber als hellenistischem Autor ist ein 
GroBteil der guten Lokalkenntnis anzurechnen" (emphasis original). On the historical verisimilitude of the riot 
episode, see Pervo, Profit with Delight, 37—38, who generically categorizes the book of Acts as in some sense an 
ancient novel. 
68 On the rhetorical structure of the speech, see Soards, Speeches, 103-4. 
69 Cf. Josef Zmijewski, Die Apostelgeschichte (RNT; Regensburg: Pustet, 1994), 713’ who views v. 35b as the 
speech's captatio benevolentiae and approvingly quotes Gustav Stahlin's words: this verse is "einem Satz, mit dem 
er [the secretary] das Wohlwollen seiner Horer gewinnen will, indem er ihre religiosen Gefuhle beruhigt und ihrem 
Stolz als Epheser schmeichelt" {Die Apostelgeschichte [NTD; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1962], 261). 
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affirm the demos' identity-framing status and sacred office on the basis of which the cause of 
the riot is both seemingly justified and yet firmly undermined: 
，'Av6pe5 'E(l)e0i0L, xtg y a p ^oxiv dvBpobjroov b(； oij yivcooicei xf|v，E(J)eo�a)v ndk iy 
VEOOKOPOV o i joav xfli； ixey^^ '^H'^  'Apxe|iL6o(； m l xo-O Aiojiexo-Og; dvavxippTixoov ovxoav 
x o m w v 6eov v\ia(； KaT£OTaX\iivov(； iJJidpxeiv m l fXTiSev jipojiexeg Jipdooeiv. 
Men of Ephesus, who doesn't know that the City of the Ephesians is the Neokoros of the 
Great Artemis and of the Diopetesl Since these are non-contradictable, you must be quiet 
and do nothing rash.?� 
Being the corporate guardian of the cult of Artemis Ephesia, the Ephesian citizens as a whole 
should by all means defend the cult against all immediate or latent threats, in order that her 
renowned temple would not end up counting for nothing, and that she might not be deposed 
from her magnificence, as Demetrius has sternly warned (v. 2T)” All men and women, as the 
secretary's appeal implies, should understand that it is incumbent upon the city to purge its 
own municipal sphere of anyone deriding the goddess or her cult. On the other hand, his 
rhetorical question simultaneously and ironically implies that his audience has been fooling 
around while in the uproar. He does not directly address the rhetoric of the instigators of the 
riot, but constructs his own; he speaks as though the city's neokoros status were at stake: his 
audience's rash behaviour would only be justified if their city status became contradictable (v. 
70 Acts 19:35b-36 (my translation). In Codex Bezae v. 35b reads (with the three variants underlined): "xfiv 
fluexepav 'E^eoiwv ji6Uv vewKOpov elvai xfi^ [xeydXri^  'ApxeiitSog m l xov AioajTexoDq." The "interpolation," viz. 
the first variant shown here, has the secretary stress that he is speaking as a fellow Ephesian citizen, and seems 
thereby to suggest that he shares the Ephesian "pride" to be part of the sacred neokoros of Artemis. For an 
explanation of the third variant, see below, n. 131. 
71 Strelan rightly points out that Demetrius "simply一with rhetorical astuteness一mentions it as a possibility or 
as a likely consequence (pieXXeiv)" {Ephesus, 139). One should not however overlook the immediate narrative 
context of the riot: the word of the Lord is said to be growing and prevailing mightily in the same geographical 
area around the time the riot of the silversmiths breaks out (Acts 19:20). 
72 Cf. Friesen, Twice Neokoros, 55-56: "According to the usage of the author of Acts, the concept of the city 
as neokoros implies that the Ephesians were responsible for guarding the goddess' honor when it was endangered 
by the work of the Christian apostle Paul." The emphasis in the opening appeal nonetheless lies instead in the 
honour of the city itself. 
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73 36) —hence their riot is beyond justification. The main argument then follows the opening 
appeal: both judicially groundless^"^ and procedurally misplaced,？，such an unseemly 
"assembly" should no doubt be perceived by others—none the less by the proconsul (v. 38) 
and more distant Roman authorities—as an irritatingly excessive demonstration of their pious 
and patriotic passion as though their relationship to Artemis would still need to be so ardently 
demonstrated and reaffirmed. The opening question thus mockingly implies that those riotous 
Ephesians are, as if knowingly, risking their civic liberty,^^ municipal dignity,^^ and even the 
worldwide fame of their goddess by being so insane as to proclaim the universally known 
identity of Ephesus in so tumultuous a bother. By "exposing" and ridiculing the cause of the 
riot thus constructed, the secretary hopes that the demos would consequently come to its 
senses and save its repute before it is too late by recognizing that the city as a whole is in 
danger of being charged with instigating a oxdoLg (v. 40 m l yap iciv6'uveT3o|i8V eyicaXELoBai 
oxdoeoag).^^ 
73 Apart from the status of the neokoros of Artemis, what else could the plural TOIJTWV refer to? Some suggest 
the heavenly origin of the temple's alleged cultic object of worship (hence the inclusion of "SiojiEXiii；" in the 
appellation), which is just to counteract the previously mentioned anti-idol propaganda (v. 26; see above, n. 34). 
See my discussion on this term further below, §4.3.5. 
74 Acts 19:37. He asserts that Gaius and Aristarchos are neither guilty of temple-stealing nor blaspheming 
Artemis. 
75 Acts 19:38-39. The present "assembly" is, according to the secretary, not the right place for Demetrius and 
the guild he represents formally to settle any disputes or bring charges against any persons. 
76 See above, n. 57. 
77 Cf. Acts 19:29 in the Codex Bezae; Fitzmyer asserts that that reading "further includes Lucan hyperbole" 
{Acts, 659). 
78 Cf. n. 57 above. The speech therefore also has epideictic elements, although it is primarily a "realistic 
deliberative" one delivered in a political setting (George A. Kennedy, New Testament Interpretation through 
Rhetorical Criticism [Studies in Religion; Chapel Hill and London: The University of North Carolina Press, 1984], 
132; cf. Soards, The Speeches in Acts, 104). Kennedy states that the "epilogue" (v. 40) "appeals to civic pride" 
{Interpretation, 132); whereas Soards thematically characterizes it as "Recognition of the Crowd's Perilous 
Standing" {Speeches, 104). Soards's "thematization" seems to make better sense of the "epilogue" than Kennedy's. 
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That said, it still appears gratuitous for the Ephesian secretary to mention the "neokoros" 
status of the city in leading off his speech. Firstly, he curiously directs attention from the 
threats posed to the cult of Artemis Ephesia to the issue of municipal standing (instead of the 
issue of the fame of the goddess), an issue that has no trace at all in Demetrius' speech and 
does not seem to bear direct connection with the concern of the craftsmen and other rioters^^ 
Secondly, in view of the usage of "neokoros" in the mid-first century C.E., to appeal to 
Ephesus's neokoros status would not have been as effective as it seems in reminding its 
citizenry of its unrivalled relationship to the goddess, nor of its honorary guardianship of her 
world-renowned temple; it would not have been as believable as it seems that Ephesus would 
have prided itself on being the "Neokoros of Artemis," as though by the mid-first century c.E. 
that term had become the world-famous designation of the city (despite v. 35b: xtg 丫 d p eoxLV 
dv9pd)Jia)v og ov yivwoiceL . . . ! ) . F u r t h e r , what is focalized in the opening appeal is how 
Ephesus would be seen by non-Ephesians, rather than how Ephesians would see themselves; 
Ephesus was indeed world-famous for its magnificent Artemision and its guardianship of the 
cult, but it does not follow that it was also world-famous that Ephesians were corporately 
designated as the "Neokoros of Great Artemis," as if it were the city's official titulature (see 
below, §§4.3.3-4.3.4). Moreover, "neokoros" as an official city appellation had not figured in 
79 Cf. an interesting patristic comment found in a version of John Chrysostom's homily on the book of Acts: 
El68(； e-uiidv dxaicTOV; KaXw^ Kal j^iiXLixriTiKW^ 6 ypaiipiaxeiLX；, Tl^ ^axi, ct)r|aLv, og o-u YIVWOKEL xf|v 'E^eotwv 
JTOXLV； Oijio)? eljicbv jcepl cy5 ^(t)o|3o'0vxo- wael ^Xeyev Oij Gepajie-uexe amriv； Kal oik etjie, Tig yap doxiv, 05 OIJ 
YLVWOKEL XFIV "Apxe^iiv; aXXa, Tf|v JIOXLV TF|v fniexepotv Bepajieijcov a-uxoii^ (Horn. Act. 42 [PG 60, col. 299]). For 
Chrysostom, the secretary aptly (KaXwg) rebukes the rioters engulfed by a wild rage, by mockingly paying homage 
to them (0epaji;eva)v a-uxoij^) and thus exposing their deeper fear (oiJTwg eljiwv Jiepl oi) d^oPoDvio). As he points 
out, the secretary does not say: "Who doesn't know Artemis?" but curiously: "Who doesn't know our cityT (Tf|v 
JIOXLV xf|V fjixexepav); the hearers are thus to recognize that they have really cared about the honour of Ephesus 
more than that of Artemis. So Chrysostom opines that the secretary poses the rhetorical question, as though he 
were ironically asking them: "Aren't you devoted to her?" (oi) Gepajre-uexe aiJiTiv;). Here the pronoun amfiv could 
also refer to their city! 
80 See further below, §4.3.4 and n. 115. 
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religious disputes or competition among ancient Hellenic cities prior to the early second 
81 
century c.E. We should not therefore take it for granted that a mere mention of Ephesus as 
"neokoros" would have evoked civic pride or notions about municipal status prior to Neronian 
or early Flavian times. Nevertheless, the Ephesian secretary's opening appeal to the city's 
neokoros status presumes such civic pride in "neokoros" as Ephesus's honorific municipal 
appellation. It is hence my contention that the appeal thus fashioned presumes that Luke's 
implied audience was already familiar to the "title" thus used or meant at least in relation to 
Ephesus. Thus the presumed prevalence of the "title" would appear to be particularly 
revealing in view of the fact that Luke probably composed his second volume not earlier than 
the last decade of Domitian's principate (81-96 C.E.), soon after which "neokoros" as a city 
appellation began enjoying unprecedented prevalence among Greek-speaking cities with 
regards to their provincial imperial cults. 
We are also to recognize that official, and imperially approved, municipal appellations 
began figuring significantly in inter-civic competition at least in the province of Asia since the 
early second century C.E. (see fiirther below, §4.3.3).^^ Ephesus and Smyrna, for instance, 
squabbled^^ over the latter's improper mention of the former's municipal titulature; mediation 
81 Pervo asserts that "disputes over religious privileges, such as the title Neokoros, are not at heart religious，’ 
{Profit with Delight, 37, 151 n. 95; my emphasis in boldface). Stoops, on the other hand, states: "In the interurban 
competition for honor, Ephesus's claim to preeminence was based in part on its role as guardian (vewKopog) of [sic] 
an important shrine of Artemis" ("Riot and Assembly," 82). He then cites an incident in which municipal pride and 
religious honour figured prominently in inter-municipal conflict: in the fourth century B.C.E., Ephesus avenged the 
mistreatment of Ephesian ambassadors who were to offer gifts at the Artemis temple in Sardis (ibid.; cf. Trebilco, 
"Asia," 331-35; Price, Rituals and Power, 131-32). Stoops has in my opinion ignored the nuances in the usage of 
vewKOpog in the Ephesian context, and, mistakenly taking for granted the high civic honour associated with 
vecDKOpoi;, has seen the term as denoting honorific municipal guardianship of a temple cult. The incident he cites 
moreover has nothing specifically to do with municipal "neokoros" status. 
82 See the recent discussion of L. Michael White, "Counting the Costs of Nobility: The Social Economy of 
Roman Pergamon，，, in Pergamon: Citadel of the Gods: Archaeological Record, Literary Description, and 
Religious Development (ed. H. Koester; HTS 46; Harrisburg, Pa.: Trinity Press International, 1998), 331—65, esp. 
pp. 335-41. 
83 Conflict between the two cities is noted by Dio Chrysostom, 2 Tars. {Or. 34) 48; cf. James Henry Oliver, ed., 
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was required from Antoninus Pius (r. 138—61 C.E.), their former proconsul, who issued a 
decree (dated 140-44 C.E.) in favour of the Ephesians.84 The Ephesians probably used it for 
their advantage by placing it conspicuously at their newly built odeion, the council hall where 
delegations from Asian cities met.^^ 
4.3.2 "NEOKOROS" AS A SACRED OFFICE. TO be sure, the term "neokoros" was not 
originally an appellation of a polis. Long after the term had been used metaphorically as a city 
title, moreover, it still retained its literal sense in its common usage: a non-priestly temple 
office held by men and women.^^ Aurelius Hermodoros, for instance, by virtue of his 
Greek Constitutions of Early Roman Emperors from Inscriptions and Papyri (MAPS 178; ed. K. Clinton; 
Philadelphia: American Philosophical Society, 1989), 294. Cities covet leading positions over against their rivals 
in vain, because, as Dio remarks, all political authority belongs to others (i.e., foreign imperial rulers); cf. Plutarch, 
Praec. ger. re i pub I. 813E-F. See also Trebilco, "Asia," 346-47; Ben Witherington, The Acts of the Apostles: A 
Socio-rhetorical Commentary (Grand Rapids, Mich.: Eerdmans; Carlisle: Paternoster Press, 1998), 597 n. 163. 
84 White, "Counting the Costs of Nobility," 337-39. For the inscriptional text and its translation, see Oliver, 
Greek Constitutions, nos. 135A-B. It is also reprinted and translated in White, "Counting the Costs of Nobility," 
357. Rather than "rebuking Smyrna" (pace White, ibid., 338) for purposive omission in Ephesus's official title, the 
emperor shows restraint in stating that "the Smymeans have accidentally (Kaxa xiixTiv) omitted [the titles] ... and 
that in the future they will comply willingly" (lines 10-11; Oliver's translation). 
85 White, "Counting the Costs of Nobility,，，338-39. See also Richard S. Ascough, "Civic Pride at Philippi: 
The Text-critical Problem of Acts 16.12," NTS 44 (1998): 98. In that article, Ascough contends that the alleged 
municipal appellation of Philippi in Acts 16:12 betrays Luke's own civic pride. His contention assumes the 
problematic hypothesis that the source behind the so-called "we-passages" in the book of Acts have something to 
do with where the real author came from; "the author," Ascough suggests, "of the source behind this passage [viz. 
Acts 16:12] is from Philippi. The reading jipwiT] xflg ^iepi6o5 MaK86ovLag jioXl^ makes sense if the writer is 
understood as a native of Philippi, particularly a Greek speaking native not a Roman. The writer takes obvious 
pride in his city in a way not uncommon in antiquity" (ibid., 101-2). The major problem of Ascough's thesis is that 
Philippi, which was neither a provincial nor a sub-provincial capital, never called itself a "first city" of any 
administrative region. He can only supply one Macedonian inscriptional instance in which Thessalonica is called 
"MaKeSovcDV JI;p[a)xr|]," which "probably comes from the second century or later" (ibid., 100). In view of his 
attitude towards the Ephesians' civic pride, even granted that Luke could be a native from Philippi, I wonder if he 
would have prided himself on the status of the colony vis-a-vis other Macedonian cities—not to say a colony some 
of whose residents would have prided themselves on their rather exclusive Roman religious identity over against 
the (potential) adherents of Judaism (Acts 16:21-22a) and whose principal officials, the oxpaaxriYOL (probably the 
Greek equivalent of duoviri), fail to treat Paul and Silas (who are Roman citizens) justly and legally (Acts 
16:22b-24, 37-39). 
86 Friesen, ibid, 50: "there was a tendency for goddesses to have a female neokoros, while male deities usually 
had a male neokoros"; "Ephesian Artemis, however, had a male neokoros" (ibid., 50—51 n. 3). 
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benefaction for the cult of Archegetis of Chalkis in the third century C.E., was made neokoros 
for life of the goddess. ^ ^ The symbolic functions of the neokoros city, we assume, naturally 
derived from the office of neokoros qua individual. The exact functions and status of the 
office-holder at one temple, however, might vary from those at another.^^ They were 
invariably related to a temple cult, though.^^ Friesen sums up the general duties of the holder 
of this ancient temple office thus: "the neokoros was charged with the care of sacred facilities, 
equipment, or funds. He or she might also assist priestly officials in their sacrificial duties.，，卯 
4 . 3 . 3 "NEOKOROS" AS A CITY TITLE.^ ^ What is of concern to us is the semantic history 
of "neokoros" as the key element of a city appellation. Friesen observes that the "shift from 
individual office to municipal self-designation is difficult to trace because there are so few 
[pre-Domitianic] references to it."^^ The only three pre-Domitianic references to "neokoros" 
as a city title which Friesen identifies, include a Kyzikos inscription published under Gaius 
(38 c.e.),93 two Neronian coin types from the Ephesian mint (65/66 C.E.)^ and the Acts 
87 Ibid., 52 (referring to SIG 2.898). 
88 Ibid., 51: "the responsibilities of a neokoros were not necessarily the same in every locale nor at every 
time." Over against the neokoroi of some other cities whose primary duty was to guard the sacred precinct and the 
properties entrusted to the deity, the neokoros of the Ephesian Artemis, according to Xenophon {Anab. 5.3.7-13), 
seemed to enjoy a higher status than a temple watchman, though he also acted as the custodian of the goddess' 
possessions; see Friesen, ibid., 52. 
89 Ibid., 50: "The official, as suggested by the presence of the word VEW^  in the title, was always associated 
with temple cults." Note that vewg is a variant of vaog (LSJ [s.v. vewg]). 
90 Ibid., 52-53. 
91 The most thorough and newest treatment of this subject to date is Barbara Burrell, Neokoroi: Greek Cities 
and Roman Emperors (CCS 9; Leiden and Boston: Brill, 2004), which is developed from the author's 1980 
Harvard dissertation in classical archaeology. 
92 Ibid.，53. 
93 Ibid., 54-55 {SIG 2.799 = IGR 4.146); idem, "The Cult of the Roman Emperors," 231. The inscription 
describes the city of the Kyzikenes as the neokoros of the yevog of the emperor Gaius—a city said to be restored 
by its benefactor Antonia Tryphaina, whom the decree honours (lines 9-10: "^tpxaiav ical Jipoyoviicfiv xoi) yevoiJ^ 
a-Oxo-O vea)K;6pov iiiavaKXM\iEVJ\ iioXiv"). Note Friesen's incisive commentary: "The use of the term neokoros in 
the Kyzikos inscription was not yet an official title. The term is not attested in any other contemporary inscriptions 
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passage this section focuses on ("at some time later than the Neronian coin"^^). However, as 
Friesen himself admits, according to such NT scholars as Werner G. Kummel and Helmut 
Koester, the Lukan "reference could well be later than the Cult of the Sebastoi in Ephesus, 
i.e., after 89/90 C.E.^ ^ L. Michael White even goes as far as opining that，regarding Acts 19:35 
in the light of the usage of "neokoros" in imperial cults, to 
or coins, and even in this inscription it occurs but once in the midsection of the text. Rather, the Kyzikenes took the 
popular notion of a city as neokoros and applied it to their multifaceted relationship to the imperial family line of 
Gaius" {Twice Neokoros, 54; emphasis mine). 
94 Twice Neokoros, 53, describing one of the coin types: "The reverse names the proconsul of Asia Marcilius 
Acilius Aviola, whose service in 65/66 CE provides the date for the coin. The reverse also depicts a temple with 
four columns in front and six on the side, and bears the words 'E(l)(8aL(jDv) vecDKOptov (‘of the neokorate 
Ephesian')"; idem, "The Cult of the Roman Emperors," 231. The phrase vewKOpwv is adjectival modifying 
"Ephesians"; cf. LSJ (s.v. vewicopog, II). The reverse of the other coin type, "which was likely issued at around the 
same time" (Burrell, Greek Cities and Roman Emperors, 60)，has the same but full neokorate title: EOECIQN 
NEOKOPQN. The imperial title, NEPQN KAICAP, appears in the obverse of both coin types (Burrell, ibid.). 
Against Behrendt Pick ("Die Neokorien von Ephesos," in Corolla Numismatic: Numismatic Essays in Honour of 
Barclay V. Head [ed. G. F. Hill; London and New York: Henry Frowde, 1906], 234-44), who asserted that the 
temple on the coin belonged to an unattested Ephesian provincial cult under Claudius, Friesen sides with Josef 
Keil ("Die erste Kaiserneokorie von Ephesos," Numismatische Zeitschrift, n.s, 12 [1919]: 115-20) in contending 
that the phrase might refer instead to the Ephesian neokorate of Artemis, although, as Friesen points out, the 
temple as depicted on the coin does not resemble the Artemision. 
Over against Keil and Friesen, Burrell postulates that the Neronian neokorate at Ephesus belonged not in the 
cult of Artemis, but to a provincial temple of Nero. She points out that the city's heightened adoration of the 
emperor is betrayed in the addition to the title of the Ephesian kouretes the phrase philosebastoi (ibid., 61). The 
temple project, which could have made Ephesus the third holder of an Asian provincial temple two decades earlier, 
aborted in two years when Nero committed suicide in 68 C.E. 
95 Twice Neokoros, 54. 
96 Ibid.; cf. idem, "The Cult of the Roman Emperors in Ephesos: Temple Wardens, City Titles, and the 
Interpretation of the Revelation of John," in Ephesos: Metropolis of Asia, 232: "Since the precise date for Acts 
could be anywhere from the late first to the midsecond century CE, the appellation is at least accurate for the early 
second century CE. The author of Acts assumes that the metaphor [neokoros] is widely known, and, together with 
the coin described above [the Neronian coin], this suggests that the appellation was accurate already in the second 
half of the first century CE." Cf. the discussion in §1.2.2. 
97 While the beginning of the cult certainly dates from Domitian's reign, the terminus a quo of its bestowal 
remains disputed. Recently Stefan Gramme argues that the chronological fixed point should be around 85/86 C.E., 
in that an inscription of the scaenae fons of the theatre, which already calls Ephesos vecoKOpog, also refers to 
Domitian as "IMP XI" {lEph 2034; "Die Bedeutung des Euergetismus fiir die Finanzierung stadtischer Aufgaben 
in der Provinz Asia’’ [inaugural diss.; Cologne: Universitat zu Koln, 2001], 168 n. 641; cf. ibid., 126-27). Cramme 
remarks that Friesen admittedly did not know the inscription from the theatre and so "die Verleihung des Titels 
vewKopo^ urn einige Jahre zu spat datiert" (ibid., n. 642). 
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[date] the phrase ["neokoros of the Great Artemis"] to the time of Nero is problematic,... 
since the neokorate status was usually reserved for local versions of the imperial cult, and 
only became more commonplace in Asia toward the end of the first century.…the phrase 
"neokoros of Artemis" probably does not date to the days of Paul, although it was likely 
known by the time of the writing of Acts nearer to the turn of the second century. While 
"neokoros of Artemis" may have become a civic slogan under Nero, prior to its more 
typical appearance later in Ephesos for the imperial cult, the setting reflected in Acts 
98 
seems anachronistic, even if it does suggest direct knowledge of Ephesos at a later date. 
However, in view of both the civic cultic devotion to Artemis on which Ephesians prided 
themselves, and the Kyzikos inscription dating from Gaius's principate which White does not 
mention in the same study, we may still make allowance for the possibility that the Lukan 
reference to the title “does suggest direct knowledge of Ephesos" even from Paul's days. 
Friesen's inclusion of this passage as a pre-Domitianic example of "neokoros" as a city title 
may be justified insofar as the passage could to a limited degree reflect the mid-first-century 
usage of the title in connection with Ephesian Artemis, despite the Lukan text's late, and 
probably post-Domitianic, date.^^ That said, despite the temporal proximity of the book of 
Acts to the founding of the Flavian provincial cult at Ephesus, and the likelihood that the latter 
came somewhat earlier, Friesen has not considered the intriguing possibility that the mention 
of the “city title" in the Lukan retelling of the Ephesian riot might well have assumed the 
reader's knowledge of the title's "more typical appearance" (White's phrase; see the quote 
above) or of such a significant imperial and provincial event in Ephesus, which, as Friesen 
himself has repeatedly demonstrated, was doubtless intertwined with the history of the 
innovative cultic municipal title—a title already in a sense associated in the case of Ephesus 
with the world-famous cult of Artemis. 
98 "Urban Development and Social Change in Imperial Ephesos," in Ephesos: Metropolis of Asia, 27-79, esp. 
pp. 36-38; here 37 (my emphasis). See further below, nn. 113 and 115. 
99 One cannot of course overlook the fact that that single Lukan reference constitutes one-third of Friesen's 
scanty pre-Flavian evidence! 
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The watershed in the semantic history of "neokoros" rests in the founding of Asia's 
imperial cult at Ephesus under the aegis of Domitian, as Friesen's studies on that cult 
forcefully a r g u e . E p h e s u s was called the neokoros for the new provincial cult, in addition 
to its municipal neokorate of Artemis Ephesia (see below, §4.3.4). Despite the imperial cult's 
Domitianic connections, its temple survived the senatorial damnatio memoriae against this last 
Flavian princeps'}^^ so did the municipal title "neokoros" in the sense that Ephesus did not 
cease to call itself the "neokoros" for the Temple of the Sebastoi. Soon after the end of the 
Flavian principate, moreover, "neokoros" emerged as a coveted municipal identity-marker 
ascribing to its Asian bearers theologically (re)defined relationships with the imperial centre 
vis-a-vis their provincial rivals.^^^ A paragraph from Friesen's earliest published study on this 
Ephesian cult is especially quotable in this regard: 
While commentators have occasionally noted that the use of neokoros as an official, 
municipal self-designation began in Ephesus with the cult of the Sebastoi, it has not been 
recognized before that this constituted the starting point for the proliferation of city titles 
in Asia in the second century CE. Before the granting of the Cult to Ephesus, inscriptions 
of the cities simply referred to the boule and the demos. With the advent of the neokoros 
咖 Ibid., 50-59; idem, "The Cult of the Roman Emperors,，，esp. pp. 22945 ; idem, Imperial Cults, 49-50. The 
second study is especially informative for our purposes in that it discusses the legacy of the new cult in terms of 
the post-Domitianic history of "neokoros" as part of a city appellation. 
� 1 Suetonius, Dom. 23.1; Pliny the Younger, Pan. 52. Since the imperial temple was dedicated to the 
"Sebastoi" (including Vespasian [r. 69-79 C.E.], Titus [r. 79-81 C.E.], Domitian, and possibly Domitia) and not 
particularly to one emperor, the cult could "survive the ignominious demise of Domitian" and "shifted its focus to 
Vespasian and flourished for at least another century" (Friesen, Twice Neokoros, 49; idem, Imperial Cults, 46). 
After the erasure of Domitian's title at least on the Ephesian inscriptions, it was often the name of his deified father 
that was reengraved (Friesen, Twice Neokoros, 36). 
102 As Friesen has repeatedly argued, with their dedicatory inscriptions placed at the Flavian provincial temple 
(e.g., lEph 233; for the text and its English translation, see Friesen, "The Cult of the Roman Emperors," 233-34), 
some Asian free cities attempted to use the rhetoric of benefaction to their advantage一in order "to mitigate the 
advantage gained by the Ephesians" and "to subordinate the Ephesians" to them as donor cities (idem, Imperial 
Cults, 4748) ; "the free cities defined neokoros in terms of the older meaning of a temple guardian in order to 
claim that Ephesos was dependent on them for its neokorate status. ... The effort to define the neokoros in this way 
was not successful, however, and the meaning of neokoros as benefactor prevailed in the end" (idem, "The Cult of 
the Roman Emperors," 235). 
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title, however, a process began that changed the epigraphic and numismatic record of the 
eastern Roman Empire. ^ ^^  
The Pergamene example is particularly illustrative in this regard. The several modifications of 
the municipal title of Pergamum under Trajan (r. 98-117 c.E.) evidence the enormous impact 
the innovatory use of the neokoros imagery in Ephesus had on other Asian cities where 
imperial temples were sited. Soon after they adopted the title word "neokoros" in early 
Trajanic y e a r s , ！。�the Pergamene people sought to mark their neokorate out from the 
Smymiote and the Ephesian ones. Although it had never called itself a neokoros city since the 
founding of Asia's first provincial imperial temple in Augustan times, Pergamum immediately 
took a second major change in its official appellation. Hence "the [Pergamene] inscriptions 
from about 102-114 CE read f\ PcruXfj m l 6 Sfliio^ xcov Jipdaxoov VEOOicopcov nepyaiiTivwv" (the 
boule and the demos of the first neokorate Pergamenes).^®^ With the founding of the city's 
second provincial temple under the emperor's aegis in 114 C.E., the title was then replaced by 
fi pcuXf] m l 6 6fi|iO(； Twv jrpd)Ta)v m l 6l(； VEcaicopcav IlepYa^LTivwv—in order "to emphasize 
both its primacy and its unprecedented second provincial cult."^^^ The use of honorific 
neokoros titles spread to other Asian cities as well, and had spread beyond the province of 
1 
Asia by the mid-third century. 
103 Twice Neokoros, 57 (my emphasis); cf. idem, "The Cult of the Roman Emperors," 236: "The explosive 
spread of the term indicates not merely a new city title of local significance, but a fundamental shift in the 
identification of these cities一a shift in which the worship of the emperors played a crucial role. The innovation 
that began with Asia's Temple of the Sebastoi in Ephesos changed the public discourse of religion and identity in 
the eastern Mediterranean for centuries to come" (emphasis mine); cf. also Sjef van Tilborg, Reading John in 
Ephesus (NovTSup 83; Leiden: Brill, 1996), 210. 
104 Friesen, Twice Neokoros, 58 {IPergamon 2.461). See also Daniel N. Schowaiter, "The Zeus Philios and 
Trajan Temple: A Context for Imperial Honors," in Pergamon: Citadel of the Gods, 238—39. 
他 Ibid. {IPergamon 1.438; 431). 
106 Friesen, "The Cult of the Roman Emperors," 236; idem, Twice Neokoros, 58 {IPergamon 1.395; 397; 520). 
107 Friesen, "The Cult of the Roman Emperors," 236; idem, Twice Neokoros, 58. Schowalter points out that 
imperial documents from Rome do not mention the neokoros titles of the Greek cities, and opines that "this may 
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The Lukan riot story was fashioned, we assume, in the shadow of Domitianic times when 
"neokoros" emerged as an honorary city title in one of Rome's prominent eastern provinces, 
where imperial cults were flowering all the more vigorously throughout the rest of the second 
century c.E. In order to see how Luke purposively registered in the story his figured responses 
to the third provincial temple of Asia and the ensuing development of imperial cults, we must 
further scrutinize the Ephesian innovation in municipal titulature. 
4.3.4 "NEOKOROS" AND THE FLAVIAN PROVINCIAL CULT OF ASIA. The emergence of the 
city appellation "neokoros" at Roman Ephesus was by no means coincidental: it is hard to 
believe that the new city title, which is connected with imperial cult, would have nothing to do 
with the Asian city's sacred identity as the holder of the neokorate of Ephesian Artemis. The 
use of the "new" appellation for the Ephesian temple of the Sebastoi likens the city's 
relationship with the Flavian emperors to its unique relationship with the eminent goddess. 
Moreover, despite the fact that Ephesus had not been officially called the "neokoros of 
Artemis Ephesia,，，• the city could in pre-Hadrianic times be viewed as holding a "double 
neokorate" of the goddess and the Sebastoi. It must be still noted, however, that "twice 
neokorate" as an official municipal designation did not appear until Ephesus received its 
second provincial imperial temple under Hadrian.•，u� 
be a strong indicator that neokoros status is much more important at a provincial than an imperial level. It may also 
mean that the imperial court does not want to put too much emphasis on the intra-provincial status war" ("The 
Zeus Philios and Trajan Temple," 239). 
108 It must be noted that the name of Artemis had not entered into the official neokoros title of Ephesus until 
the early third century; see R. A. Kearsley, "Ephesus: Neokoros of Artemis," in S. R. Llewelyn, ed., New 
Documents Illustrating Early Christianity, Volume 6. A Review of the Greek Inscriptions and Papyri Published in 
1980-81 (North Ryde: The Ancient History Documentary Research Centre, Macquarie University, 1992), 204. See 
n. 115 below. 
i�9 The Ephesian city designation "neokoros" was during the pre-Hadrianic period "numbered" only on coins: 
"The 'twice neokoros' slogan is not known in the epigraphic record of this period. Rather, the inscriptions used 
'neokoros' without any numbers until the city [Ephesus] received its second provincial cult under Hadrian (ca. 130 
CE)" (Friesen, Twice Neokoros, 57). 
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Epigraphical evidence shows that "neokoros" is normally in the singular as used in the 
official city title of Ephesus since the establishment of its first provincial cult: "veooicopog" 
(nominal and sg.), the new title word, normally appears in apposition to "f| 'E(|)80La)v JioXtg" 
in inscriptions.!n The single extant pre-Flavian reference to a city as "neokoros" (not the 
adjectival vecoicopOL modifying a citizenry, which is used in the Neronian coin) is found in the 
Kyzikos inscription, which dates from half a century prior to the Flavian cult and is apparently 
associated with emperor worship rather than a traditional, civic cul t . "� Although it was not 
entirely impossible that Ephesus had unofficially called itself the "veoaicopog" (nominal and 
sg.) of Artemis Ephesia {despite the legend of the Neronian coins; see §4.3.3) prior to 
Domitian's reign, the Lukan reference to "f| 'E(t)BOLa)v jro i^ig" as a "vecoicopog" (nominal and 
sg.) coheres better, or is more in line, with the prevalent Domitianic and post-Domitianic 
official usage of "vecoicopog" for the city title of Ephesus, in that those two phrases are not 
attested anywhere in pre-Domitianic times as syntactically in apposition.^ 
11° Friesen, following Pick ("Die Neokorien von Ephesos," 236) and Keil ("Die erste Kaisemeokorie von 
Ephesos," 118), asserts on the basis of two allegedly Domitianic coins that Ephesus had already been known as 
"twice neokoros" a long time before its second provincial imperial cult was established. On the reverse of one of 
them was a legend: “'E^eotwv B Neoicopwv." On the reverse of the other coin, the legend similarly, but not 
identically, reads: "'E(t)eaLwv A[li; Ne]oic6po)v" {Twice Neokoros, 56). The temporal context of these numismatic 
finds, however, has been put into doubt by Burrell, who points out that the legend of the former coin was recut and 
the latter was "entirely reworked," and that "the recutting was probably done to make obscure coins more valuable, 
with the legend based on post-Hadrianic coinage, Keil was deluded by these coins into the belief that the 
Ephesians added their possession of the new provincial temple to their claim to being neokoroi of Artemis. The 
contemporary inscriptions, as has been seen, properly called the city neokoros" {Greek Cities and Roman 
Emperors, 65). Notwithstanding the fact that those two coins can no longer evidence an emergence of the "twice 
neokoros" title during Flavian times, Ephesus could still be viewed as holding a "double neokorate" of the 
Sebastoi and Artemis Ephesia since the establishment of its first provincial imperial temple in Domitianic times. 
111 E.g., Domitianic usage: lEph 518，2034, 3005 (cf. lEph 474); post-Domitianic usage: lEph 422, 428, 429’ 
435, 436, 3001; SEG 34, 1094. It is my assumption that epigraphical terminology is the surest indicator of the 
common usage of such an innovatory appellation. 
112 See above, n. 93. It also lacks an ethnic term such as "of the Kyzikenes" in the designation of the city. 
� This observation may substantiate White's suggestion ("Urban Development and Social Change in Imperial 
Ephesos," 37; see above, §4.3.3) that the "setting" reflected in the Lukan reference to the Ephesian city title seems 
anachronistic. In defending the historicity of that Lukan reference to the title, Witherington asserts that "the 
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Without taking into account of these facts, Barbara Burrell asserts: "The term ‘neokoros’ 
was not cited here [i.e.，Acts 19:35] as part of the city's official titulature; the grammateus 
used it as a metaphor, to illustrate the city's relationship to Artemis' temple and image.’，ii4 
But to use the term for a municipal titulature is, needless to say, to use a metaphor. More 
importantly, the way the secretary mentions the term clearly resonates with the city's well 
propagated official titulature in post-Neronian times. It is moreover difficult to deny the 
possibility that Ephesus' official titulature could have influenced Luke's "representation of the 
events" in Acts 19:35: the Lukan "text itself," as Burrell herself contends, "may have been 
prepared twenty-five years or more after the event," viz. the Ephesian riot instigated by 
Demetrius the silversmith”� 
Neronian coin may well be from the 50s, and in any case it surely reflects a practice that antedates the minting of 
the coin" {Acts, 598 n. 165; emphasis original). To try to strengthen his case that Luke is not guilty of anachronism 
and that the title was not a new label, Witherington cites Sherwin-White's observation {Roman Society and Roman 
Law in the New Testament, 89) that "the title Warden of Artemis for actual civic temple keepers in Ephesus dates 
back to 333 B.C." {Acts, 598 n. 165). However, this historical fact by no means lends support to his case, in that 
Witherington has not distinguished between neokorates held by individuals and neokorates corporately held by 
poleis. Terminologically, the title in the Lukan mention is not quite in line with the usage reflected in the Neronian 
coin一not to mention the fact that it remains uncertain whether its legend refers to the neokorate of Artemis 
Ephesia. The coin moreover firmly dates from the mid-sixties rather than the fifties. See above, n. 94. 
114 Greek Cities and Roman Emperors, 60. 
Ibid. Furthermore, pace White (see §4.3.3 above), Burrell dates the phrase "neokoros of Artemis" in the 
Acts passage to "the late Claudian/early Neronian period," hoping thereby to defend the historicity of the phrase as 
is quoted in the Lukan account: "yet the grammateus' use of the term 'neokoros of Artemis' as if it were well 
known would not have been permitted in the early second century, as by that time Ephesos was officially neokoros 
of the Augusti, and only of the August!. Indeed, the title would not have been appropriate again until Ephesos did 
become neokoros of Artemis, at the beginning of the third, not the second, century" (ibid.，60 n. 11; my emphasis). 
Furthermore she states: "For very soon after [the late Claudian/early Neronian period], the title 'neokoros' was to 
be become [sic] part of official civic titulature in Asia, identified exclusively with the provincial imperial cult, not 
the possession of the temple of Artemis" (ibid., 60; my emphasis). Some critical comments are in order. White's 
contention that the phrase "neokoros of Artemis" must date to late- or post-Flavian times does not hinge on the 
assumption that the phrase was actually used as part of Ephesus' official titulature during those times. It seems that 
White just wanted to suggest that the phrase as it appears in the Lukan text betrays or hints at the post-Flavian 
usage of the term "neokoros" as a coveted municipal designation. Thus, we can still make allowance for the 
historical possibility that the Ephesian secretary could have spoken of Ephesus' neokorate of Artemis around the 
years 52-54 C.E. Secondly, it is an overstatement that the term "neokoros of Artemis" "as if it were well known" 
would not have been permitted in the early second century C.E. Nothing could prevent Ephesus from being thus 
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Since "Ephesian Artemis was the preeminent deity of her neokoros Ephesus," Friesen 
contends, “the use of this term for the Cult of the Sebastoi immediately raised the cult's status 
to that of the most significant cult in the city and the region.，，“日 The imperial pantheon, which 
had lately been expanded with the advent of the Flavian empire, was in this case to be seen as 
connected with the far older, traditional Greek pantheon in and through the neokoros city of a 
preeminent Olympian deity—which was also one of Rome's preeminent eastern 
Mediterranean Hellenic cities. Luke's late first-century, or second-century, readers, therefore, 
could hardly fail to see the opening appeal or rhetorical question of the secretary (see above, 
§4.3.1) as resonating with the rhetoric of the new politico-theological identity of the Ephesians 
now finding expression in their “double neokorate." The secretary's opening appeal to his 
audience's municipal status as neokoros thus evokes in and through the term "neokoros" 
collective civic pride, imperial ambitions manifest in inter-civic competitions, and new 
called insofar as the "neokoria" implied by that designation was not a municipal honour granted by Rome and did 
not concern the veneration of imperial deities. The neokoria of Artemis granted by Caracalla (see n. 130 below), 
which made Ephesus "three times neokoros," was meant to elevate the city's status vis-a-vis other Asian cities, 
because of which Ephesus became the first Asian metropolis receiving the honour of three times neokoros. Hence 
the designation "neokoros of Artemis" entered into the city's official, and imperially approved, titulature. The fact 
that the designation entered into its official titulature so late does not imply that Ephesus could not have been 
known or seen as the "neokoros of Artemis Ephesia" well before Caracalla. Yet, the mention of that designation by 
the Ephesian secretary "as if it were well known," or as if it were part of Ephesus'well-known official appellation, 
betrays the influence the Flavian and post-Flavian official appellations of Ephesus could have had on Luke's 
re-presentation of an already well-known "unofficial" designation (but not an official appellation) of the city. 
Burrell's denial of the fact that the phrase "neokoros of Artemis" could be permitted before the third century C.E., 
moreover, is by itself suggestive of how much likely the Lukan mention of such a designation as in an Ephesian 
context, in the late first-century and second-century reception of the Lukan text, could have resonated with 
Ephesus' imperially granted neokoros status or with its neokoros appellations. 
Twice Neokoros, 56. Cf. the reconstructed official title of Ephesus about a century later during the Severan 
dynasty: [xfig jipwxTig ical ixeYioxTig [XTixpojtJoXewg xfl^ 'Aoia^ icocl x | [pig vewKopwv xwv 2e|3aoxa)v |i6va)]v 
6ijia[06jv] 6色 xfig 'Apxe!IL[6o]G 丨['E^eotcuv JioXew? f| (3OT)Xf| m l 6 VEWKOLPOG Sflpioq {lEph 300 lines 5-7; as quoted 
in Colin J. Hemer, The Book of Acts in the Setting of Hellenistic History [ed. C. Gempf; WUNT 2/49; Tubingen: 
Mohr Siebeck, 1988; repr., Winona Lake, Ind.: Eisenbrauns, 1990], 122 n. 60); on the damnation memoriae of 
Geta in connection with the erasure in line 7, see Kearsley, "Ephesus: Neokoros of Artemis," 204. 
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politico-theological identities for which provincial elite in Ephesus and other leading pole is in 
the Roman East negotiated. 
4.3.5 EPHESUS AS THE NEOKOROS OF ARTEMIS AND OF THE AionETHi. The way the 
Ephesian city secretary mentions the neokoros title has a peculiarity that deserves our 
probings. The mob is reminded of the fact that their city is the neokoros not only of Artemis, 
but also of the "ALOJiexri^." Commentators have rightly noted that the referent of the latter 
seems rather obscure, and have rightly assumed that that term must be understood in 
connection to Artemis, or to her cult at Ephesus. Literally meaning "that fell from Zeus,"'^^ 
this Greek term was most often used to describe divine images or statues wholly or partially of 
heavenly origin.”口 Apart from its single occurrence in Acts, there is an oft-mentioned, and 
possibly the only, ancient reference to the term in connection to Artemis一albeit not the 
Ephesian Artemis—in a legend dramatized by Euripides. Orestes, the son of Agamemnon, 
who is pursued by the Erinyes for his committing matricide, is commissioned by Apollo (the 
twin brother of Artemis) "to take the statue that fell from the sky and set it up in the land of 
"7 "Such an expansion of the use of city titles in the eastern Mediterranean could hardly have been envisioned 
when Ephesus became the neokoros of the Sebastoi in the late first century CE. This innovation, however, 
developed into the primary means by which the larger cities asserted their status in relation to one another. The use 
of city titles constituted a fundamental development in the political and religious propaganda of the Empire" 
(Friesen, ibid., 58-59). 
118 LSJ (s.v. Aiojiexiig); cf. Barrett, Acts, 936. Euripides compared the mortals—however glorious their lives 
once were—to a departing "8iojiexf|5 .. • doxiip," which can refer to a comet or a meteor, as Plutarch suggested (fr. 
no. 971, as quoted in Plutarch, Def. orac. 416D). Aiojiexiig can describe divinely sent "classics" as well ("xoijg 
SiojiexeX^ dveyvwiceL Kavovag"; Plutarch, Adv. Col. 118A). 
119 Cf. the two references from Herodian (early 3rd century C.E.)： 1.11.1 (the divine image of the Magna Mater 
is spoken of as an "dyaXpia 6L0Ji;exeg") and 5.3.5 (it is reported that the worshippers of a sun god "SioJiexfj xe 
ai)x6v [i.e., his lithic image] el vat 08 |1VOXOYOI)OLV") ; C . R. Whittaker ( L C L ) , I think, incorrectly rendered 
oepivoXoYO-OoLV as "worshipped": the believing groups in question are only speaking solemnly, reverently, and 
possibly also proudly of the divine origin of their sacred stone (cf. LSJ [s.v. oepivo^Loyew]). In both cases Herodian 
highlights the non-human origins of the images as claimed by the cult participants. 
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Athens—diojiEteg XaPetv / ayaXiJi' 'AGTIVWV X' dymBLSp-OoaL XQOVL."^ ®^ Such usage of the 
term 6IOJIEXE^ in connection to Artemis strongly suggests that the 6L0JTETF|G that the Ephesian 
secretary mentions might well refer to a certain (iydk\ia now safely placed at the Ephesian 
Artemision.121 Just as Artemis is the daughter of Zeus and Leto, her most venerated ^ya^-fxa 
must have in a sense descended from her divine father.^^^ Moreover, that dya入 l^a has 
purportedly become such an integral part of the civic cult that it was not wholly impossible 
that the Ephesian neokorate of the goddess was seen as no less than the tutelage of her 
6L0JiETeg dya^ifia.^^^ The goddess and her image, however, are to be distinguished, as the 
secretary's mention of the city title implies.^ ^"^ The author of Acts does not supply "her" or 
120 Euripides, Iph. taur. 977-78 (Kovacs, LCL); here the word diOJiex^g is to be understood in the light of 
Orestes's earlier lines: aij 6，eljiag ^XGeiv TaojpiKTig [x' opov^ x^ovog, / ^vG' "Apxepiig ooi cn3丫yovog Pco i^oijg Ix^v, 
/ ？ia(3eiv T' hyoX\x.a 9eac, 5 (jxxoLv ivQabz / 合5 xovobE vaoi)^ oi)pavo'0 JtEOEiv 'duo (85-88). 
121 In this regard Trebilco states: "The image of Artemis of Tauris is also said to have fallen from heaven, but 
no ancient writer apart from Luke says the same of Artemis of Ephesus" ("Asia," 352; my emphasis). Her holy fire 
at Ephesus is also of heavenly origin in that it has "been ignited by a spark from heaven" (Strelan, Ephesus, 151). 
On the legendary "heavenly" (perhaps meteoric) origin of the original "image" of Artemis Ephesia, see, e.g., Bruce, 
Acts, 420; Barrett, Acts, 935-36; Klauck, Magic and Paganism, 103—4, 108; Fitzmyer, Acts, 661; Haenchen, ibid.; 
Trebilco, "Asia," 351-53; Strelan, Ephesus, 151. 
122 It is suggested that this appeal or slogan of the city secretary itself is to counter the anti-idol propaganda not 
least associated with the Pauline mission. See, e.g., The Acts of the Apostles (eds. F. J. Foakes-Jackson and Kirsopp 
Lake; 5 vols.; part I of The Beginnings of Christianity, Grand Rapids, Mich.: Baker, 1965-66), 4:250; Christoph W. 
Stenschke, Luke 's Portrait of Gentiles Prior to Their Coming to Faith (WUNT 2/108; Tubingen: Mohr Siebeck, 
1999), 86; Gerard Mussies ("Artemis "ApXEpii^ ," in DDD, cols. 178-79) asserts: "The core of Paul's preaching 
against her, viz. that her statue was man-made and not divine, was dismissed by the 'secretary' of the city as 
incorrect by the use of one single word only," i.e., 6loji8Tti5. But note Haenchen's comment on this assertion: 
"That this Siojiexe^ was an answer by the chancellor to Paul's polemic against the gods made with hands {Beg. IV 
250 as a possibility) is a conjecture that by-passes the Lucan meaning of the scene" {Acts, 575 n. 5); cf. also I. 
Howard Marshall's comment: "The suggestion (mentioned in BC, IV，p. 450) that the clerk regarded it as 'not 
made with hands' and so as falling outside Paul's condemnation of idols reads too much into the text" {The Acts of 
the Apostles: An Introduction and Commentary [TNTC; Leicester: Inter-Varsity Press, 1980], 320). 
123 On the worldwide renown of Artemis Ephesia and her image, see, e.g., Pausanias (mid-second century C.E.), 
Desc. 4.31.8: "But all cities worship Artemis of Ephesus, and individuals hold her in honour above all the gods. 
The reason, in my view, is the renown of the Amazons, who traditionally dedicated the image (孜丫 cdpicc) ..." (Jones 
and Ormerod, LCL). See also R. Fleischer, Artemis von Ephesos und verwandte Kultstatuen aus Anatolien und 
Syrien (EPRO 35; Leiden: Brill, 1973). 
124 Cf. Strelan, Ephesus, 151: "If nothing else, the grammateus' distinction between the great Artemis and the 
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such nouns as dyaX^pia or (Spexag to clarify "SLOJiexTig," though. Is it because, as C. K. Barrett 
remarks, "to supply ayaX\xa is over-precise" in this case?^^^ It is my contention that Luke's 
reason is that it helps to facilitate an in the opening appeal, as we shall see, 
although is not thereby denied that 6iyak\ia would appear somewhat redundant if inserted. 
The intended peculiarity rests in the almost elusive innovativeness of the appellation the 
author of Acts has the secretary mention. Even granted that the city was no less the custodian 
of the sacred (!iyaX\ia that might well be the sine qua non of the existence of its world-famous 
temple, it is still rather unusual for "neokoros" as an appellation—whether of an individual or 
of a demos or of a city—to take such word as 6LOJi8xfig in the genitive. At least for the 
post-Classical usage of the appellation, insofar as the literary evidence shows, a holder of a 
neokorate was never spoken of as a neokoros of anything or anyone other than a 
deityi27_whether or not the deity is mentioned by name;^^^ he or she or it was moreover 
Siojiexeq indicates the essential importance of the image of Artemis in the minds of the Ephesians.…but Ephesus 
was its neokoros, as well as being neokoros of the great goddess" (all italics original). Strelan's remark that the 
secretary makes that "distinction," however, bespeaks the oddity in the implied "doubleness" of the Ephesian 
neokorate. It also shows that Strelan is not aware that it is odd to speak of a neokoros/neokorate of a divine image. 
125 Barrett, 936. 
126 Quintilian, Inst. 9.2.64-65: “Emphasis is among the forms of figured speech too. It is the process of 
digging out some lurking meaning from something said {est enim etiam interfiguras, cum ex aliquo dicto latens 
aliquideruitur) ... In it [emphasis] we want something other than what we actually say to be understood by 
exciting some suspicion to that effect. It is not the opposite of what we say, as in irony, but something which lurks 
there for the reader to discover {in quo per quandam suspicionem quod non dicimus accipi volumus, non utique 
contrarium, ut in elpooveta, sed aliud latens et auditori quasi inveniendum),,; quoted and translated in Ahl, "The 
Art of Safe Criticism," 176, 187; cf. also ibid., 177: “Emphasis, though we may translate it as something like 
'double entendre,' makes clear what double entendre does not: that the additional meanings are put there for the 
reader or listener to find. They do not occur accidentally." Note also ibid., 179: "We are simply not attuned to 
writing which proceeds by indirect suggestion rather than direct statement. The modern meaning of emphasis itself 
offers the most powerful comment as to why. When we 'emphasize' something, we proclaim it to our readers, 
leaving no doubt that we want its presence known. The ancient writer does the exact opposite." 
127 E.g., first century B.C.E.: Dorotheus，Fragmenta graeca 358.12 ("GTiXeLWV Bewv vewKopoi")； first century 
C.E.: Plutarch, Rom. 5.1.2 ("6 vewKopo^ xov 'Hpatc?^如”5，，)； idem, Quaest. rom. 267.D.9 ("xfi^ AEi^ KoGeag 6 
vewKopog"); second century C.E.: Aelius Aristides, 'lepol XoyoL a 286.20 ("^Jil xw vewKopoiJ 'AoicXTiJiLaicoi) 
oxTlliaxi") and passim (where "neokoros" is modified by the adjectival form of the deity's name). I obtained these 
references from the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae: CD-ROM #E. Cf. the Hadrianic and post-Hadrianic 
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rarely spoken of as a neokoros of a temple.^^^ Caracalla (r. as Augustus 198-217 c.E.), for 
instance, was said to have granted Asia's request on behalf of Ephesus to establish a third 
Ephesian provincial cult, but declined the requested neokoria dedicated to him as an imperial 
god to which he refers as neokoria of his name (EJI(OVV[IOV ... vecjOKopiav).'^ *^ Furthermore, 
there is no extant ancient attestation—be it literary, epigraphical, or numismatic一to this once 
attested Lukan usage, i.e., to speak of a city as a neokoros of a ^LOJiExfjg, or of a divine image. 
It would thus be otherwise inconceivable that the Ephesian neokorate of Artemis could ever be 
spoken of as one "ml lov 6LOJiETO'0g." The clues to this curiously unusual "innovation," I 
contend, are to be found in the Domitianic, and the later, Hadrianic provincial cults at 
Ephesus. 
If it is natural, or even requisite, for "neokoros" to take a name of a deity in the genitive 
(if it is to take any nominal phrase in that grammatical case at all), it seems that for the 
AioJTExfig mentioned in Acts 19 one must look for a "referent" that is in some sense a deity. 
The word "ALOJiBxfi^ ," moreover, hints at an association of that "deity" with Zeus (especially 
so in view of the so-called "western" text).^^^ Prior to Hadrian (r. 117-38 C.E.), on the one 
second-century c.E. Ephesian neokorate city appellation on inscriptions (f| 6I5 vewKopo^ xwv 2e(3aoxcov 'E^eaiwv 
jioXig); see, e.g., lEph 428, 436, 3001. Cf. also the Ephesian inscription (lines B.2-3; dated ca. 162-64 C.E.) 
reprinted and analysed in Oster, "Holy Days in Honour of Artemis," 74-75. 
128 Cf. the Kyzikos inscription (see above, n. 91); the YBVO^  of Gaius, by virtue of his Augustan pedigree and 
his status as Geog, must be regarded as "divine" (see lines 8-9 of the same inscription; Friesen, Twice Neokoros, 54 
n.21). 
129 See, however, the neokorate title (albeit for individuals) recorded in lEph 3038: "vewicopOD 6ia yevoi^ g 
\aov BEOV Oveojiaaiavov" (quoted from Kearsley, "Ephesus: Neokoros of Artemis," 206). 
130 The phrase is found in an imperial decree addressed to the province, in which he transfers the neokoria to 
Artemis Ephesia: see Oliver, Greek Constitutions, no. 266 (lEph 212) lines 20-21: "... f]v dk ^Jia)v'utx[6v [ioi 
6160T8 (aut 站oie)] I vewKOpCav ..."; cf. J. Keil and G. Maresch's restoration ("Epigraphische Nachlese zu Miltners 
Ausgrabungsberichten aus Ephesos," JOAI45 [I960]: 75-100, here 80—83): "xfiv 6色 ^JtwvupiEov 细otmoD] | 
vewKopiav" (quoted in Oliver, Greek Constitutions, 513). See also Price, Rituals and Power, 72-73. For a recent 
reconstruction of the course of events behind this decree, see Burrell, Greek Cities and Roman Emperors, 70-73. 
131 Cf. the variant in Codex Bezae ("Aioojiexii^"), which, as Barrett sees, "makes clearer that the object not 
merely fell from the sky ... but from Zeus himself. He contends that the variant can plausibly explain the 
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hand, it was Domitian who had ever been assimilated to Zeus Olympios in the provincial cult 
1 
at Ephesus; it was on the other hand likely that the Ephesian Olympics began "as a festival 
for Domitian that had to be discontinued," and "were later revived for H a d r i a n . T h o s e 
Ephesian games probably constituted a significant part of imperial cultic activities at Ephesus 
until the emperor's doom. Besides the municipal games held in honour of Domitian, as 
Friesen argues, an Ephesian coin suggests his assimilation to Zeus: with Domitian's title and 
bust on the obverse,�34 it has on the reverse Zeus's localized designation, Zeijg 'OXiJfXJtLog 
’E(t)e(jl�V, and his image reproduced "in the style of the world-renowned, chryselephantine 
statue from Olympia," which, as Friesen observes, was "an unprecedented symbol in Ephesian 
coinage.,'135 Artemis Ephesia, moreover, is therein held by her father in the right hand, where 
a Nike would normally be placed.^^^ The fact that in the municipal titles or inscriptions the 
name of Artemis Ephesia is usually mentioned before the emperor's by no means puts her 
surprising Vulgate reading, 'iovisque prolis'" (Acfs, 936). The Vulgate reading as quoted by Barrett, however, 
seems to have identified the ALo(a)3TexTi5 with Artemis/Diana herself, a proles of Jupiter/Zeus. 
132 Friesen, Twice Neokoros, 117-21. Cf. the poetical efforts of Martial and Statius to liken Domitian to Jupiter, 
which have been analysed by Kenneth Scott, The Imperial Cult under the Flavians (Stuttgart and Berlin: W. 
Kohlhammer, 1936; repr., Ancient Religion and Mythology; New York: Arno Press, 1975), 133-40. On Domitian's 
efforts to promote a "Jovian theology," which had begun under Nero and was later revived during Trajan's reign, 
see J. Rufus Fears, "The Cult of Jupiter and Roman Imperial Ideology,，’」厥 ff 17.1:3-141. See also the summary 
and critique of Fears's "Jovian theology" by Daniel N. Schowalter, The Emperor and the Gods: Images from the 
Time of Trajan (HDR 28; Minneapolis: Fortress, 1993), 13-27. 
Friesen, Twice Neokoros, 117-18. Friesen argues that "Olympian religion provided a useful, perhaps even 
necessary, model for the imperial cult," primarily because its "pantheon expressed the supremacy of the emperor 
(Zeus) and provided an analogy for the importance of the imperial family" (ibid., 166). On the archaeological 
question whether or not the excavated "Olympieion" at Ephesus is to be identified as the temple complex of its 
second provincial cult, see Thomas, "At Home in the City of Artemis," 109 n. 79. 
134 Note Friesen's cautious remark regarding his assimilation hypothesis: "The placement of two images on 
either side of a coin does not necessarily imply an assimilation of the two images. In this case, though, the specific 
context in Ephesus of Olympic games honoring Domitian and the obvious symbolic potential of the emperor as 
supreme ruler lead to the conclusion that the head of Domitian and the classic figure of Olympian Zeus are not 
coincidentally on the same coin" {Twice Neokoros, 119 n. 32). 
135 Ibid., 119. 
136 Ibid. 
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above the "Jovian" emperor in the divine h i erarchy]37 Friesen thus comments on this 
numismatic double innovation in view of the theologically charged imperial politics operating 
in this Roman metropolis: 
The Zeus Olympics coin, however, made two new statements. It assimilated the emperor 
to Zeus, and it placed the emperor in a direct relationship to Ephesian Artemis. This 
represents a major reorganization of the city's divine hierarchy, but it is not unexpected, 
for this is essentially the same message designed into the terrace of the Temple of the 
Sebastoi where the emperors, housed above the ranks of the deities, presided supreme over 
the world.138 
A mere hint at Zeus in connection with the Ephesian neokorate of a deity who was no less 
universally worshipped (Acts 19:27 m l f| olico-ufXEvn oepexaL),^ ^^ may thus intimate the city's 
137 Van Tilborg, Reading John in Ephesus, 191: "We must remember that, certainly in Ephesus, Artemis is 
always mentioned first and that in the temples the statue of Artemis functions as cult object, if not alone then in 
combination with the statue of the emperor. Artemis is the primary deity. That the emperor associates himself (or is 
associated) with the divinity is good for both"; also Strelan, Ephesus, 104. 
138 Ibid (emphasis mine). The quote continues: "The coin differs from the imagery present in the temple 
terrace in that the terrace precincts were related to several emperors, while the coin focussed solely on Domitian" 
(ibid., 119-20). For Friesen's discussion on the theological implications of the temple's terrace, see ibid., 68-75， 
especially his earlier made statement in the same work concerning the theological implications of the architectural 
design of the terrace: "The entire complex [of the facade in front of the Temple of the Sebastoi] was not an attempt 
to articulate a comprehensive hierarchy of the divine world. ... The message was clear: the gods and goddesses of 
the peoples supported the emperors; and, conversely, the cult of the emperors united the cultic systems, and the 
peoples, of the empire. ... The argument that reverence for Artemis might crowd out reverence for the emperors 
that was used earlier in the century was no longer persuasive in the late first century CE. The emperors and the 
(other) gods and goddesses each had their proper, complementary places in the life of the city, the province, and 
the empire" (ibid., 75). 
139 The universality of the worship of Artemis Ephesia (cf. lEph 24 [see above, n. 5]; Oster, "Holy Days in 
Honour of Artemis," 78), moreover, hints at the cults of the Roman Sebastoi whose dominion is no less universal 
and whose neokorates Ephesus, among other cities and individuals, also proudly held. Not unlike the emperors to 
whom cults are dedicated from all over the empire, the goddess received worship not only from all Asia, but also 
from the inhabited world as a whole, as Demetrius claims: "fiv 5XTI fj 'Aoia ical RJ OIICOD[A^ VT| A^PETAI" (Acts 19:27). 
The imperial overtones of the phrase olico—納 come through in the Lukan writings especially in view of the 
chronographical remark in Luke 2:1, in which the one through whom YHWH inaugurates his kingdom is 
juxtaposed with the one through whom the "golden age" of the pax romana has been inaugurated; see Gary Gilbert, 
"The List of Nations in Acts 2: Roman Propaganda and the Lukan Response," JBL 121 (2002): 497-529, esp. p. 
520 (Gilbert remarks upon the synchronic juxtaposition of Jesus and Augustus at n. 87). It is therefore subtly 
implied in the Lukan riot story that, if so much of the civic pride of the Ephesian demos rests in its neokorate of 
the universally worshipped goddess, how much more its pride would rest in its neokorates of the imperial 
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imperial-theological identity since Domitian's time, given that the implied reader has in mind 
the city's "reorganized" divine hierarchy now finding powerful expression at least in the 
architectural design of that Temple and those Domitian-Zeus coins. The "double neokorate" 
(of Artemis Ephesia and the Flavian Sebastoi'"^®) since Domitian, and the later double imperial 
neokorate (of the Sebastoi and Hadrian) since the founding of the second provincial temple at 
Ephesus, on the one hand reinforced the unique theological ties of the neokoros city of 
Artemis Ephesia to its "Jovian" masters, and on the other hand powerfully negotiated for its 
place among rival Asian cities in the province's divine hierarchy vis-a-vis the Sebastoi. 
One cannot of course simply identify the phrase xoD AL0Jtex0i)g as Domitian or Hadrian, 
as though the obscure phrase were intended to code either of these emperors. Neither 
emperor~nor their dydXiiaxa^'^^一was believed to have fallen^^^ or descended from heaven 
I Augusti whom their subjects from all over the oiicoaJtxevTi revere (oepeoeai). On the imperial title 
Sepaaxo^ with its religious connotation, see the fine historical account and analysis in Gradel, Emperor Worship 
and Roman Religion, 112-15. Other occurrences of olKO-upievTi in the Lukan writings (Luke 4:5; 21:26; Acts 11:28; 
17:6, 31; 24:5) also refer to the known, civilized, and inhabited space—virtually the Roman empire since Augustan 
times (Francois Bovon, Luke 1: A Commentary on the Gospel of Luke 1:1-9:50 [trans. C. M. Thomas; Hermeneia; 
Minneapolis: Fortress, 2002], 143-44 n. 40). 
14° It must be noted that the "allgemein angenommene Zusatz xwv ZePaaxwv ... findet sich auf keiner 
Inschrift zur Zeit der 1. Neokorie von Ephesos," i.e., the neokorate granted under Domitian for the Asian Temple 
of the Sebastoi (Gramme, "Die Bedeutung des Euergetismus," 126 n. 472). Though never used on inscriptions 
during Domitianic times, the later "addition" to the municipal appellation is doubtless implied in the Ephesian 
neokoros identity in view of the Temple's official name (cf. lEph 233 lines 9-10). 
141 On the imperial statues (from Augustus to Hadrian) found in Ephesus, see van Tilborg, Reading John in 
Ephesus, 192-96. See also Price's important analysis of imperial statues/images, which figure prominently in 
imperial cults in Roman Asia, in Rituals and Power, 170-206. 
142 The motif of "falling from heaven" is at least found in the Lukan Gospel associated with Satan: Jesus 
declares before his seventy(-two) "exorcists": "I saw Satan fall like lightning from heaven, ^Gewpoi^v T6V 
Saxavav (bg doxpajifjv Ik TOV ovpavoD Jieo6vTa" (10:18); cf. Lynn Allan Kauppi, "Hevwv SaiiiovLwv: 
Greco-Romans Read Religion in the Book of Acts" (PhD diss., Lutheran School of Theology at Chicago, 1999), 
197-205. Some early Christian traditions have associated Satan with Zeus. John the Seer probably likens 
Zeus—hence emperors assimilated to him through the contemporary imperial cults一to Satan in view of his 
mention of 6 epovo^ xov Hamva located at Pergamum (Rev 2:13; cf. 12:9). See Adela Yabro Collins, "Pergamon 
in Early Christian Literature," in Pergamon: Citadel of the Gods, 163-84. But it seems unlikely that here the 
Lukan Jesus has the "Jovian" Roman emperors in view. For an analysis of the Jesus saying in Luke 10:17-20 in 
view of Lukan "demonology" and other NT traditions (especially John's apocalypse), see Susan R. Garrett, The 
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or Zeus himself, although it is by no means impossible that 6LOJi;8Tfjg could be used to describe 
a human returning from Zeus or h e a v e n . ^ The word Aiojiexfig in the Lukan text is not an 
ambiguous one, and is not exactly a double entendre as s u c h . T h e unusualness in the way 
the municipal title is put, to be sure, does not prevent the reader from identifying the term as 
the shorthand of "the 6.yaX\ia of Artemis Ephesia." However odd it sounds to speak of 
Ephesus as the "neokoros of Great Artemis and xoD ALOTrEXoDi;," what else but her (iyaX[ia 
could the "Aiojiexfig" refer to in Paul's days?^ That said, the latent oddity in the title in the 
Lukan retelling still prompts the readers to draw out the specifically "imperial" overtones of 
the idea of a "neokoros o f . . . and xoi) AiojiexoDg" in view of the particular historical context 
of late first-century and early second-century E p h e s u s . I n and through the phrase thus 
perceived, the readers would have been "reminded," or have reminded themselves, of the 
Ephesian efforts to assimilate Domitian, and later Hadrian, to Zeus Olympios'^^ while the 
Demise of the Devil: Magic and the Demonic in Luke 's Writings (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1989), 46-57; Bovon, 
Luke 1, 141-42. See also Simon Gathercole, "Jesus' Eschatological Vision of the Fall of Satan: Luke 10,18 
Reconsidered," Z W 9 4 (2003): 143-63. 
143 A fictional satire by Lucian (2nd century C.E.) tells of a man named Menippos, a 6L0JIETTIG coming back 转 
o-upavoD after visiting Zeus. He is teased by his friend who calls him "divine," "Olympian," a "sky-man," and 
even "son of Heaven"—a Homeric epithet in the Greek {Icar. 2; Harmon, LCL). 
144 Cf. Quintilian, Inst. 9.2.69-70; see Ahl, "The Art of Safe Criticism," 196. Also cf. Daniel Marguerat's view 
that Luke in many places employs the rhetorical device of "amphibology," which particularly helps to construct a 
Christian "theological programme of integration" between the two geographical-cultural poles, viz. Jerusalem and 
Rome: "This process of dual meaning not only indicates that the author refuses to impose one meaning ... Using 
amphibology is the deliberate calculation of an author who has decided to suggest the double meaning of a word or 
an event. ... the ambiguity does not enforce one meaning. It challenges and intrigues. It proposes. It surprises by 
not limiting the sense. It is for the reader to resolve it or to continue reading the text maintaining the plurality of 
meanings that are suggested" {The First Christian Historian: Writing the "Acts of the Apostles “ [trans. K. 
McKinney et al.; SNTSMS 121; Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002], 75). 
145 To speak of Ephesus as a neokoros of the sacred StojiexTig is still implicitly derogatory at least from the 
Christian perspective: even though the 6L0JiexTi(； is not hand-made but "fell from Zeus," it is still not itself a god. 
146 One can therefore reasonably doubt whether any historical Ephesian secretary, or Luke's contemporaries, 
could have ever spoken of "the city of the Ephesians" as "neokoros of Great Artemis and rod dLOJTewvg" as if the 
latter phrase were an official titulature and as if the 6LOJieTTi5 in question were a deity. 
147 At least five Ephesian inscriptions were dedicated to Hadrian as—"with slight variations"—A-uxoKpaiopi 
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same metropolis was the neokoros of both the venerated daughter of Zeus and the Flavian 
Sebastoi. Once the reader is ready to infer what remains unarticulated in the Lukan text, the 
"AioJiexTig" whose neokorate Ephesus held alludes in this connection to the Jovian emperors 
whose neokorates belonged, among others, to the Ephesian people. 
Although the Ephesian secretary appeals to the civic pride of the rioters by reminding 
them of Ephesus's status as the honorary neokoros of Artemis and the "ALOJiExfig," the riot 
episode casts into doubt their qualities as the neokoros city of Artemis and, by implication, of 
the Sebastoi. Despite its political preeminence and religious heritage, and its wealth and 
natural qualities as an important habour city, the riot episode itself implies that the Ephesian 
demos, which is regularly assembled in the theatre, is prone to intolerable civil disorder and 
mass religious f e r v o u r . T h e religious role Ephesus is to play in the divine hierarchy which 
is centred in Rome—a role defined inter alia by neokoros status since Domitian—would 
require nothing less than a politically civilized citizenry; the citizenry is to express its 
gratitude towards the imperial benefactors not only through conferring upon them high titular 
honours and holding in their honour regular civic r i t u a l s , b u t also through its contribution 
Kaioapi 'A6piavw ALL {lEph 270; Friesen, Twice Neokoros, 118). Marianne Palmer Bonz argues that 
Hadrian's efforts to establish temples for Zeus Olympios at Ephesus and Smyrna was "to restore the perception of 
relative equality between these proud and important cities and their close neighbor Pergamon, which had 
previously been granted a second neokorate under Trajan and where Hadrian was also in the process of completing 
the monumental sanctuary in which he was undoubtedly worshipped alongside Zeus Philios and Trajan" ("Beneath 
the Gaze of the Gods: The Pergamon Evidence for a Developing Theology of Empire," in Pergamon: Citadel of 
the Gods, 269). 
148 The Lukan characterization of the Ephesian demos doubtless gives the reader such an impression in view 
of the fact that such Greek intellectuals as Plutarch and Dio Chrysostom reminded their contemporary Greek cities 
again and again that, under Roman rule, wanton civic rebellious misbehaviour would lead them to greater servility. 
See Trebilco, "Asia," 344-50. Civic self-discipline is, according to Dio {Or. 33), the effective way for the 
Nikomedians and other Greek citizenries to instil into the Roman governors a deep sense of respect, "denn dann 
wiirden sie sich von ihrer Ungerechtigkeit distanzieren wegen 'Furcht 06(305”，{Or. 34); Takaya Hosaka, "Lukas 
und das Imperium Romanum. Unter besonderer Beriicksichtigung der literarischen Funktion des Furchtmotives," 
A/B/14 (1988): 113. 
149 Cf. Hosaka, ibid., 110: "Die Stadte des griechischen Osten, deren politische Macht und Stabilitat auf die 
romische Unterstutzung angewiesen war, muBten gewollt oder ungewollt ihre Dankbarkeit zum Ausdruck bringen, 
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to the maintenance of legal and political order within city borders. The lurking tension 
between impetuous civic disturbance often induced by civic pride, and the deep longing for 
local stability with minimum imperial intervention, finds vivid expression in this Lukan riot 
pericope. The Asiarchs some of whom afford Paul timely advice, and the municipal secretary 
who ably prevents the riot, appear to represent the provincial elite who can hardly stay aloof 
from similar civic crises and may from time to time lose control of the tumultuous 
p o p u l a c e . 1 5 0 i n striking contrast to the Christian 8icic}iTiata(i) (e.g., Acts 9 : 3 1 ; 1 1 : 2 2 , 2 6 ; 1 2 : 1 , 
5; 13:1; 14:23, 27; 15:3, 4，22, 41; 16:5; 18:22; 20:17，28; cf. 19:32, 40) situated in various 
places across the eastern part of the empire, the Ephesian demos as parodied by Luke, despite 
its corporate theological identity vis-a-vis the current imperial order, is scandalously prone to 
violent disturbance or oxdoig (Acts 19:40; cf. 24:5; Luke 23:19, 
The "unreligious" cause of Demetrius' riot also figures in the Lukan narrative—indeed in 
the speech of Demetrius itself (Acts 19:25-27). In the light of my hypothesis that Luke or the 
implied author may have the Ephesian imperial cults around the turn of the century in view, 
Demetrius, a silversmith of Ephesus, is suggestive of another oblique link between the Lukan 
retelling of the riot and Ephesus as an imperial neokoros since Domitian. 
indem sie zB ihrem romischen Schutzpatron, dem Feldherm oder Volk, den Ehrentitel Euergetes, Soter u.a. 
zukommen lieBen, oder einen Tempel weihten." 
Cf. Wolfgang Stegemann, Zwischen Synagoge und Obrigkeit: Zur historischen Situation der lukanischen 
Christen (FRLANT 152; Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1991), 204: "Doch er [the Lukan text, Acts 19] 
zeigt durchaus das typische Gegeniiber von einfacher Stadtbevolkerung und stadtischer Aristokratie. Es 
stehen sich namlich indirekt auch der stadtischer 'Abel' (hier vertreten durch den ypa[L\iaTzv(； bzw. die 
'Asiarchen') und das Volk bzw. eine Gruppe des Volkes (Demetrius und die Silberschmiede) gegeniiber." We 
should however bear in mind the fact that it is only to a limited degree that this "indirect contrast" reflects the 
Ephesian situation in Luke's times: the Ephesian silversmiths (a sub-decurional group) were in fact well connected 
with the local elite; see below, §4.3.6. 
151 Cf. the second-century strike of the Ephesian bakers (and the proconsular decree in lEph 215); see above, n. 
57. 
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4 . 3 . 6 EPHESIAN SILVERSMITHS, THE MOTIF OF MONEYMAKING RELIGION, AND THE IMPERIAL 
CULTS. AS Philip A . Harland's studies have demonstrated, some urban voluntary associations 
played a significant role in local civic and provincial rituals—not least the imperial cults—in 
Roman Asia during the early principate.^^^ Associations of hymnodes, for instance, 
participated in the imperial cultic celebrations of the province. ^ ^^  Ephesus was of course no 
exception. One of the professional associations at Ephesus that were evidently associated with 
the city's provincial imperial cults was of the silversmiths. Whereas it may hold true that they 
had some association with the Ephesian cult of Artemis,i54 the Ephesian silversmiths certainly 
"had connections with the provincial cult and its main functionary, the high priest (archiereus), 
through social networks of benefaction," as Harland observes.^^^ Their identity was even 
"closely bound with the identity of the city of Ephesus, particularly that city's role as temple 
warden of [sic] the provincial imperial cult"^^^: they publicly and proudly called themselves 
"the Ephesian silversmiths of the first and the greatest metropolis of Asia, and three times 
152 "Claiming a Place," esp. chs. 4—5; idem, "Honouring the Emperor or Assailing the Beast," 110-13; idem, 
"Honours and Worship: Emperors, Imperial Cults and Associations at Ephesus (First to Third Centuries C.E.)," SR 
25 (1996): 319-34. 
153 Harland, "Honours and Worship," 326; also Friesen，Imperial Cults, 104-13. 
154 The historical possibility that Ephesian artisans produced silver devotional items targeting visitors to the 
Artemision cannot be ruled out, despite the fact that no such items have been discovered yet. See Horsley, "The 
Silversmiths at Ephesos," 9. See above, nn. 3 and 33. On the connections between the cult of Artemis Ephesia and 
silversmithing, see the epigraphical evidence gathered and discussed in Lampe, "Acta 19," 67. 
155 See the short inscription lEph 425 (dated ca. 81-117 C.E.; Harland, "Honours and Worship," 327; and with 
line 10 corrected; Horsley, "Silversmiths," 8): [Ti. KL 'Ap]LOx[a)[va] / [T]p[l5] dpx[i]epea [ ] / [xfilg 'A[0La5 / 
[Y]p[a|I^iaxea xov] / [..]o[ / [jipi3x]avL[v / [JIOXXOILG m l NEYDXO[i5 爸p-] / [yoig K ] xwv ISIODV KOO- / 
[liTloavxa] xfjv Jio^iiv / [...•.]a) dpyajpoKOJiOL / [.....d]jiL[pieX]Tie8VT05 / [....]ov [$]cyu(t)[[]o” 2eK:o[i3]v[6]o” (line 5 
perhaps reads: [v£]o[ic6pov]); Harland mentioned一but did not quote一this text. The highpriest concerned is Tib. 
Claudius Aristio (see Lampe, "Acta 19," 66). The guild of the Ephesian silversmiths (called T6 JIXFLEOG xwv 
dpYi^poxowv in lEph 585 and x6 ouvE6piov xwv dpya^pOKOJiwv in lEph 2212) was assigned their own "place" 
(named 6 xojiog xwv dpyi^ poKOJicDV in lEph 547). See Strelan, Ephesus, 136-37; Horsley, "The Silversmiths at 
Ephesos," 7. 
156 Harland, "Honours and Worship," 327. 
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neokoros of the Sebastoi."^^^ It is therefore plausible that Luke, having on the one hand the 
secretary highlight the neokoros status of Ephesus, and on the other hand having Demetrius 
play the leading role in the riot,^^^ would have had the contemporary Ephesian silversmiths in 
view. In view of their evident involvement in the “social networks of benefaction" at the 
provincial level, and hence their overt connections with the imperial cult and the provincial 
elite involved in it, it sounds rather "sensational" that an Ephesian silversmith, in order to 
counter an anti-idol movement, would resort to a tumultuous mass demonstration that might 
have disastrous political consequences for the c i t y . 159 A riot or a mass demonstration 
purportedly instigated by an Ephesian silversmith, or by the Ephesian guild of silversmiths,• 
is moreover not attested elsewhere.^^^ 
157 Tfjg JtpwxTig ical piE- / 7LOTT15 piTixpojtoXewg / TT]G 'Aaiaq ICOTL xpl^ ve_ / wKopoi) xwv 28(3ao(Twv) / ' E ^ E O L W V 
ol dpyupoxooi, as is mentioned in an Ephesian inscription dedicated to Valerius Festus. For the epigraphical text, 
see Dieter Knibbe and Bulent iplik9ioglu, "Neue Inschriften aus Ephesos IX," JOAI55 (1984): 130. The title is 
found in lines 2-6 of the inscription. Knibbe and iplikyioglu {contra Harland, "Honours and Worship," 327, who 
thinks that the title dates from Hadrianic times) rightly point out that the inscription dates from Caracal la's reign 
("Neue Inschriften aus Ephesos IX," 130-31; cf. n. 130 above)—probably after Geta's death; cf. Burrell, Greek 
Cities and Roman Emperors, 70-73; Strelan, Ephesus, 136, suggests that the Lukan Demetrius "was a man of 
status among the guilds," and that the fact that the secretary "singles him out from the technicians" bespeaks his 
"superior status." 
158 It is not implausible that, just like the speech of the secretary (see above, n. 67), his is largely fashioned by 
Luke. 
159 Eckhard Plumacher has suggested that the whole riot narrative betrays a tendency of "sensationalistic 
historiography" {sensationalistische Geschichtsschreibung), in that it exaggerates the Christian influence as far as 
Ephesus is concerned ("TEPATEIA. Fiktion und Wunder in der hellenistisch-romischen Geschichtsschreibung 
und in der Apostelgeschichte," ZNWS9 [1998]: 82 and n. 92). I would also suggest that the instigation of the riot 
by Ephesian silversmiths itself counts as a Lukan xepaxeia, which is meant to amplify the "spectacular portrayal" 
{spektakulare Darstellung) of the caricatured Artemis-worshipping neokoros city. It must nevertheless be stressed 
that Plumacher by no means denies Luke, who employs such devices, the status of a historian by the 
Hellenistic-Roman standards (ibid.，82). 
160 Strelan notes that Luke distinguishes between "qualified silversmiths" (v. 24 xexvLxai) and workers of 
similar occupations (v. 25 dpyaxai). He also points out that the second group is not mentioned in Codex Bezae: 
Demetrius addresses all assembled fellow craftsmen as ^v6peg o-uvxexvixai {Ephesus, 136-37)—just as in a guild 
meeting. 
161 Political unrest associated with guilds was surely known in the early imperial age. Apart from the Ephesian 
bakers strike (see above, n. 57), "Dio Chrysostom records unrest at Tarsus when some citizens held a guild 
(jiXfleoq) of linen-workers responsible for Gopupd^ m l dxa^ia in the city" (Strelan, Ephesus, 141^2; Dio 
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What is particularly of our concern here is the Lukan motif of corrupt, profiteering 
religious practices by which a stereotypical aspect of the Ephesian cultic life is reprovingly 
presented in the riot episode. The author of Acts tends to be suspicious of religious practices 
essentially bound to economic interests or, in Rudolf Pesch's generalizing phrase, of "die 
unheilvolle Allianz von Religion und Okonomie."^^^ Given my hypotheses that Luke had the 
Ephesian imperial cults in view when shaping the riot episode, and that the motif of Ephesian 
silversmiths represents vested economic interests in the deplorable pagan cults, we may 
suggest that he sees the cults as motivated not only by patriotic fervour and aggressive civic 
pride, but also by municipal financial interests not least associated with imperial cultic 
activities at Ephesus. While we should neither reduce imperial cults to mere political and/or 
economic activities that are void of "genuine" religiosity, ^ ^^  nor impose "foreign" cultural 
values on ancient Mediterranean societies being studied,!64 here our purpose is to clarify the 
polemical, and sometimes stereotypical, attitudes towards the cults that were held by 
unsympathetic, contemporary outsiders such as the author of Acts. His polemical depiction of 
the Ephesian cultic life in which "business" figures prominently may nonetheless to some 
Chrysostom, 2 Tars.). Trajan even rejected the request of the Bithynian people "to form a voluntary fire brigade," 
seeing that such kind of voluntary associations of the same province had been a cause of unrest (Pliny, Ep. 10.34); 
Trebilco, "Asia," 341-42. 
162 Die Apostelgeschichte (EKKNT 5; Ziirich: Benziger Verlag; Neukirchen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 
1986)，2:183. See also Strelan, Ephesus, 143; Stenschke, Luke 's Portrait of Gentiles, 81-82; Klauck, Magic and 
Paganism, 110. Other Acts passages resonating with this motif at least include 8:9-24 (Simon the "magician" of 
Samaria) and 16:16—19 (a Philippian slave-girl possessed by a soothsaying jiveDpia). The apostle Peter rebukes 
Simon saying: "Your silver perish with you" (8:20). The slave-girl is said to have brought her masters much 
dpyaoia (16:16b); whereas the narrator reveals that the Ephesian silversmith has brought no small ^pyaoia to the 
craftsmen (19:25). 
163 See esp. Friesen, "The Cult of the Roman Emperors," 236-39. 
164 strelan stresses that Demetrius must be seen by his ancient Ephesian contemporaries as "an honorable 
man" who cared about his honour and business interests as much as the honour of Artemis, in that business, 
honour, and piety all "went hand in hand" {Ephesus, 136). He therefore criticizes modem readers who wrongly see 
the silversmith as presented by Luke as a "profiteer，, in the guise of an Artemis-defender (ibid.). 
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degree reflect historical reality, in that civic cultic activities—not least the imperial 
rituals一constituted an integral part of municipal economies in Roman Asia.^^^ Permission to 
build imperial temples not only means civic honours and further imperial benefaction for the 
cities competing among themselves for it, but also intra- and intercity economic activities and 
monetary flow not least boosted by regularly held rituals, games, and gladiatorial shows 
during imperial festivals; these events constantly attract tourists from all over and beyond the 
p r o v i n c e . 166 Moreover, Ephesian silversmiths contemporary with Luke were plausibly among 
the beneficiaries of the thriving imperial cults at Ephesus: whether or not cultic and devotional 
products such as silver replicas of Artemis's temple were their primary source of income，the 
establishment of new Ephesian imperial neokorate(s) would certainly enlarge the market of 
their silver or silver-plated products. ^ ^^  In the light of the recurring motif of the 
"religion-business-profit c o n n e c t i o n , t h e riot episode subtly represents, and hence debunks, 
a "problematic" aspect of urban cultic life seen from the Lukan perspective, an aspect 
plausibly connected in the case of Ephesus with its imperial cults. Demetrius and his guild's 
obsession with their holy business and their honour as producers of expensive devotional 
items, both of which are inextricably bound with the honour of Ephesus as the neokoros of 
Artemis and, since Domitian, also of the Sebastoi, drives his fellow Greek citizens further 
165 Stephen Mitchell, Anatolia: Land, Men, and Gods in Asia Minor (2 vols.; Oxford: Clarendon; New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1993), 1:257-59. See also White, "Counting the Costs of Nobility," 3 4 0 4 1 ; cf. Friesen, 
"The Cult of the Roman Emperors," 238-39. 
166 Mitchell, Anatolia, 1:259. 
167 E.g., the type-statues and imperial images dedicated in C. Vibius Salutaris's procession in 104 c.E.—which 
included eight statue copies of Artemis (Lampe, "Acta 19," 65) and 20 silver images of the imperial family under 
Augustus, the Roman demos, the personified Roman senate and the equestrian order; and of the Ephesian city, 
demos, boule, gerousia, and ephebeia—were very likely all locally made. See Rogers, Ephesos, 91-95; lEph 
27.24-31. 
168 Strelan's phrase {Ephesus, 143). 
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away from the 666; and, as the episode mockingly and hyperbolically suggests, might 
potentially drive them into civic chaos as well. 
4.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has assessed Kreitzer's attempt to bring imperial politics to bear on the 
analysis of the Ephesian riot, which is purportedly related to the Christian mission or, in 
Luke's terminology, to the 686g (Acts 19:23; cf. v. 20). Kreitzer's study has been shown to be 
inadequate in that his scenario based on the given numismatic clues does not stand up to 
scrutiny. More importantly, he has failed to read the riot pericope either as a part of the book 
of Acts, or as responsive to the Ephesian, imperial situation contemporary with the author. On 
the basis of the hypothesis that Luke was contemporary with an Ephesus whose imperial cults 
were reaching their zenith under the Flavians, the third section above attempts to fill an elusive 
interpretive gap between the Ephesian riot story and the redefined neokoros status of the city. 
In the light of my analysis of the late first- and early second-century usage of "neokoros" as an 
Asian city appellation, the "neokoros slogan" Luke has the Ephesian secretary mention 
constitutes a clue to this interpretive gap. The evident association of the Ephesian silversmiths 
with the imperial cults, and the motif of profit-making religion, add weight to the central 
argument of this chapter. 
The theme of ruler worship, to be sure, does not figure as prominently in the riot episode 
as in the death scene of the last Judaean king (ch. 3). The latter, however, indicates that the 
author would not eschew mentioning or intimating "imperial cult," and thereby "allegorically" 
registering his critical response to this "pagan religion." That said, the Lukan text this chapter 
focuses on contains nothing more than a mocking remark on some aspects of the author's 
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contemporary imperial cults that are resonant with the Ephesian cult of Artemis during Paul's 
times. We cannot infer from this single remark alone too much about what the author and the 
intended readership may have thought about the imperial cults with which they lived. Even 
less can we infer from it alone with certainty the practical response of a hypothetical "Lukan 
community" to that integral part of Greek urban cultic life.'^^ Yet after all, it remains certain 
that the author, who thus fashions the riot story and parodies the Ephesian people, would have 
opined that the Ephesian Christians, who are in the literary imagination of Ignatius truly the 
0eo(t)6poL m l vao(t)6poL, xpi'0X0(t)6p0L, dYi0(t)6p0L proceeding in a Christian procession (Eph. 
9:2; cf. Salutaris's procession in 104 C.E」？。)，should never share with their fellow citizens—at 
least in their hearts一the pride in the civic neokorates of both Artemis and the imperial 9eoi. 
169 We do not assume that the book of Acts was a literary product from a Christian community in Roman 
Ephesus; nor that the contemporary Ephesian Christians were the target audience of the Lukan work. See above, 
§1.2.1. But cf. White, "Urban Development and Social Change in Imperial Ephesos," 36: "at least one recent study 
has suggested placing its composition in Ephesos itself, sometime around the turn of the second century." The 
study in question, which seems to be still unpublished despite the publication details White supplies, is Peter 
Lampe, Die Lokalisation der Lukasleser. 
See above, n. 167. Cf. William R. Schoedel, Ignatius of Antioch: A Commentary on the Letters of Ignatius 
ofAntioch (Hermeneia; Philadelphia: Fortress, 1985), 67; Brent, Imperial Cult, 238. It was not entirely impossible 
that the Syrian bishop may have seen that pagan procession himself. Ignatius's letter to the Ephesian Christians 
nonetheless does not seem to reflect a severe persecution situation in Ephesus during Trajanic times, although his 
impending martyrdom in the Roman arena was itself an extreme (albeit infrequent) form of individual persecution. 
See also the recent study by Philip A. Harland, "Christ-bearers and Fellow-initiates: Local Cultural Life and 
Christian Identity in Ignatius' Letters," JECS 11 (2003): 481-99. 
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Conclusion 
This study builds on a critical review of Allen Brent's political interpretation of the Lukan 
writings, and exegetically engages two recently discussed Acts passages, so as to pave the way 
for reconsidering any bearing the practice of imperial cults may plausibly have on the analysis 
of the Lukan perspective on the Roman empire. It is presupposed in the above exegetical 
probes that the theological ways the Hellenic populaces of the Roman East made sense of 
Rome's supra-poliadic imperial power may have posed not a small problem to many if not all 
earliest Christian readers of the Lukan writings. The prevalence of Roman imperial cults as an 
integral cultic part of East Mediterranean civic life, moreover, would have only intensified this 
problem, in that urban Christ-confessors since the earliest times would have been forced to 
alienate themselves from their pagan neighbours, not least because of their insistent non-
participation in the activities related to imperial cults. With this plausible historical situation in 
view, the present study reconsiders to what degree the author of the Lukan writings has subtly 
responded to some theological and practical problems imperial cults would have posed to his 
intended readers. 
At the very least, this study contributes to the understanding of two Acts passages as 
regards their allusions to phenomena pertaining to imperial cults. The third chapter has 
critically assessed several scholarly attempts to relate Acts 12:20-23 to emperor worship. 
Over against all these interpretive attempts, it suggests that the passage constitutes the 
historian's subtle criticism not merely on the "pagan" practice of attributing divine honours to 
a mortal ruler, but also on the divinely smitten king as a false and falsely apotheosized royal 
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benefactor vis-a-vis the truly "divinized" messiah. i The Jewish legend of the king's death has 
thus afforded an opportunity for Luke to mount his criticism on such a significant trait of ruler 
cults since Hellenistic times. Perhaps his earliest readers did not perceive that Lukan text as so 
much his own criticism as a "divine" commentary manifested in history for all to know. 
The following chapter probes into some plausible connections of Acts 19:23-41 to Luke's 
contemporary Ephesian imperial cults. It attempts to see through that otherwise "opaque" text 
some aspects of the cults his contemporary Christian readers would have found particularly 
repulsive. The critical allusions to the Ephesian situation toward the end of the first century 
C.E. (as evinced by the use of the terms veoaicopo^ and 6ioji8xfig in v. 35), together with the 
Lukan theme of moneymaking religion, are brought to bear on our attempt to historicize the 
Lukan account of the Ephesian riot in the light of Hellenic imperial cults. My reading of that 
Lukan text suggests that, in addition to the polemical representation of pagans in the face of 
the threat the gentile mission poses to the civic cult of Artemis Ephesia, here the anti-idol 
polemic is also directed against the same city which prides itself on its provincial cults of 
Roman emperors as much as on its neokoria of the goddess. And the ostensible "friendship" 
between Paul and some Asiarchs who afford him timely advice during the riot does not in my 
contention weaken the text's polemic against the emperor-worshipping populaces at Ephesus 
and other rival Hellenic cities. For it remains obscure as to why those provincial leaders treat 
the apostle cordially and Luke's mention of them, who were not necessarily associated with 
the imperial cults, is by no means in itself indicative of his attitude toward those cults. 
This study does not pretend that, with the above summarized assessments of two Lukan 
texts, it can be exhaustive and conclusive as to Luke's responses to Roman imperial cults, or 
1 Unlike the Josephan account of Agrippa I's death, Luke's account can be read as directed against ruler cult, 
by tacitly juxtaposing the truly "apotheosized" one, who has been divinely raised from the dead and taken up into 
the divine realm, and the falsely "apotheosized," and so divinely smitten, king. 
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to an imperial theology propagated by those cultic institutions or practice in the Greek East. In 
view of recent studies on the interface between Luke-Acts and imperial culture,2 and insofar as 
the results of my exegetical assessments are concerned, we can yet come to a tentative 
conclusion that the bipartite work can be read as evincing subtle criticism on the practice of 
emperor worship; and that the reader is thus dissuaded from being involved in the efforts of 
Hellenic populaces or poleis to extend their religious imagination and praxis to make sense of 
the reality of imperial rule. 
If, according to Philip A. Harland's studies, "honouring the emperor" was a common and 
indeed an honourable way in which a voluntary association could claim its place and identity 
within a Roman Asian polis) Luke's criticism on emperor worship could be viewed as his 
literary attempt to influence different Christian communities' self-identification vis-a-vis the 
practice of ascribing (divine) honours to emperors. To be sure, Harland has helpfully 
distinguished between cultic and non-cultic honours to emperors, the latter being acceptable to 
diaspora Jewish communities and possibly to some (non-Jewish) Christian groups as well in 
the same urban context. Insofar as the NT writings are concerned, we cannot know with much 
certainty whether Luke's Christian contemporaries displayed non-cultic honours they ascribed 
to the emperors, just as some of their contemporary Jews did. My reading of the Lukan 
writings is however focused on cultic honours to emperors, with an emphasis on their 
implications for self-identification of Luke's intended readers vis-a-vis other social groups. In 
the light of Harland's historical reconstruction, my reading suggests that they could contribute 
to the formation of the sacred group identity of their readers, an identity which is defined not 
2 See the Introduction, pp. 5—6. 
3 See, e.g., his "Claiming a Place in Polis and Empire: The Significance of Imperial Cults and Connections 
among Associations, Synagogues and Christian Groups in Roman Asia (c. 27 BCE-138 CE)" (PhD diss., 
University of Toronto, 1999). 
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by cultic connections to imperial gods, but by their faithful adherence to the "way" and to the 
multi-ethnic messianic people the certainty of whose beginnings Luke has historiographically 
demonstrated. 
An important assumption of the present study is to be iterated. We have not elucidated the 
Lukan perspective on the Roman empire through the literary representation of the relationship 
between Roman magistrates and Christians in the bipartite work, because such an approach 
takes it for granted that the political loyalty of Christians to Rome is an issue Luke addresses 
in his narrative "theological treatise." Over against this approach to his political perspective, 
this study assumes that in Luke's rhetoric, the political loyalty of gentile Christ-confessors to 
Rome is an a priori assumption. The political issue he has ostensibly addressed is rather the 
alleged disloyalty of some ethnic Jewish Christ-confessors to Rome.^ In this study, the real 
“political，，problem at issue, notwithstanding the taken-for-granted reality of imperial rule, is 
the latent tensions between the kingdom heralded by Paul in Rome toward the end of Luke's 
story and the other to whose princeps Paul has wanted to appeal.^ In the context of the Greek 
polis, the tensions between these two "kingdoms" could have generated tensions between the 
individuals and groups who celebrated their religiously defined relationship to the imperial 
gods, and Christ-confessing "associations" which in their different ways prided themselves on, 
and had their lives oriented around, a sacred Jio i^Lxeia which relativizes any others. Thus, it is 
plausible that the Lukan bipartite work was written to enable its readers to "discover" their 
identity through history, and to remind them of their sacred Jio t^Lxeta in the face of enormous 
4 See §1.3. 
5 Cf., e.g., N. T. Wright, The New Testament and the People of God (Minneapolis: Fortress, 1992)，373-84; 
Carsten Burfeind, "Paulus mufi nach Rom. Zur politischen Dimension der Apostelgeschichte," NTS 46 (2000): 
75—91, esp. p. 91; and Marianne Palmer Bonz, The Past as Legacy: Luke-Acts and Ancient Epic (Minneapolis: 
Fortress, 2000). 
6 Judith Lieu, Neither Jew Nor Greek? Constructing Early Christianity (SNTW; London and New York: T. & 
T. Clark, 2002), 179. 
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political and social pressure which their refusal to participate in local imperial rituals, inter 
alia, might from time to time induce/ 
7 I would like to end this thesis with a note of acknowledgements, remembering but those individuals who, in 
an academic setting, directly or indirectly contributed to my postgraduate studies at the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong—especially to the completion of this small research exercise. 
My heartfelt thanks to my thesis supervisor, Prof. Kun-chun Wong, under whose support and encouragement I 
started pursuing further studies at the Chinese University of Hong Kong five years ago. I gratefully acknowledge 
the kindness of another ex officio member of the thesis committee, Prof, Lai Chi-tim. Another internal examiner, 
the Revd Prof. Lung-kwong Lo, helpfully raised some questions during the oral exam. I am especially thankful to 
the external examiner, Prof. Gerd Theissen (Ruprecht-Karls-Universitat Heidelberg), for his most heartening 
comments on my interpretive attempts. 
I completed almost two-third of this thesis when serving as editor firstly at the Institute of Sino-Christian 
Studies and then at the Christian Study Centre on Chinese Religion and Culture. I am indebted to the directors of 
both institutions, Mr. Daniel H. N. Yeung and the Revd Prof. Lo respectively, for graciously granting me study 
leaves even repeatedly. And my warm gratitude to the latter institution's associate director, Dr Francis C. W. Yip, 
for his trustfulness and his most crucial supports throughout the past year. 
Lastly, I would like to express my gratitude to Prof. Sze-kar Wan, from whose teaching on Paul as much as 
from his person and gracious help I benefited when he was visiting professor at the Chinese University of Hong 
Kong (1st term, 2001-2). I feel fortunate to have known Lee Ling-hon, an intellectual friend who has shown most 
interest in my solitary engagement with imperial cults. I am indebted to Liu Yi-jung, with whose special help I 
wrote part of chapters three and four. 
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